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Preface

There is a consensus that U.S.-China relations will shape, possibly 
define, twenty-first century security dynamics.1 American and Chinese 
commentary suggests this view is influential among practitioners in 
both countries. Agreement on the preferred, or likely, nature of this 
relationship is, however, limited and the discourse divided, even 
 acrimonious. This partially reflects the fluidity characterizing global 
security since the Soviet Union’s implosion, and the collapse of the 
Cold War’s organizing principles, which had lent meaning, purpose, 
and structure to great power strategy for decades.

This study is the third in a series on the evolution of post-1949 
U.S.-China relations. The first volume explored the covert U.S. 
 challenge to Beijing’s control over Tibet, mounted in clandestine 
 concert with India in the 1950s–1960s. The second charted the 
 dramatic shift initiated by President Nixon and consolidated by four 
successors. Washington and Beijing became allies in a successful if 
unheralded challenge to Soviet power and influence in the 
 1970s–1980s.2 The current account takes up the tale where,  following 
Beijing’s Tiananmen Square crackdown in June 1989, and the Malta 
summit in December, the U.S.-China-Soviet Union strategic triangle 
stood transformed.

By the 1990s, rapidly rising economic prowess of Pacific powers, 
especially China and the “Asian tigers,” convinced many that the 
 twenty-first century would largely be shaped by Asia-Pacific dyna-
mism. Swift growth, large production- and consumption bases, 
diverse disputes, and enduring U.S. interest made the region a cockpit 
of strategic-economic linkages. The potential for shared benefits and 
spreading malaise appeared equally expansive—the latter highlighted 
by the 1997–98 East Asian economic meltdown. The establishment 
of the Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation forum (APEC) reflected 
the region’s growing global import. What happens here will influence 
the world; the trajectory of U.S.-China relations will determine what 
happens here.

The work acknowledges myriad motivations, interests, and 
 priorities—trade, investment, human rights, faith, citizen-state  relations, 
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and national security imperatives—coloring the policy-palimpsest 
 shaping diplomacy. But it focuses on just military-strategic 
 interactions—the sharp-edge of interstate ties—as the yardstick with 
which to assess relations. It traces the evolution of perceptions providing 
the context in which policy evolved, relying on analyses that policymak-
ers and national-security bureaucracies shared, as well as formal pro-
nouncements and sponsored studies on strategic issues. Action and 
motivations driving action are this narrative’s building blocks. It is, 
therefore, as much an account of what state-actors thought they should 
do as it is of what they did.

The review of policymaking in Washington and Beijing presents a 
bifocal perspective. U.S. policy is outlined in the National Security 
Strategy, produced by a National Security Council (NSC)-led 
 interagency process, under presidential authority. Department of 
Defense (DoD) organs generate the National Defense Strategy, 
National Military Strategy, National Maritime Strategy, Quadrennial 
Defense Review (QDR), and annual reports to Congress elaborating 
plans to implement presidential directives. State, Defense, the 
Intelligence Community, and research bodies—for example, Office 
of Net Assessment (ONA), National Defense University (NDU), and 
RAND—provide inputs; line departments shape implementation. 
This is where variations in nuances appear. In the 1970s and 1980s, 
State and DoD often debated China-policy while the White House 
executed it. The Clinton administration bridged the gap with senior 
figures from the three offices collaborating. However, Clinton’s con-
gressional difficulties meant policy definition and implementation 
occasionally diverged.

China is different. The Central Military Commission (CMC), usu-
ally led by the Party Chairman—who doubles as president—assesses 
threats to national security and plans countermeasures. The CMC’s 
executive vice-chairman is assisted by the General Staff Department 
(GSD) in these endeavors. The CMC, the Politburo Standing 
Committee (PBSC), and the State Council generate China’s national 
security strategy to be implemented by the People’s Liberation Army 
(PLA). Research organs, for example, Academy of Military Sciences 
(AMS), the China Institute of International Strategic Studies (CIISS), 
Institute of Contemporary International Relations, and the NDU 
provide inputs, disseminating thinking on issues such as the 
“Revolution in Military Affairs” (RMA), ballistic missile defense 
(BMD), and asymmetric warfare.

In recent years, vigorous debates over these have occurred. Party, 
State, and PLA publications reveal differences in emphases. Commentary 
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published by these can be a helpful source of information and analyses. 
The centrality of the party leadership was diluted following Deng 
Xiaoping’s succession by noncharismatic, technocratic, leaders. Given 
the rise of a middle class, with foreign-educated returnees playing 
increasingly visible roles, this dilution, and the diversity of voices, could 
increase the flow of information but make identification of  authoritative 
strands harder than before.

The study is built around a thematic-chronological framework. 
Chapters 1–4 retrace the transition in U.S.-China relations as the 
Soviet collapse followed the aftermath of the Tiananmen Square 
crackdown, and Bill Clinton progressed from being a critic of his 
predecessor’s China policy to a defender of the Bush legacy, while his 
decisions faced severe buffeting. Chapter 5 examines the dialectics of 
evolving policy and perceptions. Chapter 6 frames a period of 
 uncertainty in which President G.W. Bush—a critic of Clinton’s 
“engagement” policy—encountered an assertive Beijing, the result-
ing conflation of engagement and confrontation reflecting the middle 
ground America has often found itself pursuing in facing China, and 
when India and Russia interposed themselves within the U.S.-China 
strategic framework. The parties, in a dynamic balance of power, 
engage each other while hedging against possible conflict.

Chapter 7 explores strategic triangulation, a key theme in early 
twenty-first century great-power relations. Washington announced 
plans to build India up as “a great power in the 21st century,” leaving 
little doubt as to where this power would be aimed. U.S.-Japan secu-
rity links were reinvigorated as Tokyo asserted a greater global role 
while tensions with Beijing mounted. The launch of a “Quadrilateral 
Initiative” formalized a democratic coalition Beijing dubbed “the 
Asian NATO.” Finally, post–Cold War secondary actors themselves 
charted near-autonomous courses, injecting additional systemic flu-
idity. The China-Russia-India triangle, while not very clearly defined, 
could emerge as a “joker” in the twenty-first-century strategic pack. 
Nonetheless, as China’s capacity to shape the environment grows 
while America perseveres to maintain its systemic dominance, the 
centrality of U.S.-China power relations in defining the global future 
is becoming apparent. This multitude of variables is shaping an 
increasingly intricate security architecture. The outcome of their 
interaction remains uncertain, but works such as the present one 
might, hopefully, contribute to our understanding of the current 
complexity.
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Prologue

The United States has blamed us for suppressing the students. But 
didn’t the US itself call out police and troops to deal with student 
strikes and disturbances, and didn’t that lead to arrests and 
 bloodshed? It suppressed the students and the people, while we put 
down a counter-revolutionary rebellion. What right has it to 
 criticize us?1

—Deng Xiaoping

America must possess forces able to respond to threats in whatever 
corner of the globe they may occur. Even in a world where  democracy 
and freedom have made great gains, threats remain. Terrorism, 
hostage-taking, renegade regimes and unpredictable rulers, new 
sources of instability—all require a strong and an engaged 
America.2

—George Bush

While the collapse of communism has greatly reduced the chances of 
a major war, the world remains in a dangerously unstable state. 
The burden on the United States is heavy because nearly all nations 
see us as the principal force for international peace and stability.3

—Robert Gates

The View from ZHONGNANH AI
Among the people responsible for shaping the post–Cold War 
 transition, few matched the prominence of George H.W. Bush, 
Mikhail Gorbachev, and Deng Xiaoping. The Bush presidency’s first 
year was the most dramatic in transforming the international security 
system, especially its core of great-power relations. U.S.-Soviet 
 relations recorded unprecedented improvement but those with China 
suffered severe strains. Events followed a predictable if not prevent-
able sequence as though in a classic tragedy. Pro-democracy demon-
strations in Beijing, Western support for them, Beijing’s angry, violent, 
crackdown, Western sanctions, and a sense of betrayal pervading 
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Zhongnanhai eroded the covert anti-Soviet alliance successive U.S. 
and Chinese administrations had nurtured since 1971. Deng 
Xiaoping, having led China’s post-Mao transmogrification into a 
dynamic power friendly to America, was upset. Three months before 
the Tiananmen Square crackdown, he told Bush, China’s overriding 
need was for stability without which all its achievements would be 
lost. “If we seek the forms of democracy, we won’t achieve the sub-
stance, and we won’t develop the country either, but will only throw 
the country into turmoil. . . . Democracy is our goal, but we must keep 
the country stable.”4

Events around Tiananmen Square in May–June 1989 reinforced 
Deng’s focus on stability at a time of turbulence abroad. He feared 
many of his compatriots did not appreciate the threat posed by a 
“handful of bad people” trying to “overthrow the Communist Party 
and demolish the socialist system. Their goal was to establish a bour-
geois republic, an out-and-out vassal of the West.”5 Despite the chal-
lenge, Deng insisted that his economic aims be pursued with increased 
vigor. Having doubled China’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) since 
1979, he now wanted to double it again in 12 years. By 2050, “we are 
to reach the level of the moderately developed countries. That is our 
strategic goal.”6 Nothing would be allowed to hinder it. Outrage at 
U.S. conduct grew alongside a determination to pursue economic 
objectives despite the instability the policy portended. Deng told 
Communist Party of China (CPC) leaders, when China’s GDP dou-
bled at the turn of the century “in real terms, the people will see that 
our country and our socialist cause are flourishing.” He asked the 
CPC to formulate programs for sustained development over the next 
six decades, warning that “the Western imperialists are trying to make 
all socialist countries abandon the socialist road, to bring them in the 
end under the rule of international monopoly capital and set them on 
the road to capitalism. We have to make a clear-cut stand against this 
adverse current.” He ordered severe punishment for those who are 
“guilty of the most heinous crimes.”7

Challenged at home, Beijing also worried about the dramatic 
 erosion of European communism. A relaxation in great-power com-
petition was neutralized by threats to the CPC’s monopoly on power. 
Against that backdrop, large nuclear armories held by potentially 
 hostile states caused deep anxiety.8 With most CPC “elders” declining 
in health, promoting a new generation of leaders gained urgency. 
Deng was concerned about the consequences of his death in office. In 
September 1989, he told the Central Committee he would retire “com-
pletely,” transferring most of his duties to Jiang Zemin and Li Peng. 
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He would not intervene in the affairs of the (Politburo Standing 
Committee PBSC), “except for extremely serious problems,”9 such as 
the threat of war between developed and developing countries, and 
national frailty—“under no circumstances should we show any weak-
ness. The more afraid you are and the more weakness you show, the 
more aggressive others will be. They will not be kind to you . . . on the 
contrary, if you are weak, they will despise you.”10

Deng drummed this message repeatedly while building up the 
Jiang-Li “collective leadership.” Although formal power was trans-
ferred to these acolytes in the summer, few signs indicated a shift11 
and Deng continued as the “paramount leader.” He did not mince his 
words in exchanges with foreign visitors.12 Richard Nixon, once 
 popular in Beijing, arrived with a message from Bush and received 
lectures on U.S. “culpability.” Deng told him, with its “huge popula-
tion and a poor economic foundation,” China could not accomplish 
anything without “good public order, political stability and unity.” 
Anti-Communist forces had plotted “the counter-revolutionary rebel-
lion. It’s a pity that the US was so deeply involved in this matter.”13 

His message to “my friend President Bush” was equally robust when 
Gen. Brent Scowcroft, Bush’s national security adviser, arrived osten-
sibly to brief Deng on the Malta summit. Deng reminded his guests 
that what happened in China could affect “world stability and secu-
rity. If there were disturbances in China, that would be a big problem 
that could have repercussions elsewhere,” affecting America, too. 
“China cannot be a threat to the US, and the US should not consider 
China as a threatening rival. We have never done anything to harm 
the USA. . . . China and America should not fight each other.”14

Bush’s “New World Order”

It was in that state of uneasy fluidity that this momentous year ended. 
The remainder of the Bush presidency proved to be equally signifi-
cant. The Cold War ended, the Soviet Union fragmented, Eastern- 
and Central Europe was transformed into a capitalist-democratic 
zone while parts of it seethed with incipient ethno-national violence. 
Beyond the “greater European homeland,” Iraq’s occupation of 
Kuwait and the U.S.-led war to reverse it,—with hints of a Revolution 
in Military Affairs (RMA) building—were described by Bush as the 
beginning of a “new world order.”15 That conflict, and the U.S.-
forged diplomatic consensus and military coalition behind Operations 
Desert Shield and Desert Storm, focused attention in 1990–91 as 
security efforts shifted from the bipolar center to “peripheral” regions. 
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This shift had been confirmed in July 1990, when the U.S. Strategic 
Air Command (SAC) stood down the “Looking Glass,” its National 
Emergency Airborne Command Post aircraft, from continuous alert. 
These watershed developments generated unintended consequences.

The sudden and largely unanticipated Soviet fission and America’s 
emergence as the “sole superpower” deepened anxiety in post- 
Tiananmen Beijing. Chinese leaders feared U.S. interference and its 
alleged pursuit of “the insidious policy” of encouraging China’s 
“peaceful evolution” toward “bourgeois liberalism.”16 For America, 
however, China remained an asset despite the end of the Soviet threat: 
“As the world’s most populous nation, a country with great economic 
potential and the possessor of significant military capability, China’s 
participation is essential to coping successfully with a number of 
trans-national issues” including the proliferation of missiles and 
nuclear/chemical weapons, and environmental pollution. “China’s 
strategic significance needs to be seen not simply through the narrow 
prism of the Soviet factor, but on the far broader scale of its place in 
an increasingly polycentric world.”17 U.S. views were mixed. Beijing’s 
decision to keep the military at the bottom of “the four moderniza-
tions” meant “its posture does not currently present a major military 
threat.” Still, the “more doctrinaire” among China’s leaders willing 
to “return to more isolationist policies” worried Department of 
Defense (DoD).18

Bush also ignored some Chinese sensitivities. His decision to meet 
the Dalai Lama, “the chief splittist” in Beijing’s view, in April 1991, 
angered China. This was the first time in decades that Tibet’s exiled 
leader had received U.S. attention reminiscent of Washington’s 1960s 
clandestine anti-PRC operations.19 Bush imposed sanctions on  several 
Chinese firms accused of transferring missile technologies to Pakistan, 
and suspended the sharing of high technologies with Beijing. This 
did not end pressure from Congress where China’s reported missile 
sales to Pakistan and Syria, and a nuclear reactor sold to Algeria, 
caused consternation.20 Partly to allay such fears, Bush proposed a 
“general code for responsible transfer of major arms” bringing the 
largest five arms exporters—coincidentally, the five permanent 
 members of the UN Security Council (UNSC)—under a common 
framework. Washington stressed that China’s arms transfers drove 
the initiative.21 U.S. assessment of key security interests and its strate-
gic calculus were shaped by the ego-perception of a benign hegemon: 
“The US remains the only state with truly global strength, reach and 
influence in every dimension. . . . In the 1990s, as for much of this 
century, there is no substitute for American leadership.”22
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Despite this confidence, and satisfaction with changes across the 
Warsaw Pact, however, Washington’s concern over residual Soviet 
nuclear and conventional military strength was apparent, coloring the 
administration’s efforts to manage a complicated and volatile mix of 
events and trends.23 America played safe—developing a three-pronged 
strategy: maintain forward deployments to safeguard U.S. interests, 
preserve deterrent capabilities, and maintain security commitments 
to allies and friends.24 This arguably pedestrian stratagem proved 
effective in a period of paradigmatic turbulence. Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) analyses explored likely consequences for Soviet nuclear 
assets of possible loosening of federal institutions.25 Despite uncer-
tainties, most scenarios suggested a weakening of Moscow’s ability to 
threaten U.S. interests. This view was reinforced by the August 1991 
putsch, which drained Gorbachev’s authority, boosted Boris Yeltsin 
as leader of a renascent Russia, and sealed the Soviet Union’s fate. 
On September 27, Bush stood down SAC bombers, tankers, and 
Minuteman-II intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) from their 
alert status,26 ordering removal of tactical nuclear arms from ships 
and attack submarines. In October, Gorbachev and Bush agreed on 
major nuclear arms cuts. December 1991 saw the USSR replaced with 
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Gorbachev resigned 
on Christmas Day, transferring the control of nuclear weapons to 
Russian President Yeltsin. By New Year’s Day, the USSR was history!

Concerns over China, too, apparently eased. In May 1991, U.S. 
and Chinese governments agreed to extend for five years the science-
and-technology agreement Carter and Deng signed during the  latter’s 
1979 visit to America. In August, Beijing announced its decision to 
join the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). North Korea 
appeared to be more threatening than any other state, but Congress 
continued pressing the administration to toughen up its China policy. 
Senators, exercised over China’s reported transfer of ballistic missiles 
to Pakistan and Iran, and other “proliferation activities,” demanded 
that the renewal of Beijing’s Most Favored Nation (MFN) status be 
leveraged to extract favorable Chinese conduct.27 Bush, while sympa-
thetic to some congressional concerns, refused. Tension between the 
two branches dogged Washington’s pursuit of a coherent stance. In 
November, Bush dispatched Secretary of State James Baker to Beijing. 
Baker secured a pledge to adhere to the Missile Technology Control 
Regime (MTCR). This achievement notwithstanding, the CIA was 
asked to file monthly reports on China’s “proliferation activities.”

However, China featured only marginally in the CIA’s assessments 
of threats to U.S. security. The “sudden appearance of 15 new 
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 countries, in place of a single familiar empire, and enormous prob-
lems in all of them” caused the deepest concern, especially the fact 
that the CIS “continues to possess some 30,000 nuclear warheads, 
the most powerful of which are still aimed at us.”28 The CIA was 
anxious about “the implications of the thousands of nuclear weapons 
in Russia, Ukraine, Byelarus, and Kazakhstan.” The strategic pros-
pects were mixed: “Only China and the successors of the former 
Soviet Union now have the physical capability to strike the US directly 
with weapons of mass destruction (WMD).” Although no direct 
threats to America were expected in the next decade,29 “the threat to 
Europe, the Middle East, and Asia are real and increasing.” Director 
of Central Intelligence (DCI) Gates saw China’s transfer of missiles, 
nuclear reactors, or related technology to North Korea, Iran, Syria, 
and Algeria as of particular concern.30 Bush raised this with Premier 
Li Peng in New York during a UN summit in January 1992, their 
first meeting since 1989. Li promised written acceptance of Beijing’s 
obligations under the MTCR, demanding that Washington resume 
sales of high-speed computers and satellite components. Bush said the 
ban would be lifted if Beijing kept “its commitments on prolifera-
tion.” On China’s admission to the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT), Bush said America favored admission of both China 
and Taiwan—not an option Beijing would accept. Bush was toughest, 
though, on human rights. “The record of the Chinese government 
on human rights was insufficient,” he told Li, “We would like to see 
significant improvement.”31

China’s arms buildup and alleged proliferation activities remained 
under strong congressional and intelligence scrutiny. In March 1992, 
110 Republican Representatives voted to override a presidential veto 
on Congress’s rejection of MFN renewal for China. The China policy 
debate was embittered by leaked intelligence claiming Israel had 
secretly sold China a U.S.-supplied Patriot surface-to-air missile 
(SAM). Despite Israeli denial and Beijing’s silence, pressure mounted 
on the administration. A technical team sent to Israel “found no 
 evidence” that the allegations were true.32 However, inquiries revealed 
other secret transfers of prohibited U.S. arms and technology to 
China by Israel.33 Despite public uproar, following the receipt in 
February of a letter from Foreign Minister Qian Qichen confirming 
Chinese adherence to the MTCR, Bush lifted sanctions imposed in 
June 1991. From March 1992, U.S. firms could resume selling 
 high-performance computers, satellites, and space-related technology. 
Baker told Congress China would apply MTCR parameters to export-
ing M-9 and M-11 ballistic missiles in which Pakistan, Syria, and Iraq 
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had expressed interest. The administration insisted it would not 
slacken monitoring Chinese arms exports, and would not sell weap-
ons to China.34 Nonetheless, on March 31, Senator Jesse Helms made 
a presentation before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on 
“the PRC’s military threat.”

In contrast, the CIA noted Beijing’s anxiety over U.S. global 
 strategy. Senior People’s Liberation Army (PLA) officers insisted U.S. 
arms-control policy was “aimed at protecting Washington’s dominant 
position in the world arms market,” and that countries such as China, 
which joined the regime later, were not treated “on the same footing” 
as original members.35 Mutual suspicions developed a dialectic that 
strengthened gradually. The CIA explained China’s collaboration 
with “states of international concern” such as Iran, Iraq, and Libya in 
terms of “China’s concern about U.S. intentions to assert its will 
around the world following its victory in the Gulf war.”36 Bush was 
concerned more about global trends. Proliferation of WMD and their 
delivery systems was of the gravest import. The discovery of the scale 
of Iraq’s covert nuclear program deepened anxiety. In July 1992, 
Bush assumed leadership of nonproliferation efforts. America would 
stop producing plutonium or highly enriched uranium (HEU) for 
“nuclear explosive purposes,” and seek “real enforcement” of NPT 
obligations. However, the initiative was diluted by the fact that 
America had not produced any plutonium since 1988, and HEU, “for 
many years.”37 Confirmation of Beijing’s single-shaft multiple-device 
nuclear test in May 1992 added to U.S. concerns over China’s nuclear 
program. The CIA reported two separate 600kt detonations in 
Xinjiang’s Lop Nur as “the most powerful underground nuclear 
explosion in the history of the Chinese military,”38 using “a new 
nuclear technology.” Given the costs of such tests, and the difficulty 
of obtaining useful data from them, the CIA was unsure of Beijing’s 
motives.

America had other worries too. The CIA reported troubling trade 
imbalances at a time of congressional anger over China’s MFN status. 
Agencies suggested Deng Xiaoping was trying to speed up market 
reforms, boosting exports and controlling imports, resulting in a 
rapid rise of the U.S. trade deficit. The CIA said U.S. imports from 
China grew at 41 percent annually in the first five months of 1992, 
three times faster than the growth of U.S. exports to China. It esti-
mated U.S. trade deficit with China to rise from $1.27bn in 1991 to 
over $1.5bn in 1992.39 Against that backdrop, Senator Jesse Helms’s 
“Red China’s Military Threat” theme struck a chord. Helms asked 
Gates to “produce a threat assessment of the Communist Chinese 
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military buildup and the potential political repercussions on our 
friends and allies in East Asia.” He also asked the Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA) to review “all levels of dual-use technology goods now 
being imported into Communist China from the United States and 
other COCOM countries” and assess where this technology “fits into 
the Communist Chinese military-industrial complex.”40 An anti- 
Beijing tendency crystallized. Governor Bill Clinton’s criticism of the 
administration’s China policy played to a growing “anti-appeasement” 
gallery as the presidential campaign heated up.41

Bush’s mid-1992 decision to sell 150 F-16 fighters to Taiwan 
 outraged Beijing. The National Security Council (NSC) justified the 
sale on the ground of the obsolescence of Taiwan’s F-5 and F-104 
aircraft, and U.S. obligations under the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA). 
Concerns over the China-Taiwan balance of air power following the 
PLA Air Force’s (PLAAF) induction of 30 SU-27 fighters were a 
major trigger. Bush’s reassurances to China42 sounded a little hollow; 
he insisted the F-16s, “configured for defensive purposes,” promoted 
“common political goals: peace and stability in the area through 
mutual restraint.” But the signs were clear. The NSC’s rationale 
matched that of the Taiwanese military, which promptly bought 60 
Mirage-2000 advanced fighters. Washington’s message to Beijing 
on its F-16 decision proved ineffective. Qian Qichen described the 
sale as a “serious incident,” with “serious consequences.” Shortly after 
Bush’s electoral defeat, U.S. intelligence reported the transfer of M-11 
medium-range ballistic missiles (MRBM) to Pakistan. Beijing insisted 
the M-11’s range fell below MTCR guidelines. Bush promptly sent 
the U.S. trade representative, Carla Hills, to Taiwan, on the first 
 cabinet-level visit since 1979.

Despite such difficulties, the administration acknowledged the 
need to devise a modus vivendi with Beijing. The promotion of Deng’s 
acolytes into the PBSC meant his initiatives would shape Chinese 
policy for many years. The changes announced at the 1st Plenum of 
the 14th Central Committee filled the PBSC with Deng’s appoin-
tees—Jiang Zemin, Li Peng, Qiao Shi, Li Ruihuan, Zhu Rongji, Hu 
Jintao, and Liu Huaqing. Deng marginalized Marshal Yang Shangkun, 
China’s most senior military man, and his brother, Yang Baibing. The 
new Central Committee, too, was larger and younger than its prede-
cessor. “The strong provincial and military representation on both 
the Politburo and the Central Committee underscores Deng’s  reliance 
on them to support his economic reforms.”43 This strong showing of 
the reformist tendency might explain Bush’s approach toward Beijing. 
Despite strong public and congressional unhappiness with China’s 
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leaders in 1990–93, Bush signed 19 waivers allowing sales of items 
prohibited since 1989 to Beijing.44 While Deng consolidated a reformist 
cabal, U.S. anxiety over the proliferation of nuclear arms deepened. 
This may have contributed to Clinton’s victory.

The Chinese and French accession to the NPT was a boost to the 
nonproliferation regime. South Africa, Argentina, and Brazil rein-
forced that trend. However, “the absence of India, Pakistan and Israel 
from the regime, linked with the regional tensions in the Middle East 
and South Asia, continues to threaten its long-term survival.”45 Iraq 
and the former-Soviet republics, too, were worrying. The proliferation-
potential of Central Asia and North Asia-Pacific region was of similar 
concern. “The former Soviet Union, which is now 15 separate coun-
tries, is hemorrhaging arms, not as a matter of government policy, but 
because things are economically so bad in those countries.” U.S. ana-
lysts believed, “Commanders, even active duty commanders within 
the Russian military establishment, are actually selling arms to 
 criminal gangs and to brigands and to terrorists and to revolutionary 
organizations around the world.”46 Still, the existential threat of a 
nuclear exchange with the Soviet Union, which earlier overshadowed 
much else, had now receded. That triggered a DoD reassessment of 
security concerns determining force structure. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (JCS) chairman, Gen. Colin Powell, sought to restructure the 
military, reduce costs, and prepare for post–Cold War challenges.47 
Not surprisingly, U.S. military deliveries to China fell from $117.53m 
in 1989 to $3.95m in 1990, $2.63m in 1991, and just $436,000 in 
1991.48 However, in that latter year, the National Defense University 
(NDU) revived exchanges with its Chinese counterpart. During 
Operation Desert Storm, PLA attachés in Washington were invited to 
DoD briefings on U.S. operations in the Gulf.49 Nonetheless, serious 
tensions remained.

The Clinton administration would inherit this level of anxiety, and 
seek ways of ameliorating it. In one of his first steps, President-elect 
Clinton nominated R. James Woolsey, a military and arms- control 
expert, as the next DCI. Despite Clinton’s anti-Bush campaign 
 rhetoric, Woolsey’s worldview reflected continuity between the two 
administrations: “This world that we are beginning to see . . . appears 
more and more like a more lethal version of the old world that existed 
before 1914, when a range of nationalist sentiments produced the 
holocaust of World War One.”50 Woolsey called for a fresh approach 
to collective security under UN aegis to meet complex post–Cold 
War challenges, a view that would shape U.S. policy during the 1990s. 
That continuity may have been the Bush presidency’s legacy.
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The Gulf War and a 
“Multipolar World”

Chinese thinking, not surprisingly, evolved within its own parameters, 
shaped by elite concerns peculiar to Beijing’s circumstances and 
 perspectives. While America remained a key focus of Chinese diplo-
macy and deliberations, changes in the socialist world and leadership 
processes within the CPC, too, influenced decisions. As early as the 
mid-1980s, senior Chinese figures discerned shifts in the security 
superstructure. Perhaps the most influential among them was Huan 
Xiang, national security adviser to Deng Xiaoping. In 1984, he began 
publishing analyses that made for dramatic reading:

• The old world order has already disintegrated and the new world 
order is now taking shape, but up to now it still has not yet 
 completely formed.

• U.S. domination of the Asia-Pacific will end.
• Japan knows what role it should take, but it still hesitates . . . China 

must go through a long period of hard work. . . . 30 to 50 years 
time will make it truly powerful.51

• The two largest military powers are weakening and declining . . .  
militarily they are developing in the direction of multipolariza-
tion . . . if the Star War plan develops, multipolarization could 
develop toward bipolarization, and could again return to bipo-
larization. If secondary-ranked countries want to carry out a 
Star Wars plan, it will be very difficult. The position of those 
 countries will immediately decline.52

This assumed decline of the superpowers and a trend toward 
 “multipolarization” encouraged Beijing to proclaim “equidistance” 
between the Superpowers. Deng announced that a global nuclear 
conflict was unlikely, China need not worry excessively about “hege-
monist threats,” and ought to focus on building its economic power. 
This expanded Beijing’s autonomous space and widened its range of 
choices, lowering the perceived need for U.S. support against the 
USSR. Although China continued to collaborate with America in 
covert operations against the Soviet Union in Southern Africa, 
Central America, Cambodia, and Afghanistan, it did not feel obliged 
to mirror U.S. global strategy. This trend persisted until 1989.

Uncertainty about developments abroad and post-Tiananmen 
 anxiety at home contributed to the rise of defensive insecurity, trig-
gering a search for trends suggesting, somewhat wishfully, as it turned 
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out, decline of the suddenly unchallenged U.S. dominance. Analyses 
and commentary stressed the emergence of a new security system in 
which several different “poles”53 of political, economic, and military 
power balanced each other, preventing the hegemony of a singularity, 
and ensuring systemic stability, creating an environment in which 
China could focus on economic development without distraction.54 
But before such a benign situation could obtain, challenges to U.S. 
preeminence were necessary. In the late 1980s, Chinese analyses saw 
a relative decline of U.S. power as an important element of the secu-
rity environment. In 1990, one analyst identified Japan as the most 
likely source of such challenges, predicting that Japan would match, 
even surpass, U.S. economic prowess by the turn of the century, and 
America would have to accommodate Japan and Europe at the apex 
of the international security system.55 With varying force of argument 
through the decade, the emergence of a multipolar world would remain 
key to Chinese analyses of global fluidity and Beijing’s world role.

Deng’s own views may have colored Chinese analyses. He saw a 
future “when the world becomes three-polar, four-polar or five- 
polar. . . . In the so-called multipolar world, China too will be a pole.” 
He advised China’s leaders to build and expand relations, “including 
political relations,” with Moscow, and “refrain from arguing over 
ideological differences.” This stance underpinned the following two 
policies: “first, opposing hegemonism and power-politics and safe-
guarding world peace; and second, working to establish a new inter-
national political . . . and economic order.”56 Hegemonism no longer 
indicated Soviet policy; indeed, Deng sought Soviet support to 
 counter it. Without saying it, he had turned the Cold War era US- 
PRC-USSR relationship on its head, identifying America as the 
 adversary, although he told Western guests that China’s “one princi-
ple” was to “build good relations with the Soviet Union, with the 
United States, and also with Japan and the European countries.”57 
The shift reflected a changed calculus—threats to China had moved 
from its external Soviet source to potential popular anger encouraged 
by the US-led West; security required stability underpinning “tangible 
benefits” of economic growth, and a calm international environment 
necessary for it.

Deng told visitors he had warned Bush of the global threats from 
an unstable China.58 The “Paramount Leader” seemed to be facing 
several challenges at once—keen to hand power to Jiang Zemin’s new 
team, he had to repeatedly encourage them to pursue his economic 
reforms and open China even wider to the world while punishing 
“bourgeois liberal” tendencies; encouraging confidence in China’s 
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rise as a “pole” in a multipolar world, he warned against China 
becoming the leader of the Third World—“we aren’t strong enough”; 
and while urging the Politburo to focus on international stability, he 
also asked them to “promote the establishment of a new international 
political and economic order.”59 In short, he pulled China in different 
directions. Iraq’s August 1990 invasion of Kuwait and the U.S.-led 
campaign to restore the status quo ante added complications.

Beijing condemned Baghdad’s move at the UNSC, demanding 
Iraqi withdrawal, the restoration of Kuwaiti independence, sover-
eignty and territorial integrity, and the imposition of sanctions on 
Iraq. However, on November 29, 1990, as the Council voted on 
Resolution 678, which fixed January 15, 1991 as the deadline for 
Iraqi withdrawal, China abstained. Beijing’s insistence on “peaceful 
resolution” of the dispute, and rejection of the U.S.-U.K. establish-
ment of a northern “security zone” and a southern “no-fly zone”60 
meant although China acquiesced in Operations Desert Shield and 
Desert Storm, it did not support third-party military intervention. 
After the war, survivalist instincts exercised Beijing. Analyses at State 
Council- and PLA think tanks focused on the remarkable synthesis of 
military science and craft, which brought America a virtually blood-
less victory against a formidable foe in near-record time. Chinese 
 analysts studied U.S. strategy and tactics, deployment patterns, joint 
operations, command, control, communications, and intelligence 
(C3I), logistics, and financial management.61 They drew lessons from 
U.S. combat experience, attributing the strengths and weaknesses 
they discerned in U.S. forces to their future adversary. Transference 
made the emerging hegemon China’s potential enemy. It was this 
overwhelming U.S. military domination that the PLA began to plan 
against. The Chinese Academy of Military Sciences (AMS) conducted 
war games in 1991 targeting U.S. forces in Northeast Asia, probably 
the first such exercise since 1971.62 This post–Gulf War dialectic63 
climaxed the process begun in June 1989.

The PLA’s focus on the external dovetailed with the CPC Central 
Committee’s domestic concerns. In his address to senior Party  figures 
in Beijing, and in the booming coastal belt during his 1992 trip, 
Deng repeated his warning that while China faced threats from 
within, malicious forces seeking the erosion of socialist China lurked 
abroad. China must grow strong, primarily in economic terms, 
 distribute new wealth among the citizens to boost its popular base, 
and the only way forward was to continue with economic reforms and 
further opening up to the world. If Beijing did not grasp this oppor-
tunity “to raise the economy to a higher level,” China would be left 
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behind in the coming “Asia-Pacific century.” Deng’s biggest  challenge 
was to persuade his acolytes that there was no contradiction between 
pursuing capitalist economics and adhering to Marxist-Leninist 
 politics while continuing “to stress the need to combat bourgeois 
liberalization.”64

Despite the anxiety caused by overwhelming U.S. military prepon-
derance, however, Chinese analysts discerned the steady emergence of 
a multipolar world in which “no single power is able to impose its will 
on others.”65 Nonetheless, in 1992, the PLA began developing 
options to meet contingencies should confrontations with America 
turn into conflict. The only locale of potential conflict was Taiwan, 
and U.S. decisions to deliver sophisticated hardware to Taipei led the 
PLA to hone joint-operation doctrines, test these in increasingly 
complex exercises, and modernize by integrating newly imported and 
indigenous weapon systems. The PLA lacked the ability to mount a 
seaborne invasion, but its primary concern was to counter likely U.S. 
intervention should Beijing launch an operation. The PLA 2nd 
Artillery’s modest ICBM arsenal was deemed sufficient to deter a US 
nuclear assault on China, but to prevent or defeat U.S. conventional 
support to Taiwan, PLA analyses of the Gulf War identified weak-
nesses in the U.S. logistics and deployment systems.66 So, by the time 
Bush left office, the covert strategic alliance he and four of his 
 predecessors had carefully cultivated with China had ended. The 
reversal was so complete that both sides, especially the Chinese, now 
saw the other as a key source of threats to national security, and 
 prepared to meet these threats.
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The Clinton Roller Coaster

The Bush administration continues to coddle China, despite 
its continuing crackdown on democratic reform, its brutal 
 subjugation of Tibet, its irresponsible export of nuclear and 
 missile technology . . . Such forbearance on our part might have 
made sense during the Cold War when China was the counter-
weight to Soviet power. It makes no sense to play the China 
card now.1

—Bill Clinton

Hide brightness, nourish obscurity; bide our time and build up our 
capabilities.2

—Deng Xiaoping

China occupies an important place in our nation’s foreign 
 policy. It is the world’s most populous state, its fastest grow-
ing major economy, and a permanent member of the UN 
Security Council. Its future will do much to shape the future 
of Asia, our security and trade relations in the Pacific, and a 
host of global issues, from the environment to weapons prolifera-
tion. In short: our relationship with China is of very great 
importance.3

—Bill Clinton

China must pay close attention to those countries that are opposed 
to American interests, or are potential strategic enemies. It must 
be borne in mind that the enemies of enemies are one’s own allies. 
China should do all it can to warn and help these countries, 
and prevent them from being destroyed by the United States as 
the Soviet Eastern European Bloc was. It must bring together 
the world antihegemonism force under the flag of fighting 
 hegemonism.4

—Zhongguo fuxing yu shijie weilai
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A New Security Paradigm

William Jefferson Clinton, like Jimmy Carter, brought an outsider’s 
views to Washington. He, too, abjured the capital’s formalities, pre-
ferring to be called Bill Clinton. On the campaign trail, his critique 
of Bush’s China policy had been pointed, but like Carter, he, too, 
would adopt a pragmatic approach to global complexities and Beltway 
politics. Clinton established the economic focus of his presidency 
early on. He would make “the economic security of our nation a 
 primary goal” of U.S. diplomacy, which would be “based on a restruc-
turing of our armed forces to meet new and continuing threats to our 
security.” Defense spending would be “prudently” reduced, “but 
potential aggressors should be clear about American resolve.” Clinton 
would root policy in democratic principles, boosting “the hope of 
freedom to millions all across the world who have endured decades of 
oppression.”5 He pledged to support “those who share our values, 
because it is in the interests of America and the world at large for us 
to do so.” His idealistic preinauguration address to the diplomatic 
corps must have sent a chill down the spine of Chinese diplomats 
present in the audience.

The message was sharpened a month later when Clinton explained 
his redefinition of national security. The end of the Cold War had 
robbed the security milieu of clarity, but the world “clearly” remained 
“a dangerous place.” “Ethnic hatreds, religious strife, the prolifera-
tion of WMD, the violation of human rights flagrantly in altogether 
too many places around the world still call on us to have a sense of 
national security.”6 To achieve that goal, America must first “get our 
own economic house in order”; trade must become a priority element 
of American security. Washington must exercise global economic 
leadership and promote growth in developing countries. And America 
must support the success of democracy in Russia and other new 
republics. The coincidental end of the Cold War, fission of the Soviet 
Union, and economic pressures made “peace dividend” an important 
political objective. Clinton’s shift of strategic focus from the military 
to the economic made substantial military cuts inevitable. The PLA 
was watching.7

America would continue to contribute “to the astonishing revital-
ization of the Chinese economy,” absorbing a large share of Beijing’s 
exports, but “we have a right to expect progress in human rights and 
democracy and should support that progress.” 8 A more detailed expla-
nation of Clinton’s China policy came from Winston Lord, assistant 
secretary-designate for East Asian and Pacific Affairs. For the first 
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time in two decades, “forging a fresh global partnership with Japan” 
became America’s top regional priority. “Restoring firm foundations 
for cooperation with a China where political openness catches up 
with economic reform” stressed Clinton’s democratic focus. China’s 
massive population, expanding economy, nuclear arsenal, ballistic 
missiles and satellite-launching capability, permanent seat on the 
UNSC, and growing influence secured for Beijing an important place 
in U.S. diplomacy, but “the Chinese leaders are gambling that open 
economics and closed politics will preserve their system of control. It 
is a gamble that, sooner or later, will be lost.”

Lord mentioned “widespread human rights violations,” Chinese 
exports of “dangerous weapons and technology,” America’s “fast-
growing trade deficit,” collaboration at the UN on regional conflicts, 
and “emerging challenges” such as the environment and drugs. His 
summation—“we should work together where our interests converge 
and bargain hard over differences”—stressed the shift.9 Beijing’s 
residual doubts about an unfriendly turn in the White House were 
dispelled in April when Clinton and Vice President Gore received the 
Dalai Lama, “the chief splittist,” in Chinese view, praising the 
“renowned spiritual and moral leader” whose views “on the situation 
in China, including Tibet” Clinton appreciated. He urged Beijing to 
“revive a dialogue” with his guest, pressing “China to address human 
rights abuses in Tibet.”10 There was no suggestion that Clinton delib-
erately snubbed Beijing, although he was critical of China’s power 
structure and domestic conduct. The erosion of bipolar concerns 
changed U.S. perspectives.

DoD reported that the “dismantling” of the Soviet Union had 
transformed the strategic landscape into “a new era of uncertainty 
and unrest.”11 Threats existed in this new world, but of a lower order 
of magnitude. The JCS described remaining “challenges to American 
interests and ideals” across the Pacific as “communist regimes remain 
in power in North Korea, Laos and Vietnam” but said nothing about 
China. Clinton felt it necessary to head off anti-Chinese legislation 
drafted by congressional Democrats. China’s reported transfer of 
M-11 missiles to Pakistan, considered a breach of Beijing’s 1992 
MTCR pledge, outraged Congress and worried the administration. 
This, and the treatment of dissidents, dogged U.S.-China  exchanges.12 
On May 28, Clinton conditionally extended MFN to Beijing, balanc-
ing business lobbies demanding access to the Chinese market, and 
politicians critical of Beijing’s human rights record. His  statement 
stressed China’s growing importance13 while hinting at a tough 
response if Beijing failed to meet expectations. Congress was not 
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 placated. In June, the House began hearings on U.S. human rights 
policy, linking China’s application to hold the 2000 summer Olympics 
with Han-Chinese migration into Tibet, and China’s Tibet policy 
generally.14 These hearings built a head of steam against administra-
tion efforts to “engage” China.

The hardening at the U.S. political apex may not have affected 
DoD’s more collaborative view of the PLA. Nonetheless, the Yinhe 
incident underscored the resolve with which American forces would 
approach China. The Yinhe, a Chinese freighter heading to the Gulf, 
was shadowed by U.S. ships and aircraft in July-August 1993 as it 
crossed the Indian Ocean. U.S. intelligence had reported that it 
was carrying thiodiglycol and thionyl chloride—chemical weapon 
 precursors—to Iran. Eventually, U.S. personnel boarded the vessel in 
Saudi waters but found no contraband. Beijing’s outrage15 deepened 
embitterment, further hurting relations.

Clinton’s first major trip to Asia, in July, proved propitious. The 
president attended a regional gathering in Tokyo, holding bilateral 
consultations with Japanese Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa, Russian 
President Boris Yeltsin, and Indonesian ruler Gen. Suharto. He then 
flew to Seoul, visiting the U.S.-manned Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), 
and addressing the South Korean Assembly. In three major speeches, 
in San Francisco, Tokyo, and Seoul, Clinton set out his vision of a 
“new Pacific community” linking all littoral states in a collective eco-
nomic, security, and democratic partnership. Clinton said economic 
development through free commerce, peaceful resolution of disputes 
strengthening security, and pluralist, representative governance were 
mutually reinforcing and the only reasonable way to go forward.16 
Determined to forge this “community,” he invited leaders of littoral 
countries to an informal summit during the APEC ministerial meeting 
in Seattle in November.

Clinton then sent Secretary of State Warren Christopher to an 
Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) conference in 
Singapore where Christopher met his Chinese counterpart Qian 
Qichen, resuming high-level exchanges. Qian learnt that Washington 
was willing to engage with Chinese leaders but Beijing needed to 
show “concrete progress” on “the core issues of human rights, non-
proliferation and trade.” Christopher raised China’s reported export 
of M-11 missiles to Pakistan, expressing concern over China’s breach 
of its MTCR commitments. Qian agreed that Under-Secretary of 
State Lynn Davis, responsible for nonproliferation affairs, should 
immediately fly to Beijing for consultations. Christopher also wanted 
Beijing to investigate and crush human trafficking to America. Qian, 
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mostly helpful, insisted the “more international issues” required an 
international approach. U.S. officials began sounding cautiously 
optimistic,17 but Congress remained unimpressed. A month after 
Davis held “fruitful” talks in Beijing, both State Department and a 
congressional delegation visiting China warned that shipping M-11 
“components and technology” to Pakistan breached Beijing’s obliga-
tions, and sanctions on China were under consideration. For its part, 
China published a whitepaper on its Taiwan policy, criticizing 
American “failure to implement” U.S.-PRC communiqués, and con-
demning the sale of F-16 fighters to Taiwan. Reiterating its “peaceful 
reunification—one country, two systems” offer to Taipei, Beijing 
noted that as long as America adhered to the three communiqués, 
relations “will surely see steady improvement and development 
ahead.”18

“Constructive Engagement”

Tensions would persist throughout the Clinton presidency, but the 
Singapore talks were a watershed. For sometime, the White House 
had been studying a special intelligence estimate on China, which 
explored its economic potential and likely consequences of various 
U.S. approaches to Beijing. The analysis suggested that U.S. interests 
would be severely tested if China turned hostile, and treating Beijing 
as an adversary could trigger a self-fulfilling prophecy. The estimate 
noted that the benefits of engagement were likely to be greater than 
its costs, stressing the advantages of encouraging Beijing to pursue a 
path consonant with U.S. strategic interests, and offering a nuanced 
mix of “carrots and sticks.”19 Such a shift would be antithetical to 
Clinton’s campaign rhetoric, but the responsibilities of office required 
a more sophisticated approach mirroring the pragmatic middle course 
that U.S. policy toward China usually settled into, once the febrile 
histrionics of electoral politics had cooled. After much debate, this 
became U.S. policy. In mid-September, U.S. intelligence threw a 
spanner into the works by reporting Chinese preparations for a nuclear 
test. State Department expressed “serious concerns,” pointing out 
that the two governments had been in touch on nuclear issues since 
July, and restated hopes to negotiate a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
(CTBT) by 1996. Clinton, finalizing the new approach, signed an 
action memorandum authorizing “engagement” with Beijing. A week 
later, on September 25, his National Security Advisor Anthony Lake 
invited Ambassador Li Daoyue to the White House to advise that 
“constructive engagement” would mean active consultations on all 
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areas of shared interest, reviving the pre-Tiananmen practice. 
Jiang Zemin was invited to the November APEC meeting in Seattle 
where Clinton would meet him in the first U.S.-PRC summit since 
February 1989.

Rebuilding relations with China meant determining post–Cold 
War threats, identifying levers that could influence their impact, and 
applying the levers to best effect. Soon after taking office, Clinton 
had asked DoD to review U.S. defense needs and how best to meet 
these without further straining the economy. Secretary Les Aspin 
submitted his “Bottom-Up Review” in October, identifying new 
dangers20 and opportunities, and seeking to maintain capabilities to 
meet unforeseen threats without weakening the economy. Aspin, pre-
suming America’s “continued willingness to act as a security partner 
and leader,” pledged that “the USA will remain the leading security 
partner in Europe, East Asia, the Near East, and Southwest Asia.”21

This demanded sufficient force in place to engage in two “major 
regional conflicts” and retain the flexibility to “cope with unforeseen 
dangers.” The review specified North Korea, Iran, Iraq, the former 
Yugoslavia, state-sponsored terrorism, and drug trafficking as poten-
tial sources of conflict that US forces must prepare for. Dangers posed 
by nuclear arms and WMD proliferation, major regional powers with 
“interests antithetical to our own,” and “dangers to democracy and 
reform” appeared to come together in China, although it was not 
named. This “anaconda in the chandelier” syndrome would charac-
terize U.S. post–Cold War China policy. As if to prove the point, 
early in October, ignoring U.S. warnings, China carried out an under-
ground nuclear test at Lop Nur. Within hours, Clinton ordered the 
Department of Energy (DoE) to prepare for resuming nuclear testing 
in 1994 if “fundamental national security interests” so demanded. 
One of the four conditions for that eventuality would be “the extent 
to which China and others have responded to a US appeal for a global 
moratorium.”22 This robust reaction was part of the administration’s 
twin-pronged, almost schizophrenic, new China policy.

Since the arrival of the special estimate on China and possibly 
encouraged by the Yinhe incident and a nuclear crisis with North 
Korea in mid-1993, Deputy Secretary of Defense William Perry and 
Assistant Secretary for International Security Affairs Charles Freeman 
had pushed for a more conciliatory approach to Beijing, including 
resumption of military-to-military contacts.23 In November, Clinton 
sent Freeman to Beijing to do just that. Emerging as a key interlocu-
tor in attempts to revive DoD-PLA links, Freeman met CMC Vice 
Chairman Gen. Liu Huaqing, Defense Minister Gen. Chi Haotian, 
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Deputy Chief of General Staff Lt. Gen. Xu Huizi, and Vice Chairman 
of the Commission of Science, Technology and Industry for National 
Defense (COSTIND) Lt. Gen. Huai Guomo. An era of hesitant 
 military consultations began.

On November 17, as ministers from APEC countries began their 
annual meeting at Blake Island near Seattle, preceding the first APEC 
summit, Congress received the CIA’s report on future ballistic missile 
threats to America. It excluded China and the former USSR as they 
had “a current capability to strike CONUS (continental US) with 
 ballistic missiles.”24 The CIA pointed to Iran, Iraq, North Korea, and 
Libya as sources of potential threat. The fact that China already 
 possessed the capability to attack America with nuclear-armed  ballistic 
missiles against which no effective defense existed angered several 
 congressmen. They told the DCI his report was “inadequate” and 
“dangerous.” The addition of four other countries to the list of 
 potential attackers only deepened legislative anxiety. Against that 
backdrop, Washington announced it would allow the sale to China 
of an $8m Cray supercomputer for weather-prediction purposes. 
Officials assured critics that America had imposed sanctions on China 
for allegedly transferring M-11 missile technology to Pakistan and, if 
the Cray was misused, similar action would follow. However, 
Christopher’s explanation drove home the economic imperative— 
correcting a $20bn trade deficit demanded sales of non-prohibited 
goods.25

The next day, Clinton raised weapons proliferation, human rights, 
labor rights, “unfair trade barriers,” and Tibet with Jiang Zemin. The 
two leaders agreed to improve U.S.-China relations but Jiang, express-
ing “some irritation about interference by foreign countries in what 
he viewed as internal problems,” disagreed on most issues. He was 
“alarmed” by Clinton’s “New Pacific Community” proposal, fearing 
more vigorous enforcement of America’s will in the region. Ever the 
polite host, Clinton told reporters, “I would remind you these two 
countries have been somewhat estranged ever since Tiananmen 
Square. And the very fact that we talked today, I think, is a positive 
sign.”26 Observers could be forgiven for deducing Clinton did not 
expect much from the exchange and had decided U.S.-China rela-
tions were too important to allow hypothetical initiatives to block 
“constructive engagement.”

Washington simultaneously pursued a strong anti-proliferation 
stance vis-à-vis WMD, especially nuclear arms and technology. In 
his UN speech in September, Clinton had announced active anti-
proliferation measures.27 On December 7, Secretary Aspin launched 
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the Defense Counterproliferation Initiative, challenging several exist-
ing U.S. strategic nuclear commitments. Aspin said that  “prevention 
through denial won’t be enough” any longer. Many countries hostile 
to America or its allies were developing WMD and delivery systems 
that could potentially challenge U.S. conventional superiority. Such 
threats to U.S. forces required new measures. The core of the  initiative 
was “a drive to develop new military capabilities to deal with this new 
threat.” Clinton ordered DoD to establish new counterproliferation 
posts and tasks, procure new “non-nuclear  penetrating munitions” to 
attack underground installations, and seek better ways of hunting 
mobile missiles. The Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) had become 
the BMD Organization (BMDO); Washington “proposed a clarifica-
tion in the ABM Treaty” permitting the development and testing of 
a theater missile defense (TMD) system; and U.S. commanders were 
developing plans “for dealing with adversaries who have WMD.” 
Finally, DoD would improve its counterproliferation intelligence 
capability.28 Aspin said nothing about the likely response of other 
powers to the “proposed clarification in the ABM Treaty,” or plans to 
develop BMD systems, that could negate their deterrent forces, 
 destabilizing the strategic milieu.

But analysts close to the Executive branch were less taciturn. Some 
saw “the anaconda in the chandelier” and offered to hunt it. The 
Foreign Policy Research Institute (FPRI) in Philadelphia, staffed with 
former diplomats, academics, and journalists, identified in China’s 
surging economy long-term threats to U.S. interests. In December 
1993, its president, Harvey Sicherman, proposed several research proj-
ects to the CIA’s Jonathan Freedman including “the strategic signifi-
cance of China’s economic growth.” Sicherman, writing on behalf of 
Ross Munro, head of FPRI’s Asia program, pointed out that never 
before had the world’s third largest economy with its largest workforce 
had grown at 8–14 percent for such a sustained period, 14 years already 
and counting. America, Sicherman wrote, “concerned primarily with 
human rights and proliferation issues in recent years, has not yet focused 
on the implications of China’s growing economic power. Those impli-
cations, both immediate and long term, are profound.”29 Munro 
claimed regional “business groups willing to do China’s bidding,” had 
built China a sphere of influence. Although Japan’s economy was much 
larger and far more sophisticated, it could not challenge China’s scale. 
More significantly, given Japanese, Russian, and Indian military 
 weaknesses, China was becoming an unrivaled actor.30

Sicherman proposed that Munro begin a project “that will docu-
ment and explore these trends and discuss their implications for the 
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United States, Asia and the world.” Thus began a decade-long col-
laborative venture to build wind into the sail of those challenging 
U.S.-China “constructive engagement.” This segment of U.S. opinion 
mirrored a strongly held view in the PLA and Beijing’s military- 
strategic elite—, that in the post–Cold War era, America was China’s 
“primary enemy.” Some U.S. analysts noted the existence of this 
 tendency.31 This dialectic dynamic was not helped by Clinton’s prob-
lematic military reforms. His efforts to reduce defense spending and 
force size, close bases, give women combat missions, and legalize in-
service homosexuality caused him trouble with the military, Congress, 
and the media. Aspin’s resignation in December and, despite initial 
bipartisan support for Adm. Bobby Inman,32 Clinton’s choice as 
Aspin’s successor, Inman’s eventual withdrawal complicated Clinton’s 
national security leadership. This clouded the implementation of 
America’s strategic approach to China.

Strategic Overhang

Washington was far more concerned about potential dangers from a 
“revanchist” Russia. Although DoD had concluded its “Bottom-Up 
Review” on time, its Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) got bogged 
down in debates over the likely direction of Russia’s evolution. Post–
Cold War uncertainties complicated projections and the purpose of 
nuclear deterrence in a unipolar milieu. Officials examined possible 
Third World nuclear breakouts and threats from “rogue” states, but 
the NPR’s core was the deterrence of nuclear-armed Russia.33 The 
process was speeded up once William Perry was confirmed as secre-
tary of defense. By mid-1994, an outline on which the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense (OSD), JCS, and the Strategic Command 
(STRATCOM) could agree was ready. This, and the presentation 
made before Clinton in mid-September, stressed U.S. strategic focus 
on Russia.34 China featured in neither the report to the president, nor 
the discussions leading up to it. And while the process progressed, 
underscoring a revival of military confidence, DoD leaders visited 
their Chinese counterparts. In January 1994, Lt. Gen. Paul Cerjan, 
president of the U.S. NDU, visited the PLA NDU, the Nanjing 
Military Region (MR), and the 179th Infantry Division. Two months 
later, Under Secretary Frank Wisner accompanied Secretary of State 
Christopher to Beijing. In July, Adm. Charles Larson, commander-
in-chief, Pacific Command (CINCPAC) was Gen. Xu Huizi’s guest.

High-technology exports remained a problem. Beijing sought to 
enter the commercial satellite launch market. Washington feared that 
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access to U.S. satellite- and launch-vehicle technology could advance 
China’s ballistic missile, nuclear warhead- and remote-sensing 
 programs. In January 1994, America allowed China to launch two 
commercial U.S. satellites containing no “critical advanced technol-
ogy.” Just before arriving in Beijing in March, Christopher announced 
that Washington might permit the launch of another U.S. satellite 
atop a Chinese rocket since the manufacturer had “removed advanced 
encryption technology from it.”35 These restrictions and U.S. refusal 
to let AT&T sell China high-powered digital telecommunications 
equipment handling 8,000 simultaneous calls rankled. America 
and its allies in the Coordinating Committee for Multilateral 
Export Controls (COCOM) barred such sales to China and Russia 
while exporting fiber-optic cables able to carry 30,000 simultaneous 
calls! AT&T complained that Israel was already selling similar 
 equipment to China.36 COCOM’s planned demise on March 31, 
1994, and U.S. Commerce Department’s determination that the 
equipment was available elsewhere, made U.S. restrictions both futile 
and embarrassing.

War games at the U.S. Naval War College in early 1994 deepened 
the gloom. Set in 2010 as part of DoD’s RMA assessments, the 
 simulation had the PLA lure U.S. carrier battle groups (CVBG) and 
aircraft close inshore where they were ambushed. The PLA began by 
attacking U.S. satellites, degrading American targeting capability, 
precluding major U.S. counteraction. It employed space-based assets 
to enhance its own operations, routing U.S. forces before they could 
put up effective defense. Anxieties over what Beijing could do with 
technological help darkened. American schizophrenia was vividly 
seen in contradictory signals. In May, Clinton “delinked” MFN 
extension from China’s human rights record, easing debate in both 
countries. In June, the White House released a Presidential Decision 
Directive (PDD) on global demographic issues, describing popula-
tion growth as “an urgent and substantial threat to international sta-
bility,” to be handled by the NSC.37 As the country with the world’s 
largest population, China fell within the PDD’s purview but was not 
consulted. Weeks later, when Clinton announced a nonproliferation 
breakthrough, the “Framework Agreement” to replace North Korea’s 
nuclear reactor with power plants not helpful to the production of 
plutonium, he described China—with Russia, Japan, and South 
Korea—as U.S. allies.38 The attention China received from the CIA 
suggested otherwise. In its annual report on the Chinese economy 
publicized by the administration, the CIA stressed Beijing’s failure to 
lower inflation and counter social strains.39 While the CIA embarrassed 
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Beijing, Secretary of Defense Perry instructed the three armed forces 
secretaries to expand collaboration with the PLA: “We must rebuild 
mutual trust and understanding with the PLA, and this could only 
happen through high-level dialogue and working level contacts. . . . The 
military relationship with China could pay significant dividends 
for DoD.”40

Partisan divisions across Washington’s beltway notwithstanding, 
consensus existed on America’s unparalleled stature in a world 
 dominated by a single superpower, itself. Restraining Russian, and to 
some extent Chinese, capability, was marginal to revitalizing the U.S. 
economy to secure long-term dominance. Some predicted a slow but 
inevitable erosion of America’s preeminence, but voices stressing the 
unipolar moment’s impermanence were in the wilderness.41 Those 
assaulting strategic hubris received a sympathetic hearing in the 
administration, but the “sole superpower” bandwagon was unstop-
pable. In East Asia, U.S. plans to reduce troops and close bases in the 
Philippines evoked ambivalence. U.S. allies worried about a “power 
vacuum”; increased defense spending spurred a regional force buildup. 
China’s assertive claims in the East- and South China Seas, and piracy 
threats, encouraged collective security efforts. For the first time since 
the dissolution of the South East Asian Treaty Organisation (SEATO), 
Washington encouraged these efforts, joining the ASEAN Regional 
Forum (ARF) and assuming leadership of APEC. Most telling, from 
Chinese perspective, of Washington’s new efforts in Asia was the 
“Tripolar Forum for North Pacific Security” hosted by Tokyo in 
February 1994. Senior defense figures from America, Russia, and 
Japan explored military, naval, and aerial collaboration. Ominously, 
Japan’s Foreign Minister and the U.S. defense secretary agreed on 
“joint monitoring” of Chinese military developments.42

As U.S. hawks accused Beijing of becoming a threat, their Chinese 
counterparts reciprocated. In late 1993, as “engagement” resumed, 
senior Chinese officials attending an 11-day symposium heard secu-
rity analyses presented by nearly two dozen civilian and military 
organs. The 60 papers and subsequent discussions produced a 
 consensus: the greatest threat to China until the new century was 
from America. Exploiting the open door of personnel exchanges and 
propaganda, Washington would infiltrate Beijing’s “upper strata,” 
financing hostile forces inside and outside China “to create turbu-
lence.” Threats would evolve over time; more than 60 percent of the 
participants thought that by 2020, Japan, with U.S. support, would 
emerge as the key political-military threat. However, a fourth of the 
participants thought America, supported by Japan and South Korea, 
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would be the main threat up to 2020.43 A watershed in the evolution 
of Beijing’s post–Cold War strategic thinking, the conference report 
was circulated by both the CPC Central Committee and CMC. It 
triggered efforts by China’s strategic analyses community to establish 
new national security parameters. The adopted outline came from 
Deng Xiaoping’s strategic thought. Military scholars began by exam-
ining Deng’s writings on strategy but analyses expanded the horizons 
of Chinese military thinking.

The AMS, under Gen. Zhao Nanqi, produced a body of analyses 
that examined Deng’s works to identify key themes with which to 
formulate a strategic framework.44 Other PLA organs and CPC and 
State Council think tanks initiated similar strategic assessments. 
Although partly repetitive and hagiographic, this produced a template 
on which to flesh out China’s strategic calculus:

• A war between superpowers would be unlikely for a long time 
and, “if we did a good job,” could be avoided.

• The two major trends in the world were peace and develop-
ment—more people and countries including China supported 
peace than wanted to wage war.

• China was a part of the Third World but would not seek a 
 leading role in it; it would not join any alliance to work against 
another power.

• The world was moving in the direction of multipolarity; 
China—with Japan, Germany, America, and Russia—was one 
of the poles comprising the system.45

• China would have relations with all countries, and strengthen 
exchanges with America and the Soviet Union. Irrespective of 
the latter’s fate, “we should calmly develop our relations with 
it,” on the basis of the “five principles.”46

• National interest was “the highest criterion” governing interna-
tional relations; China would “unswervingly pursue an inde-
pendent foreign policy,” eschewing power politics and opposing 
hegemony.

• “There is global hegemonism as well as regional hegemonism in 
the world. The contention for hegemony is the cause of the 
 current world intranquillity.”

• Sovereignty and national security were nonnegotiable first prin-
ciples; stability at home and a peaceful international environment 
were China’s “first priority.”

• China’s “ultimate goal” was to become “a prosperous, strong, 
democratic, and civilized socialist modern state.”
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• The goal of doubling China’s gross national product (GNP) in 
1981–90 has been met; the GNP must be raised to $1tn by the 
end of the century, with a per capita income of $800–$1,000; 
by 2050, China should “approach the level of developed 
 countries.”

• While socialism is at a low ebb globally, China should keep a 
low profile, “bide our time, and build up our capacities,” focusing 
on the “four modernizations.”

• Development objectives can only be met if China’s productive 
resources, especially scientific-technological potential, are boosted 
by acquiring knowledge and skills from abroad, and unleashed by 
encouraging talents wherever they are found within China.

• Building “comprehensive national power” (CNP), key to 
 attaining developed status by mid-twenty-first century, demands 
subordinating military construction to economic construction. 
Military investments must remain the smallest component of 
modernization costs until the end of the century.

• The military must operate under the absolute leadership of the 
Party.

• China must avoid conflict, pursuing uninterrupted economic 
development, but it must also “uphold our independence and 
sovereignty, defend our socialist cause, and guard the policies 
and lines formalized since 1978.”

• China’s military stance must be defensive; however, defense must 
be “active,” a combination of offense and defense so that once 
battle is joined, “the enemy is forced to abandon our land.”

• China must defend itself by engaging the entire population and 
not just the standing military; it must take full advantage of 
scientific-technical advances. China must fight “people’s war 
under modern conditions.”

This framework would guide Beijing’s strategic formulations.

Strategic Conundrums

Apart from mutual interaction, America and China operated on the 
bases of perceived national, regional, and global interests. The prolif-
eration of ballistic missile technology colored U.S. threat perceptions. 
Intelligence reports on Beijing’s role in this did not help. The emer-
gence of TMD as a driving force in America’s BMD efforts made 
things even more difficult.47 U.S. moves to include Taiwan and Japan 
in this exercise aggravated tensions. In January 1993, America sold 
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200 Patriot SAMs worth $10bn to Taiwan.48 Earlier pledges to reduce 
arms transfers to Taipei notwithstanding, two months later, 
Washington sold two E-2 early-warning aircraft for $900m.49 In 
February 1994, it leased three Knox-class frigates for $230m.50 In 
September, Taiwan bought four U.S. minesweepers.51 In October, 
Clinton let Taiwan lease two Newport-class tank-landing ships.52 To 
Beijing, America had turned the 1982 U.S.-China Joint Communiqué 
on its head. Still, DoD and the PLA maintained contact.

In August, two Chinese delegations arrived in Washington. The 
director of China’s National Bureau of Surveying and Mapping signed 
an agreement with the Defense Mapping Agency enabling collabora-
tion in producing military maps using the latest U.S. global position-
ing system (GPS) technology. More importantly, PLA Deputy Chief 
of Staff, Gen. Xu Huizi, consulted Perry and CJCS, Gen. John 
Shalikashvili, at the Pentagon on North Korea, missile proliferation, 
human rights, and the Spratly Islands.53 Xu returned via Hawaii, 
where he saw PACOM commander, Adm. Richard Macke. This was 
the first such PLA visit since 1989.

Demonstrating either Washington’s even-handed approach to 
Beijing and Taipei, or confusion, on September 7, Clinton issued 
PDD28, changing America’s Taiwan policy. An interagency review 
begun in July 1993 was completed, and the PDD issued, during a 
congressional recess. It permitted U.S. officials to visit Taipei and 
allowed Republic of China (ROC) officials to meet U.S. counterparts 
in offices rather than in hotels and restaurants. Taiwanese staff were 
still not admitted to State Department, Old Executive Office Building, 
or the White House but U.S. officials could visit Taiwan’s Foreign 
Affairs Ministry in Taipei.54 Simultaneously, State Department 
announced Washington “will continue to monitor very carefully” the 
transfer of missile technology from China to Pakistan. A two-year 
sanction had been imposed in 1993 on Chinese and Pakistani entities 
on confirmation of M-11 parts or technology being shipped. However, 
these were “category 2” violations of the MTCR, “something short 
of a fully deployed weapon system.”55 On the same day, a U.S. Army-
PLA team went to Tibet to recover the remains of two U.S. airmen 
whose C-87 aircraft had crashed at 14,000 feet on December 31, 
1944. The aircraft was flying back from an anti-Japanese mission in 
Kunming to India over the “hump” when it crashed. The team 
worked at the remote site for three weeks before returning to 
Beijing.

Clinton indicated his national security motives in September while 
revamping the mechanism for identifying and analyzing threats. 
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Implementing recommendations of the DCI and the secretary of 
defense, he established a new security policy structure. Explaining 
the purpose behind this shake-up of the system erected in 1947, 
Clinton cited a new era of uncertainties which “dramatically changed 
the threats that defined the security policies and procedures” for pro-
tecting U.S. interests. New technologies multiplied potential threats. 
“With this greater diversity of threats, there is wide recognition that 
security policies, practices and procedures developed during the Cold 
War must be re-examined and changed.”56 America needed help. 
While PDD29 underscored the diffusion of threats, PDD30, issued 
shortly afterward, stressed concerns over the nuclear arsenals in Russia 
and other former Soviet Republics. Clinton now authorized the 
NPR’s implementation. Washington assumed that both America and 
Russia would fully implement the START I Treaty and START II 
protocol. Washington would reduce its strategic arsenal as agreed, but 
worried that the Duma had not ratified START II. The NPR  codified 
the U.S. policy of “lead and hedge.” Washington would lead arms-
control efforts, but retain the ability to return to START I levels. 
Under START II, America would reduce strategic forces to one type 
of ballistic-missile submarines (SSBN), one type of ICBMs, and two 
types of bombers. Clinton ordered that when START II was ratified, 
DoD would eliminate land-based MIRVed missiles, retire Peacekeeper 
ICBMs, and reduce the number of warheads on Minuteman ICBMs 
from three to one. In 2003, under START II, US strategic forces 
would comprise:

• 14 Trident submarines each carrying 24 Trident II submarine-
launched ballistic missiles (SLBM),

• Three wings of single-warhead Minuteman-III ICBMs,
• 66 B-52 bombers carrying air-launched cruise missiles (ALCM), 

and
• 20 B-2 bombers carrying gravity bombs.57

Clinton authorized upgrades and life extension of these weapons, 
focusing on potential Russian nuclear threats. The core of America’s 
Cold War strategic calculus thus remained unchanged. This explained 
a fresh “tilt” toward China. High-level visits resumed. In September, 
Gen. Merrill McPeak, U.S. Air Force (USAF) Chief of Staff, was the 
guest of Gen. Cao Shuangming, PLAAF commander. In October, 
China’s Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Qian Qichen 
arrived in Washington for the highest-level visit since Tiananmen. He 
and Warren Christopher signed agreements on nonproliferation of 
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ballistic missiles beyond the MTCR threshold, and on ending fissile 
material production. China agreed not to export missiles capable of 
carrying payloads of 500kg or more to 300km or longer, their com-
ponents, or related technology, and to promote a global, verifiable, 
fissile material cut-off treaty (FMCT). Washington lifted the M-11 
sanctions imposed on Chinese firms, although sanctions on Pakistan 
remained.58 The ground was set for greater cooperation.

In mid-October, Secretary Perry came to Beijing, with a team 
comprising DoD, State, Commerce, and NSC officials. Perry called 
on Jiang Zemin, CMC Vice Chairman Liu Huaqing, Defense Minister 
Chi Haotian, and the director of COSTIND, Gen. Ding Henggao. 
In the first meeting of the newly established Joint Defense Conversion 
Commission, Perry and Ding agreed on the parameters of defense 
conversion cooperation.59 America would help China convert several 
PLA factories to produce consumer goods, reducing defense expendi-
ture, increasing the supply of “white goods,” and improving China’s 
technology- and skills base. Perry’s talks extended to military strat-
egy, human rights, and arms control. Stressing the significance of this 
renewed warmth, Perry told his hosts, “I believe it is important to the 
security of both countries, and indeed for the security of the whole 
world, that the United States and China have friendly relations.” 60 He 
agreed with Chi Haotian to increase exchanges of high-level visits 
during which each side would brief the other on its plans, budgets, 
and strategy as part of a “defense transparency initiative.”

Perry’s big moment came when he learnt North Korea was about 
to begin reprocessing spent nuclear fuel to produce plutonium. He 
told PLA leaders a nuclear-armed North Korea was a regional threat 
and that Beijing should prevail on Pyongyang to desist. The next day, 
North Korea announced a suspension of their reprocessing program!61 
However, concerns over the PLA’s own transparency persisted. 
Addressing 300 colonels and generals at the NDU in Beijing, Perry 
urged greater openness: “Your capabilities in all areas, including the 
military areas, are growing day by day. It would be helpful if your 
defense budget and strategic planning were more open and visible to 
the outside world.” 62 It was a theme Washington would pursue for a 
decade as U.S.-Chinese relations swung periodically between warmth 
and anxiety. A swing occurred a week after Perry’s visit.

On October 27, a CVBG led by the USS Kitty Hawk, operating in 
the Yellow Sea, discovered a Han-class PLA Navy (PLAN) submarine 
in the vicinity. For three days, U.S. aircraft tracked the sub. As the 
chase progressed, PLAAF fighters approached the American aircraft. 
Although no shots were fired, the encounter raised tensions. A senior 
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PLA officer invited the U.S. Naval Attaché in Beijing to dinner and 
warned that in any similar incident in future, Chinese forces would 
open fire.63 The “Kitty Hawk incident” would be cited as an example 
of how U.S. and Chinese forces could get entangled in inadvertent 
confrontations. This did not derail the process initiated by Perry, 
though. Just a week later, Lt. Gen. James Clapper, director of the 
DIA, visited Beijing, meeting commanders of the GSD 2nd 
Department, that is, military intelligence. He visited the group’s 
think tank, The China Institute of International Strategic Studies 
(CIISS), and inspected the 179th Division in Nanjing, being briefed 
on tactical intelligence.

The day after he left, head of the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA), David Hinson, and Frank Colson, DoD’s civil aviation direc-
tor, arrived in China. They formulated with Chinese colleagues the 
“US-China 8-Step Civil-Military Air Traffic Control Cooperative 
Plan” designed to avoid the confusion that had led in 1983 to the 
downing by Soviet forces of a South Korean airliner. Days later, 
Lt. Gen. Ma Weizhi, vice president of the NDU, led a group of newly 
promoted generals and admirals to America. They visited DoD 
 facilities including the National Training Center at Fort Irwin, Nellis 
Air Force Base (AFB) where they observed a “Red Flag” exercise, the 
NDU, the Pentagon, where they met Adm. William Owens, Vice 
CJCS, and Norfolk Naval Base, where they toured a carrier. A team 
from the U.S. National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) 
 visited China in December 1994. It signed a GPS survey plan and 
discussed provision of PRC gravity data for a NIMA/NASA project 
on gravity modeling and establishment of a GPS tracking station near 
Beijing. More substantive exchanges occurred when, following the 
Perry-Chi transparency agreement, Ted Warner, assistant secretary of 
defense for strategy, arrived to brief senior PLA leaders on the U.S. 
military’s strategy, budget, and “the six-year defense plan.” These 
consultations were not, however, called U.S.-China Defense 
Consultative Talks (DCT); these followed later.64

While military exchanges built momentum, a belief grew among 
Chinese analysts that Beijing must prevent a “predatory, hegemonic 
USA” from constraining China’s rise. A leader of this school, Liu 
Jinghua, recommended keeping China’s head down to quietly gather 
strength and counter the West’s “China threat” theory. Liu believed 
that in 2020–30, major powers would experience serious confronta-
tions and this “head below the parapet” policy would no longer work 
then. He foresaw a U.S.-European coalition seeking to contain China 
by 2020 and, “once the flood begins, we must have a ‘Great Wall’ 
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that cannot collapse.” The Western coalition would attempt to restrict 
Chinese access to capital, markets, and technology, promoting Western 
values and using force “as the core” against China.65 Part of the new 
“Great Wall” must be a Sino-Russian strategic partnership. So, ambiv-
alence afflicted both America and China, but PLA strategists were 
already working on their greatest challenge.

By late 1994, the concept of “the inferior defeating the superior” 
shaped Chinese military discourse. Authors traced the tradition back 
to the Yin, Zhou, Ming and Qing dynasties. Initial writings did not 
name any country whose superior force the PLA might face, but 
 references to U.S. forces, tactics, strategy, and logistics in the 1991 
Gulf War suggested Chinese authors saw that conflict as a likely tem-
plate of future operations, and America as the likely adversary. Later 
 writings were explicit. They noted military victory or defeat was not 
determined “by a single factor or certain factors, but by changing the 
overall balance of all factors between two belligerents.” One combat-
ant may be weak economically or technologically, but could be strong 
in political and geographic arenas. Exploiting one’s strength and 
enemy weaknesses was the key.66 This became a motif in Chinese dis-
course as senior figures explored the potential of a backward Chinese 
force engaging an advanced aggressor, and forcing it to concede.

The U.S. military watched China “carefully,” keeping an eye on 
“how China deals with its rapid economic growth.” Beijing’s pur-
chase of a “small number of modern fighter aircraft and air defense 
systems from Russia” raised DoD hackles. Washington was troubled 
with the message former assistant secretary of defense, Charles 
Freeman, brought back from Beijing in late 1994—the PLA’s 2nd 
Artillery had planned a missile attack on Taiwan comprising 1 ballis-
tic missile carrying a conventional warhead every day for 30 days.67 
This would threaten the efficacy of the U.S. deterrence maintaining 
the peace in the Taiwan Strait, endangering U.S. forces and interests. 
The DIA promised to monitor how China “dedicates its national 
resources to the military and the implications this has for the ways in 
which China might use its military forces.” 68 State Department views 
were more nuanced. China had collaborated with America on North 
Korea, “Cambodia, some trade areas, drugs and alien smuggling.” 
More substantively—“China genuinely seeks good relations with the 
US, whom they view as the only ‘superpower.’ They need us both to 
ensure economic growth and maintain geostrategic balance.”69 But 
State was not uncritical; its annual human rights report for 1994 said 
China had showed very modest improvement. Beijing protested 
against this “unfair treatment,” but Clinton insisted the report’s 
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author “has done a good job.”70 U.S. assessments urged Washington 
to persuade Beijing to “conform to international norms and over time 
to foster changes in China’s political, economic, and security systems 
compatible with American interests.” As to how, recommendations 
came in three strands.

One school favored a “moderate, less confrontational and ‘engaged’ 
posture.” Fears of a weak China facing possible fragmentation drove 
this group to pursue stability, commercial opportunities in China’s 
growing economy, and “channels of international activity compatible 
with American interests.” They believed China was moving in the 
“right direction,” with a prosperous, educated, and cosmopolitan 
populace likely to press for “greater representation, political pluralism 
and eventually democracy.” A second school saw Beijing as a coterie 
determined to “use whatever means at their disposal to increase 
China’s wealth and power.” Once China modernized, it would pur-
sue “its narrow nationalistic or other ambitions.” America should 
“keep military forces as a counterweight to rising Chinese power in 
Asia,” act firmly, and work with allies “in order to deal with any 
 suspected assertiveness or disruption from Beijing.” A third group 
believed Chinese leaders to be “inherently incapable of long term 
positive ties” with America, and U.S.-China cooperation impossible 
before China’s political system was changed—“US policy should 
focus on mechanisms to change China from within while maintain-
ing a vigilant posture to deal with disruptive Chinese foreign policy 
actions.”71 Washington’s approach reflected varying mixes of these 
influences.

Perhaps to stamp his authority and give direction to this disparate 
council, Clinton announced his national security strategy in early 
1995. He reviewed post–Cold War challenges, justified military 
 cutbacks, and set out “central goals”:

• Sustain security with combat-ready military forces
• Bolster America’s economic revitalization
• Promote democracy abroad

These goals reflected America’s “special responsibility that goes 
along with being a great power. Our global interests and our historic 
ideals impel us to oppose those who would endanger the survival or 
well-being of their peaceful neighbours.” Criticism of his “weakening 
of US power” notwithstanding, Clinton asserted global leadership: 
“We are the world’s greatest power, and we have global interests as 
well as responsibilities. As our nation learned after World War I, we 
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can find no security for America in isolationism nor prosperity in 
protectionism. . . . The Cold War may be over, but the need for 
American leadership abroad remains as strong as ever.”72

Against that backdrop, acknowledging “serious problems” with 
China, Washington announced “trade retaliation” for “egregious 
pirating of intellectual property.” Differences over trade, Taiwan, 
and human rights, complicated by “succession politics” in Beijing, 
 produced a “difficult phase.”73 How difficult became clear in DoD’s 
East Asia-Pacific strategy document. It set out U.S. interests in the 
region, and policy responses. U.S. interests were, “peace and security; 
 commercial access to the region; freedom of navigation; and the 
 prevention of the rise of any hegemonic power or coalition.” America’s 
approach was “balance plus integration,” not containment.74 This 
matched Chinese rhetoric, but aimed in the opposite direction. The 
paper stressed the U.S. forces’ stabilizing role, protecting allies and 
friends, securing the environment in which Asian economies had 
taken off, and ensuring American dominance. U.S. presence guaran-
teed “the security of sea lanes vital to the flow of Middle East oil,” 
deterred armed conflict, and promoted regional cooperation. The 
U.S.-Japan alliance was crucial: “There is no more important bilateral 
relationship than the one we have with Japan. It is fundamental to 
both our Pacific security policy and our global strategic objectives.”75

The document made clear China’s position in U.S. calculations. 
Beijing’s economic success, nuclear arsenal, permanent Security 
Council seat, and growing influence made it a major player whose ris-
ing strength and opaque intentions caused concern. Uncertainties 
about China’s “leadership transition” to Deng’s successors, and 
Beijing’s long-term military goals, colored U.S. thinking.76 Washington 
was “enhancing its military dialogue with China in order to promote 
better mutual understanding, as well as greater transparency and 
trust.” Meanwhile, America boosted military ties to Tokyo, Seoul, 
Canberra, and Singapore, building a chain to contain a “hegemonic 
breakout.” The “Nye report” reaffirmed U.S. commitment to main-
tain “a stable forward presence” in East Asia of about 100,000 troops 
“for the foreseeable future.” This general line was spelt out in another 
contemporary report, by the NDU. It stated that “the most likely 
 conflicts in the emerging world system are the least dangerous to the 
US,” identifying three main types:

• Conflict among major powers—America, Japan, China, Russia 
and the major Western European states were cooperating and 
not preparing to fight each other.
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• Conflict among regional powers—states seeking “regional 
hegemony” periodically waged war; proliferation of nuclear 
arms could raise risks for the US.

• Conflict involving troubled states—beginning as internal vio-
lence, this would likely be the most common type of conflict, 
but least threatening to US interests.77

The NDU noted that “ensuring peace among the major powers” 
was “the most important US interest.” America’s alliances with Japan 
and European powers were crucial. Washington also sought “good 
working relations” with Russia and China, which would be “easier to 
the extent that the transition to democracy and free markets advance” 
there. The study saw possible trouble in Korea but not over Taiwan. 
American military was advised to prepare for “hedging against the 
emergence in the next one or two decades of a military peer- competitor 
from among the major powers.”78 Despite big cuts, DoD stressed 
U.S. determination to retain preeminence—“The ability of US Armed 
Forces to fight and win . . . serves as the ultimate guarantor of our vital 
interests. This ability is crucial to deter aggression and prevent 
 conflict, and if challenged, it assures that we will in fact prevail.”79 
Clinton also reordered intelligence priorities, focusing resources to 
addressing three critical areas.80 Of these, “providing political, eco-
nomic, and military intelligence on countries hostile to the United 
States,” and “protecting American citizens from new trans-national 
threats such as drug traffickers, terrorists, organized criminals, and 
WMD,”  targeted China. Anti-proliferation measures would impact 
on U.S.-China relations.

Beijing worried about the “easing” in U.S.-Taiwan exchanges. 
President Lee Teng-hui, reflecting Taiwan’s growing confidence, 
asked to visit New York and speak at Cornell University, his alma 
mater. U.S. response was mixed. As an alumnus, Lee could make a 
private visit. However, as the head of Taiwan, an entity Washington 
accepted was a part of China, he could not officially visit America. 
Washington’s hesitancy was not helped by congressional pressure—36 
Senators wrote to Clinton asking him to let Lee come. Chinese offi-
cials told Winston Lord in February 1995 that they strongly objected 
to Lee’s visit, reminding him of U.S. pledges to uphold its “one 
China” policy manifest in “the three communiqués.”81 Lord’s own 
visit was part of Clinton’s “comprehensive engagement,” designed to 
discuss “a whole range of bilateral, regional and global issues, includ-
ing various economic ones, security, human rights, Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, APEC, regional security dialogues, Korea, Cambodia, South 
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China Sea, etc.” Lord described his talks as “rather sober but 
 constructive discussions.” He denied that China’s military modern-
ization posed any “immediate dangers to the United States.” But 
despite thriving DoD-PLA contacts, the Pentagon believed China’s 
territorial disputes with several U.S. allies posed potentially serious 
risks. DoD acknowledged that regional states could not be “certain of 
China’s intentions,” but “an arms race in the region will leave every-
one worse off. And to cast China as an enemy would risk creating a 
self-fulfilling prophecy.”82

The Militaries Seek and Hide

U.S. officials assured Congress that America would build up its “core 
alliance” with Japan—an effort spearheaded by Lord and Nye,83 
maintain its 100,000-strong forward-deployed force, support multi-
lateral resolution of disputes, and retain strategic leadership in Asia. 
In that capacity, Washington kept its door open to PLA commanders. 
The two armed forces revived senior-level consultation and functional 
exchanges, sharing information and ideas. The former comprised 
exchange of visits by NDU delegations, and consultations among 
civilian and military leaders. Functional exchanges entailed discus-
sions among commanders and mid-level officials on specific issues. 
These led to ship visits to each other’s ports, collaboration in more 
accurate map-making and satellite links, working out avoidance of 
confrontation at sea and in the air, searching for U.S. POW/MIA in 
Chinese territory, and sharing dual-use technology.

In January 1995, DoD hosted Maj. Gen. Wen Guangchun of the 
PLA’s General Logistics Department (GLD), briefing him on U.S. 
logistics systems at several military logistics facilities. Simultaneously, 
USAF Deputy Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Joseph Ralston led a civil- 
military aviation delegation to study China’s air traffic control system. 
In February, PLAN vessels caused a hiccup by occupying Mischief 
Reef in the disputed Spratly Islands in the South China Sea. Given 
the reef’s location over 620 miles southeast of Hainan, and 150 miles 
west of the Philippines, its occupation caused grave unease outside 
China. This was the first Chinese use of force in an area claimed by a 
U.S. ally. Partly under congressional pressure, on May 10, Washington 
issued a statement opposing the use or threat of force to resolve 
 disputes, without naming China.

A fortnight after the PLAN’s adventure, Lt. Gen. Zhu Dunfa, 
head of the PLA’s NDU, visited America. He was received at the U.S. 
NDU and the Pentagon, the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, 
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Maxwell AFB in Alabama, North Island Naval Air Station, Camp 
Pendleton Marine Corps base in California, and PACOM in Hawaii. 
In late March, the Aegis-equipped cruiser, USS Bunker Hill, dropped 
anchor at Qingdao in the first U.S. naval ship visit since 1989. Adm. 
Wang Jiying, commander of PLAN’s North Sea Fleet (NSF), received 
Adm. Bernard Smith, commander, Carrier Group Five. A day after 
the Bunker Hill weighed anchor, Lt. Gen. Huai Guomo of COSTIND 
arrived in Washington to discuss projects for the Joint Defense 
Conversion Commission. Around the same time, PLA assistant CGS 
and head of military intelligence, Lt. Gen. Xiong Guangkai, arrived 
in Washington. Xiong briefed his hosts on the PLA’s strategy, force 
composition, and budget; he was briefed on U.S. global information 
infrastructures.84 Around this time, officials from China’s National 
Bureau of Surveying and Mapping visited their colleagues in NIMA, 
handing over Chinese gravity data for analysis.

The positive note was reinforced in mid-April when Qian Qichen 
and Warren Christopher met before a NPT review conference, 
 discussing “a very broad agenda of security and political issues,” 
agreeing that their countries “shared responsibility” for countering 
nuclear proliferation. Christopher stressed U.S. opposition to “all 
nuclear cooperation with Iran,” assuring Qian that Washington was 
equally concerned over Russian-Iranian collaboration. Christopher 
shared with Qian U.S. intelligence suggesting Tehran sought nuclear 
weapons violating its NPT obligations. Qian assured Christopher any 
Chinese assistance to Iran would be “solely for peaceful purposes,” 
under International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards. They 
also agreed that North- and South Korea must hold talks in order to 
implement the 1994 nuclear framework agreement and “to settle the 
future of the peninsula.” Christopher said China’s human rights 
records, especially its treatment of dissidents, prevented “the full 
f lowering” of relations, urging Qian to negotiate with the Dalai Lama 
on Tibet’s future. He expressed concern over Chinese action in the 
Spratly Islands and objected to further construction, but the talks 
focused on arms control and nonproliferation. The ministers agreed to 
cooperate on overcoming “past impediments to peaceful nuclear coop-
eration,” announcing expert-level talks on “missile non-proliferation” 
and a “competent export control system.” They agreed that despite 
“some differences and difficulties, momentum had been maintained 
in the relationship.”85

Around then, Bao Piede, Chinese vice minister of civil aviation, 
visited Washington to exchange information with U.S. civil and 
 military aviation officials. Lt. Gen. Ralph Eberhart, U.S. Air Force 
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(USAF) Deputy Chief of Staff, hosted him at the Pentagon, briefing 
him on U.S. air traffic control systems. In April, CINCPAC Adm. 
Richard Macke visited Beijing as the guest of PLA Deputy CGS, Gen. 
Xu Huizi. Diplomatic exchanges became strained over hints that 
Washington was considering the grant of a visa to Lee Tenghui for 
him to speak at Cornell University on June 9, but the armed forces 
maintained their contacts. In April, a visit by the PLAAF commander, 
Lt. Gen. Yu Zhenwu, as the guest of the USAF Chief of Staff, was 
ended five days early in protest against Clinton’s decision to grant Lee 
an “extended transit” visa. Washington insisted this had no policy 
impact, and that U.S.-China relations were guided by “our recogni-
tion of Beijing—one-China policy, adherence to the three communi-
qués, and the TRA.”86 Still, Beijing canceled a planned visit by 
Defense Minister Chi Haotian. In late July, the PLA began a series 
of exercises close to Taiwan that continued until November, raising 
 tensions. In August, Beijing expelled two Hong Kong-based USAF 
attachés after accusing them of collecting combat intelligence in 
restricted areas along China’s southeastern coast.

Not all contact was lost. In late August, Lt. Gen. Li Xilin, 
 commander of the Guangzhou MR, attended ceremonies in Hawaii 
on the fiftieth anniversary of victory in the Pacific. He met Secretary 
Perry, Gen. Shalikashvili, and Adm. Macke. A few days later, two 
NIMA teams visited China to establish GPS satellite tracking stations 
and discuss plans for a GPS survey in China in 1996. Beijing showed 
no concern that such a survey could provide U.S. forces with  precision 
attack data in a future conflict. In October, Lt. Gen. Ervin Rokke, 
president of the U.S. NDU, was hosted by his PLA counterpart, 
Lt. Gen. Xing Shizhong; they discussed extending military scholarly 
exchanges. Rokke visited the 196th Infantry Division in the Beijing 
MR, a Military Academy in Guilin, and the Guangzhou MR. He was 
the first American to be shown round China’s satellite control center 
at Xian.

On October 24, Presidents Clinton and Jiang met in New York 
and discussed ways of reducing tension in the Taiwan Strait. They 
agreed that the Taiwan issue would be dealt with in accordance with 
the three U.S.-PRC communiqués. After the PLA ended its exercises 
near Taiwan in mid-November, Assistant Secretary of Defense Joseph 
Nye visited China and discussed with Chi Haotian ways of reviving 
relations. Asked how America would respond if the PLA attacked 
Taiwan, Nye told his interlocutors, “nobody knows,” first having 
pointed out that in 1950, after Dean Acheson had said Korea lay out-
side the U.S. defense perimeter, the United States wound up fighting 
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China. Nye said, “It does not matter what we say; the risks are very 
high for you in any case.”87 This followed Nye’s June 16 comment 
that if the PLAN interfered “with freedom of the seas, then we would 
be prepared to escort and make sure that free navigation continues.”88 
These occasionally ambiguous American responses to Chinese 
action created room for Beijing to misunderstand or misinterpret U.S. 
intentions.

Security analysts on both sides busily studied each other’s work, 
developing a comprehensible imagery. The Chinese attempted to 
identify both the trends shaping the post–Cold War security milieu, 
and developments specific to the U.S. military. The outcome of these 
exercises differed, explaining the divergent approaches across the 
Pacific. Such analyses gave depth to PLA perspectives in terms of 
Chinese security policy, and during exchanges with U.S. counter-
parts. In their efforts beginning in the early 1980s to comprehend 
the world, Chinese scholars had rejected Western frameworks such as 
Realism and Neorealism.89 Their analyses plumbed Chinese history, 
finding resonances to current affairs in China’s Warring States era 
(475–221BC), when imperial fission led princes to seek to unite 
 feuding feudatories under their own “hegemonic” banners. The GSD 
published three two-volume works on ancient Chinese statecraft 
offering a framework for studying current and future security chal-
lenges.90 Gen. Gao Rui, vice president of the AMS, wrote that the 
period in which ancient China’s foremost strategist Sun Zi lived shone 
with “the glory of truth,” and the “splendid legacy created through 
bloody struggles of our ancient ancestors” now carried “a radiance 
more resplendent.”91 Others saw the Warring States era as “amazingly 
similar” to the apparent post–Cold War multipolarity.92 Some dis-
cerned roots in history of the concept of CNP, the measure by which 
China compared the ability of states including itself to favorably 
 influence the environment. Ancient strategists such as Sun Zi and 
Wu Zi were seen to have identified criteria of capability that matched 
modern China’s CNP parameters.93

Many Chinese analysts concentrated on China’s current and 
future security challenges, the dramatic expansion of American 
influence, and U.S. advances in RMA. They studied U.S. doctrine, 
strategy, tactics, logistics, and technical prowess, trying to identify 
strengths and weaknesses so as to boost China’s defenses should 
America emerge as a direct threat. Several studies found America 
already  fearful of China and seeking to block its progress by advanc-
ing “the China threat theory.” They insisted, “China has neither the 
strength nor the will to compete with the US or other big powers in 
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global affairs.”94 A few Chinese studies suggested that although 
 multipolarity would shape post–Cold War international relations, 
America’s  position would be unique: “It can be said the US in the 
future will be ‘one pole in the multipolar world,’ but we also can say 
it is ‘the first pole’”95

Acknowledgment of American dominance despite the rise of other 
“poles” came slowly and grudgingly. Military analysts examining 
U.S. RMA advances pointed to weaknesses in the military institu-
tions and practices that would, in Chinese view, reduce the efficacy of 
new technology in U.S. forces.96 One PLA general predicted it would 
be 2050 before the entire U.S. military, divided by interservice rivalry, 
could be “digitized” into “a system of systems.”97 An explosion of 
publications on American forces98 showed PLA interest in the world’s 
“sole superpower.” Many volumes began with envious praise of U.S. 
forces.99

Both parties pursued overt normality in their military relations 
while analysts worked furiously behind the scenes. In January 1996, 
Gen. Eberhart visited China for talks on civil-military air traffic 
 control cooperation. Days later, Rear Admiral Walter Doran arrived 
in Shanghai aboard the USS Fort McHenry, a dock-landing ship. In 
February, PRC Vice Foreign Minister Li Zhaoshing met State 
Department officials and Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 
Walter Slocombe in Washington. Next came the Director of the CPC 
Central Committee’s Foreign Affairs Office Liu Huaqiu. Liu con-
veyed Chinese anger at U.S. permission the previous summer to Lee 
Teng-hui to visit New York, and speak at Cornell on the process of 
democratization in Taiwan. He reiterated Beijing’s right to use force 
to “reunify the motherland.” On March 7, meeting Liu at a dinner 
hosted by Christopher, Perry warned that China would face “grave 
consequences” should it attack Taiwan.100 Hours later, the PLA began 
a new series of ballistic missile “tests” near the Taiwanese ports of 
Keelung and Kaohsiung, triggering the most dangerous US-Chinese 
confrontation since the 1950s.
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Turbulent Times

Certain foreign forces have further meddled in the issue of 
Taiwan, interfering in China’s internal affairs. All this not only 
impedes the process of China’s peaceful reunification but also 
threatens peace, stability and development in the Asia-Pacific 
region.1

—Jiang Zemin

We have, within a few hundred miles of Taiwan, a carrier, 
Independence. We have a guided missile cruiser and a guided 
 missile destroyer also nearby. One of the guided missile cruisers is 
close enough that it actually was the one that observed the missile 
test and we also have some reconnaissance systems that observed the 
missile test.2

—William Perry

A week ago I signed the orders directing the deployment of 
the Independence battle group from Okinawa to patrolling 
just east of Taiwan. At the same time, I signed an order moving 
the deployment of the Nimitz battle group from the Gulf of 
Arabia to join up with the Independence off of Taiwan. . . . I do 
not believe that the Chinese have any intention of attacking 
Taiwan.3

—William Perry

China and the United States are two great nations that have 
significant differences. Therefore, to develop friendly relations 
and cooperation between our two countries not only serves the 
fundamental interests of the two countries, of the two peoples, 
but they are also of great importance to the maintenance of peace 
and stability in the Asia Pacific region and in the world as a 
whole.4

—Gen. Chi Haotian
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The “Missile Crisis”

Taiwan threatened post–Cold War stability, as it had during the 
1971–89 U.S.-China “tacit alliance.” In the mid-1990s, tensions 
mounted, with the potential for a triangular confrontation generat-
ing conflict. Taiwan’s silence over Deng Xiaoping’s “one country 
two systems” formulation for Hong Kong and Macao—also aimed at 
Taipei—raised the stakes. President Lee Teng-hui adopted an asser-
tive tone before Taiwan’s first legislative elections in December 1995, 
and presidential polls the following March. In 1994, the PLA 
 conducted a command-post exercise (CPX)—using communication 
links, but no troops—in which commanders refined joint-services 
maneuvers aimed at occupying Taiwan if ordered. This exercise 
 provided the template for events that followed.5 In January 1995, 
Jiang Zemin elaborated Deng’s offer in his “8-point proposal.” 
After reunification, Taiwan would retain its domestic and foreign 
economic and technical structures and practices. Exercising “a high 
degree of autonomy,” Taiwan would maintain legislative and judicial 
independence “including that of final adjudication.” It would retain 
its political, administrative, and military institutions; none would 
be sent from the mainland. Instead, some central posts would be 
offered to it.6

Jiang added that Beijing “shall not undertake not to use force. 
Such commitment would only make it impossible to achieve peaceful 
reunification and could not but lead to the eventual . . . use of force.” 
China’s right to use force “is not directed against our compatriots in 
Taiwan but against the schemes of foreign forces to interfere with 
China’s reunification and to bring about the ‘independence of 
Taiwan.’”7 This veiled reference to America underscored the funda-
mental inconsistency in U.S.-China-Taiwan relations—America 
 recognized “one China” of which Taiwan was a part, but it was 
 committed to “defending” this “part” from the remainder by force if 
necessary. This inconsistency, formalized in the TRA, required 
Washington to supply Taipei munitions necessary to defend itself—an 
act seen in Beijing as U.S. perfidy, given its pledges to honor “the 
three communiqués” framing bilateral relations. Lee’s efforts to break 
out of Taiwan’s international isolation and his use of the phrase 
“Republic of China on Taiwan” while visiting America outraged 
Beijing. Against that backdrop, the 1995–96 “Taiwan Strait missile 
crisis” followed a predictable sequence.

Taiwan’s friends in the U.S. Congress, strongly supportive of Lee’s 
visit, received details of the PLA’s growing strength just before he left 
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for New York on June 7, 1995. The General Accounting Office (GAO) 
warned that the PLA had “acquired some new advanced weapons 
systems, restructured and reduced its forces, and improved its train-
ing and equipment.” China’s defense budget had increased by 159 
percent in 1985–90, but official defense expenditure showed “no real 
growth,” with most increases going into personnel costs. However, 
weapons procurement, R&D, and profits from the PLA’s military 
and  commercial sales were excluded from the budget. Beijing’s mili-
tary modernization efforts were “driven by China’s desire to become 
the leading regional power in Asia, to protect its economic and 
 territorial interests, and to maintain its internal stability, and by the 
lessons learned from the Persian Gulf War.”8 China’s growing prow-
ess was worrying, but its dependence on trade and investment might 
temper “its aggressive tendencies.” With U.S. military presence 
declining, many Asian militaries were modernizing, and America was 
engaged in security and nonproliferation talks with many of them. 
So, insecurity was balanced by structural changes in the region.

As Lee left for America, Chinese criticism grew shrill. During his 
five-day trip, Beijing issued five commentaries condemning Lee’s 
 promotion of “Taiwanese independence,” warning of “serious 
 consequences.” Talks between Koo Chenfoo and Wang Daohan, the 
two senior PRC-ROC envoys, were postponed. On July 7, Xinhua 
announced PLA plans to test-fire surface-to-surface missiles (SSM) 
in the East China Sea on July 21–28. The PLA launched two 
 intermediate- and four short-range ballistic missiles on July 21–26 
into an area 60 km north of Taiwan’s Pengchiayu Island. Meanwhile, 
land forces concentrated in the Fujian area as squadrons of J-8 fight-
ers moved to coastal bases. Taiwan’s stock market and currency fell. 
On July 31, PRC Defense Minister Chi Haotian warned that if Taipei 
“acts  without discretion to create a split,” the PLA would not “sit 
back and watch.” Ten days later, Beijing announced fresh exercises 
with guided missiles and other arms in the East China Sea on 
August 15–25. Next, Lee visited Quemoy and challenged Beijing’s 
formulation by proclaiming that the ROC comprised Taiwan, Penghu, 
Quemoy, and Mazu, “a reality not to be denied by anyone.” He 
insisted on reunification “under the systems of democracy, liberty, 
and equal prosperity,” and not under “one country, two systems.” In 
October, the PLAN conducted sea-control exercises; in November, 
Dongshan Island at the southern end of the Taiwan Strait hosted a 
tri-service “invasion.” It proved the PLA’s ability to invade Taiwan, 
causing  serious damage. China clearly retained force as an option 
against  separatist tendencies.
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Chinese media extensively covered the maneuvers and may have 
 colored the outcome of Taiwan’s legislative polls in December. Lee’s 
ruling Kuomintang Party (KMT) lost 7 seats, retaining 85, a bare 
majority in the Yuan. The New Party, a KMT splinter favoring 
reunification, tripled its representation to 21. The KMT’s share of 
the vote fell to 46 percent. The pro-independence Democratic 
Progressive Party (DPP) gained 4 seats to a total of 54, fewer than 
it had expected to win. Although Lee had angered Beijing, the KMT 
did not openly espouse Taiwanese independence; the DPP did. The 
results of the polls were thus seen as a defeat of separatism. The 
PLA’s maneuvers were thought to have contributed to this outcome. 
This apparent  success, and parallel weakening of the “splittists,” 
may have encouraged Beijing to apply coercion before the presidential 
polls on March 23, 1996.

Chinese military assertiveness had other elements. Despite U.S. 
criticism, Beijing conducted a nuclear test on May 15, 1995. In the 
following weeks, Lee Teng-hui’s planned visit to New York deepened 
the gloom, climaxing in PLA missile tests and maneuvers. As the 
first missile launches approached, Washington accused Beijing of 
 violating the Biological Weapons Convention, MTCR, and NPT. 
China denounced this “groundless and utterly irresponsible” claim, 
pointing to long-standing reports of U.S. research and production of 
biological weapons. It was not entirely negative, though. Chinese 
security officials met their U.S. counterparts in Hawaii in relative 
amity. Washington thought that the crisis was unlikely to lead to war; 
rather, each side was signaling about red lines not to be crossed.9 
Nonetheless, Chinese spokesman Shen Guofang claimed Washington 
had “caused serious damage to the foundations of US-China rela-
tions,” and needed to take corrective measures. When American 
media quoted unnamed officials alleging Chinese transfers of M-11 
missiles to Pakistan, State Department questioned the reports. The 
allegations were “very serious,” requiring the imposition of sanctions; 
“therefore, there needs to be very serious and concrete factual 
 evidence.” It was unclear “whether or not these actions constitute a 
violation, either of US sanctions law or of China’s commitments 
under the MTCR.”10

The administration tried to persuade Congress of the need to 
engage China, “the world’s most populous nation and third largest in 
landmass now also emerging as a world power. As such, it has a major 
and growing impact on fundamental US national interests.” Officials 
stressed the Chinese perception that U.S. executive and legislative 
branches lent support to “Taiwanese independence” as part of “an 
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effort to ‘contain’ China and to prevent it from fully assuming a role 
as a great power.”11 The recall of Beijing’s envoy from Washington 
and cancelation of all visits hurt U.S. interests. Secretary of State 
Christopher acknowledged that the reason behind “difficulties” in 
U.S.-China relations was that Lee’s visit indicated to Beijing a shift 
in America’s “one China” policy although “this concern is unwar-
ranted.” Before leaving for an ASEAN conference in Brunei, where 
he planned to meet Qian Qichen, Christopher said, “We must not 
allow short-term calculation to divert us from pursuing our long-term 
interests . . . our ability to pursue significant common interests and to 
manage significant disinterests, would not be served by any attempt 
to isolate or contain China.”12

His talks with Qian prepared the ground for a “very good, very 
positive” Clinton-Jiang meeting in New York in October. Then, as 
the second series of missile launches got underway, China conducted 
another nuclear test on August 17. Japan and America strongly pro-
tested. Foreign Minister Yohei Kono told Ambassador Xu Donxin 
that Tokyo would review its grants to Beijing. China pointed out that 
it had only conducted a few tests, for self-defense, and posed no threat 
to any other country. Pledging to end testing in 1996 when a 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) came into force, Beijing 
blamed Washington and Tokyo for its action. America had rejected 
China’s proposed ban on use of nuclear arms. “The dark designs they 
cherish can only be imagined . . . Okinawa is now the biggest US 
nuclear base in Asia. . . . As the US and Japan have signed a treaty of 
security and mutual assistance, can China afford to lower its guard?”13 

Beijing said “actual threats” of nuclear targeting by America and the 
former Soviet Union had forced China onto the nuclear path, and it 
had both shown and urged restraint. Even after START II was 
 implemented, America and Russia would retain 3,000 warheads each. 
Recent Western commentary “advocating blockading China and 
unfoundedly accusing China of ‘posing a threat’ to its neighbouring 
countries . . . surely mean something.” Beijing discerned hostile intent 
in U.S.-Japanese-Taiwanese action. Defensive insecurity and grim 
determination were interwoven: “If China did not possess certain 
nuclear strength to defend itself, how could it confront the world’s 
nuclear superpower?”14

In Washington, China specialists reported Beijing’s conviction that 
America was “determined to do what it can to weaken and hold back 
China’s growing power.” Beijing saw a consensus on “working against 
China’s emerging strength and influence in world affairs.”15 U.S. 
analysts wondered whether CPC leaders exploited anti-U.S. themes 
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for boosting domestic support, or for extracting U.S. concessions, 
but understood the negative impact of Lee’s visit, and other  post-1989 
decisions, on Beijing’s perceptions of American policy. Official state-
ments and analyses showed a consensus on the need for Washington 
to encourage Beijing to “conform to international norms and over 
time to foster change in China’s political, economic, and security 
 systems compatible with American interests.” Opinion divided into 
three strands on how to achieve this goal:

• Some Executive and Congressional leaders feared more stri-
dently adversarial U.S. policies could break China up with disas-
trous consequences for U.S. interests. They assumed prosperity 
would let a better-educated and outward-looking populace 
wrest  pluralism, and finally, democracy. The U.S. should be 
supportive.

• Others thought CPC leaders believed they must boost China’s 
strength and use its wealth to retain power. A powerful China 
could emerge as a strong adversary. Washington should deal 
firmly with Beijing, maintain strong military forces to counter 
Chinese influence, and work with allies to fight Chinese 
 assertiveness.

• Yet others said that China’s political system must change before 
America could build a constructive relationship with it. 
Washington should aim to change China from within; “the 
development of an authoritarian superpower more economically 
competent” than the USSR “is not to be aided.”16

U.S. policy ref lected varying mixes of these perspectives, causing 
some inconsistency in the absence of strong Executive leadership. 
The White House view was—China was a giant with massive potential 
and capacity to be difficult; it could not be ignored or isolated—it 
had to be engaged while it coped with transition so that later it 
could be peacefully integrated into the U.S.-led system. Thus, on 
October 11, Congress was treated to Winston Lord and Joseph Nye 
explaining U.S. China policy, and also, Beijing’s action.17 China was 
driven by economic imperatives since Deng’s late 1970s reforms. 
“China’s  foreign policy since then has been a function of this domes-
tic priority. Put simply, China’s development requires a peaceful 
international environment, and this has been China’s goal.”18 The 
October 1995 Clinton-Jiang summit boosted the “engagement” 
school, as both leaders stressed their “strong interest in a stable and 
healthy relationship.”
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They sketched “the strategic vision of the relationship” with a new 
agenda—fighting international crime, narcotics flows, and interna-
tional drug cartels, cooperative international law enforcement, and 
dialogue on the environment, sustainable development and energy. 
Jiang, accepting Clinton’s ambassador-designate to Beijing, James 
Sasser, agreed to return the Chinese ambassador to Washington. 
They agreed that Joseph Nye should visit China in November to 
resume high-level defense talks suspended in the summer.19 Perry 
reinforced the positive with his comment that U.S. strategy was to 
“engage China, not contain it”20 because engagement allowed 
America “to take constructive steps to protect our security”:

• Help America influence China’s policies to “curb the spread of 
WMD”

• Influence China to “play a positive role” supporting U.S. interests 
in Korea, the Subcontinent, and Southeast Asia

• Open lines of communications to the PLA, “a major player” 
in Chinese policy on Taiwan, the South China Sea, and 
 proliferation

• Promote more openness in China’s national security and defense 
apparatus

• Help promote regional security dialogues building confidence 
and trust

While fashioning a new partnership with China, Perry also revital-
ized regional alliances. DoD had ascertained the “crucial importance” 
of its relations with Seoul and Tokyo, without specifying against 
which adversary. With the drawdown of U.S. forces from the region, 
the U.S.-Japan-Korean triangle was bolstered as the regional security 
framework.21 Perry’s urgings of transparency on the PLA may have 
encouraged Beijing to issue its first defense white paper in November. 
The document stated, “China needs a peaceful environment in order 
to be able to devote itself completely to its socialist modernization 
program.” The PLA had to defend a large country with very long land 
and maritime boundaries and large airspace, but had cut its strength 
by a million in 1985–90; further cuts were planned. China’s modest 
defense spending was very much smaller than that of America, France, 
Britain, and Japan; Beijing had implemented significant defense 
 conversion and many of its plants now produced consumer goods. 
China exercised “strict control” over transfers of “sensitive materials 
and military equipment,” and “actively promoted arms control and 
disarmament.”22 In short, Beijing committed itself to benign and 
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cooperative development. Despite its generality, the document marked 
recognition that communication was crucial. Fears of CPC leaders 
obsessing over succession struggles as Deng faded from the scene lent 
urgency.

Washington was already tapping Hong Kong tycoons with access 
to China’s elite,23 but this only helped partially. Resuming high-level 
contacts was crucial. Nye’s mid-November visit was aimed at reducing 
Chinese fears that America sought to “contain” it. He revived 
 “comprehensive engagement on a broad series of fronts and part of 
that is a military-to-military dialogue.” He hoped this would increase 
transparency, “in which we explain to China what our intentions and 
strategies are and they reciprocate.” Nye noted that when one party 
did not understand what the other was up to, it made worst-case 
assumptions, leading to “arms races and to a growth of suspicion 
which makes everybody worse off.” He aimed at reaching agreement 
on “what side of regular military-to-military visits and dialogue can 
we further to enhance our transparency overall.”24 While Nye was in 
Beijing, Jiang was in Osaka for an APEC summit and a planned meet-
ing with Clinton. However, congressional threats to the presidency 
forced Clinton to send Vice President Al Gore instead. U.S. officials 
described it as “a serious problem” and “a serious setback.”

Perry and Nye had finalized a significant agreement with Japan 
following the launch of their East Asia Strategy in February. This 
comprised “comprehensive engagement” with China, and strength-
ening the alliances with Japan and South Korea, the essence of a 
“hedge and engage” stance. The “missile crisis” dealt the China part 
of the strategy a blow, but the Japan element would have been signed 
off during the Clinton-Murayama summit. It now would have to wait 
for Clinton’s rescheduled visit. Christopher and Qian reviewed 
 progress on the U.S.-China front. Although Taiwan remained a 
 “sensitive” issue, they agreed to resume dialogue at under- and assis-
tant secretary levels, on nonproliferation and CTBT, environmental 
protection, sustainable development, international crime, trade, 
 intellectual property rights (IPR), and Beijing’s desire to join the 
WTO. Christopher also raised Tibet, the Dalai Lama, “prisoners of 
conscience,” and a proposed Red Cross visit to China. Qian listened 
politely, offering no dates for resuming talks on these.25 U.S. analysts 
acknowledged Chinese fear of being “contained” by America, espe-
cially Clinton’s reversal of his decision against granting a visa to Lee 
Tenghui—which Beijing saw as indicating U.S. opposition to “the 
rising power of China under Beijing’s communist system.” 
“Hegemonists” were apparently “gaining.”26
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So, engagement’s efficacy remained unclear, its progress slow and 
prospects mixed. This was noted in a DCI report on emerging missile 
threats. The intelligence community was confident that only the 
declared nuclear powers would acquire ballistic missiles capable of 
striking North America by 2010. Among hostile countries, only 
North Korea could reach Hawaii and parts of Alaska. The current 
threat from accidental or unauthorized launch of “Russian or Chinese 
strategic missiles” was remote. “However, we are less confident about 
the future, in view of the fluid political situation in both countries.” 
Severe political crises in either could weaken the nuclear command 
structure, “increasing the possibility of unauthorized launch.”27 
Though such probabilities “would remain quite low,” America could 
not ignore them. This encouraged boosting the alliance with Japan 
and developing BMD.

PLA commanders, for their part, felt Beijing should assess China’s 
strategic interests before accepting any CTBT constraints. China had 
faced nuclear threats from both Cold War superpowers, and U.S. 
plans to establish “an all-directional global defense system of strategic 
nuclear deterrence to prevent limited nuclear attacks” could lay China 
open to a decapitating first strike, or nuclear blackmail. Beijing must 
prepare for “actual nuclear combat” to strengthen its deterrent capac-
ity.28 As for U.S. criticism of China’s nuclear tests, Chinese envoy to 
the Conference on Disarmament (CD), Sha Zukang, fulminated—“It 
is the US that possesses today the largest and most advanced nuclear 
arsenal in the world. It will still be the US that possesses the largest 
and most advanced nuclear arsenal even after its implementation of 
the START II Treaty . . . the US is not qualified to point its finger to 
China’s extremely limited number of nuclear tests.” China would end 
testing when the CTBT came into force.29

Taipei could not ignore this fluidity. In January 1996, Prime 
Minister Lien Chan said Taiwan did not wish to see cross-Strait rela-
tions strained by public statements; if channels of communications 
were reopened, issues of mutual concern could be discussed. A week 
later, on the anniversary of Jiang’s “8-point proposal,” Premier Li 
Peng replied that relations could be normalized only when Taipei 
“abandoned creating ‘two Chinas,’ or ‘one China, one Taiwan’ in 
word and deed.” With Taiwan’s first presidential election campaign 
reaching a climax, America moved first. Disagreements notwith-
standing, in February 1996, Washington restated its desire to “engage 
in productive relations with China across a broad range of issues” 
including regional security, nonproliferation, human rights, and 
trade as part of U.S. national security strategy. “We seek a strategic 
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partnership with China, advancing our own national interests in key 
areas.”30 However, the security implications of U.S.-Taiwan links still 
dogged U.S.-China relations.

Beijing’s dissatisfaction hit home when former DoD official Charles 
Freeman was told by a Chinese interlocutor that Beijing felt able to 
use force against Taiwan because U.S. leaders “care more about Los 
Angeles than they do about Taiwan.”31 It is not clear whether 
Washington “received” the message Beijing was sending but on 
February 4 the PLA began exercise “Express 60,” moving large land- 
and air formations to forward locations along the Fujian-Guangdong 
coasts in preparation for “Strait 961,” a three-phase show of force. 
Participants included ground formations from the Nanjing MR, 
PLAAF combatants from across the country, naval platforms from all 
three PLAN fleets and units from the 2nd Artillery and its air defense 
forces equipped with SA-10B SAMs, the most sophisticated in the 
PLA inventory. As in 1995, “Strait 961” moved from strategic bom-
bardment through air superiority and sea-control missions to an 
amphibious landing.

Phase I comprised ballistic missile launches. On March 5, Beijing 
announced week-long military maneuvers would begin on March 8. 
“Closure areas” were proclaimed 20–40 nm east of Keelung and 
30–50 nm southwest of Kaohsiung in northern and southern Taiwan, 
respectively. Three M-9 SRBMs were fired—two into the southern 
and one into the northern areas—on March 8. Phase II began on 
March 12 near Dongshan-Nan’ao Islands featuring live firing of air-
to-surface, air-to-air, surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles, 
and ground-attack operations. Phase III moved the exercise north 
near the city of Pingtan on Haitan Island where a tri-service landing 
began on March 18 and lasted a week. Severe weather delayed the 
exercise, limiting it to small-scale invasion drills.32 Troop insertion by 
helicopters, flights by Il-76 transports, artillery firing, and amphibi-
ous landings were conducted, if on a smaller scale than planned. The 
fourth and final M-9 was launched on March 13.33

The PLA deployed numerous air, naval—surface and submarine—
platforms in both offensive and defensive operations. During the 
exercise, Chinese media reported the presence in the area of the USS 
Bunker Hill, an Aegis-armed guided missile cruiser, and its ability to 
track and collect information on the M-9s being fired. Chinese media 
also reported flights by USAF RC-135 electronic warfare aircraft 
monitoring M-9 in-flight technical data transmitted to PLA ground 
stations. Media commentary reflected anger at this “unnecessary 
meddling and interference” by U.S. naval and air forces. Their  outrage 
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was evident when, shortly after the exercises began, Defense Secretary 
Perry ordered two CVBGs, one led by the Independence, and the 
other by the Nimitz, to waters just east of Taiwan. Both Perry and 
Christopher said the Chinese missile “tests” were “reckless” and that 
they had cautioned a senior Chinese visitor that PLA missile firings so 
close Taiwan “could only be viewed as an act of coercion.”34 Li Peng 
warned Washington not to send U.S. naval vessels through the Taiwan 
Strait; Perry responded by saying that while China was “a great 
 military power, the premier—the strongest—military power in the 
western Pacific is the United States.”35 However, U.S. ships did not 
enter the Strait.

“Strait 961” marked three significant events—first Taiwanese 
presidential elections, the largest ever PLA troop deployments near 
Taiwan and their most sophisticated maneuvers, and the deployment 
of large U.S. flotillas capable of a spectrum of operations in Taiwan’s 
defense. The authorization of the PLA exercise by the CMC, the 
presence during the live-firing phase of CMC Vice Chairman Zhang 
Wannian, and the planned visit to the area during Phase III by CMC 
Chairman Jiang Zemin—aborted due to severe weather—under-
scored Strait 961’s political-military import. U.S. action appeared to 
trump some of that. The result of Taiwan’s presidential election appar-
ently reflected the neutralization of the “missile crisis.” Lee Teng-hui 
won 54 percent of the vote while his pro-independence DPP rival 
secured 21 percent. Two independent pro-unification candidates 
received 15 and 10 percent, respectively. Lee won the mandate to deal 
with China as he saw fit, but the election dealt a blow to the DPP, 
with a sharp drop from its 1995 parliamentary scores. The PLA’s 
pressure may have swung some pro-independence voters toward the 
KMT, with an urge to unite in the face of China’s military muscle.36 
For their part, China and America demonstrated their ability and 
willingness to adopt military measures to realize Taiwan-related 
objectives, underscoring the potential for confrontations dramatically 
escalating to conflict.

Some questions remained unanswered. As Taiwanese democracy 
matured, transitioning through legislative and presidential polls, their 
results reflecting the popular will, accompanying Chinese gunfire 
notwithstanding, how would that impact on future Beijing-Taipei-
Washington bargaining? Now that China had carried out two sets of 
comprehensive military maneuvers ahead of the two elections and the 
Taiwanese voters had still supported an increasingly assertive leader, 
what leverage did Beijing have if Taipei sought de jure acknowledg-
ment of its de facto sovereignty? And, with America having deployed 
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two CVBGs to Taiwan’s neighborhood, and the PLA still proceeding 
with its planned maneuvers, how effective was U.S. deterrence? What 
were America’s “red lines,” which, if crossed, would trigger a military 
confrontation? Washington insisted there was no likelihood of an 
invasion of Taiwan, or of U.S.-Chinese conflict: “We do not expect 
that Taiwan will face a need to defend itself. China doesn’t have the 
ability to launch an amphibious attack against Taiwan. It’s hard to 
seize an island unless it’s actually invaded. So . . . Taiwan is in a good 
position to defend itself.” Beijing still sought peaceful reunification; 
“the war fever” was media hype.37

Still, it was an anxious time, encouraging the parties to step back 
and reflect. Washington postponed an April visit by China’s Defense 
Minister Gen. Chi Haotian.38 Chi’s original plan to visit America in 
1995 had been scuppered by Lee Teng-hui’s Cornell trip, but China 
did not seem overly anxious. CMC Vice Chairman Liu Huaqing, vis-
iting Cambodia in April 1996, reiterated that “Taiwan is an insepa-
rable part of China,” insisting on “reunification by peaceful means, 
one country, two systems,” and Beijing’s determination to use force if 
Taipei declared independence or faced “foreign intervention.” 
President Lee’s inaugural address on May 20 sought to calm tensions. 
He urged both sides to end “the hostile status,” recognize the reality 
of their “separate jurisdictions” while accepting the “common goal” 
of unification. Beijing condemned Lee’s failure to mention the “one 
China principle.” During a visit to Spain in June, Jiang said the two 
sides should begin talks aimed at peaceful reunification on the 
 principle of “one China,” and end hostilities. He welcomed a visit to 
Beijing by Lee “in an appropriate capacity.” Meanwhile, DoD envoy 
Walter Slocombe visited China, restoring some normalcy. The “mis-
sile crisis” was over, but U.S.-China relations, especially DoD-PLA 
links, had been dealt a severe blow.

Reflection, Reappraisal, Revival

The administration had a job to cool Beltway temperatures. Official 
commentary following the crisis downplayed U.S.-China tensions. 
Clinton and his aides concentrated on threats to U.S.- and world 
security from “terrorism and organized crime and drug-running, and 
the proliferation of weapons, the destruction of our precious global 
environment.”39 They described Beijing as a partner in these strug-
gles, asserting that U.S. interests demanded deep engagement with 
China to ensure it evolved as a responsible member of the global 
 community and not become an internally focused nationalist power. 
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Officials told Congress Beijing’s 1995 offer to resolve maritime- 
territorial disputes peacefully, on the basis of the Law of the Sea 
Convention, showed how responsible China had become.40 Clinton 
noted that by strengthening alliances with Japan, South Korea, 
Thailand, Australia, and the Philippines, and by maintaining a 
100,000-strong force in the region, he was securing U.S. strategic 
leadership in Asia.

Beijing expressed anger, not fear, over the CVBG deployments 
during “Strait 961,” although whether this was a true reflection of 
Chinese thinking is unclear. Clinton’s decision to upgrade 21 Patriot 
ABM battalions in Japan, deploy upgraded Patriots to South Korea, 
offer better BMD weapons to Taiwan, and develop both “Navy Lower 
Tier” and “Navy Upper Tier” BMD systems41 caused much anxiety 
in Beijing. Somewhat defensively, Chinese analysts explored the chal-
lenges facing U.S. forces should they intervene in support of “Taiwan 
independence.”42 There was some American concern that continuous 
contention with Washington could discourage Beijing from pursuing 
amity.43 Damage limitation efforts intensified; Chinese export of ring 
magnets—used in enriching uranium—to Pakistan assumed greater 
import than tensions over Taiwan. At a foreign ministers’ meeting in 
The Hague in April, Christopher and Qian agreed on the following 
four key issues, putting some of the acrimony behind:

• China pledged not to “provide assistance to unsafeguarded 
nuclear programs in any country”

• China confirmed that this commitment included not transfer-
ring ring magnets “in the future” to unsafeguarded facilities

• China agreed to “hold consultations on national export policies 
and practices,” including “continued consultations on export 
control”

• America accepted that China’s leadership was unaware of the 
Chinese Nuclear Fuel Corporation’s ring magnet exports, lifted 
sanctions on it and restored Export-Import Bank credit support 
for U.S.-China trade.44

Some dissonance persisted. In January 1996, Clinton had raised 
the performance threshold of computers being exported to China—
and Russia, India, and Israel—without a license, from 1,500 million 
theoretical operations per second (MTOPS) to 2,000 MTOPS,45 
worrying some circles. Beijing’s alleged refusal to provide market 
access and failure to honor IPR obligations angered Washington.46 
The scheduled transfer of Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty in 
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July 1997 led Congress to demand that China “allow an elected leg-
islature” after June 30, 1997.47 Beijing noted that the transfer would 
follow a U.K.-PRC agreement in which America played no role, that 
Hong Kong would be a domestic Chinese matter thereafter, and that 
Washington had never made such demands on Britain’s colonial 
administration. More pointers came at June 1996 official-level meet-
ings in Beijing and Shanghai. Chinese doubts, “mistrust or at least 
suspicion about US intentions” surprised American delegates. One 
Chinese official questioned Washington’s “engagement” policy: 
“What is the strategic intention of the United States toward China?” 
Engagement could mean either “a battle in a war,” or “the beginning 
of a marriage. We are not clear which it is.”48

Meetings organized by DoD bodies generated similar “dialogues 
of the deaf.” U.S. analysts described China as “a pariah and an adver-
sary,” because “the very essence and nature of the Chinese political 
system will be an object of American concern.”49 They recommended 
policies that “foster economic reform and openness” as the “best 
long-term assurance of exerting pressures for fundamental political 
change . . . address Chinese political transgressions and particularly 
flagrant abuses of human, religious, civic and political rights,” encour-
age civilian control of the PLA but deepen contact with PLA leaders 
and institutions, support the Chinese “territorial nation-state and 
political unit” since a break up would threaten Asian stability, and 
“encourage political reform, legal reform, liberalization, and openness 
in China.”50 In sum, peaceful regime change.

The Chinese view differed. PLA analysts saw a post-bipolar trend 
toward peaceful resolution of great-power disputes. However, the 
much-awaited multipolar world was emerging very slowly and the 
protracted transition, bearing “strong imprints and interactions” of 
the “Cold War pattern,” was “likely to complicate further the world 
situation.”51 China’s focus, since the 3rd Plenum of the 11th CPC 
Central Committee in December 1978, had been on doubling the 
1980 GNP by 1990, quadrupling it by 2000, and raising income to 
the levels of “medium developed countries” by 2050. All other 
objectives, including military modernization, had been subordinated 
to this goal whose attainment required a peaceful environment. Not 
preparing “for an early and large-scale nuclear war,” Beijing based its 
plans on “development in a peaceful era.”52 However, China would 
defend its sovereignty and independence with all its might, making 
no territorial compromises. Still, relative to its economic growth, 
geographic expanse, and proximate potential threats including 
Taiwanese forces, China’s defense outlay was modest. Beijing would 
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never deploy its forces outside its own territory, but the same was 
not true of others in its neighborhood. The international situation 
was “complicated and volatile. . . . Hegemony and power politics 
still exist, and some western powers still intervene and meddle in 
China’s internal affairs,” even when it concerned “China’s funda-
mental interests. So China should provide against danger while  living 
in peace.”53

This reflected CPC views. Li Peng told visitors that Beijing 
“unswervingly pursued an independent foreign policy of peace”; its 
objective was “safeguarding national independence and state sover-
eignty, and creating an international environment favorable to its 
reform, opening and modernization efforts.” Crucially, “China reso-
lutely opposes hegemonism, power politics, aggression and expansion 
in whatever form, as well as encroachments perpetrated by one  country 
on the sovereignty and territorial integrity of another, or interference 
in the internal affairs of another nation,” under any pretexts.54 Li did 
not name any country, but China’s disappointment at the protracted 
“unipolar transition” left little doubt as to where his rhetorical finger 
was aimed. China’s nuclear test in June underscored unhappiness. 
Beijing appeared determined to implement its nuclear program irre-
spective of any opprobrium. America, expressing “deep regret,” urged 
China to join a global moratorium while it concluded a CTBT by 
September 1996.55 Beijing responded with a reminder of “China’s 
strong nuclear capability. This is an existential threat . . . but also an 
actual combat force guaranteeing the effectiveness of China’s nuclear 
power in war.” Successful recent nuclear tests provided “assurances 
that China has the real capability to mount a defensive nuclear 
counterstrike.”56

Chinese analysis also explained why U.S. military intervention on 
Taiwan’s behalf faced too many domestic and international challenges 
to be realistic. The argument, made for PRC-ROC audiences, may 
have assumed cost-benefit calculations that Washington would reject, 
but it asserted Beijing’s determination to deter intervention and, 
should deterrence fail, fight. U.S. critique of China’s nuclear program 
was modulated from here on. After Beijing conducted another test on 
July 29 and announced a moratorium starting from the next day, the 
White House regretted the test but welcomed the moratorium.57 
Clinton moved swiftly on the “urgent and historic task” of drafting 
of a CTBT, to be immediately endorsed by declared nuclear powers 
and then sent to the UN General Assembly (UNGA) for approval. 
This had been a key strategic goal for the Administration and Chinese 
support was essential for its success.
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However, after a pause in 1995, following a DoD assessment that 
the PLA’s force-projection capability was still limited; “Doctrinal and 
financial deficiencies will delay the PLA’s ability to conduct sustained 
operations,” Washington resumed military sales to Taiwan in early 
1996. PLA commanders had been forced to selectively modernize 
parts of their forces “to maintain the credibility of Chinese claims in 
the South China Sea and influence the decisions of Taiwan’s leaders,” 
but they could not easily seize and hold territories. “If China were to 
launch a war of attrition against Taiwan, China could eventually pre-
vail, at a very high cost.”58 A blockade might allow Beijing to secure 
a favorable settlement, but “either action could fail if Taiwan were to 
receive significant external assistance.” Aware of its own weaknesses, 
China may have sought to disprove this reasoning in “Strait 961.” For 
its part, seeing value in helping Taipei to help itself, Washington 
resumed selling hardware to it.

The first transaction comprised 1,299 Stinger SAMs and related 
equipment worth $420m. Six weeks before that sale was announced, 
Clinton sent his National Security Adviser Anthony Lake to Beijing 
to reiterate his allegiance to the three communiqués and to explain 
his TRA obligations. Lake and his host, Vice Foreign Minister Liu 
Huaqiu, restored amity, but a National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) 
reporting China’s help in building a Pakistani missile factory spoilt 
much of it. Beijing was appalled by American efforts to neutralize the 
advantage its new SU-27 fighters brought: “It is very irresponsible for 
the US to sell advanced weapons to such a sensitive region at such a 
sensitive time.”59 Three months later, DoD announced the sale of 
300 M60A3 tanks worth $223m.60 Beijing was also troubled by the 
sale of Patriot and Avenger SAMs, an increase of Hawk SAM sites 
from 13 to 20, and the establishment of missile maintenance centers 
in Taiwan. China considered these transfers a breach of the 1982 
U.S.-China joint communiqué.61 In September, DoD sold 110 torpe-
does worth $66m to Taiwan,62 just before Adm. Joseph Prueher, 
CINCPAC, visited Lt. Gen. Xiong Guangkai, Deputy Chief of 
General Staff (CGS), on the first high-level visit since the “missile 
crisis.”

Taiwan was high on the agenda, but the atmosphere reflected 
shared interest in putting the crisis behind. Prueher’s trip was fol-
lowed by a U.S. visit by the State Planning Commission Vice Chairman 
She Jianming to be briefed on DoD’s procurement system by the 
under-secretary for acquisition and technology. A week later, a NIMA 
delegation participated in the ninth meeting of the U.S.-PRC Joint 
Working Group for Scientific and Technical Cooperation in Beijing 
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while Lt. Gen. Zhou Youliang, a GLD deputy director, and the vice 
president of the Ministry of State Security’s Institute of Contemporary 
International Relations, visited DoD. Next, a NIMA team arrived in 
China to service the GPS tracking station and discuss cooperative 
plans on Chinese gravity data. Functional exchanges were back!

Of Arms and Men

While military- and space-related contacts widened, fresh worries 
appeared. U.S. anxiety was reflected in the new space policy announced 
in September 1996. It stressed American determination to “maintain 
this leadership role by supporting a strong, stable and balanced 
national space program that serves our goals in national security, 
 foreign policy, economic growth, environmental stewardship and 
 scientific and technical excellence.” National security goals were as 
follows:

a. Supporting America’s “inherent right of self-defense and our 
defense commitments to allies and friends”

b. Deterring, warning, and if necessary, defending against enemy 
attack

c. Assuring that hostile forces cannot prevent U.S. use of space
d. Countering hostile space systems and services
e. Enhancing American and allied operations
f. Ensuring U.S. ability to conduct space-related military and 

intelligence activities
g. Meeting military and intelligence requirements during peace 

and crisis and through all levels of conflict
h. Supporting national policymakers, the intelligence community, 

the National Command Authorities, combatant commanders 
and the military services, other federal officials, and continuity 
of government operations63

Such assertion of military interest in space was reminiscent of Cold 
War competition. When America denied that a peer competitor 
existed, but a similar space policy required improved relations with 
Russia, Europe, Japan, and Canada,64 Beijing could be forgiven for 
fearing efforts to constrain its own limited space program and mili-
tary capability. Chinese interaction with DoD space agencies such as 
NIMA brought Beijing benefits of high-technology equipment and 
procedures, but the White House’s acknowledgment of extensive U.S. 
use of space for intelligence purposes65 may have deepened Beijing’s 
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sense of vulnerability. A parallel U.S. thrust toward developing BMD 
options with Japan and Taiwan could only have signaled to Beijing 
Washington’s determination to “contain” it.

Efforts to restore confidence, too, continued. Reinforcing the 
Lake-Liu agreements, Qian Qichen and Warren Christopher met in 
Jakarta in August, scheduling several security-related meetings. A 
highpoint arrived on September 24 when Clinton signed the CTBT 
at the United Nations, followed by Qian, reflecting close coordina-
tion. The following day, Christopher and Qian finalized meetings 
between the two commerce ministers and two working groups, visits 
to Beijing by Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) 
Director John Holum, Under Secretary of State Lynn Davis, and 
 others. Christopher himself would visit China in November, and 
an APEC meeting later that month would deliver a Clinton-Jiang 
 summit. The ministers spoke positively about relations although 
Qian was less upbeat and both acknowledged some discord.66 
Holum’s meetings with Vice Foreign Ministers Li Zhaoxing and Liu 
Huaqiu in October advanced nuclear collaboration. However, 
Beijing’s unhappiness over arms sales to Taiwan including Raytheon’s 
air-defense work in Taipei, U.S.-Japan security relations, and their 
BMD collaboration persisted. Holum expressed concern over China’s 
nuclear and missile cooperation with Pakistan and Iran. Li and Liu 
assured him that Beijing respected MTCR and NPT parameters; 
Holum assured them that BMD efforts were designed “mainly to 
protect our security interests rather than to threaten anyone else’s 
capabilities.”67

Military exchanges proved less stressful. Lt. Gen. Xing Shizhong, 
president of the PLA’s NDU and his U.S. counterpart, Lt. Gen. Ervin 
Rokke, signed a Memorandum on Cooperation and Reciprocal 
Relations in Washington on visits by senior officers and exchanging 
material on military art, the evolution of strategy and doctrine, stra-
tegic assessments, the impact of technological advances on warfare, 
library science and publishing. Around this time, Lt. Gen. Edgar 
Anderson, USAF surgeon general, led a military medical delegation 
to the XXXI International Military Medicine Congress in Beijing, 
sharing knowledge and expertise with his PLA hosts. Later in October, 
a team from the PLA’s Institute of International Strategic Studies 
visited the Pentagon, being briefed by Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Kurt Campbell. Classified briefings were held for Lt. Gen. Patrick 
Hughes, director, DIA, when he visited China in November. Lynn 
Davis faced some of the questions inherent in U.S.-PRC asymmetries 
in nuclear doctrine and perspectives. China questioned America’s 
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continued reliance on nuclear deterrence when no peer rival threatened 
it: “The United States, as the only superpower in the world, is still 
actively developing a new TMD system in a bid to maintain and 
extend its nuclear superiority.” Beijing, in contrast, “again put for-
ward positive, feasible” negative assurances—never be the first to 
employ nuclear arms; never threaten non-nuclear states with nuclear 
arms. “But the US and other nuclear powers in the West have so far 
refused to make such commitments . . . this shows their lack of sincer-
ity about nuclear disarmament.”68

Davis discussed “non-proliferation and international security” 
with Li Zhaoxing and Qian Qichen. Her hosts protested against U.S.-
ROC military links: “We think the most sensitive and most  important 
aspect of the so-called non-proliferation issue is that the US side has 
violated the 17 August (1982) Communiqué and has exported new 
weapons in large quantities.”69 Little progress was expected from a 
visit by an official described by Beijing as “a guest of the US embassy 
in China,” but Washington did acknowledge Chinese concerns. 
Intelligence officers saw these as results of a dynamic actor emerging 
from years of rapid economic growth, transforming China and its 
aspirations. China’s economy allowed the building of a strong 
 technological base, sophisticated R&D, and manufacturing capacity, 
raising the labor force’s skill set. This enabled Beijing to build a 
 military having “force-projection capabilities with an eye to defend-
ing China’s strategic perimeter out to the first island chain—that is, 
Japan, the Philippines, and Indonesia.”70 The CIA saw in “Strait 961” 
indications that China was advancing toward this goal. While it was 
not yet a global military power, “there is no question it has the poten-
tial to be one.” Events since May 1995—U.S. approval of Lee Teng-hui’s 
visit, carrier deployments near China, arms sales to Taipei, persistent 
human rights, proliferation and IPR criticism, and the U.S.-Japan 
security agreement signed the previous spring—“some elements of 
China’s leadership misperceive all this as a US scheme to contain 
China.”71 Beijing felt the role of regional guarantor of peace, played 
by America since 1945, was rightfully its, and America alone stood in 
the way of its assuming that role. Chinese ambivalence toward America 
was, therefore, possible, but US-PRC hostility was “not preordained.” 
How U.S.-China relations evolved would shape how China evolved as 
a regional, and global, actor.

These themes were revisited on November 20 when Christopher 
spent seven hours in meetings with Jiang Zemin, Li Peng, and Qian 
Qichen, finalizing the agenda for the Jiang- Clinton summit in Manila 
on November 24. They frankly aired differences but agreed China 
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and America would critically shape the twenty-first century security 
and economic environment. Christopher insisted that Chinese fears 
that U.S. military presence in western Pacific was “designed to  contain 
China . . . are simply wrong.” U.S. presence advanced regional stability 
and interests of all states including China. “For this reason, the US 
will remain a Pacific power in the next century no less than in the last 
century.”72 He urged “intensive dialogue” to resolve differences and 
pointed to the imminent summit, the planned U.S. visit by Defense 
Minister Chi Haotian, and port calls by the two navies as important 
conduits for exchanging views. In Manila, Jiang and Clinton endorsed 
“intensive dialogues,” especially on nuclear proliferation and China’s 
accession to the WTO on “commercially meaningful terms.” Jiang 
produced a 16-character “guideline to develop the relations with the 
United States, namely to enhance trust; reduce trouble; develop 
 cooperation; and avoid confrontation.”73 Clinton did not question 
this formulation. The meeting suggested he and Jiang were growing 
comfortable with each other. Beijing believed the summit “injected 
new vitality to the effort to promote a long-term stable relationship,”74 
persuading Jiang to tighten up China’s nuclear export procedures. 
Beijing had earlier questioned U.S. anxiety over exports to Iran and 
Pakistan, noting that reduced funding for China’s nuclear establish-
ment, loosened central control, and commercial motives drove nuclear 
exports. Now, Jiang began imposing strict guidelines authorizing 
sales of “sensitive” material and technology.75

Another step toward “strategic normalization” was Gen. Chi 
Haotian’s twice-postponed trip to America in December. Chi dis-
cussed global and Asia-Pacific security issues and military relations at 
the Pentagon and the White House, visited U.S. military installations 
in New York, Virginia, Alabama, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and, 
on his way back, in Hawaii.76 His speech at the American NDU out-
lined China’s strategic vision and the PLA’s long-term objectives. 
Beijing noted this visit followed “an important meeting” between the 
two presidents and believed “this marks the improvement of relations 
and military ties between the two countries.”77 But U.S. arms sales to 
Taiwan remained an irritant. The trip also highlighted differences, 
but Chi and his hosts stressed the positive. Clinton told Chi that their 
two countries had “the opportunity to build a strategic relationship 
for the 21st century,” but a lot of work lay ahead. More talks to 
strengthen areas of accord—“the CTBT, peace and stability on the 
Korean Peninsula, and improvements in the environment, and a better 
dialogue to reduce tensions in areas where we disagree—human rights 
and the WTO.”78
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For Washington, the visit highlighted military relations as a key 
tool in efforts to find areas of agreement “and to clearly delineate 
areas where we don’t agree so that we can reduce tensions” and “con-
tinue discussions so that ultimately the disagreements will diminish.” 
Chi criticized U.S. arms sales to Taiwan, the deployment of U.S. car-
riers to nearby waters, and the U.S.-Japan security declarations as 
unfriendly steps to contain China. Perry told him America honored 
its “one China” policy and, “the driving thrust” of that policy was to 
seek peaceful resolution of the Taiwan issue; U.S.-Japan security 
cooperation was “a step toward continued stability,” and not directed 
at China at all. This stability had been critical to the region’s eco-
nomic growth over the past 10–15 years. Perry repeated one of 
Washington’s old complaints—even legal arms sales to Iran “threatened 
US interests in the Gulf area,” and could threaten Chinese interests; 
after all, China was becoming more dependent on Gulf oil supplies, 
and instability in the region could affect those. Chinese arms raised 
Iran’s military confidence, which could backfire on Beijing. Chi 
agreed to consider the issue. His NDU speech, attended by former 
senior officials such as James Schlesinger, Harold Brown, Alexander 
Haig, Zbignieu Brzezinski, and Brent Scowcroft, set out key Chinese 
themes:

• Beijing sought to consolidate national defense, resist aggression, 
safeguard territorial sovereignty, and maintain national unity 
and security; the PLA’s defensive strategy of “active defense” 
stressed retaliation if attacked.

• China’s “defense construction” was subordinate to its economic 
construction, addressing needs of war and peace; the world’s 
most populous and third-largest country with 20,000km of 
land frontiers and 18,000km of coastline had increased its 
defense expenditure only modestly.

• The PLA was building “politically qualified and militarily 
 competent” forces by reducing numbers from over 6m in 1975 
to less than 3m now; the PLA made “appropriate imports,” but 
its “modernization level” was still very low.

• China “never waged aggression against other countries, nor 
has it based troops on foreign soil.” Still, “some people have 
continued to spread the ‘theory of China threat,’ . . . claiming 
China will threaten other countries” and cause instability “once 
it is strong. . . . People who spread these fallacies have ulterior 
motives; they do not want to see China’s development and 
progress.”
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• Taiwan was “crucial and central” to U.S.-China relations. Its 
future was China’s internal affair. Beijing sought “peaceful 
reunification and one country, two systems,” but did not 
renounce force. China would not let Taiwanese separatists 
 pursue their goals “with the help of foreign countries.”

• U.S.-China differences were rooted in their “different levels of 
economic development, social and political systems, cultural 
traditions, and values.” China “always attached importance 
to Sino-US relations.” So long as both sides stressed equal 
 consultation and mutual respect, “enhance confidence, reduce 
trouble, develop cooperation, and refrain from confrontation,” 
all problems could be solved.79

A sidelight to the NDU proceedings was a speech by Joseph Nye, 
now dean of the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard. Nye 
announced a program welcoming a number of PLA colonels at 
Harvard for two weeks to give them a better sense of how U.S. 
democracy operated, and to help U.S. students better understand 
the “changes going on in China.” Afterward, the colonels would 
visit the Pentagon to exchange views with their DoD counterparts. 
The first batch would arrive in the spring of 1997. Chi too, offered 
gifts—dog tags and a canteen from the crew of a B-24 that had 
crashed in Guangxi in 1944, mementos of the U.S.-Chinese  wartime 
partnership. Against that backdrop, Chi and Perry reached several 
agreements:

• U.S. naval vessels and crew would continue to use Hong Kong 
as a rest and recreation (R&R) port after its transfer to China 
on July 1, 1997.

• Beijing would study the U.S. draft of a “military maritime 
agreement” on procedures for resolving “incidents at sea” such 
as the 1994 collision between a PLAN submarine and a U.S. 
vessel;80 PLA aircraft and vessels were “operating further and 
further away from their shore” where U.S. forces had operated 
“for a long period,” which “increases the chance that there 
could be problems from time to time.”

• The two militaries would regularly exchange visits by senior 
officers—Chi invited CJCS Gen. Shalikashvili, the Chief of 
Naval Operations (CNO) and other US commanders to China 
while PLA commanders would visit America; PLAN officers 
had accepted invitations from PACOM Commander, Adm. 
Preuher.
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• The two sides would hold periodic consultations at the 
 vice-minister level with DoD Under Secretary for Policy Walter 
Slocombe hosting the first session in mid-1997.

• Both sides affirmed their interest in a peaceful resolution of the 
Taiwan issue—America reiterated its commitment to the one-
China policy in accordance with the three communiqués and “a 
steadfast commitment to all US obligations to Taiwan.”

• The two navies would exchange port calls.
• The two sides would “enhance international cooperation in the 

military field.”81

Both parties described the visit as a stepping stone toward building 
a “strategic relationship in the 21st century.” Niggling differences 
remained, but the trip moved military relations, perhaps the most 
significant aspect of U.S.-China ties, away from recent recrimina-
tions. An image of reconciliation would, however, be inaccurate. Chi’s 
insistence that “not a single person lost his life in Tiananmen Square” 
and that “a small number of bad people used that occasion to direct a 
spearhead at the PLA”82 underscored basic differences. Washington 
retained doubts about Beijing’s strategic intentions. A DoD report on 
WMD proliferation concluded that China would “advance its status 
as an international power” and improve its nuclear, biological and 
chemical (NBC) weapons and missile capabilities. The only country 
apart from Russia with a capability to strike continental USA 
with nuclear-tipped missiles, China would only honor arms-control 
regimes, which served “its overall larger interests.” Chinese (and 
North Korean) NBC weapons and missiles “will remain serious 
 concerns for the region and for the US.”83 Threats were seen in 
the potential regional use of such weapons, and their possible prolif-
eration “to other regions where the United States also has critical 
interests.”

In China, popular bemusement at U.S. behavior, and frustration 
among academic- and military analysts, was the other side of the 
 insecurity coin. Chinese scholars and CPC cadres complained that 
America, unwilling to see China grow strong, sought to “damage 
China’s economy,” the sale of arms to Taiwan being offered as evi-
dence. University students and teachers feared China and America 
would fight over natural resources because with the world’s largest 
economies, they would be rivals seeking dwindling supplies. Other 
academics saw U.S.-PRC relations as a temporal extension of the U.S.-
Soviet Cold War relations; if America “bullies China too much today, 
China will seek revenge tomorrow.”84 Popular publications stressed 
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the need to challenge U.S. “containment strategy” with “counter-
containment.” While Beijing remained calm toward U.S. “black 
hand” policies, public anger and nationalist reaction to perceived 
slights could push Beijing, and indeed Washington, toward potentially 
dangerous confrontations that neither wanted. American anxiety was 
mirrored in China.

1996 ended with Clinton’s reelection underscoring popular sup-
port for his presidency, but congressional victory for the Republicans, 
solidifying the “Beltway gridlock,” undermined key policies. This 
mixed power disposition would affect China policy. In strategic 
 security arenas, Congress had already taken a muscular approach to 
several Executive policies. A foretaste was provided by its establish-
ment of an Independent Panel to “review the underlying assumptions 
and conclusions” of NIE 95-19, “Emerging Missile Threats to North 
America during the Next 15 Years.”85 Clinton confronted the 
 fundamental disconnect between the sole superpower’s status quo 
orientation and a renascent China’s quest for a place at the table of 
global authority. He would try to strike a balance between the two 
while fighting domestic fires.
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Reassessment and Renewal

Through high-level exchanges of visits, China has formulated goals 
and policies guiding its 21st-century-oriented relations with such 
big nations as the US, Russia, France and Japan.1

—Jiang Zemin

The continued emergence of China as a great power that is stable 
politically and open economically, that respects human rights and 
the rule of law, and that becomes a full partner in building a 
secure international order, is profoundly in America’s interest 
and in the world’s interest.2

—Bill Clinton

We realize that we are not alone in the Asia-Pacific region. We realize 
that this vast region is an area where four great powers have overlap-
ping interests. In this century, we have fought three wars in this 
region. And in the next century, we do not wish to repeat that.3

—Gen. John Shalikashvili

If war is ever imposed on China, its armed forces will certainly 
 retaliate. Taiwan has been an inseparable part of China. The 
Taiwan issue is an internal Chinese affair to which the PRC favors 
a peaceful solution through reunification. But China cannot com-
mit itself to the renunciation of the use of force as a final resort to 
halt foreign intervention or the independence of Taiwan.4

—Lt. Gen. Li Jijun

New Teams Take Charge

After Washington’s 1994 “Republican revolution” and mixed  electoral 
outcome in 1996, change was inevitable. Among officials responsible 
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for “engaging” China, Joseph Nye had left. In January 1997, 
Madeleine Albright and William Cohen took over State Department 
and DoD, respectively. Both stressed continuity. Albright told 
Congress it was “absolutely essential for us to have this multi-faceted 
relationship with a country the size and importance of China . . . to 
have a policy where we think of isolating it is counterproductive to 
our national interests.”5 A series of high-level consultations had 
already been scheduled. Cohen, a just-retired Republican Senator, 
provided a bridge between the White House and Congress. His view 
that WMD proliferation was America’s “most serious problem”6 kept 
China high on the DoD agenda. Policymaking became better 
 integrated. Albright, National Security Adviser Samuel Berger, and 
Cohen coordinated decisions at the White House “ABC meetings.” 
With Cohen’s links to the congressional majority, this proved helpful. 
In mid-January, Nye’s successor at DoD, Frank Kramer, met Beijing’s 
envoy on Taiwan, Wang Daohan, urging talks and highlighting 
DoD’s role in America’s China diplomacy.

Intelligence agencies monitored the capabilities created by China’s 
economic growth. DCI George Tenet said China was “determined to 
assert itself as the paramount East Asian power,” keen to be taken “as 
a serious player, both regionally and globally.” He noted Beijing’s 
purchase of Russian arms, and frictions with Washington “over issues 
of significant US national security interest.”7 The aftermath of Hong 
Kong’s transfer to China would bear scrutiny.8 Beijing’s nuclear forces 
and “strategic partnership” with Moscow required monitoring.9 The 
DIA analyzed China’s “threats” thus: America’s unipolar advantage 
would last until the world turned multipolar in 2010. Then, “strategic 
alliances between two or more major powers that directly challenged 
US security interests” could emerge. Accommodating China’s grow-
ing power was “the key long-term security issue in Asia.” Over the 
next 10–20 years, China would likely rise as “the pre-eminent Asian-
Pacific regional power excluding the US.” Chinese assertiveness 
would cause tensions and, “in a worst-case scenario, China would 
view the US as a direct military threat.”10 Beijing would need a decade 
to integrate advanced capabilities; then, it would have “real potential 
for significant increases in military effectiveness.” This was a worrying 
prospect for the hegemon.

Meanwhile, Beijing announced Deng Xiaoping’s passing. Deng 
had been fading for years, but interpretations of his views still shaped 
policy. Acolytes led by Jiang Zemin had used Deng’s aura to rule 
China; now, they had to establish their own authority. Deng had 
refashioned post-Mao China, building on the Mao-Zhou tacit  alliance 
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with America. The strategic milieu driving that move had disappeared. 
How Beijing’s new masters viewed Washington would shape U.S.-
China relations. Reassuringly, Beijing stressed continuity. Deng had 
appointed Jiang to the leadership’s “core,”—CPC and CMC 
Chairmanship, and state presidency. Around him stood the seven-man 
PBSC, notably Premier Li Peng, NPC Chairman Qiao Shi, Vice Premier 
Zhu Rongji, and CMC Vice Chairman, Gen. Liu Huaqing. The group 
lacked Deng’s revolutionary charisma in the national mythology, but 
possessed technocratic experience. Jiang, emerging from Deng’s 
shadow, could now establish his own vision. Clinton’s message stressed 
the need to build on Deng’s collaborative legacy: “If you can imagine 
what the world will look like 30 years from now, 40 years from now, we 
can do nothing other than what we are doing.”11

Partly to convey U.S. views, Albright embarked on her first foreign 
trip while acting Secretary Peter Tarnoff explained these to domestic 
audiences: as communism withered, China was pulled by both nation-
alism and globalization—America preferred the latter. U.S.-China 
relations were multifaceted—no one issue should dominate these. 
China should play a “constructive” role. America sought consensus 
on engaging China as “a constructive partner and responsible stake-
holder in the international system.”12 Stressing interest in reciprocity, 
PLA Deputy CGS Lt. Gen. Kui Fuilin visited America’s army chief, 
Gen. Dennis Reimer. He was briefed on logistics, management sys-
tems, and tactics at DoD, West Point, Army Forces Command, Fort 
Benning, and PACOM, Hawaii.

In a funereal Beijing, Jiang, Li Peng, and other leaders stressed 
their commitment to stability to Albright.13 She reiterated Clinton’s 
“determination to strengthen” relations, continuing “the vigorous 
strategic dialogue.”14 Nonproliferation, human rights, trade, Hong 
Kong, and Taiwan featured prominently. U.S. officials noted that 
while America was the most admired country across China, it also 
was, after Japan, the most criticized one. U.S. policies appeared 
“designed to weaken if not dismember China, and to prevent it from 
taking its rightful place of global and regional leadership.”15 Despite 
differences, Beijing received Vice President Gore and Speaker Newt 
Gingrich, a critic of “engagement.” Washington saw “no good alter-
native to the emergence of a strong, stable, open and prosperous 
China,” and none “to a comprehensive dialogue” with it.16 Jiang 
agreed. Military and security exchanges picked up. In March, PLAN 
destroyers Harbin and Zhuhai and oiler Nanchang sailed under 
PLAN Deputy Commander, Vice Admiral He Pengfei, and South 
Sea Fleet (SSF) Commander, Vice Admiral Wang Yongguo. After 
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four days in Pearl Harbor, they sailed to San Diego for the first port 
call to continental United States. Visiting U.S. ships, PLAN personnel 
were clearly impressed with the hardware.17

Security complexities persisted, with Taiwan and Japan coloring 
U.S.-China relations. America maintained “a very strong relationship” 
with Taiwan, assessing the situation in the Strait, sharing the results 
with Taipei, and providing it with arms and technology. But Japan was 
the key: “Ultimately peace and stability in the Asian-Pacific region 
rests on the fact that relations between Japan, the US and China must 
be good. . . . We have a very strong interest in strong relations between 
Beijing and Tokyo.”18 Japan closely collaborated in BMD R&D—to 
be completed in 1997. America shared information on “threats,” 
 system-performance, and “general TMD issues.” Tokyo built upgraded 
Patriot missiles under license, had commissioned three of four planned 
Aegis destroyers, and bought E-767 AWACS aircraft. America had 
shared TBM intelligence with Tokyo since April 1996.19 Japan was the 
“third leg” in China-U.S. relations—another Chinese worry.

The PLA Looks to the 
Twenty-First Century

This became clear at a Beijing seminar cosponsored by the two NDUs 
in March 1997. PLA officers described their region as relatively peace-
ful, criticized the U.S.-Japan security treaty, remained inflexible on 
Taiwan, described alliances as outmoded, upheld Beijing-Moscow 
ties as a model, urged multilateral approaches to regional security, 
and sought coordinated policies on North Korea and South Asia. 
They focused on Taiwan, China-Japan relations, and the South China 
Sea, questioning the realigned U.S.-Japan alliance “from the defense 
of Japan and towards maintaining regional security.”20 They suggested 
that security structures be based on cooperative security, envisioning 
an order in which China exerted an influence “superior to that of 
Japan and equal to that of the US.” This was the PLA’s first overt 
expression of its twenty-first-century strategic preferences.

PLA analyses reflected Chinese belief that “the US wants to 
 maximize its national power and dominate the world,” and that 
Americans “believe in ‘the law of the jungle,’ seeing no other nations 
as equal partners and attempting to prevent them from rising up.”21 
A combined CPC, State Council, FMPRC, and Defense Ministry 
study predicted America and China could go to war early in the 
twenty first century. With Hong Kong and Macao back in Chinese 
domain, Taiwan would “inevitably” become Beijing’s major concern 
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around 2010. If America forcibly “meddled” in China’s internal 
affairs, “China will certainly fight a war against aggression, thus 
 leading to a limited Sino-US war. . . . China is the US’s number one 
political adversary at the turn of the century. China must make sys-
tematic preparations against invasion.”22 Chinese analyses mirrored 
American commentary.

Former ambassador James Lilley’s accusatory comments drew 
Beijing’s angry attention as did the book “The Coming Conflict with 
China” by Richard Bernstein and Ross Munro.23 Several Chinese 
analysts examined a possible conflict with America, their work being 
published in a prominent youth journal.24 Think tanks devised math-
ematical formulations assessing the impact of China’s “rise,”25 and 
how Beijing could counteract reactions. PLA commanders studied 
U.S. strategy and tactics against Iraq in 1991 as evidence of “strategic 
misdirection,” which “causes a nation to be defeated or collapse, and 
not realize why.”26 China must avoid similar traps. This “US threat” 
scenario flowered in the context of belief in a “multipolar” order 
 balanced on five or six poles of world power.27 China, a putative pole, 
saw threats in American resistance to this new structure’s emergence. 
A few voices dissented;28 PLA commanders complained they played 
into U.S. hands.29 Many analysts, extrapolating American progress in 
high-technology combat in the 1991 Gulf War, urged rapid techno-
logical advances as “non-RMA troops will not possess the qualifica-
tions for future high-technology warfare.”30 A few saw chinks in 
America’s armor: “If the social, political, economic, scientific and 
technological, and military thought factors are taken into account, 
then it is not absolutely limited to the USA as the only country that 
can wage a military revolution.”31 They detected social malaise lead-
ing to a “crisis of political confidence, lack of trust in government and 
Congress, disappointment and dissatisfaction with both parties, ‘lost 
faith’ in the current political mechanism.”32

Nonetheless, Beijing believed, “The USA will strive for maintain-
ing global unipolarity with its status as the sole superpower intact. Its 
strong desire for world leadership will meet with ever-mounting 
 challenges and rejection.”33 Franco-German “disenchantment” with 
alliance structures institutionalizing their subordination to America 
in European security management favored multipolarization. In this 
view, France and Germany recognized that only greater political, 
 economic, and military integration “forging a solid European pillar” 
could truly secure Europe.34 An unstated corollary was that a trans-
Atlantic breach would weaken U.S. dominance, helping other “poles” 
of global power.
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Chinese analysts saw Japan and India as potentially significant 
actors, but their renascence carried very different implications. As one 
of five poles, Japan aroused mixed feelings. One PLA general wrote 
that Japan’s strategic culture was “fundamentally ruthless, blood-
thirsty, and a ‘self-made freak.’”35 Japanese commentary favoring 
constitutional changes allowing more robust deployments of the Self-
Defense Forces (JSDF) deeply troubled Beijing.36 The Chinese 
appeared divided between those keen to discourage Japanese milita-
rism and others insisting that Japan’s rise was inevitable,37 but most 
agreed that the April 1996 U.S.-Japanese military accord was “aimed 
at preventing China from rising, getting stronger, and challenging 
the USA.”38 Views of India varied. After years of neglect, India began 
figuring in Chinese strategic discourse. One analyst described India 
as a “major power with great potential for development” that merited 
watching.39 This view became increasingly influential.

Beijing and Washington, meanwhile, sought to allay anxieties. 
U.S. specialists explained to Chinese colleagues the RMA’s intricacies;40 

Beijing explained the growing trade imbalance in its favor.41 Gore 
mounted an environmentalist campaign in Beijing while Gingrich 
lectured on democratic values.42 American ambivalence was apparent 
in congressional insertion of Section 1305 into the FY97 National 
Defense Authorization Act, asking the secretary of defense to report 
on seven areas of China’s “future pattern of military  modernization,” 
technological development, and “strategy and operational concepts.” 
The DIA reported that Beijing’s “long-term goal is to become one of 
the world’s great powers,” envisaging the status of the “leading eco-
nomic and political power in East Asia” in the first half of the twenty-
first century. While the PLA sought capacity to “fight short-duration, 
high-intensity wars,” China focused on economic development. Its 
defensive posture included modernizing air and naval forces and its 
nuclear deterrent.43 However, in sophistication and range, the PLA 
would remain weak for decades.

A Difficult Balancing Act

With Congress challenging Clinton’s every move, officials repeatedly 
explained engagement’s benefits and containment’s risks. Albright 
told the navy, containment would guarantee an outcome contrary to 
U.S. interests, which were best served by a China “neither threatening 
nor threatened.”44 Washington was already planning on Qian Qichen’s 
arrival to finalize the details of Jiang Zemin’s October visit. Support 
had to be built for a successful summit. Officials briefed Congress, 
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think tanks, and journalists on why China, while pressed on human 
rights, trade, proliferation, and Hong Kong, must not be 
“demonized”—as noted in the QDR. DoD did not “view China as an 
immediate threat to US interests. We can best deal with China from 
a position of strength and resolve, focusing on our interests while 
respecting theirs.”45 The foreign ministers identified and expanded 
common ground. Albright said bilateral ties were of “central strategic 
importance” to America; they would cooperate “very closely” on 
Korea, the United Nations, Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) 
implementation, and counter-narcotics operations. China would let 
the U.S. Navy maintain ship visits and R&R facilities in Hong Kong; 
America would extend China’s MFN status. Differences remained 
over human rights, arms sales to Iran and Pakistan, and trade, but 
gaps shrank.46 Clinton’s National Security Strategy document 
reflected this. China’s emergence as a stable, open, secure, and peaceful 
state was “an overarching US interest.” Asian peace and prosperity 
depended on “China’s role as a responsible member of the interna-
tional community.”47 America sought China’s adherence to “non-
proliferation norms” for implementing the 1985 nuclear cooperation 
agreement.

Benign diplomacy notwithstanding, America’s Pacific Fleet 
remained vigilant. Since the 1996 deployment of two CVBGs and 
four submarines off Taiwan, PACOM’s 33 fast-attack submarines 
monitored PLAN moves. Armed with new weapons, technology, and 
tactics, they prowled the China Seas, “hunting” diesel-electric subs, 
gleaning intelligence, and scouting potential minefields, their cruise 
missiles targeting objectives 700 miles inland.48 Taiwan policy 
remained robust. In March, DoD sold 21 AH-1W attack helicopters 
and 54 Harpoon missiles, following up two months later with 700 
DMS air-defense missiles.49 In April, Clinton and Gore received the 
Dalai Lama,50 who briefed Albright on religious freedom in Tibet. 
More happily for both militaries, CJCS Gen. Shalikashvili arrived in 
Beijing in May as guest of the CGS, Gen. Fu Quanyou. Shalikashvili 
consulted Chinese leaders, addressed officers at the Beijing NDU, 
urging expanded military contacts to reduce suspicion, advance 
 cooperation, and prevent miscalculation. Acknowledging that U.S. 
forces were not “alone” in the Pacific, he urged completion of a mili-
tary maritime and air cooperation (MMAC) accord.51 He then visited 
the PLA’s 15th Airborne Army headquarters in Hubei, a first.

DoD’s QDR and Clinton’s extension of MFN reinforced commit-
ment to engagement. Maintaining readiness to fight two major 
regional wars nearly simultaneously, the QDR retained core combat 
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formations,52 retiring 15 warships, transferring a fighter wing to the 
reserves and committing forces to peace enforcement. Cohen noted: 
“America begins the new millennium as the sole superpower, the 
indispensable nation. The responsibilities are heavy and the choices 
difficult. But with these responsibilities and choices come enormous 
benefits and opportunities” of shaping the world, with DoD the key 
instrument. Foreseeing no “peer-competitor for at least the next 
decade-and-a-half,” the QDR pursued “preventative defense”53 in the 
Pacific. China was urged to help sustain regional security structures 
it had benefited from. Washington would engage the PLA in military 
transparency, regional security cooperation, proliferation—“issues 
that we care about.” Cohen declared, “We seek both to understand 
and influence China’s military. We seek to increase mutual confidence 
and decrease miscalculations.”54 “Dealings with Iran” remained an 
issue; Washington imposed sanctions on Chinese firms while  stressing 
there was no evidence of official complicity in violating U.S. law.55

In July, Lt. Gen. Xu Qiling, PLAAF commander, flew to America 
while Lt. Gen. Wu Quanxu, deputy CGS, visited PACOM in Hawaii. 
Around then, British and U.S. ships exercised in the South China Sea 
with Australian and South Korean units, symbolizing the transfer of 
British maritime responsibilities to America.56 Washington was irked 
when Beijing asked that upgrading of seven CTBT seismic stations—
including two in China—be delayed until the Treaty’s entry into 
force.57 Indian reluctance to sign the CTBT could indefinitely delay 
verification measures. Military exchanges, however, picked up. In 
August–October 1997, Gen. Fu and Lt. Gen. He Daoquan, vice pres-
ident of the NDU, led delegations to America; Gen. Dennis Reimer, 
U.S. army chief, and CNO Adm. Jay Johnson, reciprocated. Adm. 
Archie Clemins, commander, Pacific Fleet, was received by Rear 
Admiral Zhang Dingfa, NSF commander, as the destroyer John S. 
McCain visited Qingdao. However, following a sting operation 
revealing attempts by two Chinese firms to smuggle 2,000 AK-47 
rifles and other arms into California, Republican legislators demanded 
tough action against China,58 moving “the US-China Relations Act” 
requiring a report “analyzing the effectiveness of existing weapons 
proliferation export controls and sanctions” and another describing 
Chinese “economic, political, and military espionage” in America.59 

Thus began congressionally mandated reports on Chinese military, 
security, and commercial activities, informing the discourse and 
 coloring policy.

The administration assured Congress that it monitored China’s 
ability to threaten America with nuclear weapons and Russian  military 
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technology.60 It also noted China’s supportive actions, expanding 
exchanges with Beijing while increasing funding for Radio Free Asia 
and Voice of America. However, engagement was premised on the 
belief that China must not be “demonized”; “to treat China as an 
enemy risks becoming a self-fulfilling policy.”61 The JCS explained 
America’s strategic compulsion: “The rise of regional powers is lead-
ing to a multipolar world that can be either more secure or more 
dangerous—hence the importance of the President’s ‘imperative of 
engagement.’”62 The underlying assumption was, “As we move into 
the next century, it is imperative that the US maintain the military 
superiority essential to our global leadership.”63 America did not face 
a “peer-competitor,” nor would it in the near future. Since no rival 
could defeat U.S. forces, America had an “unprecedented opportu-
nity to shape the future security environment.” But “it is likely 
that more than one aspiring regional power will have both the desire 
and the means to challenge the US militarily.”64 China must not 
become one.

Washington focused on the October summit. CIA assessments of 
Chinese aspirations were modest. Beijing expected no major agree-
ments because Washington would not respond to its initiatives. The 
Chinese saw the exchange of presidential visits as U.S. “acknowledg-
ment of China’s reemergence as a world power and as the end of the 
opprobrium” following Tiananmen. In the lead up to the post-Deng 
CPC Congress, Jiang needed to defend Chinese interests but also 
build up his credentials as the promoter of PRC-U.S. relations. Beijing 
had been nonconfrontational, even on sales of F-16 fighters to Taiwan, 
viewing U.S. reports on “the campaign finance scandal,” tough MFN 
debates, and disputes over Hong Kong and human rights as results of 
U.S. domestic politics.65 However, U.S.-Japan defense guidelines 
reviews or further U.S. sanctions on Chinese firms could scupper the 
summit.

Albright and Qian met in Kuala Lumpur and New York to prevent 
this from happening. Qian appreciated U.S. pledges to honor past 
commitments on Taiwan—“the core issue.” He also urged early 
implementation of the 1985 nuclear cooperation agreement, offering 
to discuss human rights issues “on the basis of equality and mutual 
respect.”66 Albright noted the diversity of the summit agenda— 
 energy, the environment, law enforcement, nonproliferation, trade, 
human rights, Korea, Cambodia, and UN reforms. She insisted that 
the U.S.-Japan alliance was a bilateral security arrangement with no 
implications for third powers; Qian replied that Washington had 
been “less than prudent”67 on Taiwan. Talks on economic issues 
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proved more positive. Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, critical of 
Chinese restrictions on financial information, weak financial sec-
tor, and  tolerance of corruption, was nonetheless impressed with 
China’s growing integration into the global economic-commercial 
structures, especially its engagement with the IMF, World Bank, 
APEC, and strong countermeasures against the “Asian economic 
meltdown.”68 He was also briefed by Chinese hosts on the 15th 
CPC Congress.

Another “Strategic Partnership”

Events stressed the positive. Monitoring social changes in China, the 
CIA reported growing diversity and autonomy of the Chinese media, 
with the increase in “well-to-do, more discerning, and better  educated 
citizens” signaling a more plural society.69 U.S. officials stressed upon 
collaboration and narrowing differences while preparing to receive 
Jiang although protests would not be silenced. Clinton said America 
had to take the chance of building a new century with China as “a full 
and strong partner”; he would ask Jiang to “strengthen our military-
to-military contacts, decreasing the chances of miscalculation and 
broadening America’s contacts with the next generation of China’s 
leaders.”70 To preempt implementation of the 1985 nuclear accord, 
legislators wrote to Clinton71 on the risks of such a decision.

The summit, on October 29, was amicable. Acknowledging “major 
differences” over human rights, specifically on the Tiananmen Square 
“events,” Clinton and Jiang still stressed the potential for cooperation 
in maintaining global peace and regional stability. “Determined to 
build toward a constructive strategic partnership,”72 they agreed 
to collaborate in reducing tensions in East- and South Asia, and 
the Middle East. A shared strategic vision apparently undergirded 
 convergent views. Jiang insisted national sovereignty brooked no 
“interference,” but all “universal values” applied to China, too. For 
him, U.S. adherence “to its ‘one China’ policy and the principles set 
forth in the three US-China joint communiqués” was crucial.73 The 
summit statement did not mention the TRA, a feather in Jiang’s cap. 
And Beijing pledged, in a secret letter Qian handed to Albright hours 
before the meeting, not to offer Iran or other “rogue states” any new 
nuclear assistance.74 This Iran-specific pledge was a U.S. coup; 
Chinese acceptance of on-site inspections of U.S.-supplied nuclear 
materials and facilities was another. On that basis and specific Chinese 
counterproliferation measures, Clinton authorized an “Agreement of 
Intent on Cooperation Concerning Peaceful Uses of Nuclear 
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Technology” between DoE and China’s State Planning Commission. 
The 1985 agreement appeared close to implementation.

The two sides agreed to expand military exchanges, “to minimize 
miscalculations, advance transparency, and strengthen communica-
tion,” and to establish “a consultation mechanism to strengthen 
 military maritime safety” to prevent problems between air and naval 
forces. A secure communication link—a “hotline”—was also agreed 
on. Cooperation in trade, legal support, the environment, science and 
technology, education and culture, too, was planned. Clinton 
announced ministerial visits, regular summits, and his planned trip to 
Beijing in 1998. Jiang insisted on mutual respect as key to relations; 
Clinton acknowledged that “how China defines its greatness will 
shape the future for all the world’s children.” Jiang asked that China 
and America “join hands and, together with people around the world, 
work hard to bring about a new century of peace, stability and pros-
perity.” The leaders would encourage people-to-people exchanges to 
“cultivate long-term bilateral relations.”75 Conservatives criticized 
Jiang’s visit to colonial Williamsburg and the Liberty Bell, but his 
penchant for regaling visitors with excerpts from Lincoln’s Gettysburg 
speech touched his hosts. The summit suggested America would now 
engage China in sharing burdens of managing the international 
order.

Just as Jiang needed to consolidate his authority at home, Clinton, 
too, faced challenges. In November, Congress required the secretary 
of defense to report on the establishment of a TMD system capable of 
defending Taiwan. In the New Year, three Patriot units arrived there. 
DoD announced plans to sell three Knox-class frigates, Phalanx AA 
guns, and Harpoon antiship missiles to Taipei. Congress also amended 
DoD’s budget, adding programs and costs, limiting “the President’s 
flexibility to conduct foreign policy”76 by mandating controls on 
computer exports to China. Clinton and Jiang, in Vancouver for an 
APEC summit, reiterated earlier pledges, collaborating against the 
“Asian economic meltdown.”77 Military exchanges flowered. In 
December, Adm. Joseph Prueher, CINCPAC, spent 12 days in China, 
meeting Jiang and PLA commanders, and addressing the NDU. He 
insisted that PACOM secured regional peace: “The US works to 
advance security, but does not seek to control it. We must work closely 
with others. Cooperation between the PLA and the PACOM is vital 
in extending this stability into the future.”78

Prueher explained the U.S.-Japan alliance’s defensive nature and 
received the broadest access to PLA facilities granted to foreign mili-
tary guests. He visited the Jinan, Nanjing, and Guangzhou MRs, the 
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PLAAF flight test center at Cangzhou, reviewing static displays of J-7 
and J-8 fighters after poor weather aborted flight demonstrations. He 
inspected the 179th Infantry Division in Nanjing, watching a live-fire 
exercise and touring a PLA farm. At Zhanjiang, he was hosted by 
SSF, watched an exercise by the 1st Marine Brigade, saw a new 
 air-cushioned vehicle, and toured the destroyer Zhuhai. Lt. Gen. 
Xiong Gungkai, deputy CGS, held the first Defense Consultative 
Talks (DCT)—agreed at the October summit—with Slocombe in 
Washington. They discussed global and regional defense issues, final-
ized the 1998 military contacts schedule, exchanged briefings on 
humanitarian operations and initialed the Military Maritime 
Consultation Agreement (MMCA)—to be signed during Perry’s 
1998 visit to China.79 Ambassador Sasser briefed Beijing academics 
on the consensus reached at the summit.80 This diplomatic-military 
consonance occurred against the backdrop of growing debate in 
America over China policy.81

In December, at a regional summit in Kuala Lumpur, Jiang pledged 
to resolve South China Sea maritime/territorial disputes in “friendly 
consultations and negotiations” honoring the UN Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS); ASEAN leaders reiterated their “one 
China” policy.82 DoD, meanwhile, absorbed the National Defense 
Panel’s report on “National Security in the 21st Century,” previewing 
the world in 2010–20. It predicted that Korean reunification would 
significantly impact on U.S.-Japan-China relations; China and India 
would play increasingly important roles; no peer-rival would emerge 
but a hedging strategy would help in case one did. It demanded BMD 
systems to counter ballistic missile threats from “rogue states” with-
out neutering Russian and Chinese deterrents.83 Russian nuclear 
security remained problematic. Given future uncertainties, the panel 
recommended “transformation” of U.S. forces into a “networked,” 
“joint” organization capable of meeting myriad challenges.

Continuing the positive trend in January, Clinton authorized 
implementation of the U.S.-China nuclear agreement, waiving rele-
vant post-Tiananmen sanctions. He told Congress that the agreement 
served U.S. interests, demonstrating the efficacy of engagement.84 
Following congressional review,85 the agreement took effect in March, 
allowing U.S. firms to seek Exim Bank loans for selling nuclear plant, 
material and technology to China, and foreign firms to reexport U.S. 
technology there. Thirteen congressmen urged Clinton to terminate 
the deal, foreshadowing future legislative obstacles. Military coopera-
tion fared better. Secretary Cohen and Adm. Prueher visited China in 
January, when Cohen signed the MMCA with Gen. Chi, received 
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Jiang’s assurance that Beijing would not transfer any more antiship 
cruise missiles to Iran, and visited the Beijing MR’s Air Defense 
Command Center. He also addressed the AMS, stressing the stabiliz-
ing role of U.S. military presence in China’s neighborhood, and urged 
cooperation on defense-environmental issues, strategic nuclear forces, 
POW/MIA affairs and humanitarian operations. However, he could 
not visit China’s National Command Center. In February, PLA 
 officers attended PACOM’s regional Special Operations Conference 
in Hawaii for the first time. In March, U.S. Deputy Chief of Staff, 
Maj. Gen. Leroy Goff led a Training and Doctrine Command 
(TRADOC) team to the PLA training base in Anhui province, 
another first.

Mushroom Clouds Gather

Reflecting the relationship’s ambivalence, tensions simmered on two 
fronts. Washington shipped 13 Scout, and 21 Super Cobra attack 
helicopters, and accessories worth $452m to Taiwan in March.86 An 
even darker strand, alleged Chinese espionage seeking U.S. nuclear 
secrets, blighted much of Clinton’s second term. The FBI had begun 
investigating suspected leaks of sensitive information to China by Los 
Alamos scientist Peter Lee in 1990. In July 1997, DoE officials briefed 
Sandy Berger on the findings. In December, Lee admitted that dur-
ing a January 1985 trip to China, he had discussed his work on laser 
simulation of thermonuclear explosions. On a May 1997 trip, he 
divulged his classified work on tracking submarines by satellite radar 
imaging.87 Acquitted of espionage, Lee was sentenced to a year’s 
imprisonment in March 1998 for providing information to foreigners 
without clearance and for failing to inform superiors. Against this 
backdrop, the year would be dominated by hearings conducted by a 
House Select Committee chaired by Congressman Cox—the Cox 
Committee—investigating “Chinese espionage.”

This investigation followed two developments involving U.S. intel-
ligence in 1995. First, Chinese media reported completion of the 
10-year “Great Wall project” deploying China’s ICBMs in tunnels 
beneath a “famous” northern mountain. Hints suggested tunnels 
had been dug beneath the Tai-Hai range straddling Hebei and Shanxi 
provinces, secreting launchers and missiles from enemy satellites. 
Analysts posited that the missiles, immune to a decapitating first 
strike, secured China’s retaliatory capacity, critical to effective deter-
rence. Washington believed that by signing the CTBT, Beijing would 
accept constraints on modernizing its strategic forces “at a time when 
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the nuclear balance remains overwhelmingly in our favour. China has 
fewer than two dozen long-range nuclear weapons today; we have 
over 6,000.”88 Non-U.S. analyses differed on Chinese warheads and 
delivery vehicles. One researcher estimated that China produced at 
least 800 kg of U-235 and 400 kg of Pu-239 annually in the 1980s, 
equivalent to 140–150 warheads, with a cumulative total of 2,350 by 
1996; he put the PLA’s DF-5 ICBM inventory at 120–150.89 Lack of 
credible intelligence made assessments of China’s deterrent difficult 
and, despite massive U.S. superiority, worrying.

Later in 1995, a Chinese intelligence agent, walking into a U.S. 
mission outside China, handed a secret document containing design 
data on W88 thermonuclear warheads deployed on Trident SLBMs, 
and another five U.S. warheads.90 Leaks about these developments 
aroused anti-China passions in 1998–99, and combined with 
Republican efforts to impeach Clinton, rendered rational diplomacy 
difficult. In April 1998, it emerged that the Justice Department 
was investigating whether satellite makers Loral Space and 
Communications and Hughes Electronics had illegally transferred 
information when sharing investigation results with Beijing after the 
February 1996 explosion of a Chinese rocket launching a U.S. satellite. 
Some feared the PLA may have learnt to protect their satellites with 
advanced shrouds—which could improve their ICBM warheads. The 
House of Representatives set up the Cox Committee; the Senate com-
missioned a task force; Congress legislated tighter controls. Media and 
congressional focus on how much sensitive information had reached 
China, if it had helped to improve Beijing’s strategic arsenal, and the 
administration’s “failings” consumed Beltway discourse. Republican 
targeting of Clinton’s alleged misconduct vitiated the atmosphere. 
China policy suffered. Meanwhile, DoE and FBI investigators homed 
in on Los Alamos physicist, Wen Ho Lee, suspected of passing warhead 
design and test data to China, and another seven countries.

Nonetheless, the White House announced in March that Clinton 
would visit China in mid-1998, exploring “an opportunity to expand 
areas of cooperation in our improving relationship with China and to 
discuss frankly areas of difference.”91 Military cooperation, too, con-
tinued. Commander Logistics, Gen. Wang Ke, visited America, being 
briefed on U.S. joint logistics systems, modernization plans, pension 
schemes, and the Army’s Integrated Training Area Management 
Program. The PLA attended PACOM’s Military Operations and Law 
Conference in Hawaii. Later, delegations discussed the MMCA. In 
May, Assistant Secretary of Defense Franklin Kramer and Gen. Michael 
Ryan, Chief of Air Staff, visited China. Ryan flew an F-7 and saw a 
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new version of the FA-2, but did not get to fly an SU-27 or see the 
prototype F-10 fighter.

While Beijing and Washington prepared for the summer summit, 
many U.S. officials worried about China and its motives. Some 
believed Loral and Hughes had helped Beijing improve its Chang 
Zheng (CZ)—Long March SLV launcher and “improving the CZ 
means improving the DF-5, since they are essentially one and the 
same.”92 U.S. officials also felt Beijing had changed its priorities: 
“Whereas before the end of the Cold War China considered the USSR 
to be its greatest nuclear threat, now it has shifted its attention more 
towards the US.”93 Intelligence services were more ambivalent. DCI 
Tenet noted Beijing’s “clear goal: the transformation of their country 
into East Asia’s major power and a leading world economy on a par 
with the USA by the middle of the 21st century.” He reported con-
tinuing military modernization but could not predict “whether China 
in the future will be an aggressive or a benign power.”94 The DIA’s 
view was more complex—although America would remain the pre-
eminent world power, Russia, China, Japan, Europe, and India were 
shaping a diffuse multipolarity. Washington faced two hypothetical 
threats—the formation of an anti-U.S. alliance, and a major-power 
competition in the political-economic-military realms. China was a 
worry because Beijing believed U.S. policy encouraged Taiwanese 
independence, that America was “bent on containing, dividing, and 
Westernizing China,” and U.S.-Japan military cooperation was “help-
ful only if it limits the emergence of a long-term Japanese military 
threat.”95

Chinese analysts, troubled by a multipolar world emerging much 
more slowly than anticipated, diverged into two schools: one saw 
Russia, Japan, Europe, and China improving their CNP rankings to 
supplement America in a benign order; the other, affiliated to PLA 
think tanks, developed a hierarchy in which China’s CNP approached 
America’s in a competitive milieu.96 These perspectives informed 
Beijing’s ambivalence regarding U.S.-PRC relations. Diplomats and 
academics sought a pacific environment to help boost the economy 
and Beijing’s standing; PLA analysts aimed at leapfrogging techno-
logically to close the RMA gap. The former insisted China could not 
compare itself to America, although it would match or surpass Russia 
and Japan.97 The latter, prophesying “one superpower with many big 
powers” who “compete, restrict, and coexist with each other,” urged 
exploitation of the “relatively long period” when “large-scale wars 
will not break out,” to “take a great leap in developing our weapons.”98 

They believed multipolarity “still requires the support of sufficient 
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military strength.” To this end, PRC intelligence officers considered 
information gathering crucial; one claimed Clinton’s National 
Economic Council spearheaded “industrial espionage, technical 
monitoring, to centralize and deliver intelligence by selectively scan-
ning foreign journals and databases.” Some saw open sources as a 
primary database; for the rest, agencies would “steal, intercept” and 
exploit communications networks and the Internet.99 Chinese intel-
ligence mirrored counterparts.

Developments in 1998 transformed China’s ability to design, 
develop, test, and deploy weapons. In March, the CMC replaced 
COSTIND with a leaner civilian arm also named COSTIND, to 
administer 11 restructured defense-industrial firms. Next, it estab-
lished the General Armaments Department (GAD) to supervise arms 
procurement and life-cycle management. The PLA had to wait for 
reaping the benefits of these reforms, but the foundations of dramatic 
improvement were laid. Meanwhile, DoD’s China-watchers mirrored 
Beijing’s America-watchers. Their key assumptions were as follows:

• China was building a “zone of active defense,” an island- perimeter 
extending from the Spratlys to Taiwan and the Diaoytai/Senkaku 
group, anchored in Korea. Beijing’s strategy included attacking 
U.S. satellites, “stealth platforms” and carriers. America must 
divert China’s maritime focus to continental concerns. Could the 
two share power and influence in East Asia?100

• Despite successes, China faced “very disruptive social and 
 political consequences” of change—internal challenges, possi-
bly chaos. Active U.S. military presence, such as the 1996 
deployments, and the U.S.-Japan alliance, would foster China-
Taiwan accommodation.101

• The PLA, weaker than Japanese, Taiwanese, and South Korean 
forces, was tasked to deter U.S. attacks and support for Taiwan 
in a confrontation, to compel Taiwan into an accommodation, 
and to extend Chinese influence in the South China Sea. 
Effective integration of Russian and Israeli equipment could, by 
2010, give the PLAAF the USAF’s 1991 capability.102

• China aimed to build forces that could not be intimidated by a 
superior power, but faced major obstacles. It would only be a 
nuisance over the next decade. As the PLA modernized, so 
would its adversaries.103

• China may see America as a threat, but it is building CNP—
combining economic, diplomatic, and military prowess for 
“appropriate” influence.
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• Beijing did not plan to capture Taiwan by 2010 or challenge 
Washington “across the spectrum of military forces by 2050”; 
leapfrogging was unlikely.104

• Beijing expected an even distribution of power among China, 
Japan, America, Russia, and Germany, with fluid alignments. 
PLA analysts focused on “inferior defeating the superior” or 
“asymmetric warfare,” mistakenly believing America was a 
“declining superpower” whose “fatally flawed” high-tech arms 
could be crippled. Engagement must correct misperceptions 
and prevent miscalculations.105

Few messages were clearer about U.S. ambivalence than Adm. 
Prueher’s: “I am personally optimistic for the growth of the US-China 
relationship; however, we must continue to deal with China from a 
position of strength, combined with respect, and not have unrealistic 
expectations.”106 Working to varied counsel, Clinton received news 
of nuclear tests by India followed, despite intense diplomacy, by 
Pakistan.

U.S. aid to India had been modest since its 1974 nuclear test and, 
to Pakistan, since 1990, when aid was cut on suspicions of a covert 
nuclear program. U.S. pressure had reportedly prevented further 
Indian tests in 1995 and 1997. However, the Hindu nationalist 
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), taking office in 1998, asserted plans to 
“go nuclear.”107 India’s elite supported this popular stance.108 
Opposition was modest. Events appeared to push the region toward a 
nuclear future. Responding to Delhi’s muscular assertions, on April 6, 
Pakistan tested a Ghauri MRBM, capable of delivering a 700 kg pay-
load over 1,500 km, bringing all of India within range. Indian politi-
cians and military chiefs, reassuring the citizenry, aroused  passions, 
raising insecurity across the region.

Days later, Gen. Fu Quanyou arrived in Delhi. Prime Minister 
A.B. Vajpayee and Defense Minister George Fernandes stressed global 
disarmament, and threats from trans-frontier transfers of nuclear 
arms and missiles—pointedly hinting at Chinese help to Pakistan. As 
Fu and Fernandes agreed to resolve bilateral problems peacefully, 
Indian nuclear scientists, dressed in army uniforms, were moving to 
the Pokhran test site in Rajasthan for the impending tests. Just days 
later, Fernandes told TV viewers “China is India’s potential threat 
no.1.” While Vajpayee pledged “friendly, cooperative, and mutually 
beneficial relations” with China, Fernandes ruled out troop cuts 
along the borders. On May 11, Vajpayee told parliament that a fission 
device, a low-yield core, and a thermonuclear device had been tested 
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at Pokhran hours earlier. Two days later, India conducted two sub-
kiloton tests, completing the series.109 Delhi’s secret success shook 
the nonproliferation regime. Vociferous criticism followed stunned 
silence.

Vajpayee wrote to Clinton, who had pursued improved relations 
with India, explaining Delhi’s motivations. China featured 
 prominently—its 1962 “aggression,” its nuclear weapons near the 
Indian border, an “atmosphere of distrust” mainly due to “the 
unresolved border problem,” and Chinese help turning Pakistan 
into a “covert nuclear weapons state.”110 Vajpayee assured Clinton 
that India’s nuclear arms posed “no danger to any country which 
has no  inimical intentions,” pledging to work together “to promote 
the cause of nuclear disarmament.” Washington, surprised by the 
tests, demanded clarifications from the CIA whose mid-April 
report on India  suggested Delhi would not alter its nuclear  policy.111 
Critics charged the administration’s “six-year cozying up to India 
has been a foolhardy and perilous substitute for common sense,”112 
and that India’s actions “clearly constitute an emerging nuclear 
threat.” Washington imposed sanctions under the Glenn 
Amendment to the Arms Control Act, terminating nonhumanitar-
ian assistance, defense sales, and U.S.-funded aid. U.S.-Indian 
defense relations being minimal, hints of DoD sympathy with 
Indian fears of China meant the impact was  economic.113 At U.S. 
behest, the UNSC deplored Delhi’s actions, urging it to “refrain 
from any further tests.”114 Given China’s criticism, and Delhi’s ref-
erence to “Chinese threats” justifying the tests, India recalled its 
ambassador from Beijing. DCI Tenet asked former vice CJCS, Adm. 
David Jeremiah, to investigate intelligence failures in detecting 
Indian preparations. Clinton urged Delhi to halt its nuclear pro-
gram, and Pakistan not to test.

Over the next fortnight Clinton called Premier Nawaz Sharif five 
times, urging restraint, persuading Jiang to make similar requests. 
However, Clinton’s strategic focus ranged beyond nuclear prolifera-
tion by former allies with long-suspected capabilities—to terrorism, 
technological vulnerability of U.S. infrastructure, and bio-attack 
threats.115 On May 28, Pakistan conducted five nuclear tests in 
Balochistan’s Chagai Hills. Sharif blamed India for his decision. 
While neither set of tests threatened America,116 they were  considered 
destabilizing. Washington imposed further sanctions on Pakistan, 
but with the Pressler Amendment already effective, the impact was 
modest. Acknowledging China’s importance in South Asian strate-
gic developments, Clinton and Albright consulted Jiang117 and 
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Tang, the former using the new presidential hotline for the first 
time. China chaired a P-5 meeting, coordinating a UNSC approach 
to South Asia. Delhi was not amused. The tests and subsequent 
analyses strengthened the view that India, a massive country with a 
growing economy, substantial military capacity, and a democratic 
structure, merited attention at a time of global uncertainty. Clinton 
assigned Strobe Talbott, deputy secretary of state, to explore ways 
of building  relations anew. Vajpayee appointed Jaswant Singh, a 
 confidante and future  foreign minister, to engage Talbott. Over 
30 months, their 14 meetings erected the framework for renewed 
collaboration.

Summiteers Renew Engagement

Clinton insisted his summer trip to Beijing, the first such in a 
decade, was in U.S. interest, despite questions about how to ensure 
“a stable, open, prosperous China” that assumed its responsibilities, 
and how to manage differences in the meanwhile. Isolating China 
was “clearly unworkable,” and any attempts, foolish. On WMD pro-
liferation, international security, trade and environment, Washington 
needed Beijing’s cooperation; hence the summit.118 Pointing to 
agreements implemented since Jiang’s visit, Beijing complained that 
critics of U.S.-China cooperation dragged bilateral ties into U.S. 
domestic debates; the two “strategic partners” could only advance 
shared  interests “on the basis of equality and mutual benefit.”119 
Congressional focus was on risky military transfers to China.120 The 
administration repeatedly reassured domestic audiences that the 
summit would not compromise America’s values; engagement would 
enhance U.S. capacity to influence events—the benefits of collabo-
ration on Indian-Pakistani nuclear tests and North Korea’s nuclear 
program were  highlighted.121 The summit would allow the two 
sides to examine global and regional challenges, expanding areas of 
cooperation. Still, Clinton faced difficulties. Congressional staff 
stressed many current “disputes.”122 Congress established a Select 
Committee on U.S. National Security and Military/Commercial 
Concerns with China with a broad brief.123 Nonetheless, on June 25, 
Clinton left for Xian, Beijing, Shanghai, and Hong Kong with a 
large team.

In Beijing on June 27, both sides stressed the “success” of their 
“friendly partnership.” Jiang said the two sides “should view and 
handle China-US relations from a strategic and long-term perspec-
tive, remove all interference and firmly promote a sound and stable 
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development” of ties.124 A “constructive strategic partnership” needed 
U.S. acknowledgment that Taiwan “is the most important and 
 sensitive issue at the core” of relations. Clinton reiterated America’s 
commitment to the “three communiqués” and its “one China” policy. 
The two leaders agreed to “de-target” their strategic arsenals—a sym-
bolic gesture as retargeting was easily done. Agreeing that military 
relations were an important part of broader links, they ordered joint 
humanitarian operations, military environmental protection, and 
exchanges of observers at military exercises. They agreed to continue 
“the dialogue on global security and non-proliferation,”125 Clinton 
noting that “the vast majority of the people of the United States 
 welcome the improvement and development of Sino-US relations.”126 

To Pakistan’s delight and India’s dismay, the joint statement noted 
Sino-U.S. “responsibility to contribute actively to the maintenance of 
peace, stability and security in the region,” pledging to coordinate 
policies to peacefully resolve Indo-Pakistani differences.127 Although 
strategic issues caught most attention, the teams’ composition128 
reflected the talks’ comprehensive nature.

While building cooperation in trade, energy, environment,  science, 
education, health, legal, and cultural arenas, the two sides agreed to 
expand military exchanges, and collaborate in arms control, nonpro-
liferation, and disarmament, issuing joint statements on the BWC 
Protocol, and antipersonnel mines. Pledging to honor past accords, 
they agreed Taiwan was “the most important and most sensitive issue 
at the core of China-US relations.” At their press conference, Clinton 
and Jiang spectacularly if politely debated Tiananmen Square and 
human rights.129 With TV networks carrying it live, their civil yet 
candid exchange was reminiscent of the 1972 Shanghai Communiqué. 
Clinton maintained that spirit in his radio address to the people of 
China, and in his speech at the Beijing University. Students ques-
tioned him on bilateral relations, especially the need for mutual 
understanding, and Taiwan.130 Clinton’s exhilarated aides described 
“quite an extraordinary day.”131 Officials and businessmen signed 
agreements on aviation, electronic-commerce, insurance, power, health, 
legal, and environmental projects. Peace Corps members arrived 
 during the summit to expand an English-teaching project in Sichuan. 
In all, several dozen agreements were reached.132 In Shanghai, Clinton 
attended a radio show with the mayor and explained his concerns and 
hopes in a TV interview. His trip to Hong Kong, too, was upbeat,133 
with Clinton praising local elections in rural China and growing 
 personal and religious freedom. Beijing failed to gain WTO accession, 
and Clinton was unsure of congressional ratification of permanent 
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normal trade relations (PNTR). Still, the summit achieved the 
 following key objectives:

• De-targeting strategic weapons
• China’s assurance that it had “begun to actively study joining 

the MTCR”
• Beijing’s expansion of the list of chemical weapons and precur-

sors; joint efforts to strengthen the BWC; and joint statement 
on antipersonnel landmines

• U.S. “end-use visits” following high-technology exports to 
China

• Formal inauguration of the presidential “hotline”; accord on 
regular summits

• Plans for the first annual MMCA meeting, to “promote safety 
in naval and air operations, and to avoid incidents at sea”

• Agreement on exchanging military observers at exercises
• Plans for a humanitarian relief “sand-table seminar”
• Cooperation in military environment protection 

The summit’s official assessments were positive. Beijing insisted 
“Improvement of Sino-US relations is a historical inevitability.” The 
summit showed “to the world that China and the USA are cooperative 
partners and not adversaries,” and “opposition to President Clinton’s 
visit to China by some people in the USA is shortsighted and 
unpopular.”134 Pro-engagement U.S. commentary stressed the super-
power’s need to share global burdens with other great powers, without 
naming China.135 Congress showcased critique of engagement, with 
help from the human rights lobby136 and liberal literati.

Their arguments received a boost from the report of a commission 
assessing ballistic missile threats, chaired by Donald Rumsfeld. 
Dissatisfied with CIA evaluations, Congress had set up the “Rumsfeld 
Commission” to examine the strategic role of ballistic missiles 
 possessed by Russia, China, and other hostile or “rogue” states, and 
“shortcomings” of DCI analyses. Stressing uncertainties over China’s 
future, its proliferation records, and the “pointed question” posed by 
Lt. Gen. Xiong Guangkai, “about US willingness to trade Los Angeles 
for Taipei,”137 Rumsfeld said CIA analysts ignored the loss of “warn-
ing of ballistic missile threats to the US from several emerging 
powers.”138 Tenet refuted this allegation.139 Other critics accused 
Washington of burying “its head in the sand while refusing to 
acknowledge missile threats against the American people, and our 
nation’s inability to defend against such an attack.”140
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Unexpectedly, Beijing published a defense white paper, surprising 
many. Viewing the international security milieu optimistically, it 
insisted that China’s military perspective was purely defensive. Critical 
of India’s nuclear tests, it nonetheless based diplomacy on “the Five 
Principles of Peaceful Coexistence,”141 formulated with Delhi in the 
1950s. Casting the PLA’s “construction” in a benign light, the docu-
ment was reassuring on Beijing’s peaceable intent, economic focus, 
and commitment to negotiated resolution of disputes. It provided 
data on military expenditure, highlighting international security 
cooperation. Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan repeated the pacific 
assertions142 before ministers from ASEAN states, America, Japan, 
and South Korea at the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). PLAAF 
officers observed the Cope Thunder air exercise in Alaska. PLAN 
observers attended the U.S.-led RIMPAC-1998 naval exercise in the 
Pacific, visiting U.S. warships including a carrier. Deputy CGS 
Lt. Gen. Qian Shugen visited America. Vice Admiral Zhang Dingfa, 
NSF commander, hosted U.S. 7th Fleet commander, Vice Admiral 
Robert Natter, in Qingdao.143 CINCPAC Prueher explained the 
security dynamics: “When President Jiang Zemin visited Honolulu in 
1997, he remarked, ‘before there can be trust there must first be 
understanding.’ Our goal is to develop and increase that understanding 
by expanding our contacts.”144

In September, CMC Vice Chairman Gen. Zhang Wannian was 
Secretary Cohen’s guest. Clinton saw him at the White House, stress-
ing the importance of military relations. Cohen and Zhang finalized 
implementation of the summit agreements, a PLAN ship visit in 
1999, exchange of observers at future exercises, and a visit by Chinese 
scientists to the Sandia National Laboratory. However, differences 
over Taiwan remained—Zhang noted Clinton’s pledge to honor the 
“three communiqués”; Cohen stressed Clinton’s emphasis on the 
TRA.145 Mindful of PLA restrictions during Gen. Shalikashvili’s 
1997 trip, Cohen reciprocated on Zhang’s visit to the Pentagon, Fort 
Benning, and Nellis AFB.

Congress was unimpressed. As the Cox Commission’s inquiries 
continued, officials were summoned to explain policy. They reminded 
senators that President Reagan had begun launching U.S. satellites 
atop Chinese rockets, China was indispensable to nonproliferation 
efforts, and safeguards were in place.146 Still, Congress prohibited 
nonhumanitarian commercial links with the PLA, which could 
advance “repression” and transfer sensitive technologies.147 DoD 
maintained ties. Under Secretary Slocombe, in Beijing for the second 
DCT in October, discussed global security, regional defense relations, 
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and military strategy and modernization with Xiong Guangkai, 
jointly drafting the “Gameplan for 1999 US-Sino Defense Exchanges.” 
Xiong condemned U.S. TMD plans.

In his annual national security report, Clinton told Congress how 
he was building a new “Asia-Pacific community for security, prosper-
ity and freedom.” America’s “cornerstone relationship with Japan and 
our engagement with China”148 underpinned the effort. He expanded 
cooperation with China to include Korean security, nuclear prolifera-
tion, intelligence-sharing on drug trafficking, and the environment, 
“while dealing forthrightly with differences, including human rights.” 
Washington helped Beijing to set up an electronic listening post on 
the Burmese border monitoring heroin-traffickers, provided funds 
and vehicles to interdict traffickers, and deployed staff working along-
side Chinese colleagues,149 reminiscent of the 1980s monitoring 
 stations built near Soviet frontiers.

Clashing Perspectives—Discordant Voices

Opinion was divided in both America and China on the merits of 
engagement. While discussing nuclear strategy, doctrine, prolifera-
tion, disarmament, and missile defense, Chinese analysts questioned 
the rationale behind American policy. In contrast to Beijing’s  perceived 
probity, they found U.S. policy selfish, domineering, and hegemonic. 
China’s call for legal instruments banning first use of nuclear weap-
ons and nuclear strikes against nonnuclear weapons states was an 
example. Exasperated that “the largest nuclear weapons states” had 
not responded to these calls, Chinese analysts were mortified that 
Washington “recently adopted new targeting guidelines for nuclear 
arms, allowing DoD to broaden targeting scope against China. This 
certainly upsets China and brings concern over the recently built 
‘constructive strategic partnership’ between the two countries.”150 
They resented U.S. “double-standards” in nonproliferation. America’s 
insistence that other states refrain from exporting “missiles and tech-
nology to those so called ‘sensitive’ regions or nations defined by 
America itself” jarred against U.S. sale of “military equipment to 
Taiwan and spread of TBM and technology to East Asia disregarding 
the strong opposition of related nations in the region.”151 U.S. sales of 
BMD-TMD hardware and technology to Japan and Taiwan outraged 
Chinese sensibilities.

Just days before Clinton’s arrival in China, DoD announced that 
“Japan will formally participate in the joint project on TMD technology 
research.” Chinese analysts recalled changes in Japan’s defense 
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 strategy, the recent deepening of its alliance with America, reinforc-
ing its perceived targeting of China. They stressed America’s “anti-
Beijing strategic framework” in East Asia built around the TMD 
program, which was “now the best juncture of their interests in 
US-Japanese cooperation.”152 They inferred that the deployment of 
TMD by America, Japan, and possibly Taiwan would negate China’s 
deterrent, threatening its strategic autonomy. Since “national reunifi-
cation” with Taiwan was a “core national objective,” erecting such 
monumental military obstacles was tantamount to treating China as 
“the enemy.”153 Both America and Japan were culpable. This insecurity 
colored Chinese arms-control efforts.

One school noted that “small nuclear states (France, Britain, and 
China)” could not mount a first strike, given their limited means 
 vis-à-vis “the super nuclear countries (USA and Russia).” To ensure 
nuclear stability, the latter should adopt China’s “No First Use” for-
mulation, reducing instability inherent in the status quo and 
 discouraging proliferation.154 Another claimed the most meaningful 
way forward was for America and Russia, and “small nuclear-states,” 
to take parallel steps generating “balanced” outcomes. If the former 
terminated tritium production, the latter should end fissile material 
production; if these conditions were met, “threshold nuclear states” 
should implement missile test moratoria.155 Only then would nuclear 
arms control be effective. Washington did not respond; after all, 
Chinese experts in fields such as information warfare (IW) were 
 comparing U.S. and Chinese offensive and defensive practices.156 So, 
while leaders sought to build cooperation, operational staff worked 
on worst-case scenarios.

Cohen’s April trip to Hong Kong and Prueher’s visit to China a 
week later reflected the ambivalence. Cohen underlined continuing 
DoD links to Hong Kong after its return to China—with 60–80 
naval port calls annually.157 Prueher met Zhang Wannian, CGS Fu 
Quanyou, GLD Director Wang Ke, and Deputy CGS Xiong Guangkai, 
discussing implementation of the Cohen-Zhang agreements. He 
 visited the 47th Army Group in Xian, and its air defense brigade—the 
first such access, and PLAAF’s 28th Air Attack Division in Hangzhou, 
observing ordnance-loading of A-5 aircraft and an air-to-ground 
 live-fire demonstration. In Shanghai, he toured a Jiangwei-class 
 frigate, and explained America’s regional perspective.158 While Prueher 
visited Beijing, Clinton received the Dalai Lama at the White House, 
reiterating “the strong commitment of the US to support preserva-
tion of Tibet’s unique religious, cultural and linguistic  heritage and 
to protection of the human rights of Tibetans.” Still, DoD viewed the 
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presidential summits as “a turning point” in U.S. response to “China’s 
rise as a major power.” Given Beijing’s acquisition of modern arms 
and growing capability, China’s arms-control measures and its defense 
white paper were “a positive step.” However, China saw alliances 
as “factors of instability”; America saw them as stabilizing.159 “The 
greatest challenge will be to manage the gap that still exists in 
 strategic visions and to develop mutually acceptable approaches to 
security.”160

In December, U.S. and Chinese forces joined a Search-and-Rescue 
exercise (SAREX) in Hong Kong. On the final day, Adm. Prueher 
told PLA commanders, “America has an enduring interest in ensur-
ing that no hostile coalition arises in the Asia-Pacific. It is not in 
anyone’s interest for any state, including the US, to become a Pacific 
hegemon.”161 At this point, Rear Admiral Harry Highfill of the U.S. 
7th Fleet reached Shanghai, and toured PLAN’s Jiangwei-class frig-
ate, the Anqing. This amity might explain Cohen’s benign view of 
China’s future military capability and strategy presented to Congress. 
Although China sought parity in economic, political, and military 
strength with the major powers by mid-twenty-first century, the risk 
of large-scale conflict—“barring a declaration of independence by 
Taiwan—was almost negligible.” Beijing, determined to win “local 
wars under high-tech conditions” by securing victory before any 
 foreign intervention, was preparing for possible confrontations in 
the Taiwan Strait and the South China Sea.162 China’s exploitation 
of the RMA, similar to America’s, was advancing the PLA’s qualita-
tive capacity with the aim of becoming a great world power and the 
 preeminent Asian power.

Meanwhile, the Cox Committee concluded its investigations. On 
December 30, it endorsed 38 recommendations, issuing a classified 
report on January 3, 1999, and a public version on May 25. Cox asked 
the administration to assess the damage done by Chinese “collec-
tion.” Leaks from this inquiry intensified criticism of “constructive 
engagement.” Cox claimed that Beijing had “stolen” information 
about seven U.S. warheads and possibly missiles, from scientists work-
ing at the Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, Oak Ridge, and Sandia 
National Laboratories. Concern focused on W88, America’s most 
advanced warhead carried atop the Trident D-5 SLBM. Cox claimed 
China had acquired American neutron-bomb and miniaturization 
technologies, enabling it to MIRV its missiles, although none had 
been detected. America “retains an overwhelming qualitative and 
quantitative advantage” over China’s two dozen-odd ICBMs, but “in 
a crisis in which the US confronts the PRC’s conventional and nuclear 
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forces at the regional level, a modernized PRC strategic nuclear ballistic 
missile force would pose a credible direct threat against the US.”163

Tenet tasked Robert Walpole, National Intelligence Officer for 
Strategic and Nuclear Programs, to lead an interagency inquiry. 
Walpole reported that “China obtained by espionage classified US 
nuclear weapons information that probably accelerated its program to 
develop future nuclear weapons.”164 However, he admitted China 
also trawled open sources and gained from its own R&D. Tenet asked 
Adm. Jeremiah to review these findings. Briefed on the latter, Clinton 
asked Warren Rudman, head of the President’s Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board (PFIAB), to investigate the Executive’s handling of 
lab security. Rudman’s report noted Chinese intelligence had become 
“increasingly nimble, discreet and transparent . . . very proficient in 
the art of seemingly innocuous elicitations of information. This modus 
operandi has proved very effective against unwitting and ill-prepared 
DoE personnel.”165 He criticized Congress and the Executive for 
resorting “to simplification and hyperbole.” Scathing on DoE’s slow 
implementation of Clinton’s February 1998 security directive, he dis-
counted many of Cox’s findings, endorsing the more reasoned 
Walpole and Jeremiah reports instead.

Media reports, congressional hearings, and administration 
 statements on “Chinese espionage” kept U.S.-China relations at the 
forefront of national anxiety in 1999, when scandals and legislative 
action weakened the presidency. Nonetheless, the two governments 
maintained a nuanced perspective, reminding each other of engage-
ment’s benefits. On the twentieth anniversary of the establishment of 
relations, Ambassador Li Zhaoxing stressed the presidents’ commit-
ment to “the establishment of a constructive strategic partnership 
oriented to the 21st century.” Clinton’s message to Jiang166 repeated 
these phrases. Albright stressed the “recognition of the enormous 
importance of our relations” on which the “strategic dialogue”167 was 
founded. Sober assessments of technology transfers to China, too, 
endorsed this view. One evaluation noted that China had boosted 
investments in science and technology with increased acquisition, 
adaptation and indigenous efforts. Beijing had established National 
Research Centers, persuading foreign investors to provide equipment 
and know-how. Large numbers of Chinese students abroad and 
 foreign experts in China, too, “transferred technology.” Espionage 
supplemented this effort. The PLA gained from these endeavors, 
which expanded China’s CNP.168 Beijing’s treatment of dissidents,169 
growing military sophistication,170 “illegal acquisition” of technology, 
and U.S. fears of “asymmetric threats” generated frictions.171
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Overtly, engagement survived. In March, Gen. Xing Shizhong, 
head of the NDU, visited the Pentagon and several facilities, address-
ing officers at the American NDU. He was shown round the Norfolk 
naval base, and briefed on the navy’s “network-centric warfare,” and 
Task Force XXI—a futuristic army formation. He also visited the Air 
Warfare Center in Nevada, but was barred from observing Red Flag 
air combat exercises. Around then, the White House announced 
that Clinton would receive Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji in April. 
Preparations focused on China’s WTO entry, both sides recommend-
ing China’s accession in 1999. Congress promptly “persuaded” 
Clinton to authorize a “potential sale” of long-range early warning 
radars to Taiwan, thus striking a “balance.” Ordered by Congress, 
DoD/DIA reported on Chinese military activities, noting a “dynamic 
equilibrium” across the Taiwan Strait except in SRBMs. By 2005, 
Beijing would be able to mount air and missile attacks, and blockade 
Taiwanese ports. After 2005, China would continue to improve force-
projection capabilities but still lack global influence.172 Taiwan’s 
 qualitative edge would deter aggression, but this would depend on 
induction of sophisticated arms. U.S. intelligence analysts remained 
optimistic:

• No global military challenger on the Soviet scale would emerge 
during the next two decades; America would remain the domi-
nant global power.

• Russian and Chinese strategic nuclear threats were modest; 
North Korea and Iran could develop nuclear-tipped ICBMs.

• Terrorism, WMD, and large regional forces would remain 
“major threats.”

• Chinese help on nuclear nonproliferation was better than in 
missile proliferation.

• China could “affect our security posture in Asia,” but how big 
a challenge was “still an open question.”173

Clinton insisted America needed Chinese help to address “dangers 
from proliferation, from terrorism, from drugs, from the multiple 
catastrophes that could arise from climate change.”174 China was a 
challenge but not a threat; the “more likely future threat to our exis-
tence” lay in WMD use by “an outlaw nation or a terrorist group.” 
Chinese assistance was needed to preclude this. In Beijing to finalize 
Prime Minister Zhu’s April summit with Clinton, Albright praised 
China’s decision not to devalue its currency during the Asian finan-
cial crisis, providing a stable anchor in stormy financial weather. Tang 
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noted “a kind of anti-China undercurrent in the US,” stressing 
Washington’s responsibility to stand “on the high ground of our 
times and history and looking to the next century to remove obstacles 
to the growth of our bilateral relations.” U.S. commanders did not 
consider China a military threat; whether it became one would depend 
on “our overall relationship with China.” They sought to prevent this 
with education. “The objective of our military-to-military relation-
ship with the Chinese is to build knowledgeable, professional respect 
on the part of the PLA for the fighting power of the US.”175

China’s alleged nuclear espionage challenged optimism. Clinton 
had to explain how, since 1996, he had tightened security at nuclear 
laboratories and how restricted technology transfers to China were. 
He noted that Washington knew about China’s capacity to pose a 
threat since the 1980s. The question “whether some espionage in 
the ’80s was somehow related to that capacity” was marginal; he 
had taken “appropriate steps.”176 Officials insisted that engagement, 
based on the three communiqués and the TRA, had ensured peace, 
stability, and prosperity across the Taiwan Strait.177 Clinton now 
appointed a “Special Coordinator for Tibetan Affairs,” underscoring 
interest in an especially sensitive issue.178 The complexity of relations 
was best exemplified on March 26.179 Jiang Zemin told the United 
Nations that to be effective, the NPT regime had to be honored by 
America and Russia; Warren Rudman named his team investigating 
Chinese “security and counterintelligence threats”; the White 
House announced that Clinton would host Premier Zhu Rongji in 
April.

Clinton rejected demands to isolate China, vowing to sustain 
engagement—Beijing’s policy-opacity only reduced China’s ability to 
realize its potential in this “information age”; America could forcibly 
ensure stability in the Taiwan Strait, but engagement should obviate 
such steps, aiding “the global forces that have begun to empower the 
Chinese people”; 100,000 forward-deployed troops and “robust alli-
ances” with Japan and others protected U.S. interests; the military 
balance “overwhelmingly” favored America; while Beijing had “fewer 
than two dozen long-range nuclear weapons today, we have over 
6,000.” Equally important, “We should not look at China through 
rose-colored glasses, nor should we look through a glass darkly to see 
an image that distorts China’s strength and ignores its complexities. 
We need to see China clearly.”180 He made the point to Zhu, too, 
stressing collaboration against WMD proliferation, “building a secure 
and stable Asia-Pacific region,” ensuring free and fair trade, balancing 
economic growth and environmental protection, and “embracing the 
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universal principles of political freedom and human dignity.” Zhu 
reminded Clinton of the commitment to “build toward a construc-
tive and strategic partnership.” Facing mounting criticism of China, 
Zhu had been reluctant to come. He questioned NATO’s Kosovo 
operations against Serbia, but agreed that one’s best friends were 
those “who are able to say no to you.”

Clinton asked about alleged nuclear and missile espionage, and 
illegal contribution of $300,000 to the 1996 campaign. Zhu insisted 
neither he nor Jiang was aware of any such activities, offering coop-
eration in investigations should evidence be presented. He recalled a 
pioneer PLA missile scientist did train in America decades earlier, but 
only “brought back his brains.” U.S. and Chinese scientists exchanged 
nonsensitive information, China’s modest strategic arsenal had been 
designed domestically, and Washington should not underestimate its 
own security measures. Clinton admitted America’s technology trans-
fer regime for China was “the toughest.” They closed gaps on China’s 
WTO accession, agreeing to move forward in 1999. From Zhu’s 
 perspective, the problem lay in “the political atmosphere.” He reiter-
ated Jiang’s pledge that on reunification, Taiwan would retain its own 
military, and its president would become China’s vice president. 
Mutual reassurances won the day.181 But America’s Taiwan policy 
remained twin-tracked. DoD revealed that in FY1998, Washington 
accepted Taiwanese arms orders worth $441m, delivering F-16 fight-
ers worth $1.5bn. Additionally, Boeing agreed to ship three Chinook 
helicopters in 2002.

An Accidental Bombing

A week after Zhu’s departure, U.S. Intelligence Community’s assess-
ment of “Chinese espionage,” and Adm. Jeremiah’s report returned 
the focus to “engagement.” The former confirmed, “China obtained 
by espionage classified US nuclear weapons information”; the latter 
emphasized the need to plug security gaps at the labs.182 Clinton 
asked Energy Secretary Richardson and DCI Tenet to implement 
Jeremiah’s recommendations, and the National Counterintelligence 
Policy Board to assess weaknesses at other nuclear facilities.183 The 
media, ignoring Clinton’s February 1998 Directive to tighten lab 
security, focused on the “damage wrought” by China. America’s 
schizophrenic China discourse saw Trade Representative Charlene 
Barshefsky and Secretary of Defense Cohen make divergent com-
ments on one day.184 Barshefsky praised economic-commercial ties 
and Beijing’s role in stabilizing East Asian economies in 1997–98; 
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Cohen, responding to congressional demands, reported on BMD 
 systems available for defending “key regional allies” Japan, ROK, and 
Taiwan. Taipei faced Chinese SRBMs and MRBMs; DoD had tested 
five options “for the defense of Taiwan,” including the efficacy of 
lower-tier land- and sea-based systems. Either could counter SRBMs, 
but neither could defeat longer-range Theater ballistic missiles 
(TBMs). An upper-tier exo-atmospheric system capable of defending 
all of Taiwan looked promising. Cohen said the study was based on 
the TRA, but DoD efforts to neutralize PLA threats to Taiwan 
angered Beijing.

Against that backdrop, at 11:46 PM local time on May 7, a USAF 
B-2 bomber on a NATO mission over Belgrade dropped five 2000lb 
precision-guided bombs on the Chinese embassy,185 killing three 
PRC journalists, wounding 21 staff, and destroying embassy property. 
As soon as news reached China—where it was May 8—demonstrators 
surrounded all U.S. missions there. Official protests to Washington, 
reflecting shock, disbelief, and outrage, “expressed their utmost 
indignation and strong condemnation.” Beijing asked NATO to take 
“full responsibility.” Vice Foreign Minister Wang Yingfan made 
 “solemn representations” with Ambassador Sasser. Beijing’s UN 
envoy sought condemnation of the attack at a special UNSC session. 
Vice President Hu Jintao addressed the nation, endorsing widespread 
protests including those around U.S. missions “in accordance with 
law.”186 U.S. premises in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou suffered 
damage; the Chengdu consul general’s residence was burned down. 
Beijing sent a team to Belgrade to handle the bombing’s aftermath. 
Two days later, Foreign Minister Tang summoned Sasser, demanding 
a public apology, an investigation into the attack, and “severe punish-
ment of the perpetrators.”

China suspended military exchanges, U.S. naval port calls at Hong 
Kong, consultations on human rights, and the global security dia-
logue. The journalists’ bodies were returned to Beijing on May 12 
amid emotional outpourings. The next day, Jiang personally received 
returning embassy staff from Belgrade. Endorsing the protests across 
China, about which Washington had expressed concern, Jiang said 
these reflected “the great patriotic spirit and cohesiveness of the 
Chinese nation and their strong will to maintain world peace and 
oppose hegemony. The great PRC will not be bullied.”187 He urged 
all “peace-loving and justice-upholding countries and peoples” to 
unite against “hegemonism and power politics and to establish a fair 
and reasonable new international order.” The amity restored in 1997–98 
was forgotten.
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Washington was embarrassed. Cohen and Tenet apologized, blam-
ing faulty intelligence for the bombing. The Chinese chancery had 
been moved from Belgrade’s Old City to its current site in 1996. U.S. 
targeting processes, based on a 1992 map updated in 1997–98, 
did not register the move, and “located” Belgrade’s Supply and 
Procurement Directorate, “a key part of Yugoslavia’s military 
machine,” in that building.188 U.S. officials, deeply regretting “the 
accidental bombing,” paid condolences at the Chinese Embassy in 
Washington, pledging to “build a constructive strategic partnership 
for the 21st century,”189 a phrase popular in Beijing. Clinton saw 
Ambassador Li Zhaoxing, wrote to Jiang, and called him, expressing 
deep regret, and conveying condolences. Jiang said the bombing was 
“a serious infringement on Chinese sovereignty and a gross trampling 
of the UN charter and norms in international relations,”—a sudden 
disaster for the Chinese people.190 Clinton promised to share the 
findings of an investigation into the incident. Still, Beijing suspended 
cooperation “in pretty much every area.” Washington knew China 
opposed NATO operations against Yugoslavia, fearing these could 
set precedents for future attacks against itself.191 Assurances to the 
contrary had little effect.

In June, Clinton sent Under Secretary of State Thomas Pickering 
to Beijing with the investigation report. The Chinese rejected claims 
of “multiple factors” leading to “the tragic mistaken bombing,” 
demanding “a comprehensive and thorough investigation,” severe 
punishment for the perpetrators, and “prompt, adequate and effec-
tive compensation.” Six weeks later, the two sides agreed on U.S. 
payment of $4.5m for the casualties. In December, they would agree 
on American payment of $28m for the damage to Chinese property 
in Belgrade. However, bitterness persisted. Washington, troubled by 
Beijing’s “handling the anti-American reaction” in May, noted post-
bombing Chinese efforts to extract concessions on WTO accession, 
human rights, Tibet, and nonproliferation. Officials assured Congress 
that U.S. policy was “determined by clear and long-standing assess-
ments of US self-interest and fundamental values. Our standards will 
not change in reaction to either the bombing error in Belgrade or the 
Chinese reaction to it.”192 DoD remained ready to resume contact 
whenever Beijing agreed.193

Meanwhile, the Cox Committee published its report with 38 
export-control and counterintelligence recommendations. While not 
accepting all the “findings,” Clinton noted the seriousness with 
which recommendations were being implemented.194 DoE Secretary 
Richardson insisted there was “no evidence of a ‘wholesale’ loss of 
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information.” The intelligence community had determined that 
China may have gained classified information but “they can’t deter-
mine the full extent of weapons information obtained.” The only 
confirmed instances of theft had occurred once in the late 1970s, and 
twice in 1984–88, but this did not lead to “any apparent moderniza-
tion . . . or any new nuclear weapons deployment.”195

The administration remained understanding toward China.196 
Unmoved, Beijing called “for the establishment of a new world 
order. . . . The more than 200 countries in the world and more than six 
billion people should not and cannot be put under the control of one 
country or group. . . . Multipolarization has become an irreversible 
 historical trend.”197 Jiang told the PLA it must “train large numbers of 
high-quality modern military personnel, develop advanced weaponry 
and use scientific and technological results to raise the quality of 
 military training.”198 Taiwan’s President Lee chose this moment to 
describe China-Taiwan relations as “special state-to-state ties,” renew-
ing  tensions. PLAAF fighters crossed the Strait’s “centre line”; PLA 
troops exercised on Chinese coasts until an earthquake hit Taiwan. 
Washington termed Lee’s comments unhelpful, reiterating its “one 
China” policy, but many congressmen insisted engagement had 
failed.199 Amid allegations of security weaknesses at the national labs, 
Richardson announced new measures against information leaks, tak-
ing control over visits by foreign nationals, pointing out that restric-
tions did not apply to Asian-Americans.200 Beijing’s rebuttal of the Cox 
Report, using phrases such as “Sensational lies,” “Fabrications that lack 
basic knowledge of science-and-technology,” “Clumsy distortion of the 
facts,” and “Absurd logic,” ridiculed the allegations.201

Chinese anger at Lee’s comments led Clinton to reassure Jiang 
that U.S. policy remained unchanged. Jiang replied China could not 
countenance Taiwan’s “drifting toward independence.” He felt 
American “anti-China forces” were “still very aggressive” and Clinton 
should handle bilateral relations from “the strategic and long- 
term perspective.”202 Clinton’s assurances notwithstanding, DoD 
announced plans to sell arms, training, and services including surveil-
lance aircraft and Pavepaws BMD radars worth $400m to Taiwan. 
This may have been an attempt to preempt Republican plans to pass 
the “Taiwan Security Enhancement Act,” a significant reinforcement 
of the TRA certain to outrage Beijing. The administration was fight-
ing several battles on China—it assured critics of engagement that 
TRA-based military aid to Taipei boosted Taiwan’s defenses, deterred 
China, and obviated legal changes.203 Richardson disciplined 
DoE officials for failing to prevent Wen Ho Lee’s access to secret 
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information.204 State Department negotiated compensation for the 
Belgrade bomb victims.205

Beijing acknowledged the “huge potential” that still existed for 
U.S.-China ties.206 However, since 1996, DoD had been analyzing 
worst-case scenarios requiring a military response to Chinese chal-
lenges to America. These efforts—by Andrew Marshall’s ONA where 
Michael Pillsbury of 1970s pro-PLA fame now promoted a tough 
line, the DIA leading the intelligence community’s monitoring of 
China’s military power, the USAF-funded Project Air Force (PAF) at 
RAND, the Assistant Chief of Army Staff for Intelligence, and con-
servative think tanks among which officials, military commanders, 
and academics circulated—gained momentum. Their labors reflected 
America’s national security bureaucracy’s complexity. The emerging 
outline of its cautious pragmatism was summed up by PAF Director 
Zalmay Khalilzad in his study “Congage China,”207 conflating “con-
tain” and “engage.”

The Naval War College hosted an influential study analyzing 
 “fundamental issues” codirected by Marshall. It prophesied Asia’s 
strategic shape in 2025:

• Even if America remains the only superpower, this may not be 
enough; coalitions marginalizing U.S. power could arise.

• The pace of events, complexity of strategic landscape, and 
 multiplicity of theaters could give lesser powers decisive local 
advantages.

• Formal alliances yield to fluid alignments—alignments among 
nontraditional partners possible.

• Asia is the world’s principal energy consumer—Middle Eastern 
orientation shifts toward Asia; pressure on Asian SLOC drives 
naval activities.

• The main threats to U.S. interests are in Asia, possibly from 
China.

• Several states at the center of U.S. thinking, for example, Russia, 
will be at the margin; several at the margin, for example, India, 
will be at the center.

• China could either grow steadily or become unstable—both 
equally worrying.

• Demographically, China faces major challenges; India’s prospects 
are brighter.

• A South Asian super-state around an Indian core could emerge, 
reorienting Central Asian energy supplies from East-West to 
North-South.
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• Russia could fragment with western Russia gravitating to an 
Iran-India bloc and China drawing in the remainder, increasing 
Sino-Indian competition.

• China could become a destabilizing “constant competitor.”
• America needed to develop new partners—consider India’s 

 strategic potential, and accept selective nuclear proliferation.
• U.S.-India partnership crucial to fending off India-China 

 collaboration.

America’s national security community drew inspiration from the 
study,208 shifting policy as the Clinton era drew to a close. The 
Democratic Party’s India-positive inclinations got a boost, reinforc-
ing the outcome of Singh-Talbott talks. A strategic triangle linking 
Washington to Delhi and Beijing began taking shape. Some DoD 
analysts saw Beijing more positively—noting Chinese efforts to move 
past Belgrade, resume a “healthier relationship,” and improve ties to 
Tokyo. Chinese reaction to India’s nuclear tests was “moderate.” 
Beijing appeared “committed to Korean peninsula stability.” Its rhet-
oric on South China Sea and Taiwan cooled as diplomacy gained 
ground.209 But this was a minority view.

The military focus of U.S.-China relations210 was reflected in 
Clinton’s appointment of Joseph Prueher, recently retired CINCPAC, 
as ambassador to China. His PACOM successor, Adm. Dennis Blair, 
saw Taiwan as “the most difficult issue in Sino-US relations.” America 
was troubled by “Chinese reliance on threats and plans to use armed 
force to limit Taiwan’s behavior.” Acknowledging Chinese worries 
about “American insistence on a peaceful resolution, continuation of 
arms sales and other measures seen as interference,” Blair warned 
Beijing of dire consequences of military action while offering revived 
“military-to-military relations with the PLA when China is ready.”211 
Similar ambivalence marked CIA assessments of “missile threats.” 
Beijing had just tested the 8,000km-range DF-31 ICBM, which “will 
be targeted primarily against Russia and Asia.” Another ICBM, aimed 
“primarily against the US,” would be tested “within the next several 
years.” By 2015, China would have “tens of missiles capable of target-
ing the US, including a few tens of more survivable, land- and sea-
based mobile missiles with smaller nuclear warheads—in part 
influenced by US technology gained through espionage.”212 However, 
despite having had MIRV capability “for 20 years,” China had not 
utilized it.

Clinton and Jiang, meeting at a regional summit in New Zealand, 
committed to build a “strategic partnership,” but the warmth was 
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missing. They restated familiar stances on Taiwan, while aides 
 mentioned efforts to build a “strategic dialogue.”213 This finally made 
progress when Albright hosted Tang in New York, noting coopera-
tion on East Timor, Iraq, and South Asia. Tang stressed Beijing’s 
“independent foreign policy of peace,” continuing reforms and opening 
up, and relations “characterized by equality and mutual benefit.” He 
urged America to pursue “a long-term and strategic perspective” and 
resolve the “serious” fallout from the embassy bombing, insisting Lee 
Teng-hui’s “separatist statement has had serious impact”214 on rela-
tions. Complicating matters, Congress amended the administration’s 
FY2000 defense budget, identifying China as a potential  adversary. 
DoD was to submit annual reports on China’s military power, similar 
to the 1980s reports on the USSR. Clinton complained this “assumes 
an outcome that is far from foreordained—that China is bent on 
becoming a military threat.” He believed, “We should not make it 
more likely that China will choose this path by acting as if the deci-
sion has already been made.”215 Still, the House International 
Relations Committee approved the Taiwan Security Enhancement 
Act, deepening Beijing’s gloom.216

Clinton’s ire over congressional “blurring” of presidential authority 
was mixed with relief at support for his ABM proposals—the Medium 
Extended Air Defense System, NMD planning and design, the Patriot 
Advance Capability-3 (PAC-3) missile and the Navy Area Defense 
programs. With the Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) 
and Navy Theater Wide systems, Congress approved an ABM system 
the PLA could not penetrate. Coincidentally, on the PRC’s golden 
jubilee, on October 1, Beijing exhibited its military prowess, raising 
concerns over China’s ability to forcefully pursue its interests. Secretary 
Cohen assured the media America would maintain its “commitment 
to Asia-Pacific” for “the indefinite future.” Noting that U.S. forces 
ensured stability enabling China to pursue its modernization goals, 
Cohen remarked that Albright had already visited Hanoi and he, too, 
could.217

The “China debate” became so heated that National Security Adviser 
Samuel Berger focused on it in the context of America’s global interests. 
He noted divisions within America while outsiders saw it as a “hyper-
power . . . a country that is unilateralist and too powerful.” Berating 
 neo-isolationists who believed “We can’t be a great country without a 
great adversary,” Berger quoted Clinton: “We should not look at 
China through rose colored glasses; neither should we see through a 
glass darkly, distorting its strength and ignoring its complexities.”218 
Engagement would help China make “the right choices.”
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Ambassador-Designate Prueher repeated this to senators, remind-
ing them that U.S.-China relations were “at or near the top of the list 
of international challenges” as the twenty-first century dawned. 
America could either have a “responsible global neighbor” or “ener-
vating confrontations.”219 Pickering delivered a similar message in 
Beijing. Washington had a “clear national interest in a constructive, 
resilient, relationship” because “a hostile relationship would be disas-
trous.” Efforts to “realize our overlapping agendas” were underway. 
The future would see cooperation punctuated by “disagreements and 
misunderstanding.”220 Pickering’s efforts to bring closure to the 
embassy bombing largely succeeded. China wanted more compensa-
tion than America was offering; America, too, sought recompense for 
damage done by Chinese protesters. Despite differences, the two sides 
agreed on approaches to the Korean peninsula, but “constructive 
strategic partnership” gave way to the more realistic “cooperation.”

Operationally, there was progress. In November, after 13 years of 
bargaining, China and America agreed on Beijing’s WTO accession. 
China would reduce tariff and other barriers to imports, and ensure 
fair treatment for foreign firms, revising technology-transfer require-
ments, offsets, and export-performance impositions. Beijing still 
had to persuade other WTO members, but a major hurdle had been 
 overcome. The militaries, too, saw movement. Cohen noted the 
importance of high-level contacts, sending Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Kurt Campbell to revive the DCT and finalize Cohen’s visit in early 
2000. The two forces participated in the annual Hong Kong SAREX 
in December. America agreed to pay China $28m as compensation for 
the damage to its Belgrade mission. Still, Beijing insisted the Kosovo 
war breached the UN Charter and the bombing of its embassy was “a 
gross violation”221 and a “barbarous act.” Refuting State Department’s 
annual report on religious rights, China’s State Council accused 
Washington of “Cold War mentality.”222 Clinton, more circumspect, 
closed the year looking forward to a century of partnerships facing 
common threats. It would be a century in which “even China, I think, 
will become more open and more democratic.”223 That optimism was 
formalized in his national security document  noting U.S.-China col-
laboration while acknowledging differences.224 The strategy balanced 
transforming U.S. military capability for meeting future uncertainties 
with bringing democratic prosperity to ever-widening circles. It was 
engagement’s last hurrah.

January underscored America’s ambivalent China policy. DoD let 
Boeing sign a $300m-plus contract with Taipei to supply nine 
Chinook troop transports and logistics support; Gen. Xiong 
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Guangkai, China’s deputy CGS, arrived for the third DCT with 
Walter Slocombe. He saw Cohen and CJCS Gen. Henry Shelton, 
 discussing FY2000 military exchanges, international security issues, 
America’s Asia strategy, Taiwan, PLA missile buildup, BMD, prolif-
eration, and North Korea. Slocombe told Xiong that under the TRA, 
Washington would supply arms to ensure Taipei’s defense; Chinese 
SRBM deployments drove American BMD shipments. When the 
House passed the Taiwan Security Enhancement Act, Clinton vowed 
to veto it. Beijing told Prueher it was “a serious encroachment on 
China’s sovereignty (and) gross interference in China’s internal 
affairs.”225 More positively, NASA accepted Guo Huadong, a Chinese 
expert, to join select scientists in the Endeavour Radar Topography 
Mission. Beijing received Talbott, Slocombe, VCJCS Gen. Joseph 
Ralston, and Deputy National Security Advisor James Steinberg—
travelling via Tokyo—for a “strategic dialogue.” Generals Zhang 
Wannian and Xiong Guangkai protested against Washington’s BMD 
plans and likely “sale of antimissile systems to Taiwan,” previewing 
further recriminations.

These arrived ahead of Taiwan’s March 18 presidential polls. In its 
second Taiwan White Paper, Beijing threatened to use force if Taiwan 
formally seceded, foreign forces invaded it, or Taipei indefinitely 
delayed reunification talks.226 Slocombe, just back from Beijing, 
where he had stressed BMD’s “rogue state” focus, warned that China 
would face “incalculable consequences” if it attacked Taiwan. Adm. 
Blair rushed to Beijing, trying to persuade Generals Fu Quanyou and 
Chi Haotian that China’s threat to link force with a timetable, how-
ever indefinite, was “a step in the wrong direction.”227 In Washington, 
Prueher stressed China’s key role in a stable and secure Asia-Pacific. 
He hoped to see China’s evolution toward an independent judiciary, 
elected government, respect for human rights, and open markets. 
But his uncertainty showed: “I’m hoping for a good outcome for 
this, but you’ve got to be prepared for others.” Some Chinese leaders 
“don’t get out and see what’s going on—and that’s a dangerous 
thing.”228 Military links allowed dialogue, preventing miscalcula-
tions. China was buying Russian hardware but America needed 
to monitor technology transfers to China. U.S. commanders saw 
U.S.-China relations in the context of a key assumption—America, 
“the principal guarantor of global peace,” would “strongly influ-
ence, if not determine, the outcome” of Asia’s future.229 China’s 
 economic growth and military potential were viewed against that 
core premise. America’s dilemma was over China’s “strategy of open-
ing and  marketizing its economy and maintaining good relations 
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with the US, while continuing to suppress internal dissent and 
 pressuring Taiwan.”230

Washington initiated “containment” efforts without announcing 
a shift. Cohen visited Hong Kong in March, discussing port calls by 
U.S. warships and the prevention of transshipment of high-technology 
goods to China. Gen. Shalikashvili, special presidential CTBT 
 advisor, stressed the treaty’s capacity to “greatly impede China’s 
ability to modernize its nuclear arsenal, e.g. by developing smaller 
warheads that could ride on a MIRVed ICBM.”231 Washington 
decided to upgrade Taiwan’s surveillance radars and sell it Hawk 
SAMs. Cohen said sales of “defensive” arms were designed to dis-
courage China and Taiwan from confrontation. He had “encour-
aged the Chinese . . . not to escalate the threats so that these requests 
(for US hardware) then must be undertaken by the US.”232 During 
Berger’s March visit, Jiang told him to maintain America’s “one 
China” policy. Berger said Clinton had sent him to “promote the 
joint efforts by the USA and China in the establishment of the 
 constructive strategic partnership”233 initiated by the two presidents. 
Clinton himself spoke of the “far-reaching” security aspects of 
PNTR and China’s eventual WTO accession: “The Chinese will see 
a rejection as a strategic decision by the US to turn from coopera-
tion to confrontation, to deal with China as an adversary. That would 
undercut the reform-minded leaders who signed this agreement 
with us, and strengthen the hand of hardliners who believe cooperat-
ing with the US is a mistake.”234

This coincided with PLAN Commander Adm. Shi Yunsheng’s 
visit to America. Shi discussed naval cooperation with Cohen 
and U.S. commanders, and visited U.S. bases. During his visit, 
Washington sold Maverick Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air 
Missiles (AMRAAM) and Pavepaws radars to Taiwan, enabling ROC 
fighters to threaten PLAAF aircraft at long distance. The missiles 
would be stored in America unless China acquired comparable 
 weapons. Beijing protested against plans to sell Taiwan advanced 
weaponry including Aegis-equipped warships, which “inflates the 
arrogance of Taiwan independence forces, undermines cross-Straits 
relations and creates further tensions.”235 U.S. efforts to get the UN 
Human Rights Commission to criticize the “Human Rights situa-
tion in China”—the ninth attempt since 1990—failed again. Days 
later, two PLA F-8 fighters approached a USAF RC-135 reconnais-
sance and electronic warfare aircraft  southwest of Taiwan. DoD 
played down this “quite common” incident.236 The darkening political 
backdrop was underscored by the Chinese envoy at the NPT Review 
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Conference. Citing America as the source of global insecurity, Sha 
Zukang said:

In order to enhance its strategic superiority and establish its own 
 absolute security, a certain country has stepped up the development, 
deployment and proliferation of its advanced BMD system, thus  posing 
a severe threat to the global strategic balance and stability. . . . Military 
alliances have been strengthened, hegemonism and power politics 
manifest themselves from time to time, and a small group of countries 
advocate the so-called “humanitarian intervention,” by which they 
violate state sovereignty. They went so far as to use force against a 
sovereign state, bypassing the UN.237

Sha accused America of “rampant intervention” in other countries’ 
internal affairs, wilful resorts to force, and “continuously improving 
its overwhelming first-strike nuclear capability” while developing 
BMD systems “capable of neutralizing any counter-strike” by poten-
tial victims. Under such circumstances, no other nuclear-state could 
be asked “to take transparency measures.” He warned, “Without the 
cooperation of other countries, no country, no matter how strong it 
is, can reach the goal of non-proliferation by only relying on its own 
power and the power of its allies.”238 US reaction was muted; knowl-
edgeable quarters acknowledged the likely advent of a multipolar 
world in which US primacy would decline. Looking ahead to 2015, 
the NIC prophesied growing influence of other actors, when “the US 
will not be a hegemon. Other states—principally the collective 
European Union, Japan, Russia and China—will actively try to shape 
the world of the future.”239 America would act to preclude such an 
eventuality.

Despite the transfer of the 13,700 ton dock-landing ship, USS 
Pensacola, to Taiwan in June, Beijing received Assistant Secretary of 
Defense Frank Kramer who finalized Cohen’s China visit. Before 
Kramer left, Defense Minister Chi Haotian received Lt. Gen. Daniel 
Christman, superintendent, U.S. Military Academy. At the PLA’s 
Armored Force Engineering Academy, Christman became the first 
American to see the new Type-96 tank. Coincidentally, in Hawaii, 
Adm. Blair was hosting Gen. Liang Guanglie, Nanjing MR com-
mander. Stressing the fragility of amity, DoD informed Congress that 
although Japan and South Korea could expect BMD support, Taiwan, 
a Chinese region, posed problems; still, DoD detailed a TMD archi-
tecture it would erect if ordered.240 Unsurprisingly, Tang Jiaxuan and 
Madeleine Albright had an unhappy meeting in Beijing. Tang told 
Albright to stop selling arms to Taiwan and to exclude it from U.S. 
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TMD plans.241 To Beijing’s consternation, during Camp David talks 
between Israeli Premier Ehud Barak and Palestinian leader Yasser 
Arafat, Clinton persuaded Barak to cancel sales of Phalcon airborne 
early warning systems to China. Barak’s letter to Jiang notifying 
 cancelation convinced Beijing of America’s “containment” plans.

Chinese anxiety was deepened when DoD submitted its first report 
on “the military power of the PRC.”242 It said China aimed at achiev-
ing “parity in political, economic, and military strength” with other 
great powers by 2050. China’s military capability would remain 
 modest for decades. However, Beijing was building CNP comprising 
 economic, scientific, diplomatic, cultural, and military elements. 
Carefully planned investment could make the PLA an effective instru-
ment of Chinese interests ready to fight “local wars under high-tech 
conditions” and win supremacy in the East- and South China Seas. 
The PLA expected to encounter America or Japan “if conflicts 
 concerning its interests within this strategic envelope arise.” Possible 
China-Taiwan clashes involving U.S. intervention were “the domi-
nant scenario guiding PLA force planning, military training, and war 
preparation.” Beijing believed that despite U.S.-Japanese technological 
superiority, “selective pockets of excellence” would enable it to exploit 
critical vulnerabilities in enemy defenses, mount “symmetrical blows 
with asymmetrical methods” securing “victory through inferiority 
over superiority.” Although Chinese arms and technology were obso-
lescent and limited Russian imports could not change the PLA’s 
fighting capability, by 2020, China could become a formidable military 
power.

Suspicions of Chinese intent colored the “Xinhua affair.” 
Washington protested against the news agency’s attempts to buy a 
building close to the Pentagon. Xinhua, having expanded its American 
operations, sought a single complex to house its Virginia offices. State 
Department noted the Chinese government agency knew it had to 
seek permission before purchasing any U.S. property but had not 
done so. Republican legislators accused Beijing of espionage efforts.243 
At the other end of the “engagement spectrum,” Secretary Cohen 
visited Beijing and Shanghai, meeting Jiang, and Generals Chi 
Haotian, Zhang Wannian, and Fu Quanyou. Cohen confirmed China 
had honored Jiang’s pledge not to ship cruise missiles to Iran; PLA 
commanders vented their anger at Israel’s cancelation of the Phalcon 
deal, and over America’s BMD plans; Cohen invited PLA officers to 
study at PACOM facilities in Honolulu. Chi told him Beijing would 
“wait and see” how President Chen Shuibian, who had ended the 
KMT’s 55-year rule in Taiwan, acted. In Shanghai, Cohen met Wang 
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Daohan, head of China’s Taiwan office, saying Chen Shuibian’s 
 flexibility offered new opportunities. He told PLA officers that China 
and America shared major interests in regional and global security, 
US advocates of “containment” were pursuing “a policy of both folly 
and futility,” and, in fact, “it is in our interest to cooperate with 
you.”244 Adm. Thomas Fargo, the new CINCPAC, visited Beijing 
and Qingdao in that spirit.

Formal diplomacy remained strained. Meeting on the sidelines of 
the ARF, Tang and Albright reprised familiar issues. While working 
out details of Jiang-Clinton meetings at the UN’s Millennium 
Summit in September and an APEC gathering in November, they 
parried over Taiwan. Tang insisted Washington take “practical 
actions” leading to an “improvement of cross-Straits relations, peace 
and tranquility in the Asia-Pacific region and stability in Sino-
American relations, and not the opposite.”245 Quoting Jiang, Albright 
said the two countries should handle their relations “from a point of 
view of strategic height.” Tang urged Washington to terminate its 
NMD-TMD programs “of endless disasters.” Disaster was averted at 
the United Nations where Jiang and Clinton met bilaterally and at a 
UNSC Permanent-5 session proposed by Jiang. Clinton raised China’s 
WTO accession, North Korea, nonproliferation, human rights, peace-
keeping, and contributions to the United Nations. The P-5 summit 
issued a declaration of collective support for the world body. Amity 
was undermined, however, when Jiang told the General Assembly: 
“There are rapidly growing trends towards world multipolarization 
and economic globalization,” but “hegemonism and power politics 
still exist.”246 He offered a new security paradigm “based on mutual 
trust, mutual benefit, equality and cooperation,” eschewing “Cold 
War mentality.” Few questioned this framework for a new world 
order; none missed the underlying challenge to the U.S.-dominated 
status quo.

For Washington, there was another embarrassment. Dismissing 
official objections, a federal judge released Wen Ho Lee on a $1m bail 
while he awaited trial for “mishandling nuclear secrets.” Under a plea 
bargain, the judge dropped 58 other charges, criticizing the prosecu-
tion. Clinton was concerned; Attorney General Janet Reno’s assur-
ances failed to allay his unease.247 Years later, Washington would 
acknowledge wrongdoing, settling out of court. As this particular 
irritant in relations was removed, Gen. Wang Zuxun, AMS president, 
visited DoD, Joint Forces Command, West Point, Army War College 
(AWC), TRADOC, and PACOM. He was not allowed to visit the 
Joint Experimentation Battle Lab, however. His visit was followed by 
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the PLAN destroyer Qingdao and oiler Taicang calling at Pearl 
Harbor, and the Everett naval station near Seattle. Coincidentally, the 
U.S. Senate ratified PNTR with China, although Beijing protested 
against the human rights conditionalities imposed by the House.248 

Senator Jon Kyl, criticizing engagement, addressed the Senate on 
“China’s threat to US national security.” Quoting media reports, 
Kyl insisted Clinton had ignored evidence of a clear and present 
 danger.249

DoD announced plans to ship 200 AMRAAM, 146 155 mm 
 howitzers, 71 Harpoon antiship missiles, machine guns, secure radio 
equipment, and other hardware worth $1.3bn to Taiwan. After 
Beijing protested, DoD announced that the AMRAAM would stay 
in America unless China introduced similar arms. Now, for the first 
time, Beijing invited two U.S. officers to an International Security 
Symposium at the NDU. The experience proved so happy that Beijing 
dropped fee requirements for American guests. U.S. Secretary of the 
Navy Richard Danzig visited Shanghai—the first such trip, cut short 
by the attack on the USS Cole in Yemen. High-level military visits 
picked up: the PLA’s top commissar, Gen. Yu Yongbo, visited the 
Pentagon—where Cohen received him—and other facilities. Around 
the same time, CJCS Shelton arrived as Gen. Fu Quanyou’s guest. 
Shelton observed a brigade exercising at the PLA’s Combined Arms 
Training Center, and stressed a peaceful resolution of the Taiwan 
issue. Chi Haotian told him U.S. arms sales to Taiwan did not help 
cross-Strait stability and “certainly” harmed relations.

This dichotomy—military civility amid policy differences—was 
apparent at the November APEC summit in Brunei. Qian Qichen 
alerted Albright and Berger to the seriousness with which China 
viewed U.S. arms sales to Taiwan. In his summit address, Jiang 
 sharpened his attack on the political-economic order responsible for 
the widening “gap of wealth.” Demanding a “democratization” of 
the international system, Jiang condemned the “few countries that 
have tried to force their own values, economic regime and social sys-
tem on other countries by taking advantage of economic globaliza-
tion.” This would not serve “peace and development for mankind.”250 

His insistence on “the principle of equality and mutual benefit . . . a 
fair and rational new economic order . . . respect for diversity, indepen-
dence and voluntarism as well as consensus” outlined a revisionist 
agenda. However, Beijing accepted existing frameworks, pledging to 
strengthen export controls and not to help others in developing 
nuclear-capable missiles. Washington waived sanctions imposed on 
Chinese firms accused of helping Iranian and Pakistani missile 
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 programs.251 Talks on China resuming the launch of U.S.-built satel-
lites began. Under Secretary Slocombe arrived in Beijing for the 
fourth DCT with Gen. Xiong Guangkai. Slocombe met PLA leaders 
and visited the NSF in Qingdao. Differences over Taiwan and BMD 
remained,252 but on Korea, weapons proliferation, and military 
exchange plans for 2001, accord was complete.

Meanwhile, U.S. judges declared George W. Bush the winner in 
the November polls. Jiang Zemin’s congratulatory message stressed 
the importance of U.S.-China relations for global peace and stability, 
and stated his willingness to promote “a sound and stable develop-
ment” of bilateral ties “on the basis of the principles enshrined in 
the three Sino-US Joint Communiqués.” That benign note was 
soured when Senior Colonel Xu Junping, an attaché at China’s 
Washington embassy, defected, causing substantial intelligence loss, 
and loss of face. By then, however, Clinton’s engagement policy had 
evaporated.



C H A P T E R  4

Look Back In Bewilderment

The US Congress has gravely violated the fundamental norms of 
international relations, interfered in China’s internal affairs 
and seriously hurt the feelings of the Chinese people.1

—FMPRC

China’s growing military capabilities present serious challenges 
for the United States. The Cox report should prompt a full and 
serious review of export controls, to make certain that America’s 
technology is not arming China’s military . . . we must deal with 
China in a firm and consistent manner.2

—George W. Bush

China is neither Iraq nor Yugoslavia, but a very special country: 
on the one hand, China is a permanent member of the UNSC; on 
the other hand, it is a country that has certain abilities of launch-
ing a strategic counterattack and the capacity of launching a 
long-distance strike. Probably it is not a wise move to be at war 
with a country such as China.3

—PLA Daily

We must start with the acknowledgement, at least, that we are 
unprepared to understand Chinese thinking. And then we must 
acknowledge that we are facing in China what may become the 
largest challenge in our nation’s history.4

—Michael Pillsbury

Misunderstanding! Misunderstanding!!

In Sino-U.S. relations, the 1990s proved to have been a time of 
 transition, although to what end-state remained unclear. The decade 
saw both dramatic and prosaic changes in perceived interests and 
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 policy. Hindsight helps to discern phases although each phase was a 
combination of contrasting views in varying balances. Also, changes 
in dominant views in China and America never exactly dovetailed. A 
degree of discordance, therefore, challenged efforts to smooth the 
edges of the discourse. Asynchronous confluence of external and 
domestic factors impinging on each capital made generalizations even 
more fraught. Still, some patterns emerged.

In China, the AMS, the NDU, think-tanks related to the State 
Council and the PLA, and a growing body of civilian strategic 
 analysts—many Western-trained—built up a substantial literature 
on Chinese perspectives on global security issues and China’s role in 
that dynamic architecture. Although less dialectic and more national-
istic in character, this literature, supplemented with “official” com-
mentary in CPC, State Council, and military organs, for example, 
People’s Daily, China Daily, and PLA Daily, offered glimpses into 
Beijing’s strategic calculus. Ironically, selective use of this material by 
U.S. China-watchers identified China as a potential, if not current, 
threat to U.S. national security, a future peer-rival, and a challenger 
to American domination of the international system. Perhaps inadver-
tent mirror-imaging by both sides, and mutual insecurity deepened 
by a lack of common frameworks, often reinforced dominant preju-
dices. Against this backdrop, only concerted efforts by national leaders 
pulled the two actors back from the brink, restoring some normality 
until the next climacteric crisis.

Beltway Premonitions

Several American bodies played a crucial role in coloring views and 
shaping policy. An open and individualistic social culture allowed 
certain personalities to stand out in this process and stamp their mark 
on the evolution of dominant views. Perhaps the most influential 
were ONA in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and its long-
standing director, Andrew Marshall. Established in the early 1970s to 
provide DoD with long-term strategic advice with Marshall as its 
founder-director, ONA was one source of continuity in a system 
defined by quadrennial electoral histrionics. Marshall’s identification 
in the 1980s of the mirror-imaging of Soviet and U.S. security deci-
sionmaking processes as a grave weakness of U.S. intelligence-analyses 
earned him respect in Washington and Beijing, as the Cold War 
wound down. As a key China-hand, first at RAND and then at DoD 
offices including ONA, Michael Pillsbury played major, if diametri-
cally opposite, roles in shaping America’s China policy since the early 
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1970s. The evolution of Pillsbury’s view of China mirrored changes 
in American perspectives. In 1973–89, Pillsbury urged DoD to build 
up Beijing’s military capability and potential as a countervailing force 
to the Soviet Union, to considerable effect.5 In May 1989, he arrived 
in Beijing on a military mission just as the Tiananmen Square protests 
gathered steam. The PLA’s crackdown on the protesters and wide-
spread airing of Chinese anger at “US instigation” of the agitation 
“stunned” Pillsbury. Leaders from Deng Xiaoping down fulminated 
against “US efforts” to subvert the Chinese state. PLA analysts 
and national-security think tanks began identifying America as the 
source of potentially the most profound threats to China. Pillsbury, 
affected by this sudden turn of events, began examining the possibil-
ity of China becoming “hyper-nationalistic or aggressive.” Events 
deepened his gloom and the growing strength of a mainly Republican 
anti-China lobby spread his influence beyond the national security 
 establishment.

In 1995, Marshall sent Pillsbury to Beijing to gather Chinese 
 writings on a dramatic increase in the military’s capacity to collect, 
process, and disseminate enemy intelligence, bypass intermediaries, 
and swiftly concentrate firepower on targets, a development Marshall 
called the RMA. U.S. air operations in the 1991 Gulf War had dem-
onstrated the efficacy of this “force-multiplication by integration of a 
system of systems” that both impressed and horrified PLA observers. 
Marshall wanted Pillsbury to find out what they were doing about it. 
Making eight visits to Beijing and Shanghai in March 1995–October 
1998, Pillsbury discussed these issues with Chinese contacts, bring-
ing back hundreds of military-related Chinese publications. Using 
these as raw material, he had two voluminous tomes published by the 
NDU.6 The first focused on the PLA’s fascination with information 
technology and how it could transform Chinese forces from their 
infantry-heavy, people’s war-based preindustrial combat traditions 
into a leaner, meaner, and effective instrument of state power. The 
second identified U.S. forces as the adversary and the PLA’s penchant 
for asymmetric use of “secret weapons” and “assassin’s maces” 
enabling “the inferior to defeat the superior.” These volumes impressed 
leading U.S. national security figures, reinforcing the view that 
China, having identified America as its adversary, was becoming a 
peer-rival to the “sole superpower.”

While Pillsbury’s and other ONA studies were influential in shap-
ing U.S. strategic discourse, they were part of a trend. U.S. armed 
forces, confronted with the abrupt demise of the long-advertised 
 existential Soviet threat and the uncertainties of subsequent systemic 
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flux, themselves sought clarity while Clinton slashed allocations, 
reduced manpower and equipment authorizations, and spoke of a 
new world emerging. The USAF played a leading role. Dramatic 
 displays of airpower in the Gulf War triggered a review of this element 
of military capacity in several countries including America and China. 
In its first procurement of third-generation combat systems, China 
ordered 26 Su-27 fighters from Russia in 1991; deliveries began in 
1992. The Su-27 carried cutting-edge avionics and armaments includ-
ing air-to-air and air-to-ground ordnance. By 1993, the PLAAF was 
operating the aircraft at Wuhu, 150 miles from Shanghai, defending 
large swathes of maritime airspace. Compared to its F-7 derivatives of 
the MiG-21 design, China’s most sophisticated “indigenized” fighter, 
Su-27s represented a generational leap in combat technology, alarm-
ing Washington. The USAF commissioned RAND to deliver an 
overview of the PLAAF, using the force’s history and current status 
to project future developments for planning responses. This first 
major U.S. study of Chinese forces as potential adversaries since the 
1960s concluded that the PLAAF did not “constitute a credible 
offensive threat” against America or its allies, and this was unlikely to 
change for a decade.7 According to RAND, “constrained strategic 
thinking” about airpower’s role, lack of funds limiting moderniza-
tion, logistics and maintenance, limited pilot training, and the absence 
of aviation R&D, and manufacturing capacity created this situation. 
But the PLAAF carried significant potential.

China’s 1995–96 missile “tests” near Taiwan and America’s 
deployment of two CVBGs near the island in 1996 triggered further 
analyses of China’s strategic capabilities and intentions. The USAF 
asked RAND to conduct two studies—ascertaining the sources of 
conflict in the twenty-first century, and examining the implications 
of a “rising China,” addressing U.S. options vis-à-vis a power that 
could, eventually, challenge America in East Asia and deny its forces 
access “to that dynamic and important region.” The first study iden-
tified three “critical regions”—Asia, the greater Middle East, and 
Europe and the former Soviet Union—projecting political-military 
trends in these regions through 2025. RAND analysts envisaged 
three alternative worlds—base case, benign, and malign. The first 
showed America as Asia’s preponderant power; the benign version 
was described as Pax Americana-plus; the malign case still saw U.S. 
regional dominance. China’s stances in these worlds were assertive, 
liberalizing, and hegemonic, respectively.8 RAND suggested if no 
changes occurred, America would remain the preponderant power 
while China became increasingly assertive. In the benign world, a 
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liberalizing China would work within an American order. In a “malign” 
world, a hegemonic China would threaten U.S. regional dominance. 
RAND identified “vital” American interests as follows:

•  Prevent, deter, and reduce the threat of attack on America and 
its possessions

• Prevent the rise of a hegemonic rival
• Ensure the survival of America’s allies9

RAND asked that Washington prepare to both absorb unantici-
pated shocks and exploit new opportunities in an unpredictable world, 
fashioning a strategy “with built-in flexibility to hedge against the 
unexpected.”10 Hedging became a dominant motif. The second study 
noted that China’s GNP would overtake America’s in early twenty-
first century, allowing Beijing substantially to invest in military- 
technological fields. Previewing likely Chinese behavior, possible 
challenges facing America, and the countervailing strategy Washington 
needed, RAND concluded China’s pursuit of CNP, concern for 
 sovereignty i.e., eventual reunification of Taiwan, and regime 
 maintenance—continued CPC rule—shaped Beijing’s behavior 
toward America. Each factor demanded specific outcomes in bilateral 
 relations. CNP growth to “advanced” level—expected by 2050— 
required collaboration with America; sovereignty demanded 
opposition to U.S. protection of Taiwan’s separation; CPC rule 
required challenging America’s democratizing mission. Against that 
mixed backdrop, Beijing would pursue a differentiated approach. 
Even when China’s GNP equaled America’s, per capita GNP would 
leave much less “surplus” for building up the PLA. American military 
hardware and software “capital” and technological sophistication 
would far exceed the PLA’s. China could challenge U.S. interests and 
influence in East Asia, especially if Washington pursued its demo-
cratic goals. However, sustained opening up to the world could 
weaken monolithic CPC rule.

One aspect to watch was the typical tendency of rising powers to 
challenge the existing predominant power. China’s “century of 
humiliation” could drive it to seek a “sphere of influence,” leading to 
a clash with America’s regional military presence. Much depended on 
how pluralist China itself became as it evolved. Given these uncer-
tainties, RAND asked Washington to pursue policies that “encourage 
the good outcomes while hedging against the unfavorable ones.”11

This was part of a major DoD project—“Chinese Defense 
Modernization and Its Implications for the USAF”—which also 
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examined historical patterns in China’s use of force, and Beijing’s 
approach to Russia and Central Asia.12 The aim was to understand 
China’s experience of organized violence, what lessons and influence 
these might impart on current and future Chinese thinking, Beijing’s 
policy toward neighboring regions of growing strategic significance, 
and how these could impinge on future U.S. operations in Asia. The 
project identified and analyzed major factors determining China’s 
grand strategy—past and present—in order to better appreciate the 
drives behind the evolution of China’s strategic behavior and how 
that might change. “The ultimate purpose of such analysis is to more 
clearly understand whether, and in what manner, China’s grand strat-
egy might pose fundamental challenges to US strategic interests.”13 
The study found “engagement” a poor policy framework that, RAND 
believed, failed key objectives: pursue cooperation to attain trust, 
confidence, equity, and reciprocity; discourage or prevent Beijing 
from acquiring the means with which China could threaten core U.S. 
interests; and to prepare, if necessary, to impose diplomatic, eco-
nomic, and military coercion on a “more assertive and militant 
China.” Protecting U.S. primacy and hedging against an assertive 
China while cooperating with Beijing to obviate such a contingency 
were RAND’s core recommendations. Engagement should not help 
China so that it eventually eclipses America. Engagement “must be 
oriented toward encouraging a more cooperative China, whether 
strong or weak, while also preserving US primacy in geopolitical 
terms, including in critical military and economic arenas.”14

This criticism of “engagement” may have been aimed less at chang-
ing administration policy as the Clinton presidency wound down 
than at preparing the ground for a shift with its successor. However, 
the national security establishment was united on one point—what-
ever direction China might take as its power grew, the one flashpoint 
with potential for conflict with America was Taiwan. This view took 
on added urgency after the 1996 confrontation. Washington’s post-
1979 “calculated ambiguity” over Taiwan—with America both 
acknowledging Taiwan was part of the “one China” it recognized and 
pledging, under the TRA, to provide for Taiwan’s “defense”—came 
under sharp focus during that confrontation. A RAND study in the 
late 1990s assumed China would consummate reunification by force, 
if necessary, in 2005. It showed that while the PLA and ROC forces 
had major quantitative differences that would continue in 2005, 
qualitative differences between the two forces would change as the 
PLA modernized. RAND hypothesized outcomes with varying levels 
of U.S. involvement, availability of beyond-visual-range (BVR) 
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 weapons, number of sorties the two air forces could mount, the 
 quality of fighter pilot training, and the number of TBMs and 
 precision-guided munitions (PGM) available to the PLA. The levels 
of U.S. involvement studied were as follows:

• No U.S. forces engaged
• A single CVBG deployed east of Taiwan
• A wing of 72 USAF F-15C fighters at Kadena in Okinawa
• One CVBG and a F-15 wing
• Two CVBGs
• Two CVBGs and a F-15 wing

Analysts “war gamed” 1,728 permutations of U.S., Chinese, and 
Taiwanese deployments. The outcome was that even a small U.S. 
presence against the PLA dramatically improved Taiwan’s chances of 
defeating an invasion. RAND concluded as follows:

• Keeping the peace on the Taiwan Strait is important for 
America

• America should help maintain Taiwan’s deterrence vis-à-vis 
China

• Should deterrence fail, American support would be vital to 
Taiwan’s security

• Small increments of U.S. assistance could turn the tide against 
China

• U.S.-Israeli links offered a model for modernizing Taiwanese 
forces

• Air defense, intelligence sharing, and interoperability were 
 critical

• America should proclaim that any use of force against Taiwan 
would have “immediate and serious consequences” for U.S.-
China relations15

RAND’s recommendations found increasing resonance within the 
administration, but flashpoints were not the only concern. Chinese 
efforts to build up rapid-reaction forces, expand and improve defense 
science and technology, revise campaign doctrine and strategy, and 
pursue information warfare/technology as part of the modernization 
drive, too, exercised U.S. and Taiwanese commanders. RAND and 
Taipei’s Chinese Council of Advanced Policy Studies collaborated in 
examining these issues. In July 1998, RAND invited Chinese mili-
tary experts to San Diego where they presented papers on these 
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subjects,16 presumably unaware of Taiwanese involvement. Following 
this conference, Zalmay Khalilzad, director of PAF at RAND, advised 
Washington to redefine its China policy by combining containment 
and engagement17 to preclude Beijing’s rise as a peer-rival. By then, 
DoD had acknowledged China’s virtually inevitable emergence as a 
global power in the early twenty-first century—the issue was whether 
Beijing would pursue its interests within the framework of the U.S.-
led order, or be persuaded to do so, or if it would challenge that order. 
DoD views varied on the probability of either option, but a consensus 
began to emerge that while America should endeavor to ensure the 
former, it must prepare for the latter should its efforts fail. As the 
“frontline force” most likely first to face the consequences of such an 
eventuality, the USAF initiated studies themed “Chinese Defense 
Modernization and the USAF.” Their objective was to identify 
the most effective deterrence of PLA action against U.S. interests, 
 especially against Taiwan.

The premise framing this study was that China’s economic 
growth combined with its population, territory, and resources could 
be  converted “into actual power. The result could be, in the very 
long term, the rise of China as a rival to the US as the world’s pre-
dominant power.”18 RAND noted that engagement sought to 
“change the nature of, and hence, the goals and objectives sought 
by, the Chinese regime.” Successful engagement would make China 
a democratic and willing member of the U.S.-led order. However, 
success was not  guaranteed, and DoD must prepare for unhappy 
contingencies.

The most urgent need for deterring China was over Taiwan, but 
U.S. policy itself created difficulties. Washington’s “one China”  policy 
indicated U.S. acceptance of the legitimacy and substance of 
 ROC-PRC reunification and the strategic consequences of the PLA 
operating on Taiwan; Washington only rejected forcible unification. 
RAND questioned the credibility of U.S. threats to fight a PLA inva-
sion since unification itself was not an issue. Case studies from China’s 
military history illustrated Beijing’s unpredictable response to threats 
and its uncertain conduct as both a deterrer and a deterree. Deterrence 
theory, when applied to China, did not produce clear-cut outcomes 
and was not a helpful indicator of future Chinese behavior. In this 
analysis, “the main problem to be addressed is that of deterring the 
Chinese from using force in cases in which threats of massive retalia-
tion may not be credible.”19 RAND recommended Washington 
explore nonmilitary deterrence vis-à-vis China. Clinton may have felt 
vindicated in “engagement.”
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ZHONGNANH AI Perspectives

Beijing’s views of the international security system and China’s place 
and role in it have evolved since the early 1970s. Then, both Nixon 
and Kissinger, and Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai, agreed that Cold 
War bipolarity was giving way to a multipolar structure balanced on 
interactions among several “poles”—America, the USSR, China, 
Japan, and Western Europe. By building alliance-like relations with 
all the poles except the USSR, America sought to overcome its post-
Vietnam strains, retaining its systemic autonomy and status.20 
Opposition to unipolarity or hegemony was founded, Chinese ana-
lysts wrote, on grievances of China’s historical greatness having been 
destroyed by foreign imperialists, necessitating rejuvenation and 
 restoration of Chinese eminence. Beijing was not demanding any-
thing new or expansionist, merely what had been its until 1820 when 
China accounted for a third of global production.21 Yearning for 
“rejuvenation,” redress of grievances, and a search for “fairness” made 
for a revisionist backdrop against which Beijing formulated policy.22 
Chinese leaders reflected these urges in proclamations; CPC 
Congresses formalized these aspirations. The 12th Party Congress in 
1982 and the 15th Congress in 1995 heard draft 20-year develop-
ment plans. At the 13th Congress, CPC leaders suggested a 63-year 
plan to build a modern, “middle income” China by 2050.23 Developing 
China as a global economic actor with a “new,” collaborative, nonco-
ercive outlook on power relations was a resonant theme in the Deng-
Jiang eras.24 Around this fulcrum spun ideas and concepts shaping 
the  contours of Chinese strategic discourse.

With prognostication of U.S.-China relations intensifying, com-
mentary divided into three categories. All agreed that Deng’s legacy 
of “opening up” was crucial to China’s “rise,” but they differed on its 
content. Conservatives considered it a tool for building socialism, 
seeking to limit its impact on Chinese society. Realists enthused over 
engaging with the outside world but only in pursuit of China’s inter-
ests. Liberals urged Beijing to push forward the process of globaliza-
tion and the creation of a democratic world order.25 These perspectives 
clashed in energetic debate, with the balance of influence occasionally 
shifting. The discourse, reflecting contradictory priorities and 
preferences,26 constrained policy formulation:

• Great power-poor country: China’s self-image was that of a great 
power seeking global influence, but its power capability was 
very weak and interests, mostly domestic and regional. 
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Responding to developments beyond Asia-Pacific, China made 
principled  assertions but took little action. However, U.S. efforts 
to shape a unipolar world could push Beijing actively to expand 
its  influence.

• Open Door-sovereignty concerns: Deng’s reforms brought access 
to Western technology, capital, and markets, augmenting China’s 
CNP and raising its global profile. However, concerns over 
 sovereignty in troubled or disputed regions, for example, Taiwan, 
Tibet, and Xinjiang, and fears of foreign intervention, limited 
Chinese options. Beijing could not countenance NATO’s  coercive 
intervention elsewhere, which could set a precedent for China.

• Principle-pragmatism: Idealistic and moral principles, and 
 experience, underpinned Beijing’s search for a fair world order, 
one free of capitalist, imperial, and colonial aggression and exploi-
tation, and freedom from power-politics and hegemonism. The 
“five principles of peaceful coexistence” formalized these goals. 
However, limited means forced China to acquiesce in the reality. 
Accepting U.S. military presence in East Asia, despite occasion-
ally vociferous criticism, exemplified pragmatism’s victory.

• Bilateralism-multilateralism: Experience of its exclusion from 
most multilateral institutions because of U.S. hostility in 
1949–71 created a mind-set critical of multilateral engagement, 
often seen as loaded in favor of dominant powers. Beijing has 
generally had greater success in pursuing national interests in 
bilateral exchanges. Since the 1980s, however, China has been 
increasingly active in multilateral fora, especially in East Asia, 
seeking “to shape the current, not just respond to it.” This 
 tension persists.

Beijing’s belief in multipolarity was reinforced by U.S. courting of 
Chinese collaboration in anti-Soviet strategic ventures around the 
world in the 1970s and 1980s; Beijing responded positively. 
Collaboration continued until Chinese expectations were challenged 
by post-Tiananmen U.S. conduct, the 1991 Gulf War, and subsequent 
developments. Chinese observers persistently predicted the immi-
nence of a multipolar order27 despite contrary evidence. Only after 
the 1996 deployment of U.S. naval forces off Taiwan did many accept 
that multipolarity might be a longer-term prospect.28 U.S. official 
commentary reinforced Chinese fears that not only multipolarity—
which would have raised China’s security profile and stature—would 
be delayed, but the “unipolar power,” America, was already acting 
like an adversary.29
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Tensions over American ambiguity toward Taiwan plagued U.S.-
China relations, peaking in confrontational rhetoric and action when 
the veneer of amity no longer balanced sovereignty concerns. All 
Chinese leaders—military and civilian—told U.S. interlocutors at 
every opportunity that Taiwan was the “core issue,” that Beijing 
would never allow “Taiwan independence,” and reserved the right to 
use force to prevent Taipei’s secession and foreign intervention. 
American insistence on “peaceful resolution” of the dispute and “one 
China” pledges such as Clinton’s “Three Nos” in 1998 alternately 
angered and reassured Beijing. Against that backdrop, action by U.S. 
agencies or Congress frequently deepened Chinese anxiety as friend-
ship waned.

Animus began building as the Cold War wound down. Responding 
to demands that Beijing join U.S.-Soviet strategic arms-control efforts 
and reduce its nuclear arsenal, Chinese analysts pointed out that it 
was the “US nuclear threat” that prompted China’s nuclear weapons 
program; U.S. counterparts acknowledged that America’s Sprint 
ABM system circa 1967 targeted “China’s nascent nuclear deterrent.”30 
That unhappy period now saw a reprise. America’s new BMD pro-
gram with NMD and TMD components and plans to amend or scrap 
the ABM Treaty outraged China. A campaign began in 1999 when 
PLA commentators described the NMD project as “a dangerous 
move.” Warnings came from Sha Zukang, China’s envoy to the CD, 
and others articulating Beijing’s concerns.31

• The “relative balance” among nuclear powers contributed to 
global stability. Although signed by America and the former 
Soviet Union, by reining in an arms race between the largest 
nuclear powers and establishing the principle of leaving nuclear 
weapons states (NWS) open to retaliatory second strikes, the 
ABM Treaty stabilized strategic dynamics among all NWS, 
including China.

• U.S. statements on NMD, pledging defense of the entire 
national territory, violated Article I of the Treaty; DoD’s plans 
to establish two BMD sites in North Dakota and Alaska breached 
Article III (amended in 1974), which permitted a single site; 
U.S. plans to develop space-based sensors violated Article V of 
the Treaty.

• Changes to the ABM regime threatened the “balance of terror,” 
which was “better than no balance at all.” U.S. pursuit of 
 “absolute security” led only “to greater insecurity for all,” 
undermining collaborative arms control and nonproliferation.
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• U.S. intelligence admitted that “rogue state” threats of missile 
attacks on America were improbable before 2010; planned 
NMD could not thwart Russia’s deterrent but with 100 inter-
ceptors operating at 25 percent efficacy, America’s NMD could 
counteract China’s “20-odd” CSS4 ICBMs. The destruction of 
China’s deterrent laid it open to unacceptable nuclear blackmail 
or a first strike.

• BMD tests conducted on October 2, 1999, January 18, and 
July 8, 2000 failed, demonstrating NMD’s unreliability; should 
America deploy such a system with so little credibility and risk 
so much?32

• Proliferation of TMD systems to Taiwan (and Japan) would be an 
unacceptable breach of U.S. obligations undertaken since 1972.

• BMD can be beaten using submunitions, high- and low-altitude 
countermeasures, balloons, chaff and missile fragment decoys, 
MIRVing and ASAT systems; states capable of developing 
 strategic missiles could also defeat missile defenses.

The campaign’s seriousness underscored Beijing’s sense of 
 vulnerability and depth of anxiety. American action was often seen as 
bullying by “the lone hegemon.” The U.S.-led NATO intervention 
over Kosovo without UN sanction and the May 1999 bombing of the 
Chinese chancery in Belgrade were a watershed. It built a belief in 
Beijing that America could remain the “sole superpower” indefinitely 
and its “neo-imperialist” interventionist policy amounted to a “strat-
egy of primacy” imposing “global hegemony.” U.S. critique of China’s 
human rights record, in this context, was camouflage for “brute 
power politics.”33 Belief in deliberate U.S. targeting of the embassy in 
Belgrade was widespread. Although some in China saw Clinton’s 
engagement policy as a benign framework, others were confused by 
his earlier critique of his predecessor’s China policy. Others saw 
“engagement” as a cover for confrontation, possibly in honest misun-
derstanding. Yet others felt Clinton had neither explained the benefits 
of his policy to his compatriots nor defended his policy when faced 
with right-wing criticism.34 Consequently, much was lost.

Incomprehension of the way political America functioned was 
probably best exemplified by the speculative analyses of the 
 “motivations” behind the U.S. air strike on the Chinese embassy in 
Belgrade. A genre of literature emerged narrating various conspiratorial 
 “explanations.” A naval journal indicated the degree of misperception 
afflicting Beijing’s assessments. Noting Washington’s inaction over 
civil conflicts in “Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, Ethiopia, Chechen, 
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Ireland, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia,” the author questioned human 
rights motivations behind U.S. intervention on behalf of “the 1.8m 
Albanians in Kosovo.” He explained U.S. military action in the 
 context of emerging challenges to America’s economic dominance.

He noted that the advent of the Euro, a currency formalizing 
Europe’s economic integration, transformed Europe-U.S. dynamics 
in unanticipated ways. Fears of negative consequences of monetary 
union had caused massive flights of European capital to America since 
1995, boosting U.S. liquidity, investment, and growth. However, by 
1998, profitability of U.S. firms had dropped but a speculative “bub-
ble” grew ever larger, threatening to burst at any time. As Europeans 
“fixed” economic glitches ahead of the Euro’s launch, they and 
Americans saw it as an instrument of “European independence.” The 
Euro could boost integration giving Europe a politico-military 
 structure to rival its post-War benefactor and leader. America, in this 
Chinese analysis, could not let that happen. Washington’s pressure on 
NATO to initiate an air offensive against Belgrade aimed at dissuad-
ing investors from investing in Euro-zone economies with its “goal of 
curtailing the European economy and destroying Euro.” The U.S.-
led Kosovo campaign was thus not directed against Belgrade; it was 
“directed against the EU.”35 The authoritative nature of the publica-
tion suggested that this analysis reflected the views of a significant 
elite segment. The attack on the embassy energized Chinese examina-
tion of American power, the U.S.-led order, and Beijing’s options 
in it. Military-affiliated analyses showed both nationalistic and 
 rationalist strands.

A senior colonel on the NDU faculty wrote that Chinese military 
technology was 20—possibly 30—years behind America’s. China 
could not match, far less overcome, U.S. superiority; it should 
 “concentrate on what we are good at, and strike at the weakest link.” 
He urged Beijing to renounce wider ambitions and “be vigilant at 
our own doorstep, strengthen ourselves while waiting for future 
opportunities.”36 Describing U.S.-led pressure on Milosevic as “those 
bullies of realpolitik, of hegemonism and of gunboat diplomacy,” he 
asked that economic and military strength be built in tandem to 
expand China’s autonomy. This triggered commentary by other mili-
tary analysts who pursued two distinct lines. Some supported the 
colonel but others questioned the validity of his “passive” reaction to 
“unipolarity.” The former insisted that the “world’s policeman’s 
hegemony” was the enemy and Beijing must build bridges to other 
powers and developing countries in its “struggle against American 
attempts to isolate and contain China.”37 Critics insisted that China’s 
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support for multipolarity was “to prevent America from becoming 
the world’s only hegemonic power and pre-empt its possibly negative 
impact on China,”—a defensive approach to U.S. power, not a 
 hostile one.38

Others asserted Beijing’s right to stand up for its interests. While 
America was the most important country in China’s foreign relations, 
Beijing must “maintain both our unyielding spirit and our coopera-
tive attitude toward America; when it calls for harmony, we should be 
amicable; when it calls for a fight, we should not hesitate to fight.”39 
Still others insisted China had a right to pirate software—questioning 
America’s IPR pressure—and that Beijing should exploit its WTO 
membership to revitalize its defense industry.40 Chinese uncertainty 
over post–Cold War systemic dynamics and the content of U.S.-China 
relations was underscored by the dichotomy between academic 
 appreciation of the likelihood of unipolarity continuing, and elite 
refusal to acknowledge that “defeat.” While many Chinese analysts 
had conceded by 1998 that the “sole superpower” would indefinitely 
maintain its dominance and China had no realistic alternative to 
operating within that constrained framework, leaders from Jiang 
down publicly welcomed the approaching multipolar era. Addressing 
American organizations pushing for closer U.S.-China ties in New 
York, Jiang insisted that “the trend towards a multipolar world has 
continued to develop in twists and turns,”41 as though willing the 
emergence of an architecture in which China’s stature would be much 
higher than it was. Whether Jiang really believed this was the case, 
the view of his advisers notwithstanding, or whether he felt obliged 
to say this to underscore China’s growing potential and authority to 
thwart a sense of relative insecurity, remained unclear. But there was 
a measure of the “unreal” about Chinese appraisal of the situation in 
which Beijing found itself, especially in strategic posturing vis-à-vis 
America, as Clinton prepared to bid farewell.

Sign of the Times

The U.S.-China security dialectic moved to a cyclical phase as America 
approached the November 2000 polls. With Vice President Gore 
almost certain to secure the Democratic nomination, Republican 
candidates did what Clinton had done in 1992—unanimously criti-
cizing “engagement.” Only George W. Bush struck a reasonable note, 
assertive on national security issues and supportive of “balanced” 
trade relations. When the Cox Report made waves in 1999, Gore and 
Bush showed their differing perspectives. Gore noted that security 
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breaches at the nuclear laboratories had occurred under the 
Republicans and, as soon as these were detected, the Clinton admin-
istration “aggressively” plugged the gaps.42 Bush still complained: 
“Presented with detailed information about China’s espionage, this 
Administration apparently did not take it seriously, did not react 
properly and it is still trying to minimize the scope and extent of 
damage done.” He urged congressional action: “We must deal with 
China in a firm and consistent manner.”43 Bush feared free trade 
could help the PLA: “There is a difference between selling food and 
selling technology that could be used against America and our allies. 
China’s growing military capabilities present serious challenges for 
the US.”44

Gore, facing down unions angered over possible job losses if  normal 
trade relations were established with Beijing, defended engagement, 
pointing to the “10,000 local democratic elections in China” and the 
economic benefits of PNTR.45 Eventually, Bush came round, sup-
porting the administration on PNTR.46 He agreed with Gore that 
America should not deploy force to defend Taiwan from a Chinese 
invasion, but sharpened the debate over U.S. “strategic ambiguity” 
by hinting otherwise. Gore insisted U.S. ambiguity flowed from “a 
considered judgment that we do not want to give the hotheads on 
either side of the Taiwan Strait an ability to drive circumstances 
toward American involvement for their own purposes.”47 Bush said it 
was “important for the Chinese to understand that if there’s a mili-
tary action, we will help Taiwan defend itself,” placing the onus on 
Beijing. “Now, the Chinese can figure out what that means. But that’s 
going to mean a resolute stand on my part.”48 Gore defended the 
administration’s record on China’s human rights policy, and the 
importance of maintaining relations enabling Washington to influ-
ence Beijing’s policy so that China’s “rise” had a benign impact on 
U.S. interests. Bush disagreed: “The President has called the relation-
ship with China a strategic partnership. I believe our relationship 
needs to be redefined as competitor.”49 He promised to change 
China policy “immediately,” setting the tone as the new millennium 
dawned.

Most Chinese analysts took future Sino-U.S. animosity as a given. 
Some viewed “deep-seated antagonism” as axiomatic. America was 
attacking Chinese interests “step-by-step” but because of the power 
differential, China could not take immediate countermeasures. 
Ideological contradictions, friction over spheres of influence, clash of 
interest over Taiwan, “US military presence in Asia,” and its NMD 
project rendered their contradiction “zero sum.” The two sides could 
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probably avoid immediate confrontations, giving China some breath-
ing space for readying itself, but an all-out clash “will be inevitable in 
the end.”50 Much Chinese commentary urged Beijing to build up its 
capacity. Officially, China appeared satisfied that the regional envi-
ronment was “relatively stable” and the “trend toward multipolarity” 
was advancing. However, destabilizing factors persisted:

Hegemonism and power politics remain the main source of threats to 
world peace and stability; cold war mentality and its influence still 
have a certain currency, and the enlargement of military blocs and the 
strengthening of military alliances have added factors of instability to 
international security; some countries, by relying on their military 
advantages, pose military threats to other countries, even resorting to 
armed intervention.51

It was clear where China’s finger was pointed. Seen in this 
 context, the PLA’s new operational guidelines issued under Jiang 
Zemin’s signature offered insights into Chinese thinking. Alarmed 
by America’s dramatic military advances demonstrated in the 1991 
Gulf War, and angered by the 1996 naval stand-off, the GSD com-
pleted a review of its strategy and tactics in late 1998. In January 
1999, the new guidelines—Xin yidai zuozhan tiaoling—were 
launched.52 These comprised frameworks for joint operations, 
ground combat, naval operations, air combat, strategic nuclear 
operations, and logistics and security,53 stressing that the PLA most 
likely faced “local wars under modern high-tech conditions.” 
Chinese forces were organizationally and conceptually unprepared; 
urgent preparations were needed for such conflict especially around 
Taiwan where the PLA could confront both Taiwanese and U.S. 
forces. As U.S. electoral rhetoric grew unfriendly, Chinese analysts, 
fearing an openly confrontational America, examined tactical, orga-
nizational, technological, and  budgetary issues54 affecting the PLA’s 
performance.

America’s China-watching community, studying the PLA’s 1999 
guidelines, noted that since the Gulf War, the PLA had taken its 
 doctrinal and operational cues from U.S. military developments, 
especially noting U.S. decisions to maintain supremacy by force, if 
necessary.55 The two armed forces were dancing a strategic-tactical 
pas de deux in a new dialectic defining military-to-military relations. 
While Bush provided the rhetorical fireworks, Beijing pledged: “China 
will never seek hegemony. This is a solemn commitment undertaken 
by the Chinese people to the world.”56 This reassurance came with a 
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demand for global democracy, a revisionist challenge to the “sole 
superpower”:

Just as there should not be only one color in the universe, so there 
should not be only one civilization, one social system, one develop-
ment model or one set of values in the world. Each and every country 
and nation has made its own contribution to the development of 
human civilization. It is essential to fully respect the diversity of differ-
ent nations, religions and civilizations, whose coexistence is the very 
source of vigorous development in the world. We should promote the 
exchanges between different civilizations in a spirit of equality and 
democracy and encourage them to learn from one another.57

This was the backdrop against which Washington and Beijing awoke 
to a new Bush era.



C H A P T E R  5

Peer-Rivals and Deterrence

The US side must take full responsibility for the plane collision. The 
US should apologize to the Chinese people and take moves, which 
will benefit the development of Sino-American relations instead of 
issuing speeches reversing right with wrong and impairing  bilateral 
relations.1

—Jiang Zemin

We need new concepts of deterrence that rely on both offensive and 
defensive forces. Deterrence can no longer be based solely on the 
threat of nuclear retaliation. Defense can strengthen deterrence by 
reducing the incentive for proliferation.2

—George W. Bush

The world is far from being tranquil. The old international 
 political and economic order, which is unfair and irrational, has 
yet to be changed fundamentally. . . . Democracy in international 
relations remains elusive, and there are new manifestations of 
hegemonism and power politics.3

—CMC

Ready today and preparing for tomorrow, the US Pacific 
Command enhances security and promotes peaceful development 
in the Asia-Pacific region by deterring aggression, responding to 
crises and fighting to win.4

—PACOM

A Complicated Inheritance

President George W. Bush, critical of past policy, promptly ordered 
changes. DoD would execute his vision of U.S.-China relations. 
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Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld would review all contacts with 
the PLA. Having chaired national security-related commissions in 
1998 and 2000, he viewed China with unease. However, Washington 
could not operate ab initio. Rumsfeld’s predecessors had initiated 
reviews of America’s Asian and global strategies; these provided the 
context in which China policy evolved. The Indian and Pakistani 
nuclear tests in 1998 triggered several studies. One ordered by Cohen 
arrived just before Rumsfeld reached DoD. It claimed China had over 
100 nuclear warheads, was “increasing the size, accuracy and surviv-
ability” of these, and threatened to expand its missile inventory in 
response to America’s BMD initiatives. China’s missile force held “a 
significant portion of the US population at risk in a retaliatory 
strike.”5 Other DoD studies reinforced this theme. A USAF review of 
military interests in Asia initiated after the Indian-Pakistani tests 
identified “the emergence of China as a rising power, its military 
modernization program, and its enhanced role in the East Asian 
region” as entailing “substantial implications” for U.S. strategy and 
force posture. Premised on “continued American global leadership” 
requiring “political, technological and military investments to ensure 
its global pre-eminence,” the study noted the following three 
 objectives:

• Prevent the rise of a regional hegemon undermining U.S. 
interests

• Maintain the stability that has helped spread prosperity
• Manage Asia’s transformation by influencing events and 

 ensuring control6

U.S. leadership, crucial to attaining these objectives, depended on 
these being met. This circular analysis reinforced the hegemon’s 
 status quo orientation against the rise of potential challengers. Parallel 
studies, identifying China as a likely competitor, ensured an adver-
sarial focus on Beijing. U.S. Army Intelligence-funded research into 
the rise of “peer-competitors” and preventive strategies described the 
emergence of a “peer-competitor” as “probably the most important 
long-term planning challenge.” The robustness of America’s economy, 
its dominant ideology, and technologically advanced military lent it 
global preeminence, but history suggested this status would end “at 
some point in the future.” How could “the hegemon” maintain its 
status indefinitely? The study noted that a peer must harness eco-
nomic, technological, intellectual, and military assets to attain political 
goals; a peer-rival must combine the will and the ability to challenge 
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the hegemon, changing the status quo. No challengers loomed 
 presently, but potential “proto-peers” existed—most prominently, 
China. The study identified the proto-peer’s difficulties in building 
up its capacity to challenge the hegemon, how it could  overcome 
these, and the hegemon’s countervailing options.7 This template for 
preventing the loss of command offered a framework for America’s 
China  strategy.

Other projects examined the process by which China could emerge 
as a rival, building up military potential by exploiting economic and 
scientific-technological advances, threatening U.S. dominance. A 
USAF evaluation noted that by 2020, China’s economy would, in 
purchasing power terms, overtake America’s. This would give Beijing 
the “economic potential to become a US military rival”; its defense 
industry could then “produce weaponry technologically comparable” 
to America’s. Eight technologies had the strongest military potential—
microelectronics, computers, telecommunications, nuclear energy, 
biotechnology, chemicals, aviation, and space. China trailed America 
in all, but was catching up. However, domestic constraints meant 
PLA weapons would remain cruder than America’s in 2020. 
Nonetheless, U.S. forces must prepare to face a PLA significantly 
better-armed than it was in 2000.8

Beijing, too, found the security situation disconcerting. Inequality, 
disequilibrium, “hegemonism and power-politics” characterized 
the international system. “Certain big powers are pursuing ‘neo- 
interventionism,’ ‘neo-gunboat policy’ and neo-economic colonialism, 
which are seriously damaging the sovereignty, independence and 
developmental interests of many countries, and threatening world 
peace and security.”9 Beijing identified the guilty power, devising 
military means of defending its interests. PLA analysts noted that in 
future, Chinese forces would face much better-armed adversaries; 
only by attacking the enemy’s vulnerabilities could the PLA win. 
Although China would never attack first, “active defense” required 
seizing the initiative directly after being attacked.10 Surprising the 
enemy was crucial, but surprise does not last. So, after the initial 
engagements, Chinese forces must exploit the confusion, preventing 
the enemy from recovering its balance. Camouflage, deception, feints, 
bad weather, and using exercises to cover preparations should help. 
Striking the enemy’s information, command and support “key-points” 
to “paralyze first, annihilate later,”11 should secure victory “of the 
inferior over the superior.” IW would paralyze enemy forces while 
the PLA acted freely.12 SLOC would be dominated, preventing hos-
tile reinforcement, and the defense of American CVBGs—the core 
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threat—would be overwhelmed13 to reduce U.S. capability. The PLA 
must also neutralize U.S. space assets.14

China had built R&D capacity in a number of fields under the 863, 
973, and 985 Programs. In 1998, Jiang Zemin launched the more 
ambitious “Project 211,” pushing research boundaries at 104 select 
universities. Together, these established the bases of strategic science 
and technology. This endeavor paralleled the evolution of military 
theory and practice spearheaded by the NDU, AMS, and GSD. One 
practical element involved analyses of airborne assault-landing on a 
nearby island. Although Taiwan was not named, there was little doubt 
about the locale. Detailed studies were conducted on the tactical, 
combined-arms, and logistical aspects of such operations. PLA  analysts 
noted many weaknesses15 in their forces and procedures.

Washington, too, faced a shift in focus. Attacks on U.S. embassies 
in Africa in 1998, the bombing of the USS Cole in 1999, and the 
dismissal of the Wen Ho Lee case concentrated minds on security and 
counterintelligence. This featured in Cohen’s farewell briefing to 
Rumsfeld in January 2001. Clinton directed counterintelligence 
coordination among the CIA, DoD, and the FBI in identifying 
threats, and adopting countermeasures.16 This was not a priority for 
the Bush administration. Republican legislators focused on China’s 
military modernization: “For 11 years running, China’s military 
 budget has increased by double digit percentages. These bulging bud-
gets, subsidized by trade dollars from the US and cheap loans from 
the World Bank, are being used to procure a raft of advanced and 
dangerous weaponry.”17 Even those suggesting “cautious engage-
ment” said, “if China opts for regional primacy and resists internal 
political liberalization, we will shift to active opposition, even con-
tainment. Our bilateral relations could resemble Cold War attitudes 
and behavior.”18

Officials presented more nuanced views. PACOM Commander, 
Adm. Dennis Blair, insisted that the Chinese, Indian, and Russian 
quest for a multipolar world with poles balancing each other marked 
Bismarckian retrogression. Forward-deployed U.S. forces—“a foun-
dation of regional security”—deterred aggression and intimidation.19 
U.S. analysts, noting status quo-revisionist tensions, said China did 
not pose the USSR’s ideological-military threat, but was the most 
credible “near-peer competitor.” Civilian-military views converged in 
the new administration. Following Bush’s inauguration, the Space 
War Center at Schriever AFB, Colorado, mounted exercises in which 
China (Red) threatened to attack Taiwan (Brown), which sought U.S. 
(Blue) help. Both sides deployed antisatellite (ASAT) microsatellites, 
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ground-based lasers, and IW capabilities. America’s BMD and 
 reusable space-planes gave it a decisive advantage. Beijing noted the 
exercise with concern.20 China’s resentment of U.S. policy was funda-
mental, and portended the future; America’s regional policy would 
shape Beijing’s response.21 Herein lay the dilemma—Washington did 
not seek a hostile China, but its pursuit of self-interest drove Beijing 
in that direction. One such interest was the collection of signals intel-
ligence (SIGINT). Legal limits on U.S.-Taiwan links notwithstanding, 
the National Security Agency (NSA) operated a SIGINT station at a 
Taiwanese military base north of Taipei, relaying data collected by 
Taiwanese monitors to NSA headquarters via satellite.22 With  growing 
IW capabilities, Beijing would have noticed U.S.-ROC  collaboration 
against it.

A bipartisan Commission on National Security noted a possible 
shift of influence to Asia. If China, India, Japan, South Korea, and 
their neighbors managed to sustain economic growth, “the focus of 
world power will shift away from the dominant Western centers of the 
past five centuries. . . . If it is too arrogant and self-possessed, American 
behavior will invariably stimulate the rise of opposing coalitions.”23 
Against that backdrop, in one of its first China-related comments, the 
administration accused Beijing of building fibre-optic links for Iraq’s 
air-defense systems. Foreign Minister Tang, refuting the allegation, 
said it was made to divert attention from “the unilateral bombing of 
Iraq by the USA and Britain.” He warned that Washington’s offer to 
sell Taiwan Aegis missile-destroyers and PAC-3 TMD systems would 
“endanger China-US relations.”24 Beijing said nothing when the 
Kitty Hawk CVBG was temporarily deployed to Singapore, but the 
trend was clear.

The DIA’s assessment of military threats facing America widened 
the breach. “A major terrorist attack designed to produce mass casual-
ties” was the most urgent, but there were others. With Washington 
exercising “world leadership,” enemy forces would employ asymmetric 
attacks undermining U.S. “full-spectrum dominance.” By 2010, the 
PLA would pose a major threat to Taiwan and its allies. Improved 
nuclear deterrent, sophisticated IW capability, and new Russian arms 
would make China a formidable regional adversary.25 Beijing noted 
tough U.S. comments on BMD, Taiwan, and regional issues. 
Washington’s plans to discard the ABM Treaty and deploy NMD sys-
tems deepened anxiety. China warned these steps would destabilize 
global security, force defensive measures, and lead to arms races. The 
threat from “countries of concern” was exaggerated—those countries 
“basically do not constitute any threat to . . . the USA.”26 Premier 
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Zhu Rongji rejected American description of U.S.-China relations as 
“competitive rivalry.”27 Unstated was the fear that NMD’s real target 
was China whose modest second-strike force it would neuter. Zhu 
hoped that Vice Premier Qian Qichen’s trip to Washington and 
President Bush’s October visit to China would allay concerns.

Operationally, PACOM was already doing that. Adm. Blair visited 
Beijing, Nanjing, and Shanghai in March, meeting counterparts, 
inspecting bases, and explaining U.S. policy. He invited PLA officers 
to PACOM-run events from the Chiefs of Defense Conferences to 
Cobra Gold exercises explaining how, in the post-bipolar world, 
 strategic defense was an aspect of deterrence. Acknowledging that 
Rumsfeld was reviewing all DoD-PLA contacts, Blair told Gen. Fu 
Quanyu that TMD assistance to Taipei would depend on Chinese 
“missiles that threaten Taiwan.”28 Similar candor marked Bush’s first 
encounter with a Chinese leader. Bush told Qian he believed in reli-
gious freedom and the Falun Gong’s repression did not endear China 
to him; he queried Beijing’s detention of a U.S. resident whose 
 husband and son were American citizens; he confirmed he would 
honor TRA obligations and arm Taipei.29 Qian replied, unlike other, 
negotiable differences, Taiwan “must be taken seriously and handled 
properly.” He explained China’s new security concept (NSC), chal-
lenging America’s alliances with a shared-security framework, 
 repeating Beijing’s quest for “democracy in international relations,” 
equality within the international system, with state sovereignty 
remaining supreme.30 Qian’s talks with Vice President Cheney, Secretary 
of State Powell, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, and National Security 
Adviser Rice confirmed major differences, but not over trade. Bush 
favored China’s WTO accession, but Beijing’s view of its benefits was 
mixed.31

While Beltway Republicans openly treated China as a threat,32 
 soldiers were more circumspect. CJCS Gen. Henry Shelton wanted to 
engage the PLA to help it grasp U.S. security imperatives, including 
the defense of “Japan, South Korea, and many others in that area.” 
He sounded relaxed on the PLA’s combat capability but warned that 
its development in “the 2015–2020 timeframe” merited watching. 
Blair similarly noted China could damage Taiwan but not invade and 
hold it.33 The maritime scene was mixed. A week after Blair’s visit, 
Vice Admiral James Metzger, 7th Fleet Commander, arrived in 
Shanghai aboard his command ship, the Blue Ridge, as guest of Vice 
Admiral Zhao Guojun, commander East Sea Fleet. The next day, the 
two navies had a less friendly encounter. A Jianghu III-class frigate 
passed the USS Bowditch, on a Yellow Sea surveillance mission, at 
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100 yards, while a PLA aircraft shadowed it. Such incidents, increas-
ingly frequent, portended dramatic developments.

A Painful Encounter

Shortly after 9AM local time on April 1, one of two PLAN J-8 fighters 
shadowing a U.S. EP-3 surveillance aircraft about 100 km southeast 
of Hainan collided with it and crashed into the sea. The pilot was lost. 
Issuing a “Mayday” signal, his American counterpart flew the dam-
aged EP-3 to Hainan, making an emergency landing at the Lingshui 
airfield. The 24-member crew were detained, triggering President 
Bush’s first “China crisis.” Narratives diverged on the collision’s 
 circumstances. As tensions mounted, Chinese and American officials 
began a dialogue of the deaf, each claiming they were innocent victims 
and the other side had violated international law. The truth was lost 
early. China claimed the following:

• The U.S. aircraft intruded into Chinese airspace and landed 
without permission.

• The EP-3 “violated flight rules by displaying dangerous moves, 
bumped into and destroyed our plane, and as a result the pilot 
is missing . . . the US plane bumped into our plane, invaded the 
Chinese territorial airspace and landed at our airport in violation 
of international law and practices.”34

• PLAN sent up two fighters to “follow and monitor” the EP-3 
when it “approached the airspace over China’s territorial waters 
off the city of Sanya to conduct reconnaissance.” The latter 
“suddenly veered at a wide angle” toward the J-8s “which were 
closer to the baseline of the Chinese side. The US plane’s nose 
and left wing rammed the tail of one of the Chinese planes, 
causing it to lose control and plunge into the sea.”

• It was “proper and in accordance with international law for 
Chinese military fighters to follow and monitor the US military 
surveillance plane within airspace over China’s exclusive economic 
waters.”

• The EP-3 “violated the principle of ‘free over-flight’ because 
the incident incurred by the US plane happened in airspace near 
China’s coastal waters and China’s exclusive economic waters.”

• UNCLOS and “general international law stipulate” states 
 making overflights honor the coastal country’s rights. The 
EP-3’s “reconnaissance acts were targeted at China in the 
 airspace over China’s coastal area and its flight was far beyond 
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the scope of ‘over-flight,’ and thus abused the principle of 
 over-flight  freedom.”

• The EP-3’s action “posed a serious threat to China’s security 
interests,” justifying PLA monitoring. “The US plane, in viola-
tion of flight rules, caused the crash, so the US side should bear 
the full responsibility for the incident.”

• Washington’s claim that the collision resulted from “the Chinese 
jet bumping the US plane accidentally only attests to US 
 arrogance.” Why does America send military aircraft “on spy 
flight over sea areas close to China?”

• After the collision, America did not join efforts to rescue the 
missing pilot, “nor did it show any concern for him.”

• America “should bear state responsibilities for its illegal acts, 
including suspending infringement, compensations for China’s 
losses, promising a non-recurrence of similar incidents and an 
apology to China.”

Washington did not respond. In Beijing, Ambassador Prueher 
 initially failed to make contact as he sought information. Contact was 
eventually made and, three days later, U.S. consular officials saw the 
crew at Lingshui. Bush, Powell, and Rumsfeld demanded the crew be 
released immediately. Washington’s language was robust:35

• The EP-3 was operating legally in airspace over international 
waters.

• The J-8 came dangerously close to the EP-3 and collided with 
it; the responsibility lay with the PLAN pilot.

• The J-8 being much smaller, faster, and more agile than the 
turboprop, it was clear which had suddenly changed direction.

• The EP-3 pilot issued a “Mayday” message after the collision, 
recovered control, and made an emergency landing at the nearest 
airfield without further loss or damage—he and his colleagues 
were heroes.

• Beijing had no rights or reasons to detain them and must 
 immediately release them unconditionally.

• The EP-3 was sovereign U.S. territory whose immunity was 
inviolable.

• Continued detention of the crew and the aircraft would damage 
relations.

• The EP-3 was on a “routine” flight off China’s coast; Chinese 
aircraft “routinely” intercept them, “take a look, report what 
they see and fly back. This is a pretty routine activity.”
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• Since the Bush administration came to office, Chinese pilots 
“have become more aggressive . . . endangering the safety of 
Chinese and American aircraft.”

• America was not at fault, bore no responsibility, and had no 
reason to apologize.

Negotiations lasted days. U.S. officials met the crew several times, 
finding them in high spirits. The deadlock ended only when Bush 
authorized Prueher to hand Tang a letter regretting the loss of the 
Chinese pilot and aircraft, and apologizing for the EP-3’s entry into 
Chinese airspace without “verbal clearance.”36 Jiang, proclaiming 
that Washington had said “very sorry” for the collision,37 promptly 
released the aircrew. The two sides agreed to discuss the incident 
directly. The extracted apology unruffled China’s nationalist feath-
ers, but angered America. Bush said it did “not advance a constructive 
relationship,” and both sides “must make a determined choice to have 
a productive relationship that will contribute to a more secure, pros-
perous and peaceful world.”38 The EP-3’s fate was the next big issue;39 
Beijing conceded it should be returned. Rumsfeld froze military 
 contacts, personally reviewing cases. Bush ordered other agencies to 
clear their China contacts with Rice.40 Growing skepticism on the 
value of exchanges41 colored an adversarial perspective.

Washington offered a $14bn package including Kidd-class destroy-
ers, diesel submarines, and P-3C sub-hunting aircraft to Taiwan, 
briefing ROC officers on the PAC-3 ABM missile. Beijing’s anger 
rose when Bush said he had an obligation to do “whatever it took to 
help Taiwan defend herself.” However, China and America extended 
for five years their 1979 agreement “on cooperation in science and 
technology,”42 which had been renewed in 1991, transferring various 
technologies to China. Chinese security analysts stressed Beijing’s 
pacific focus—maintaining domestic stability while seeking a peace-
ful international environment.43 Still, a cooling was apparent.44 Bush, 
unhappy with Prueher’s handling of the collision, replaced him with 
Clark Randt, who had served in Taipei with the USAF Security 
Service, and announced plans to deploy a BMD system.

Beijing agreed that a DoD team should inspect the EP-3, arrang-
ing its return, but U.S. unhappiness was clear in congressional and 
official comments. “We view China as a partner on some issues and 
a competitor on others. . . . Some influential Chinese seem to have 
a flawed understanding of our relationship. We have been clear in 
word and deed, and China needs to be clear as well.”45 Powell main-
tained China was “a powerful, strong, proud nation in transition and 
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 transformation. And we should work with them to try to bring them 
into the international community.”46 Jiang’s insistence on the world’s 
“moving deep into multipolarity” created the context in which Beijing 
saw an “unfair and unreasonable international political and economic 
order” exacerbating uneven development and widening gaps. A key 
concern was to ensure that China’s defense industry escaped global-
ization’s adverse consequences and exploited its opportunities.47 
Relations were not helped by a congressional welcome to Taiwan’s 
President Chen Shui-bian during his transit to Latin America—which 
China strongly protested. Assistant Secretary of State James Kelly 
 visited Beijing, insisting America’s “one China” policy was unchanged. 
However, on BMD, differences remained sharp. Adm. Blair noted 
that China ought to follow rules “that we all agree on.” He was 
“emphasizing cooperation as well as drawing the lines where we feel 
we have to.”48

On the EP-3, Beijing suggested that DoD disassemble it, taking it 
aboard a commercial aircraft. But these discussions were not  “business 
as usual” in military exchanges. In 2000, DoD and PLA officials had 
met at 34 bilateral and multilateral sessions, discussing a wide range 
of professional, operational, and strategic issues.49 In June 2001, 
Rumsfeld was still studying the year’s schedule of exchanges. Even 
trade appeared to threaten U.S. interests. China’s detention of four 
U.S. citizens and residents on spying charges deepened the gloom.50 
Washington imposed sanctions on a Chinese “entity” for “chemical 
weapon proliferation” in Iran. Against that backdrop, DoD added 
$18.4bn to Clinton’s last defense budget, raising it to $329bn, a 
record. Resources were diverted to boosting capability in the Pacific, 
upgrading SLBMs to the Trident D5 status. Since “Russia is not our 
strategic adversary,”51 the deployments clearly targeted China. 
Congressmen opposed Beijing’s bid to hold the 2008 Olympics, and 
payment of $1m in compensation for the EP-3 incident, asking that 
Washington demand reimbursement of U.S. losses from the event.52 
Officials pursued a more pragmatic course.

Bush and Jiang spoke on the phone, wrapping up the EP-3’s dis-
posal, confirming renewal of China’s trading status and authorizing 
Powell-Tang meetings, first at a regional gathering in Hanoi, and 
then in Beijing. Bush himself would attend an APEC summit in 
Shanghai in October. Jiang, stressing equality of nations, pledged 
never to “seek any kind of dominance in a region or in the world.” 
With WTO accession approaching, Beijing liberalized price controls, 
urging that America “approach our bilateral relations from a strategic 
and long-term perspective,”53 implying Washington’s ad hoc approach 
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was unhelpful. Powell’s talks with Tang in Hanoi and other leaders in 
Beijing persuaded him that the two countries had “very, very impor-
tant common interests.” He sought a “constructive relationship,” 
confirming several planned meetings in coming days. Beijing insisted 
that America needed a long-term, strategic, approach to China—the 
world’s largest developing country, which was focused on economic 
development, posed no threats, and offered a “one country, two sys-
tems” path to Taiwan’s peaceful reunification. China would not brook 
“Taiwan independence” or “interference” in its affairs. Jiang said, 
“The world is colorful and diversified. Various civilizations and social 
systems will coexist in the long run and they should learn from each 
other and seek common development.”54 In short, friendship, yes; 
domination, no.

Bush agreed to “hold intensive discussions with China” on his 
BMD plans. Beijing would receive the same briefing “shared with our 
Asian and European allies and friends and with the Russians.”55 Bush 
sought to prove that the project did “not threaten China but seeks to 
counter limited missile threats from rogue states and the danger of 
accidental or unauthorized launches.” He insisted that BMD had not 
triggered the PLA’s nuclear modernization. “We will tell the Chinese 
that it is unnecessary and that it is not good for regional stability or 
for peace.” Rumsfeld assured Congress that Washington would not 
barter its opposition to Chinese “nuclear buildup” with Beijing’s 
acceptance of BMD. America imposed sanctions on a Chinese firm 
for “missile proliferation to Pakistan,” ending satellite exports to 
China. DoD also announced sales to Taiwan of AGM-65G Maverick 
missiles for its F-16s, “to counter amphibious assaults.” This twin-
track approach was operational when al-Qaeda mounted aerial assaults 
on America on September 11.

Collaboration and Competition

Shortly after the attacks, Jiang sent a message of condolence to Bush, 
offering all possible help “in the common fight against international 
terrorism.” Bush called to discuss collaboration against this “common 
threat.” Briefed on U.S.-China cooperation in the anti-Soviet covert 
operations in Afghanistan,56 both grasped the value of sharing 
 information on Mujahideen guerrillas now turning against their 
sponsors. Bush told the NSC that there now was a “great opportu-
nity” to engage China and Russia.57 Powell and Qian Qichen agreed 
on security exchanges. China offered “unconditional support” to 
UNSC Resolution 1368 to counter terrorism. Tang Jiaxuan arrived 
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on September 20, discussed intelligence sharing with Powell, said 
China was focused on development, welcomed a “constructive” U.S. 
role in Asia, and insisted no barriers to amity were insurmountable.58 
Chinese intelligence officers bearing data from the 1980s Afghan 
war, including that on China’s Uighur fighters, arrived in Washington.

China voted for UNSC Resolution 1373, reaffirming the fight 
against terrorism, favoring UNSC decisionmaking, and questioning 
possible U.S. military action. Beijing urged securing conclusive evi-
dence, accurate targeting to avoid civilian casualties, and compliance 
with the UN Charter. Americans were appalled by gleeful anti-U.S. 
comments in China’s online chatrooms. Nonetheless, as Beijing 
traced and closed old Mujahideen accounts, Washington shifted to 
cooperation. For Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF)—the invasion 
of Afghanistan—Chinese military aid, overflight, staging or basing, 
was neither sought nor given. U.S. commanders found Chinese intel-
ligence too general for tactical use, but cooperation reached “an 
unprecedented extent.”59 America also considered Chinese influence 
important in securing Pakistani cooperation—crucial for success 
against Kabul’s Taleban hosts to Osama bin Laden. Following U.S. 
threats to Pakistan’s “strategic assets,” President Pervez Musharraf 
agreed to ally Pakistan to America. Five days later, a Chinese envoy 
met him, endorsing that decision. Musharraf had made a wrenching, 
life-threatening shift, and Chinese support helped.

DoD-PLA contacts resumed in mid-September. An American 
admiral hosted a Chinese general in Guam, discussing ways of 
 preventing recurrence of the EP-3 incident while intelligence officials 
met in Washington. But Bush postponed planned visits to Beijing, 
Tokyo, and Seoul, offering to meet Jiang during the Shanghai APEC 
summit instead. A resumption of strategic cooperation appeared 
imminent. However, some in Washington emphasized “fundamental 
differences” separating the two countries:60

• Philosophical differences
• Ideological clash
• Differing contemporary histories
• Global vs. Regional power asymmetry
• Hegemonist/status-quo vs. revisionist perspectives
• Highly advanced vs. developing economy
• Rule by man vs. rule of law

This school saw little likelihood of Sino-American friendship, but 
the costs of becoming “sworn enemies” were high; “limited, smart 
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engagement” was needed. This view influenced some U.S. agencies. 
Chinese analyses insisted on “colorful diversity,” multipolarity, and 
“democracy among nations.” Beijing’s complaints of U.S. hegemony 
undergirding an unfair political-economic order underscored serious 
differences. Conflict was avoidable but America should adopt a “long-
term, strategic” perspective. Beijing must prepare for the contingency 
that Washington refused to budge. The PLA, lagging behind 
American technology, must find alternatives to “full-frontal conflict.” 
U.S. strategic encirclement of China with a “frontline” from Japan to 
Korea made the threat obvious. America had “built many military 
bases, deployed forces, and signed military alliance treaties with Japan 
and Korea, whose strategic target is China, thus becoming a main 
adversary threatening the security of northeast China.”61

DoD responded with a QDR announcing a “transformation” of 
U.S. forces for “network-centric operations” designed to deter—and 
if deterrence failed—“decisively defeat any adversary,” especially one 
posing “anti-access and area-denial threats” using “surprise, deception, 
and asymmetric warfare.”62 DoD replaced its threat-based approach 
with a capabilities-based one. American forces would  “protect and 
advance US national interest” premised on U.S. leadership maintaining 
a “rule-based order.” The threat was that “a military competitor with 
a formidable resource base will emerge” in the “East Asian littoral.”63 
To counter it, the navy would deploy additional aircraft carriers, 
 surface combatants and guided-missile submarines (SSGNs), and the 
USAF, additional aircraft, to the Western Pacific. The navy would 
conduct “training for littoral warfare.” Marines and Special Forces, 
too, would be realigned. Instead of selling Taiwan submarines, 
America asked Europeans to do so. This schizophrenic stance  persisted 
at the APEC summit in Shanghai. Meeting Jiang for the first time, 
Bush called China an important partner in the “global coalition 
against terrorists,” but “the war on terrorism must never be an excuse 
to persecute minorities.”64 Beijing pledged to “increase exchanges 
and understanding with US,” and “develop constructive relations of 
cooperation.” Adm. Blair reciprocated but warned an invasion of 
Taiwan would trigger “intense” action.65

Diplomacy underscored the positive. Beijing boosted security 
around U.S. assets in China, reiterating support for “all antiterrorist” 
action. Bush, acknowledging China’s help, focused on trade as a 
counterterrorism instrument. Jiang, stressing long-term relations, 
urged a “high-level strategic dialogue.”66 Shanghai suggested a 
resumption of a global partnership—this time against Muslim 
 radicalism. Hours after the Bush-Jiang summit, Michael Pillsbury 
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published his report on “China’s perceptions of the USA,” noting 
Beijing’s expectations of U.S. decline, indifference to past American 
aid, and a focus on U.S. military weaknesses, and U.S. efforts to 
“contain” China.67 Despite some bureaucratic hostility, semiannual 
counterterrorism consultations followed. China accepted an FBI 
 presence in Beijing ensuring continuous exchanges. In January 2002, 
America imposed sanctions on Chinese firms for chemical weapon 
proliferation to Iran, to be repeated in May, and in 2003. But Bush 
also raised the licensing threshold for computer exports to China 
from 85,000MTOPS to 190,000MTOPS.

Beijing received an FBI attaché in September, and the U.S. attorney 
general visited China’s minister of public security in November, 
endorsing Beijing’s view of Uighur separatism.68 DoD analysts, 
 stressing Chinese “threats,” pushed for “realistic engagement.” PLA 
authors, troubled by China’s weaknesses, criticized U.S. “encircle-
ment” and discrimination in ending sanctions on India and Pakistan 
but not on China. They stressed the need to “leapfrog” the PLA’s 
budget.69 Jiang urged scientific advances in military strategy, weap-
onry, tactics, and management.70 This took on added import as 
America abrogated the ABM Treaty, developing BMD deployment 
options. DoD  analysts noted that U.S.-China relations and the 
“global war on terrorism” (GWOT) were “the two most significant 
strategic challenges” facing America.71 Beijing’s perspective differed. 
Chinese support for OEF notwithstanding, the CGS, Fu Quanyou, 
warned that “counter-terrorism should not be used to practise 
 hegemony.” Others worried that U.S. deployments across Central 
Asia would outlast GWOT.72

Powell and Tang spoke in the New Year on Indo-Pakistani ten-
sions when the rivals mobilized for war. “Constructive cooperation” 
featured in their talks, but just days later, DoD submitted to Congress 
a Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) marking China as a potential 
 adversary. This view was reinforced in a National Intelligence Estimate 
(NIE) on ballistic missile proliferation,73 the key assumption being, 
Russia was “not an enemy,” but China could be. This strategic rever-
sal provided the context for DoD’s “new triad” adding strategic 
defenses and “responsive infrastructure” to the old triad of ICBMs, 
bombers, and SLBMs, to “address a spectrum of contingencies.” It 
aimed to dissuade adversaries, assure allies, deter aggression and 
defeat enemies. The offensive component included “a fast-response, 
precision impact, conventional penetrator for hard and deeply buried 
targets and the modification of a strategic ballistic missile system to 
enable the deployment of a non-nuclear payload.” The adversary being 
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dissuaded was China.74 The NPR included war-fighting in deterrence 
strategy. Beijing was very worried.

An ONA initiative on refocusing DoD on Asia noted that Asia was 
America’s “theater of interest” where “the primary security challenges 
the US will face in the first decades of the 21st century.”75 The ONA 
report urged greater funding and personnel allocations, and “clear 
direction and strong, vocal support from the Secretary of Defense” 
for DoD’s Asia-focused “long-term restructuring.” Adm. Blair, lead-
ing Rumsfeld’s response, told Congress that China retained “the 
threat of force” and was “deploying missiles and modernizing its 
armed forces with the stated purpose of intimidating Taiwan.” Other 
DoD officials noted America’s China dilemma—“both a problematic 
proliferator and the largest potential future market.”76 Beijing stressed 
its focus on development and interest in peace and stability. However, 
by urging “a new security concept with mutual trust, mutual benefit, 
equality and coordination as its core elements,” China also served 
notice on the U.S.-led order.77 Against that backdrop, Bush visited 
Beijing in February, also stopping in Tokyo and Seoul.

Jiang and Bush celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of Nixon’s 
groundbreaking trip, stressing their antiterrorist cooperation. Bush’s 
pressure on WMD and missile proliferation, human rights and WTO 
issues, including U.S. soybean exports, was politely noted. Jiang 
agreed to cooperate on North Korea but insisted China must honor 
missile sales agreed before a November 2000 accord with Washington. 
The Middle East, South Asia, and HIV/AIDS were areas of accord. 
On religious freedom, Jiang mentioned a working group he had 
established while Bush urged discussions with the Vatican and the 
Dalai Lama. Bush also explained why U.S. withdrawal from the ABM 
Treaty did not “threaten China.” Appreciating Chinese help with 
Afghan reconstruction, Bush assured Jiang he had not yet decided 
to attack Iraq although the Saddam regime was “dangerous.”78 In 
a speech at Beijing’s Qinghua University, Bush explained the “free-
doms” underpinning U.S. society, culture, beliefs, and practices 
as the motivations driving America’s democratizing “mission.” He 
appreciated a “constructive relationship” with a China “rising peace-
fully” but America would pursue human rights, democracy, and 
 free-market principles; China was not exempt.79 Both sides praised 
their “candid, constructive and cooperative relationship,” but the 
strains showed.

PACOM’s posture document stressed the military ones, noting “a 
measurable increase in quality” of PLA exercises, as China “contin-
ued to modernize its forces, with an emphasis on integrating ground, 
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air and naval forces into a viable joint capability.” PACOM registered 
the PLA’s focus on possible conflict with U.S. forces over Taiwan, 
growing naval capability, special operations training, and SRBM 
deployments opposite Taiwan. It believed U.S. sales of “naval, ground 
and air equipment” would “maintain Taiwan’s sufficient defense in 
the near term”; China was “still years away from the capability to take 
and hold Taiwan.”80 Collaboration survived. China’s arms-control 
czar, Liu Jieyi, visited his nonproliferation and arms control counter-
parts, John Wolf and Avis Bohlen, assuring them of Beijing’s coop-
eration while noting the “challenge to global strategic stability” posed 
by the ABM Treaty’s abrogation, and reiterating China’s interest in 
“common security for all countries.”81 PLAN and PACOM admirals 
met in Shanghai, refining arrangements to avoid naval collisions. 
Strains showed again when Beijing protested against meetings among 
Taiwan’s Defense Minister Tang Yiauming, U.S. Deputy Defense 
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, and Assistant Secretary of State James 
Kelly, in Florida. This coincided with Bush confirming to journalists 
that China was among countries targeted for U.S. nuclear strikes.

Washington acknowledged that perceived U.S. power drove 
“adversaries” to employing “asymmetric approaches” to “fundamen-
tally change the US, the way we behave in the world, and the way 
others see us.”82 Future U.S.-China relations appeared “uncertain” 
as Beijing sought great-power status, expanded its economy, and 
modernized its forces. By 2010, China’s threats to Taiwan would 
become “credible.” Chinese analysts, in contrast, felt that instead 
of reciprocating Beijing’s “concessions”—reiterations of “peaceful 
 reunification, one state-two systems”—Washington had “tilted” 
toward Taipei’s “separatism.” America’s pro-Taiwan policies rein-
forced  “containment” fears. CIA allegations of PLA “plans” to launch 
virus attacks on U.S. computer networks were leaked to the media—
and angrily refuted by Beijing. Washington denied reviving contain-
ment but admitted to “seeking to hedge against the rise of China . . . by 
pursuing balance-of-power politics.”83 However, intelligence coop-
eration continued; Beijing agreed to send observers to Cobra Gold 
exercises in Thailand. But Jiang Zemin, denouncing U.S. military 
presence in Central Asia and the Middle East, claimed, “One of the 
primary issues for China is to protect developing countries from the 
presence of the US.”84

That may have been Jiang’s parting shot—he was to be succeeded 
as CPC general secretary by Hu Jintao within months. Hu himself 
visited America, starting with a call on PACOM in Hawaii, in April. 
In Washington, his message to Bush and others was that China, 
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focused on economic growth, sought improved relations with 
America, peace in Asia-Pacific and globally, and would cooperate in 
addressing major challenges. He noted “some disturbances” over 
Taiwan, “the most important and sensitive issue,” and urged “concrete 
measures to safeguard the overall interests of China-US relations.” 
Hu and Rumsfeld agreed to expand military exchanges, Rumsfeld 
pressing for “equality and reciprocity.” Hu told Bush that Taiwan bore 
“upon China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.” Bush assured him 
America’s “one China” policy—and its TRA  obligations—were 
unchanged.85 Hu stressed China’s “defensive national defense policy” 
and efforts “to safeguard world peace and spur  common develop-
ment.” His focus on shared interests, trade and investment, and 
 stability86 eased some anxiety.

Washington was troubled by events that followed. On May 8, 
Chinese police entered Japanese Consulate grounds in Shenyang, 
removing two North Korean refugees sheltering there. Japanese 
 protests against this “violation of the Vienna Convention” resonated 
in America. Around then, at the CD, Beijing proposed “the complete 
prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons,” lighting a 
fire beneath American assumptions underpinning the NPT regime, 
DoD’s NPR and nuclear doctrine.87 Beijing knew Washington would 
never accept such a draft; its decision to table it nonetheless  confirmed 
dissatisfaction with key elements of America’s security architecture. 
Jiang repeated his revisionist agenda while opening the Asian 
Development Bank’s annual conference in Shanghai. Demanding a 
“vigorous push for a multipolar world and democratized international 
relations,” and advocating “competition on an equal footing, 
 mutually-beneficial cooperation, peaceful coexistence and common 
prosperity,” he condemned “a replay of hegemonic rivalries and parti-
tion of the world into spheres of influence.”88 Explaining his desire 
that “affairs of each country should be decided by its own people, 
affairs between countries should be handled through consultation 
among them as equal members, and global challenges should be taken 
by all countries working in close cooperation,” Jiang urged fellow 
Asians to abandon the system that had brought bounteous eminence 
to China.

Facing a potentially catastrophic Indian-Pakistani confrontation, 
Powell consulted Tang, urging “a balanced and fair attitude” toward 
both, an approach Beijing apparently endorsed. DoD restated sup-
port for the “one-China” policy against Taiwanese independence, 
while insisting on a peaceful resolution, however long it took. 
Confirming that Assistant Secretary Peter Rodman would visit Beijing 
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“to get a firmer basis” for expanding military contacts, Wolfowitz 
said U.S. presence in Central Asia only supported Afghan operations 
and had no wider goals.89 Such reassurances had little impact. Chinese 
commentary on U.S. policy remained mixed; praise of American 
technology, economy, education, and entertainment came with cri-
tiques of American “hegemonism and unilateralism.” PLA analysts 
saw U.S. “encirclement” of China aimed at “containing” it.90 Anxiety 
was mutual, though. America worried about China’s “break-out” in 
“preemptive long-range precision-strike capabilities, information 
dominance, command and control, and integrated air defense,” and 
likely success in building “advanced phased-array radars.” As China 
advanced scientifically, its share in advanced technology exports 
increased, America’s hi-tech capacity being “hollowed out.” Reliance 
on China for hardware components posed a strategic challenge. This 
was worrying as Beijing viewed technology as a weapon against “US 
hegemony.”91 Concerns over China’s proliferation behavior and mod-
ernization of its modest but growing strategic arsenal deepened.92

Rodman’s talks with Chi Haotian and colleagues in June were 
helpful. Rodman, describing the exchanges as “frank” and “construc-
tive,” confirmed the Hu-Rumsfeld agreement on military exchanges. 
Next came the report on China’s military power. Admitting gaps in 
knowledge, DoD acknowledged Chinese fears that “the US poses a 
significant long-term challenge . . . (it) seeks to maintain a dominant 
geostrategic position by containing the growth of Chinese power,” 
ultimately “dividing and Westernizing China.”93 DoD noted that 
China saw missiles and IW as instruments of preemption, surprise, 
and deception against Taiwan. Concealed defense expenditures, and 
joint services training targeting America, raised China’s “threat 
potential.” Beijing contested this view. Declaring its $20bn military 
budget was for self-defense, China accused America of “worshipping 
military forces.” Its cavalier treatment of the ABM Treaty, Kyoto 
Protocol and CTBT, and its BMD plans, were examples. Post–Cold 
War “power-imbalance” had led to “extreme emphasis” on “US 
 interests being supreme” and “might makes right.” America sought 
“all-out hegemonism”; the DoD report was a part of its “strategy to 
contain China.” To this end, Taiwan was “an unsinkable aircraft 
 carrier” so that “America can impede China for the longest time.” 
U.S. “Cold War thinking” must establish a “clearly defined competitor” 
to focus “resources in certain directions.” US upgrades of Taiwan’s 
 military computers enabling ROC jets to communicate with U.S. sys-
tems were a “serious unilateral infringement on basic principles.” 
DoD’s efforts to paint China as a threat would fail—Powell had noted 
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that the PLA’s modernization “does not represent any threat.” China 
was creating wealth for its people; militarism had no merit.94

The U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission 
(USCC), in its first annual report, noted that America and China had 
“sharply contrasting world views, competing geo-strategic interests, 
and opposing political systems.” Rapidly growing trade muted 
 political differences but had not “softened China’s egregious behav-
ior . . . nor changed its strategic perceptions.” It recommended 21 
“immediate actions.” DoD should

• substantially engage Taiwan on “threat analysis, doctrine and 
force planning,”

• report on critical elements of U.S. defense industrial base 
becoming dependent on “Chinese imports or Chinese-owned 
companies,”

• develop military CBMs with China in “the context of a strategic 
dialogue . . . based strictly on . . . reciprocity, transparency, consis-
tency and mutual benefit,”

• join the FBI in assessing “China’s targeting of sensitive US 
weapons-related technologies,” Chinese access techniques, and 
denial measures.95

The reports reflected and reinforced anxieties coloring percep-
tions. While Congress and DoD took a tough line, State Department 
pursued diplomacy. Powell and Tang, meeting in Brunei, worked out 
acceptable language on human rights, nonproliferation, and Taiwan 
for an autumn summit. Taipei returned to the fore in August when, 
endorsing legislation allowing a referendum on Taiwan’s future, Chen 
Shuibian stated that China and Taiwan were separate countries. 
Beijing announced that a referendum on sovereignty risked attack. 
DoD began “rebalancing” forces and redesigning operations in the 
“Western Pacific littoral” aiming “to deter and dissuade military 
competition in East Asia.”96 Counterterrorism cooperation continued, 
but dialectics intervened.

After a year of work, Bush launched his national security strategy 
document bringing together America’s global perspective, threat 
 perception, preemptive strategy, unilateralist focus, democratic pref-
erences, and diplomatic priorities. While welcoming “the emergence 
of a strong, peaceful, and prosperous China,” Bush noted, “The 
 democratic development of China is crucial to that future,” and 
“America will encourage the advancement of democracy and eco-
nomic openness.” Explaining the preemptive strategy, Rice said, “The 
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US will build and maintain 21st century military forces that are 
beyond challenge.”97 The document stressed U.S. determination to 
maintain military-economic dominance, unilateral preemption being 
an instrument. Beijing was troubled. Still, the Crawford summit in 
October was seen as a renewal of proximity although both capitals 
generated contrary noises.98

The White House hailed Jiang’s adherence to the Container 
Security Initiative (CSI)—allowing U.S. officials in foreign ports to 
check containers being shipped to America—as the summit’s key 
 success. Jiang offered cooperation with America, “a major Pacific 
power.” China sought “harmony but not sameness; reserving differ-
ences without coming into conflict.” Jiang and Bush, responding to 
claims that Pyongyang had a uranium-enrichment program, restated 
their determination to secure a “nuclear-weapon free” peninsula. On 
Iraq, Bush told Jiang that the UNSC must enforce its writ, ensuring 
Iraq “disarmed”; if it did not, he would act. Jiang stressed shared 
interests, asking that Washington view relations “from a strategic 
height and with a long-term perspective.” Bush sought relations that 
were “candid, constructive and cooperative.”99 Exchanges continued 
at the APEC summit in Mexico while Assistant Secretary of State 
James Kelly went to Beijing to flesh out the agreements. Crawford 
suggested the two powers had largely overcome the EP-3 bitterness.

China’s “Fourth Generation”

At the 16th CPC Congress in November, Jiang stood down as  general 
secretary and later, president, handing those offices to Hu Jintao, but 
as CMC chairman, retained control over the PLA. In his valedictory 
report, Jiang noted the near-tripling of the GDP in 1989–2001 at an 
annual rate of 9.5 percent. Urging the new leadership to work toward 
building a “well-off society” by 2020, Jiang described “bringing 
about the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” as a “grand 
 mission of history.” Outlining his strategic legacy, Jiang said, “We 
will oppose hegemonism and power politics and promote the 
 establishment of a fair and rational new international political and 
economic order.” The Congress decreed that China become a “medium-
 developed country” by mid-twenty-first century by ensuring stability, 
further “reforming and opening up,” using technology to reduce the 
energy-output ratio, focusing on economic-cultural aspects and 
avoiding the “industrialization-via-conflict” route taken by Germany, 
Japan, and the USSR.100 China would “rise” by peaceful development, 
“respect diversity in the world, promote democracy in international 
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relations,” and strive for peace. “Peaceful rise” became the motif of 
Beijing’s global discourse.

The national defense white paper issued a week after America 
 abrogated the ABM Treaty stressed China’s concern with systemic 
“inequity.” The “unfair and irrational” international order needed 
“to be changed fundamentally.” A “disequilibrium in the balance of 
military power” complicated “factors of instability” near China. By 
selling arms to and upgrading military links with Taiwan, “countries 
have interfered in China’s internal affairs, inflated the arrogance of 
the separatist forces and undermined China’s peaceful reunification.” 
Beijing formulated strategic guidelines for “winning local wars under 
modern, especially high-tech conditions” by developing “capability 
for joint, mobile and multi-purpose operations.” The CMC stated it 
was responding to “destabilizing” U.S. military alliances.101

China’s first peaceful leadership change stressed strategic continuity. 
Hu Jintao, as CMC vice chairman, had had little military  exposure 
besides conferring posthumous honors on Wang Wei, the pilot killed in 
the EP-3 collision, and leading the divestiture of PLA businesses. Hu, 
putative Premier Wen Jiabao, and future Vice President Zeng Qinghong 
shared many of Jiang’s strategic perspectives. More status quo-oriented, 
multilateralist, and pro-UN, Hu’s comments to CPC colleagues 
indicted his security priorities: “We resolutely oppose expanded mili-
tary preparations, because military preparations cannot protect secu-
rity, but lead instead to new instability.” Twenty-first-century security 
should be based on international cooperation and law.102 U.S.-China 
relations were the “central thread in China’s foreign policy strategy.” 
China faced “looming threats” as America “strengthened its military 
deployments in the Asia-Pacific region, strengthened the US-Japan 
military alliance, strengthened strategic cooperation with India, 
improved relations with Vietnam, inveigled Pakistan, established a pro-
American government in Afghanistan, increased arms sales to Taiwan.” 
Washington had “extended outposts and placed pressure-points on us 
from the east, south, and west. This makes a great change in our geo-
political environment.”103

Wen and Zeng described American “threats” more openly.104 They 
saw Washington as “the radical hegemon,” driven by self-interest, 
seeking global domination, unwilling to acknowledge other actors, 
and threatening all dissenters. America reinforced these anxieties. 
The DIA focused on “advanced study of denial and deception” in 
Master’s programs at its academies,105 having identified these as 
China’s “secret weapons.” Bush imposed tougher restrictions on 
exports of dual-use technologies to China.106 Simultaneously, DoD 
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finalized the sale of four refurbished Kidd-class destroyers to Taiwan, 
raising the annual military transfers to $1,571m.107 Nonetheless, 
PLAN’s NSF hosted the destroyer Paul F. Foster in Qingdao, the first 
such visit since April 2001. Fresh defense talks were announced. 
Henry Hyde, an influential congressman, visiting China, insisted 
democracy and human rights were universal “inherent rights for 
Americans and non-Americans alike,” and “Taiwan’s attainment of 
real democracy has established a deep and enduring bond between it 
and the US.”108 Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage, also in 
Beijing, sought support for tough action against Iraq from Qian 
Qichen, Tang Jiaxuan, Li Zhaoxing, and Gen. Liang Guanglie. Their 
response was that Baghdad must honor all UN resolutions but the 
“issue should be solved peacefully within the UN framework.” They 
sought expanded DoD-PLA contacts “on the basis of mutual trust 
and benefit” but condemned U.S. arms sales to Taiwan.

December brought mixed signals. The NSC acknowledged China’s 
“very good cooperation” on North Korea; Deputy CGS Xiong 
Guangkai attended DCT at the Pentagon; PACOM Chief Adm. 
Fargo visited PLA facilities in Beijing, Chengdu, Shanghai, and 
Nanjing,109 scoring several firsts. Washington noted, “Engagement 
for its own sake” was not enough; while China’s “rise” was welcome, 
America would “dissuade future military competition.” However, 
State Department was “fashioning a different kind of US-China 
 relationship . . . a modern partnership appropriate to the challenges of 
a global age.” Progress required “bold actions by both countries, but 
especially by China, as it takes its place as an important actor on the 
international stage.”110

China could be a partner if it became democratic, fully open to 
market forces, and responsive to U.S. interests. This conditional 
 welcome on American terms was a recurrent theme. Against that 
backdrop, Bush ordered the deployment of BMD capabilities in 
2004–05 to intercept missiles from East Asia. He said NMD-TMD 
distinctions were “artificial”; some TMD systems could protect the 
entire territory of “allies and friends.” He hinted that BMD was 
aimed at China and North Korea: “What our new adversaries seek is 
to keep us out of their region, leaving them free to support terrorism 
and to pursue aggression against their neighbors.”111 Ground- and 
sea-based interceptors, PAC-3 units, airborne lasers, “kinetic killers,” 
and sensors would be deployed on land, at sea, and in space to defend 
U.S. territory, troops, and allies. By December 2005, 20 ground-
based interceptors at Vandenberg AFB, California, and Fort Greeley, 
Alaska, 20 SM-3 on Aegis-armed ships, and PAC-3 interceptors in 
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Asia would be operational. Tests in 2001–02 had had mixed success; 
more were scheduled in 2003–04. The Pacific test-bed used for these 
would become operational BMD infrastructure.

China, deeply unhappy, still noted, “dialogue, coordination and 
cooperation are on the increase,” as were common interests of “large 
countries” in their “anti-terrorist struggle.” Cooperation was “con-
ducive to world peace and stability. Cooperation and competition” 
would remain the “basic characteristics” of great-power relations. 
Jiang and Bush had nonetheless agreed to build “constructive coop-
erative relations.”112 In private, Hu Jintao’s emissary Zheng Bijiang 
told Condoleezza Rice, Sandy Berger, Brent Scowcroft, and Zbigniew 
Brzezinski that China—focused on economic development—was fast 
integrating into the global economy, developing a “global perspec-
tive.” A status quo power, China sought a place in the existing order, 
not to overthrow it. Beijing would pursue a “win-win” approach to 
differences including over Taiwan. Domestic political reforms were 
high on China’s agenda.113 Beijing, “wiser” than Wilhelmine Germany 
or the Soviet Union, sought to “reform irrational parts” of the inter-
national order, not to “create a parallel system.” However, coopera-
tion could be firm only after China ascertained U.S. objectives on 
Taiwan and North Korea. Beijing considered Pyongyang’s collapse 
“detrimental to Chinese security.” As for Taiwan, Washington’s “two-
track policy” was “a barrier to the solution of the Taiwan issue.”

With America focused on al-Qaeda—GWOT and OEF—China 
featured militarily. The DIA and the Joint Intelligence Center-
Pacific watched the PLA, State Department monitored China’s 
evolving “strategic vision,” and the navy converted four Ohio-class 
SSBNs to SSGN configuration114 enabling these to hit “Asia-Pacific 
targets” with cruise missiles. Pyongyang dominated East Asian 
insecurity in the first half of 2003. In December 2002, North Korea 
abandoned the NPT, renounced the 1994 Agreed Framework, 
removed IAEA seals and monitoring kit, expelled inspectors, and 
resumed operations at the Yongbyon complex. In April 2003, 
Pyongyang announced it had nuclear weapons and would reprocess 
used fuel-rods canned in 1994; in June, it declared plans to build a 
nuclear “deterrent force.” The importance of U.S.-China coopera-
tion on this key strategic issue was clear, but America was troubled 
by reported Chinese aid to North Korean, Pakistani, Iranian, and 
Libyan nuclear and ballistic missile programs.115 Tibetan activist 
Lobsan Dhondup’s execution for bombings in Kandze and Chengdu 
outraged America; 67 members of Congress demanded U.S. action 
and protested to Hu Jintao.
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Bush focused on “terror,” “outlaw regimes,” and the coming war 
with Iraq—themes in his State of the Union address; China was not 
mentioned. That fell to James Kelly and Under Secretary John Bolton, 
whose January visits to Beijing boosted collaboration on “terror,” 
counterproliferation, Iraq, North Korea, and Afghanistan. Human 
rights remained a challenge, but the semiannual “security dialogue” 
suggested that “candid, cooperative, and constructive” relations were 
“both necessary and possible today.”116 Americans accepted that 
Beijing felt “encircled” by U.S. presence in Asia and threatened by 
America’s global influence and military-technological advances, 
 especially as U.S. legislation directly addressed China, Taiwan, and 
Tibet.117 Beijing was “acquiring high-technology arms . . . pursuing 
the capability to operate against a ‘high-technology opponent’ 
employing long-range precision strike capabilities—in other words, 
the US.”118 The Cheney-Rumsfeld strategic stance sought global 
 stability through unqualified dominance, actively constraining China, 
a nascent peer-rival.119 Beijing’s protests against U.S. sales of PAC-3 
missiles to Taiwan in February 2003 were a part of that dialectic.

Counterterrorism teams met in Beijing to share financial intelli-
gence on al-Qaeda, planning later sessions in Washington. Next, 
Powell called on Jiang, Hu, and Tang. Talks focused on Iraq, North 
Korea, and antiterrorism collaboration. Chinese leaders urged UN-led 
inspection of Iraq to avoid war, and honoring of U.S. pledges on 
Taiwan. Powell conveyed U.S. demands that Saddam either “disarm 
or depart” and the UNSC enforce its resolutions. On North Korea, 
he rejected Pyongyang’s demands, conveyed by Tang, for bilateral 
talks, insisting, instead, on involving South Korea, China, Japan, and 
Russia—the eventual six-party format.120 Beijing, in transition to the 
“fourth-generation leadership,” was domestically focused as CPC 
grandees gathered for the tenth NPC in March. Hu Jintao, Zeng 
Qinghong, and Wen Jiabao assumed office while outgoing Premier 
Zhu Rongji set out their inheritance, concentrating on China’s 
growth. Sustaining that trajectory and maintaining regional and 
global peace were crucial to building a “well-off society” by 2020. 
The PLA, whose modernization had strengthened China’s defensive 
capacity by using science and technology, was an instrument of 
Beijing’s “independent foreign policy of peace.”121 The legacy sounded 
rather bland.

Washington had other concerns. Bush called Jiang on March 10, 
agreeing on a diplomatic approach to North Korea while sounding 
robust on Iraq. Jiang urged continued inspections and a “peaceful 
resolution.” However, Beijing kept a low profile in the debates raging 
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at the United Nations as America and Britain prepared for war. 
Powell called Tang to convey Bush’s message that China had regional 
responsibilities and ought to bring Pyongyang to attend multilateral 
talks. The next day, Qian Qichen flew to North Korea, persuading 
Kim Jong Il to send his officials to talks in Beijing later in the year. 
Around this time, a U.S. Naval investigation into the EP-3 incident 
concluded that the PLA could have “stolen” classified data and soft-
ware from the damaged aircraft after it landed at Lingshui. This 
would not be divulged until September.122 Bush called Hu Jintao on 
March 18 to congratulate him on his ascent to the presidency. They 
agreed on North Korea but not on Iraq; still, Hu pledged not to 
block the invasion.123 U.S. satisfaction with this helpful stance 
was underscored by officials briefing Congress on U.S.-China 
 relations.124 When U.S.-led forces attacked Iraq, Beijing protested 
but did not join Franco-German fulmination. The PLA closely 
watched Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), especially its high-tech 
aspects. Jiang asked PLA  deputies at the NPC to “adapt to the rapid 
development trend of contemporary science and technology and 
the RMA.”

In April, another scandal rocked California. The FBI arrested 
Katrina Leung—for two decades an agent providing information on 
China—on charges of being a Chinese double-agent. Leung’s  handler 
and lover, J.J. Smith, too, was arrested for unwittingly giving Leung 
access to classified papers that she allegedly copied for Beijing. Another 
FBI agent, William Cleveland, who found evidence of Leung’s double 
life during a 1991 trip to China, had himself been her lover; this 
delayed her discovery by the FBI. Embarrassing security lapses 
exposed the nature of espionage both sides engaged in. OIF offered 
more direct lessons. In May, as Bush announced the end of major 
combat operations, Hu Jintao urged the CPC Politburo to study 
changes in military affairs “around the world” while insisting that 
until 2020, China would focus on its economy. Two months later, 
Gen. Xiong Guangkai, deputy CGS, noted that America had used 
33 satellites during the Gulf War, 50 in Kosovo and Afghanistan, and 
90 in Iraq; these played a crucial role in command-and-control, and 
 precision attacks.125 Satellite-dependence was an operational reality; 
PLA studies of OIF confirmed that information-centric warfare was 
the core of twenty-first-century combat. Strategically, America’s “uni-
polar moment” required Chinese acquiescence to U.S. activities 
not threatening Beijing’s core interests.126 Dissidents demanded 
that China revolt against the U.S.-led order, challenging the “sole 
superpower,”127 but Beijing remained cooperative.
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During the first week of OIF, U.S. officials looking for POW/
MIA from past conflicts visited China. In its fourth week, U.S. and 
Chinese Admirals met in Hawaii under the MMCA framework. As 
the war climaxed, the NDU Commandant, Lt. Gen. Pei Huailiang, 
led a team to the American Naval Academy, NDU, Marine Corps 
Depot in San Diego, and PACOM, Hawaii. These contacts coincided 
with Beijing hosting U.S.-North Korean nuclear talks, outlining a 
peaceful resolution of the dispute. Chinese efforts reduced tensions in 
North-East Asia while war raged in Iraq. Despite Chinese mediation, 
U.S. analysts noted that Beijing’s “failure to disarm North Korea” 
could meld America, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan into an anti-
Chinese coalition.128 Washington again asked Beijing to honor 
pledges not to aid Iran’s nuclear program.

America’s “China threat” school suffered a blow in May when the 
PLA’s weaknesses became apparent. Beijing acknowledged that a 
Ming-class submarine suffering “mechanical problems” had sunk 
with its crew of 70 off the Shandong coast, overshadowing PLAN’s 
first circumnavigation, in 2002, by the guided-missile destroyer 
Qingdao and the replenishment vessel Taicang. An influential U.S. 
study reported that while China’s military power was growing, tech-
nologically, it trailed America by at least two decades; with Washington 
far ahead in R&D and investment, the gap would widen. Myriad 
internal challenges meant China could not match America in key 
aspects of national power.129 DoD analysts insisted Beijing’s NSC was 
subverting U.S. regional dominance, alliances, and interests.130 They 
stressed “the ambitious nature of China’s national development pro-
gram and the nature of China’s approach to the use of force,” Beijing’s 
belief that America “poses a significant long-term challenge,” and 
“seeks to maintain a dominant geostrategic position by containing 
the growth of Chinese power, ultimately ‘dividing’ and ‘Westernizing’ 
China,” and Chinese focus on “asymmetric arms” such as ASAT 
weapons, to attack U.S. vulnerabilities.131 Beijing accused Washington 
of exaggeration, distortion, a “Cold War mentality” and hypocrisy, 
especially in arms sales to Taiwan.132 America punished “threaten-
ing” Chinese activities. In May, June, and July, Washington imposed 
sanctions on Chinese firms for “missile proliferation in Iran” and 
another unnamed country.

DoD leaders told Asian counterparts, “The US understands how 
important East Asia is. The future security and stability of East Asia 
is critical to our national security.”133 Bush repeated the message, 
slightly differently, to Hu Jintao, on the sidelines of the G-8 summit 
in Evian-les-Bains. His focus was on North Korea. Hu told him 
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Pyongyang wanted bilateral talks with America; Bush replied, 
Washington lacked enough influence and needed regional support to 
peacefully resolve the issue. He sought Beijing’s cooperation against 
proliferation; Hu assured him of “comprehensive export controls.” 
Bush, thanking Hu for joining the CSI, invited him to visit America 
“soon.” Bush restated his vision of a “candid, constructive, and coop-
erative relationship” with China, adding that “within that context, if 
necessary, we will help Taiwan to the extent possible defend [sic] 
itself.”134 Meanwhile, America prepared for conflict. The U.S. Army’s 
analysis of the military implications of Bush’s National Security 
Strategy concluded the following:

• Europe’s preeminence in military planning was irrelevant to 
America’s global dominance; preparations must shift to Asia.

• The army’s objective was to dominate the ground, deterring the 
use “and even the creation” of large land forces by “adversaries.”

• Possible triggers for combat included Chinese coercion of Taiwan, 
intervention in Korea, failure of China’s central government, and 
“land war with China.”

• Once the GWOT receded, confrontation with China would 
predominate.

• Chinese air, missile, and submarine forces presented the greatest 
access-denial challenges.

• Given Asia’s vast distances and high-density cities, with only 
Okinawa, Guam, and Diego Garcia providing bases, military 
“transformation” must include building small, highly mobile 
Special Forces combat units.135

The USAF and the navy had been preparing for war in Asia; now, 
the new deployments presaged a shift in America’s diplomatic focus 
to Asia. East Asia—including India—was the new “main theater of 
operation.” China feared North Korea was “most likely to become 
the chief target of America’s next military endeavours.”136 Beijing saw 
America’s nuclear proliferation policy as “very shortsighted,” replete 
with double standards. Recalling that America had six times threat-
ened nuclear attacks on China before Beijing developed nuclear arms, 
China pointed to Pyongyang’s post-Soviet loss of nuclear security and 
the heavy burdens of its conventional deterrence as its nuclear drivers. 
Beijing asserted any hostile occupation of North Korea posed 
 unacceptable threats to China, and would be fought. DoD, too, con-
sidered Korea the gravest source of immediate concern; at the height 
of OIF, “PACOM forces were postured to deter adventurism in 
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Northeast Asia.”137 Miscalculations over Taiwan or Kashmir, GWOT, 
WMD proliferation, and “failing-state instability” were other  worries. 
PACOM built up Guam as a hub for “East Asian Littoral” combat. 
The carrier Carl Vinson had tested Guam’s facilities; two new subma-
rines had arrived there, and a third was on its way. This buildup, and 
the Iraq war, triggered intense Chinese analyses:138

• Washington was implementing DoD’s 1992 Defense Planning 
Guidance to perpetuate the post–Cold War unipolar moment.

• America sought absolute security for itself by perpetuating its 
hegemonic status, using preemptive attack, and ignoring the 
consequences for others.

• U.S. deployments at 1,000-plus bases around the world and its 
alliances comprised the framework of permanent dominance; 
U.S. forces were improving far faster than their potential chal-
lengers were.

• U.S. action had seriously weakened multilateral institutions and 
collective action; unilateralism had transformed the international 
security architecture.

• The U.S. GNP topped $10 trillion in 2002, China’s would 
reach $4 trillion in 2020; China could never match America; 
the EU and Japan could, but were sluggish.

• Although the world was inexorably moving toward multipolar-
ization, the process had slowed significantly.

Hu Jintao gave little indication of his thoughts on these issues. In 
May–June, he secured the chairmanship of the CPC “Leading 
Groups” on Taiwan and foreign policy from Jiang. His first major 
address, on the CPC’s Eighty-Second anniversary on July 1, focused 
on corruption, accountability, and ideological development. Hu said 
China would, for decades, remain at the initial stages of socialism 
and must strive to increase productivity so that socialist ideals could 
eventually be realized. Meanwhile, market applications would help 
growth, but had corrupted some and must be watched. Hu saw the 
CPC’s role in China’s future as absolute, giving no ground to advo-
cates of pluralism. When Condoleezza Rice visited Beijing, she called 
on Jiang Zemin to deliver a message from Bush. Jiang repeated his 
formulation for improving ties—a long-term perspective, respect for 
diversity, ending sales of advanced arms to Taiwan, and strict adher-
ence to “the three communiqués.” Rice conveyed Bush’s assurances 
on Taiwan and high priority on U.S.-China relations, but did not 
see Hu.
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Chinese analysts noted that since September 2001, Bush no longer 
described China as “strategic competitor,” occasionally calling it an 
“ally”; but this “good first step” needed to be followed up with a 
“truly constructive and cooperative” relationship. Others pointed to 
U.S. efforts “to contain China through military means and to pre-
cipitate China’s domestic political transformation through . . . globali
zation.”139 Soon, American anger resurfaced. Assurances notwith-
standing, Chinese firms reportedly sold missile technology to Iran 
and other “rogue states.” U.S. officials decried Beijing’s “often nar-
row interpretation” and “lack of enforcement” of its commitments.140 
During another “security dialogue” in July, Bolton explained 
America’s stance toward Iran and the PSI, and asked Beijing to expand 
the Korea talks to include Russia, Japan, and South Korea, and to 
secure Pyongyang’s agreement.141 His hosts agreed. Collaboration 
did not mitigate fundamentals. Beijing’s “independent foreign policy 
of peace” equated “opposition to hegemonism” with preserving world 
peace: “Our efforts to promote the development of the world towards 
multipolarization are not targeted at any particular country,” but 
against unipolarity. China sought improved relations with major pow-
ers but differences must be resolved “through dialogue on the basis 
of equality and mutual respect.”142 Beijing hoped “to facilitate the 
establishment of a new international political and economic order 
that is fair and rational and the creation of a new world of lasting 
peace and universal prosperity.” A clearer revisionist challenge would 
be hard to make.

Another Roller-Coaster

U.S. armed services discerned this. Their analyses of major threats to 
America included Chinese ballistic and cruise missiles. CSS-6 and 
CSS-7 SRBMs deployed opposite Taiwan, CSS-8 exported to Iran, 
CSS-5 and CSS-2 IRBMs “capable of reaching targets in the Pacific 
Theater and most of Asia,” and CSS-3, CSS-4, and DF-31 ICBMs 
capable of hitting America posed significant threats.143 Chinese 
SLBMs and cruise missiles, too, were worrying. Still, PACOM invited 
PLA officers to Hawaii to discuss maritime safety, showing off the 
Aegis-equipped cruiser Lake Erie, a potent reminder of America’s 
military muscle. The PLA, for its part, invited U.S. military observers 
for the first time to watch force-on-force, live-fire, joint operational 
exercises in China’s combined-arms training base in Inner Mongolia. 
On the golden jubilee of the National Defense Science and Technology 
University in Changsha, Jiang Zemin announced that following 
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 personnel cuts of 500,000 in 1996–2000, the PLA would lose 
another 200,000 by 2005. Lowering its strength to 2.3m would 
“help us concentrate our limited strategic resources to quicken the 
pace of the IT construction of our army.” Praising the University 
for leading the PLA’s technology drive, Jiang highlighted the 
“Galaxy” supercomputer at the core of PLA networks, and other 
successes which would “develop a military force that could win in 
the IT era.”144

Diplomacy offered some respite. Powell claimed U.S.-China rela-
tions were “the best they have been since President Nixon’s first visit.” 
Cooperation on North Korea was the key. America welcomed “the 
emergence of a strong, peaceful and prosperous China” and sought “a 
constructive relationship.”145 However, Washington’s democratizing 
mission and preemptive strategy deepened Chinese anxiety. Hu Jintao 
stressed the positive when receiving Jimmy Carter in Beijing but also 
reiterated China’s stance on Taiwan. Beijing’s fear of American ambiv-
alence on China’s territorial integrity was deepened in September 
when the Dalai Lama spoke at the National Cathedral in Washington 
and was received by Bush and Powell. Ambiguity marked ties as 2003 
drew to a close.146 New safeguards for transferring American nuclear 
technology to China aided collaboration between the MIT and 
Tsinghua University; the USCC reviewed the Library of Congress 
Chinese language collection, urging better translation, interpretation 
and dissemination; U.S. officials urged “China’s evolution as a 
responsible global power that contributes to the solution of global 
problems and respects its international obligations”; Beijing hedged 
against U.S.-Japanese military efforts, mirror-imaging Washington’s 
endeavors.

Military visits intensified, but the day after Beijing announced 
Defense Minister Cao Gangchuan’s October visit to Washington, 
America imposed sanctions on Norinco for missile proliferation while 
waiving bans on other Chinese firms exporting missile parts, space 
systems, electronics, and military aircraft. Beijing now “doubted the 
US’s sincerity regarding Sino-US cooperation on non-proliferation 
and suspected its real intent.”147 Li Zhaoxing visited Rumsfeld 
and inspected U.S. warships; Rear Admiral James Kelly, Carrier 
Group commander, became the first foreigner to visit PLAN’s SSF 
 headquarters at Zhanjiang. China sent Lt. Col. Yang Liwei, its first 
astronaut, into orbit, returning him to earth on the day Bush and Hu 
were meeting at an APEC summit in Bangkok. Bush congratulated 
Hu on China’s space-faring success; Hu sought and obtained assur-
ances on Taiwan. Bush focused on North Korea, saying if Pyongyang 
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verifiably ended its nuclear program, he would urge multilateral secu-
rity guarantees from all the parties to the proposed six-party talks.148 
Hu dispatched NPC Chairman Wu Bangguo to Pyongyang to invite 
North Korea to join the forum; Pyongyang agreed. Bush’s insistence 
that Beijing’s role was crucial paid off. However, Hu questioned the 
U.S.-led global order, defended China’s strategic perspective, stressing 
multilateralism, dialogue, and peaceful resolution of disputes.149 He 
rejected U.S. proposals to control sales of shoulder-fired antiaircraft 
missiles and restated goals of raising China’s GDP to $4 trillion and 
per capita GDP above $3,000 by 2020. His confident presentation 
left little room for doubt.

PLAN sent the destroyer Shenzhen and depot ship Qinghai Lake to 
Guam—a first—a month after the American visit to Zhanjiang. As 
they left Guam, Cao Gangquan arrived in Hawaii en route to West 
Point and Washington, where Rumsfeld and Powell hosted him. Cao 
explained China’s “defensive defense policy” at the American NDU, 
and warned Rumsfeld that U.S. sales of advanced arms to Taiwan 
could affect relations. Rumsfeld pointedly did not attend the Chinese 
Embassy dinner in Cao’s honor. Cao had sought an appointment with 
Bush but the president only briefly dropped in when Cao visited Rice 
at the White House. Disappointments notwithstanding, Beijing sent 
Lt Gen. Zhu Wenquan, Nanjing MR commander, on an extensive 
American tour in November. In Honolulu, he boarded the destroyer 
Russell, and in San Diego, the carrier Nimitz. He visited other facili-
ties in California, Washington, and New York. These contacts matched 
mutual diplomatic appreciation. Colin Powell and PRC Ambassador 
Yang Jiechi, speaking in Texas, noted the frequency, intensity, and 
informality of exchanges. Powell acknowledged China’s help over 
Korea, Iraq, Afghanistan, and other issues, reinforcing “Bush’s mes-
sage that China needed to rise to its regional responsibilities.” Yang, 
equally effusive, noted the priority of strategic links over economic 
differences, urging an easing of restrictions on high-tech exports to 
China,150 a sensitive issue. The importance of technology in military 
affairs was underscored by Jiang at a CMC meeting attended by senior 
PLA commanders.

The sudden end of bonhomie demonstrated the fragility of 
 relations. With reelection approaching on March 20, 2004, Taiwan’s 
President Chen Shuibian called for a new constitution and a referen-
dum on steps toward independence. This led, from mid-November, a 
hardening of Chinese rhetoric. For Washington, most worrying was 
PLA Maj. Gen. Wang Zaixi’s warning that China would attack open 
promotion of independence. Wen Jiabao, preparing to fly to America, 
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said China would “pay any price to safeguard the motherland’s unity.” 
In December, a PLA major general and a senior colonel wrote that 
Chen’s pro-independence referendum would push Taiwan into “the 
abyss of war,” noting that China would accept any cost of war, includ-
ing a boycott of the 2008 Olympics, loss of foreign investment, dip-
lomatic setbacks, devastation to the southeastern region, economic 
costs and casualties. Having received Taiwanese briefing on the 
 subject, Washington announced it would maintain “capacity to resist 
force” in-theater, providing Taipei with defensive arms including 
 submarines. The White House secretly sent an NSC official to Taipei. 
Theresa Shaheen, America’s envoy there, described Bush as Taiwan’s 
guardian angel. However, America did not support Taiwanese 
 independence and quietly opposed the proposed constitutional refer-
endum.151 Still, PACOM got ready to meet any PLA action. Beijing’s 
abstention from America’s PSI conference in December may have had 
other reasons, but Taiwan did not help.

U.S. intelligence reported that China lacked the capacity to  globally 
challenge America’s leadership, and its ambitions were “highly likely 
to be regionally focused,” probably limited to deterring U.S. inter-
vention in an Asian crisis by raising costs. China’s power-projection 
capacity for this limited objective demanded monitoring. Although 
an authoritarian state “with revisionist intentions,” China “respects 
the rules of the order, works within the existing framework, and seeks 
to change it by peaceful and legitimate means.” Since this approach 
obviated forceful countermeasures, precluded hostile alliance forma-
tion, and complicated support for containment measures, Beijing’s 
strategy “threatened America’s role in the region” but made it diffi-
cult to counter. Consequently, the sustenance of the American order 
“may depend upon its continuing status as the only global power.”152 
Conflict, apparently, was paradigmatic. Partly in response to these 
challenges, in November, Bush announced a global posture review 
ending America’s strategic focus on Europe, and shifting resources to 
Asia. Deepening America’s alliances with Japan, Australia, and South 
Korea would parallel a benign stance toward Russia, monitoring 
China’s “rise,” and forward-deploying fast, agile forces to Asia-Pacific. 
BMD cooperation with Japan and the focus on potential rivals’ capa-
bilities followed.153

China responded with a White paper on its nonproliferation policy, 
underscoring vigorous, transparent efforts to prevent transfer of 
WMD and missile parts and technology.154 Timed with Wen Jiabao’s 
U.S. visit, the document reinforced Beijing’s claim of responsible 
 conduct. The visit itself reflected ambivalence. Bush said, “The growing 
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strength and maturity of our relationship allows us to discuss our 
 differences” over trade, Taiwan, Tibet, human rights, and religious 
freedom, “in a spirit of mutual understanding and respect.” Wen 
asked that relations be handled “in an historic perspective, and with 
strategic foresight and courage.” Bush discussed steps China could 
take on North Korea and trade. Wen stressed the import of negotia-
tions with Pyongyang and assured Bush that China planned eventu-
ally to shift to a floating currency.155 Alan Greenspan, chairman of 
the Federal Reserve, insisted the Yuan’s dollar-peg was “unrelated to 
US job losses.” Wen pointed out that while America’s trade deficit 
with China was growing, so was China’s deficit with other Asian 
states; China was the final assembly point of many Asian exports to 
America. Both partners profited from their trade relations and Beijing 
would endeavor to balance these.

As 2003 drew to a close, China’s self-image and its perception of 
America reinforced the contrast. Beijing asserted that China had 
“gained the reputation of a responsible great power” while “the facts 
have proven that unilateralism and a bellicose policy can only trigger 
even more problems.” America was pushed by foreign-born citizens 
toward “democratic intervention” in their ancestral homelands. 
GWOT strengthened America’s domestic cohesion, reinforcing 
 hegemonic tendencies. Driven by self-interest, Washington saw its 
interests as global good, ignoring moral weaknesses. Individualistic 
competitiveness translated into hegemonic unilateralism; multipolar-
ization was unlikely as long as America remained “attractive and 
exciting.”156 Beijing marked the approaching twenty-fifth anniversary 
of U.S.-PRC diplomatic relations by pointing to “dramatic progress” 
in relations and the two decades of development it allowed China, 
noting that while Washington had “time and again violated” its 
undertakings on Taiwan, China would always handle differences on 
the principle of “harmony without uniformity.”157

This was Hu Jintao’s message to Bush’s emissary, James Baker, 
when they met in Beijing in December. Baker asked for Chinese help 
with Iraqi reconstruction, an immediate concern. In the longer term, 
Washington discerned dangers in China’s “rise.” The PLA’s modern-
ization was creating the ground for a countervailing alliance with 
Japan, India, South Korea, and Russia. America must, however, be 
ready to act alone in case a coalition failed to coalesce. DoD had four 
CVBGs in the Pacific—one home-ported in Japan, three in San 
Diego. Now, plans to base one in Guam, two in Japan, and possibly 
one each in Singapore and Australia began.158 Nine of America’s 
14 Trident SLBMs, too, would be Pacific based. These deployments 
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were not in the public domain; trade disputes were. As Beijing 
recorded another year of sizzling growth, U.S. officials accused China 
of hurting American economic interests. Greenspan alone endorsed 
Beijing’s claim that U.S. economic ills were independent of Chinese 
actions.159 Despite his stature, this view remained unpopular. Beijing 
did note a softening of America’s worldview in Bush’s London address 
in November. He pledged an expansion of the role of the United 
Nations in Iraq where experience challenged hegemonic confidence. 
Against that backdrop, China’s reemphasized NSC offered an alterna-
tive security paradigm.160

2004 opened on a maritime note. Russian and Chinese commen-
tary noted Beijing’s “policy toward future seaward dominance,” 
 identifying three phases of naval expansion. China “gained control 
over the Yellow Sea, the East China Sea and the South China Sea”—
within the “1st island chain”—by 2000. In the second phase, PLAN 
would secure control over waters around Japan, the Philippines, and 
Indonesia—within the second island chain, that is, the Kuriles, 
Kokkaido, and the Marianas and Palau, by 2020–25. In the third 
phase, PLAN would operate as far as the third island chain, including 
Guam, by 2050. To succeed, Beijing needed comprehensive naval 
power built around CVBGs.161 China had bought four non-serviceable 
carriers—the Melbourne in 1994, the Minsk in 1997, the Varyag in 
1998, and the Kiev in 2000—to develop expertise. It was also 
 developing a nuclear-and-diesel attack and SLBM submarine fleet. 
Indigenous capacity, supplemented with foreign purchases, would 
extend Beijing’s maritime reach.

A Sino-U.S. nuclear nonproliferation cooperation agreement and 
Gen. Richard Myers’s arrival on the first CJCS visit since 2000 were 
positive developments. Myers, noting China’s missile buildup, insisted 
that Washington had to help Taiwan defend itself. He sought greater 
military contacts and was shown round China’s space control center. 
Military relations seemed to be “on the mend.” Henry Kissinger, on 
a semiofficial visit, reinforced that upbeat note with Wen Jiabao. But 
U.S. pressure on Europe not to lift its arms embargo on China inten-
sified on predictions of Chinese anti-carrier and ASW capabilities 
being built with Russian, Israeli, and Western help.162 Neutralizing 
those challenges, STRATCOM certified the readiness of its “Global 
Strike” mission to Rumsfeld and Bush. Washington could now collect 
global intelligence and conduct swift, long-range, conventional/
nuclear strikes against high-value leadership, operational, or strategic 
targets.163 Over the next few years, refining this capacity would be 
key to “transformation.” Reflecting more emollient diplomacy,164 
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Richard Armitage assured Beijing that America opposed unilateral 
acts—including Chen Shuibian’s planned constitutional referendum—to 
change the Taiwan Strait status quo. These points were revisited 
 during DCT in February when Douglas Feith asked PLA command-
ers to join the PSI and establish a hotline. The Blue Ridge, the 
7th Fleet Command ship, visited Shanghai; Beijing approved a visit to 
Hong Kong by the carrier Kitty Hawk.

China persuaded all participants in six-party talks to aim for peace-
fully securing a nuclear-free Korean peninsula. America and China 
also issued mutually targeted human rights reports. Beijing stressed 
Taiwan was the “core issue” as Washington raised the level of contacts 
with Taipei.165 Chinese missiles and military technological advances 
raised fresh American concerns while Beijing considered “structural 
clashes” between the two.166 Hu sent Vice Foreign Minister Dai 
Bingguo with a letter for Bush. Chinese officials explained that the 
11.6 percent growth in China’s military expenditure was a modest 
rise in a fully defensive budget, a fraction of the American, British, or 
Japanese outlays. Washington agreed China was “a great power now. 
It is going to be a major factor in Asia and the world. It’s already a 
major factor in the world economy.” America needed to ensure that 
China’s emergence as “a major player” was “a positive transition.”167 
Li Zhaoxing called Colin Powell hours after polls closed in Taiwan, 
seeking reassurance. The White House announced Cheney would 
visit Tokyo, Beijing, and Seoul in April. DoD boosted aerial, naval, 
marine, and C4ISR resources for deterring or defeating potential 
adversaries in the Pacific.168 China urged America to end its military 
support to Taiwan, stop sending “spy planes” near Chinese airspace, 
and not to “abandon arms control.”169 Jiang Zemin told Cheney that 
Beijing would “never allow” Taiwan’s independence. After Chen’s 
reelection, Washington said Beijing’s warnings must be taken seri-
ously; Taipei’s moves toward independence “must be stopped.” DoD’s 
assessment that the PLA was acquiring “credible military options” 
explained American insistence on stability.170

Hu Jintao and his colleagues acknowledged “fresh progress” in 
Sino-U.S. relations at the annual Boao Forum in Hainan. They 
stressed China’s “peaceful rise,” pledging never to “seek hegemony.”171 
Some Americans showed optimism over Taiwan, but would still hedge 
against growing Chinese power. Intelligence analysts saw myriad 
 possibilities; diplomats urged Beijing to take global responsibilities; 
the military feared a zero-sum outcome—a persistent pattern.172 
DoD’s annual report on Chinese military power and the USCC report 
stressed “the China threat.” Deterring Taiwanese independence and 
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“third party” intervention appeared to drive the PLA’s modernization. 
Learning from America’s Iraqi experience, China was pursuing 
improved mobility, firepower, precision-attack capabilities, C4ISR 
advances, and joint operations. Mixing foreign procurement and 
local production, Beijing sought Western levels of sophistication in 
5–10 years, but problems with indigenous jet engines revealed limits. 
Still, China would be a formidable military power in a decade; America 
needed to engage Beijing positively by then.173 Chinese disappoint-
ment with U.S. “Cold War mentality” and refusal to acknowledge 
Beijing’s defense needs was clear. DoD-funded research recommended 
that Washington communicate with PLA commanders, improve 
China-related intelligence, and collaborate on GWOT.174 A strong 
relationship could help resolve differences, avoiding miscalculations.

In May, Bush called Hu, seeking support for a new UN resolution 
on Iraq. Hu agreed but urged transfer of Iraqi sovereignty to an 
elected government. Beijing condemned Washington’s endorsement 
of Israeli arrests of Palestinian diplomats; America demanded a 
Chinese “re-examination” of the 1989 Tiananmen Square violence. 
Beijing rebutted funding allegations regarding John Kerry’s  campaign; 
Rumsfeld insisted there was no need to discuss rules of maritime 
engagement or SLOC security with China.175 In the summer, DoD’s 
Global Defense Posture, begun in 2003, reached fruition. Countering 
uncertainty with agility, the new posture stressed capability rather 
than force-quantum. Bases would be consolidated, 70,000 troops 
would be returned home, and more naval, air, and marine units would 
be deployed to Guam and other Pacific bases.176 Demonstrating the 
Posture’s efficacy, and the navy’s “Sea Power21” strategy, DoD 
mounted Exercise Summer Pulse’04, deploying 7 CVBGs—with 
50 warships, 600 aircraft, and 150,000 troops worldwide, with the 
largest concentration in the Pacific. This segued into month-long 
RIMPAC maneuvers involving more than 40 ships, 7 submarines, 
100-plus aircraft, and 18,000 combatants from 7 allies in the 
Pacific.177 American assurances that China was not targeted proved 
ineffective.178 At antiterrorism talks in Washington, Beijing demanded 
“sovereign equality,” pledged “never to seek hegemony,” and criti-
cized U.S. efforts to sell massive arsenals at meetings among Taiwanese 
officials, Adm. Fargo, and Paul Wolfowitz. Rice and Fargo visited 
China in July, assuring America’s Taiwan policy was unchanged. 
Although calm returned, all sides conducted substantial military 
exercises.

While Fargo was in China, Chinese entrepreneur Zhao Yan was 
assaulted by U.S. officials at Niagara Falls, arousing much anger and 
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triggering ministerial telephonic exchanges. Calls for “serious investi-
gations” merged into warnings that a “US attack” on China would 
prove “very costly.”179 Jiang Zemin asked the CMC to stress 
IT-advancement in China’s “army construction.” His compatriots 
may not have been privy to U.S. appraisals of security goals and chal-
lenges, but their views suggested close monitoring of Washington’s 
calculations. CJCS Myers ordered acquisition of “full spectrum” 
dominance to “swiftly defeat” adversaries everywhere and “win deci-
sively,” leaving no scope for countervailing pressure.180 The U.S. Navy 
deployed expeditionary forces across the Pacific, collocated Stryker 
units with high-speed vessels and C-17 airlifters in Hawaii and Alaska, 
stationed submarines and bombers in Guam, and homeported another 
carrier in the Pacific. Washington would ensure control over space-
based positioning and guidance assets while denying these to 
“emerging adversaries.” The USAF would conduct space operations 
neutering enemies.181 Beijing was concerned.

As DoD planned overwhelming victory, U.S. analysts were opti-
mistic about Sino-U.S. strategic prospects, noting overall stability 
and assessing Beijing’s help with Pyongyang positively. Chinese ana-
lysts, more pessimistic, stressed disputes over sovereignty, territorial 
integrity, and “interference in internal matters.” Beijing sounded 
realistic about America’s regional presence but would act if Taiwan 
“went too far,” U.S. role notwithstanding. That and U.S. redeploy-
ments darkened Chinese views of America.182 In September, Beijing 
rejigged its political-military command structure. Jiang handed over 
CMC chairmanship to Hu who expanded the group, inducting 
 several generals, including the commanders of PLAN, PLAAF, and 
2nd Artillery. With Hu the only civilian member, soldiers regained 
day-to-day command. Technical, power-projecting forces acquired 
prominence. The ground was laid for building joint-operational 
capability emphasizing maritime, aerial, and strategic forces. A dramatic 
expansion of naval forces underscored the PLA’s metamorphosis.183 
DoD insisted that GWOT drove America’s posture review, but while 
Powell and Li worked toward a modus vivendi, the militaries  prepared 
for war.184

In October, Bush made another reassuring call to Hu, before send-
ing Powell over. Powell said Taiwan was not an independent state, 
America was opposed to violent or unilateral changes to the status 
quo, and U.S. aid to Taipei was defensive. Pledging never to abandon 
the region, he sought help in resuming the six-party process. Traveling 
in the opposite direction, PLA CGS, Gen. Liang Guanglie, made an 
extensive visit to DoD facilities across America as Gen. Myers’s guest, 
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discussing military exchanges, North Korea, and Taiwan. Amity 
proved superficial, however. Just before U.S. elections, reviewing 
international security, Beijing blasted Washington’s “uncertainty over 
who was its main foe.” GWOT and America’s “Big Middle East 
reform program” exceeded self-defense; the Iraq War was an “optional 
war” stemming from “cocksure arrogance”; focus on force as the key 
policy tool generated new threats; U.S. search for “absolute security” 
doomed the “American Empire.” Chinese rhetoric matched American 
misjudgment.185

Following Bush’s reelection, Powell described U.S.-China relations 
as “the best in over 30 years.” Hu and Bush would meet at an APEC 
summit in Santiago in November. Still, Washington ensured that the 
EU maintained its arms embargo and that Israel did not upgrade 
Harpy drones it had sold Beijing.186 Bush pledged to “defend our 
security and spread freedom by building effective multinational 
and multilateral institutions and supporting effective multilateral 
action.”187 He ordered DoD and Homeland Security to devise a mar-
itime security strategy involving allies and partners. With his first 
term closing, he may have noted the limits of its unilateralist drive. 
No transformation was promised but significant shifts appeared 
imminent. Beijing had hoped for improved military-diplomatic rela-
tions with America, noting recent high-level exchanges and expecting 
progress on both North Korea and Taiwan.188 Washington responded 
by deciding to replace civilian contractors serving in State and DIA 
posts in Taipei with service personnel from mid-2005—a culmina-
tion of State and DoD officials meeting Taiwanese ministers and 
 generals. Differences also marked the release of Beijing’s Defense 
white paper. China noted deepening multipolarization and globaliza-
tion “amid twists and turns,” with great powers readjusting their 
positions.

Worryingly, “tendencies of hegemonism and unilateralism” had 
gained strength amid “struggles for strategic points, strategic 
resources and strategic dominance.” U.S. alliance building, BMD 
deployments, and Japan’s military activism were particularly threat-
ening. The PLA would improve “informationization,” raise its “talent 
potential,” and seek command of the sea and air in a hi-tech environ-
ment.189 Taiwanese “separatism” would be crushed “at any cost.” 
Beijing insisted this evidenced openness. Some American analysts 
agreed, noting that forthrightness marked growing confidence and 
“the increasing importance of the military element of national power” 
a response to U.S. policy.190 U.S. intelligence noted that China’s rise 
as an economic and military power would transform the global 
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scene by 2020, similar to “the advent of a united Germany in the 
19th century and a powerful US in the early 20th century.” Next 
came India, another emerging giant. India, Japan, and South-East 
Asian actors might seek U.S. help to counterbalance Beijing but, by 
2020, China could become the second largest defense spender and, 
“by any measure, a first-rate military power.”191 This was the world 
the new Bush administration inherited.



C H A P T E R  6

Strategic Triangles

Japan should amend the constitution redefining the Japanese Self 
Defense Forces (JSDF) as a National Defense Force, providing it 
with a clear mission of maintaining and restoring international 
peace, the core aspect of statecraft.1

—Liberal Democratic Party

The multipolar world of the 21st century necessitates a plural 
 security order that accommodates and acknowledges the growing 
strength and confidence of emerging economic and security 
 players . . . in the emerging multipolar world, a plural security 
order alone can deal with the challenges of the new era.2

—A.B. Vajpayee

Today we are witnessing an almost uncontained hyper use of force, 
military force, in international relations, force that is plunging 
the world into an abyss of permanent conflict. . . . We are seeing 
greater and greater disdain for the basic principles of interna-
tional law. . . . We must seriously think about the architecture of 
global security.3

—Vladimir Putin

Japan’s Temporal Conundrum

America, preeminent since 1945, and hegemonic since 1989,  manages 
its security order with alliances. But Chinese and Indian revival, 
Japanese assertiveness, and Russian revitalization have injected  systemic 
fluidity. Not all “rising” powers challenge the order and America is 
strengthening ties with most. But dynamic processes carry uncertainty 
and Washington’s strategy has been to shore up the known against the 
unknown. Parallel to China’s rise has begun a relative decline of U.S. 
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preponderance, given its GWOT-Iraq-Afghan commitments. This has 
sharpened relations with Tokyo, Delhi, Canberra, Seoul, Singapore, 
even Jakarta, and Hanoi, as opposed to Beijing. Security ties are being 
boosted to hedge against feared Chinese hostility. U.S.-Japan-China 
linkages are the sharp edge of these endeavors, given the sensitivity 
of bilateral relations within that triangle.4 U.S.-China-India, 
 U.S.-Japan-India, and U.S.-Japan-Australia are other formulations. 
Secondary actors, pursuing own interests, are leveraging their assets 
to expand their autonomous space. A China-India-Russia triangle 
 exemplifies Asia’s unpredictable security dynamic in the face of which 
the U.S.-Japan alliance has been the bedrock of American strategy.

Founded in 1960, the alliance received a boost following the 
1995–96 “missile crisis.” Bill Clinton visited Tokyo in April 1996, 
signing a Joint Declaration on Security with Premier Hashimoto.5 
This transformed the alliance’s scope from Japan’s defense to that of 
“East Asia and Oceania,” extending its remit to include China, South-
East Asia, Australia-New Zealand, and proximate seas. The allies 
refined security collaboration, signing “Guidelines” and redeployment-
and-support agreements, reinforcing political and military arrange-
ments at annual “212” meetings of Foreign and Defense Ministers. 
Accords reinforced PACOM-JSDF ties, expanding Japan’s definition 
of the “common defense.” In 1997, Tokyo organized a workshop on 
U.S.-Japanese-South Korean naval collaboration.6 That September, 
Washington and Tokyo issued “New Defense Guidelines” redefining 
the alliance’s “sphere” and objectives. The Guidelines extended the 
alliance’s brief to “Situations in areas surrounding Japan.” In 1998, 
PACOM hosted U.S., Japanese, and Korean naval officers examining 
their new responsibilities. All agreed their navies should operate 
jointly, America should lead the effort, and Chinese reaction should 
be taken into account; cooperation with Chinese and Russian navies 
might be possible later. But they disagreed on Beijing’s goals. 
Americans felt China sought to edge Washington out of Asian leader-
ship; Japanese officers insisted Beijing was aggressively pursuing 
global hegemony.7

Diplomacy was revived after a two-year hiatus. Hashimoto flew to 
Beijing in September 1997, urging Jiang and Li Peng to build “a new 
age of dialogue and cooperation.” Return visits by Li Peng, Defense 
Minister Chi Haotian, and Vice Premier Hu Jintao followed. All 
urged Tokyo to show a “correct understanding of the history of 
 relationship” between their countries, and to exclude Taiwan from 
the US-Japan Defense Guidelines.8 JSDF Chief Fumio Kyuma visited 
China in May 1998; CMC Vice Chairman Zhang Wannian attended 
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the sixth China-Japan Security Dialogue in Tokyo in September. 
Jiang himself arrived in November, pledging cooperation in 33 areas 
in a Joint Statement with Hashimoto, but also expressing unhappiness 
over Japan’s view of history. Prime Minister Obuchi returned the visit 
in July 1999, endorsing China’s WTO accession efforts, reviewing 
progress in cooperation and confirming Premier Zhu’s planned visit 
in 2000. At the Auckland APEC summit, the two premiers discussed 
bilateral and U.S.-China relations, and Taiwan.9 Beijing’s objections 
to the “New Defense Guidelines” darkened its view of the U.S.-Japan 
alliance:10

• Japan had sacrificed China’s security interests to “serve US-Japan 
relations.”

• Taiwan’s inclusion in the “Guidelines” threatened China’s 
“reunification cause,” creating potential for conflict.

• The U.S.-Japan alliance had become an Asian NATO; stress 
on military strength and “group defense” meant Japan had 
 abandoned its “peace” commitments.

• The Guidelines and relevant bills “ignited” Japan’s possible 
rearmament and abandonment of its “peaceful track.”

Four months after Pyongyang’s August 1998 missile tests, Tokyo 
joined Washington’s BMD “technology research project.” It rejected 
Sino-Russian protests on the ground that unlike these countries, 
Japan had no offensive missiles, posed no threats, and only sought 
protection. Tokyo noted Beijing’s discomfiture over the potential loss 
of its missile-based “one-sided military superiority” and China’s 
implicit criticism of America and Russia because U.S.-Japanese BMD 
would undermine China’s deterrent against those countries.11 U.S. 
analysts thought Chinese protests tactically aimed at excluding 
Taiwan from a BMD/TMD umbrella. Underlying these tensions lay 
deeper divisions.12 Sino-Japanese perceptions and misperceptions 
“were at least as complicated and politically troublesome” as Sino-
American ones. Given China’s reluctance to accept Japan as an equal 
and U.S. belief in Japan’s centrality in East Asia, erecting a security 
architecture encompassing all actors would remain difficult. No secu-
rity framework would cohere until the Taiwan and Korea issues were 
resolved.

In 1999–2000, Tokyo detected Chinese naval vessels intruding 
into Japan’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Beijing’s February 2000 
White Paper warned that Taiwan’s “invasion or occupation” would 
trigger military action.13 In May 2000, a PLAN intelligence-gathering 
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vessel sailed into the Sea of Japan, passed the Tsugaru Strait, turning 
south to traverse Japan’s Pacific coast. These “blatant” activities in 
“Japanese waters”—military talks notwithstanding—aroused Japanese 
passions. But Tokyo’s transitional anomie precluded decisive action. 
The faction-ridden LDP, presiding over decade-long stagnation, 
sought change; in America, the Clinton era drew to a close in confu-
sion over succession. Tokyo was troubled by George Bush’s marginal 
victory and the limits it might impose on his freedom of action.14 In 
this vacuum appeared the bipartisan Armitage-Nye report urging a 
boost to the U.S.-Japan alliance. Coauthored by prominent figures, 
the NDU-sponsored report urged firm action,15 siding with Japan 
against China:

• Reaffirming America’s commitment to Japan’s defense includ-
ing that of “the Senkaku islands” and “diligent implementation” 
of the Guidelines.

• Joint training for operations against “longstanding potential 
threats” and newer challenges.

• Japan’s full participation in peacekeeping-humanitarian missions 
ending Tokyo’s self-imposed restrictions.

• Restructuring U.S. presence in Japan utilizing technology, 
reducing the military footprint while maintaining capabilities.

• Military technology exchange as a priority element of the 
 alliance; broadening BMD collaboration.

The subsequent inclusion of several authors of this report in the 
Bush administration16 ensured it was the blueprint for America’s East 
Asia policy. A month after the EP-3 collision, Armitage, troubled by 
the debate on amending Article 9 of Japan’s constitution, prohibiting 
deployment of armed forces and participating in “collective defense,” 
visited Tokyo.17 Despite disagreements preventing constitutional 
changes, Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi—with JSDF already a 
potent force—reinterpreted the provisions. His approach became 
apparent at his first summit with Bush in June.18 The two men struck 
a rapport generating trust, which reinforced their political-military 
convergence. In September, following al-Qaeda’s attacks on America, 
Koizumi offered sympathy and help. His Anti-Terrorism Special 
Measures Bill authorized JSDF to take on out-of-area assignments 
and blocked terrorist funding. Koizumi pledged support during 
another bilateral meeting at an APEC summit in October, briefing 
Bush on his recent trip to Beijing. Although security issues domi-
nated discussions, Koizumi also promised to tackle Japan’s economic 
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malaise. Bush appreciated Japan’s $40m aid to Pakistan aimed at 
 ending its support for Kabul’s Taliban rulers. And they planned to 
deploy JSDF ships to the Indian Ocean to provide security-logistical 
support to imminent U.S. operations.

While deepening the U.S.-Japan alliance, Tokyo expressed doubts 
over continuing economic aid to China because of “the moderniza-
tion of Chinese military capabilities . . . and its lack of transparency.”19 
By FY1999, Japan had given China loans and grants worth Yen 
2,688.3bn, aiding China’s “astounding development.” Unhappy that 
Beijing had “hardly shown any gratitude,” Tokyo signaled its anger at 
China’s “increased military spending and pressuring Japan with the 
issue of history.” Tokyo was troubled when in July and November 
2001, a PLAN vessel surveyed the seas east of Japan’s southwestern 
islands, presumably “collecting basic data for naval operations.”20 
Koizumi’s visits to the Yasukuni Shrine, honoring Japanese war-dead 
including 14 war criminals, and refusal to amend history books that 
“beautified the history of aggression,” outraged Beijing. During 
Koizumi’s October visit, Jiang and Zhu Rongji asked him to “cor-
rectly treat historical issues,” warning him against JSDF deployments 
overseas.21 Koizumi, stressing Japan’s defensive orientation, ordered 
an Aegis-equipped warship, escorts, and transport aircraft to the 
Indian Ocean when America launched OEF. His visit restored 
 normalcy to Japan-China relations without addressing fundamental 
fissures.

In January 2002, Tokyo cohosted an Afghan reconstruction 
 conference with America, the EU, and Saudi Arabia. The Japanese 
and U.S. foreign ministers reaffirmed their global partnership against 
terrorism. A Bush-Koizumi summit in February confirmed accord 
on Bush’s “Axis of evil,” GWOT, homeland security, and economic 
revival. Differences over climate change and U.S. forces in Okinawa 
were formal, not substantive. Bush’s emphasis in his address to the 
Diet on a shared vision of a “fellowship of free Pacific nations” 
underscored the elemental difference dividing this value-based 
 alliance from China,22 until Beijing abandoned its political system. 
Ministerial meetings coordinated policy while JSDF, PACOM, and 
CENTCOM units honed operational cooperation. Foreign Ministers 
Yoriko Kawaguchi and Colin Powell and their deputies conferred 
frequently until Koizumi met Bush at a G8 summit in Canada 
in June, visiting America in September. The two leaders discussed 
U.S. plans for Iraq and Koizumi’s imminent trip to Pyongyang. 
After months of preparation, the two militaries launched exercise 
Keen Sword in November 2002. Across Japan, 8,500 JSDF and 
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11,600 U.S. personnel conducted joint “operations,”23 testing out 
the Guidelines.

Progress was formalized at annual talks among the foreign and 
defense Ministers. Powell and Wolfowitz hosted Kawaguchi and 
Shigeru Ishiba at the first Security Consultative Committee—SCC or 
212—meeting in December, reaching consensus on GWOT, Iraq, 
North Korea, BMD and basing arrangements.24 By the end of 2002, 
Japanese vessels had refueled 156 OEF coalition ships, delivering 
250m liters of fuel; C-130s had conducted 112 logistical sorties.25 The 
Aegis destroyer leading Japan’s contingent boosted the coalition’s air 
defenses. The SCC noted the importance of China playing a “positive 
role” in maintaining regional peace. However, Tokyo was relieved that 
while Chinese military modernization stressed technology and joint 
operations, PLA capability for airborne/seaborne attacks remained 
limited. Although China’s SRBMs covered Taiwan, Taipei enjoyed 
qualitative superiority over Beijing’s air and naval forces.26 Home to 
41,000 U.S. personnel ashore and 14,000 afloat on 7th Fleet ships, 
Japan paid $4.57bn annually to America as alliance support.27 Tokyo’s 
deployment of a battalion to East Timor and a transport unit to the 
Golan Heights delighted Washington.

In May 2003, Koizumi announced he might “accelerate consider-
ation” of the joint BMD project with America. Following a Koizumi-
Bush summit in October, Tokyo decided to acquire U.S. upper- and 
lower-tier BMD systems, capable of defending a territory 2,000 km in 
diameter, from MRBM attacks. After U.S. forces captured Saddam 
Hussein, Bush called Koizumi, thanking him for his offer of $1.5bn 
toward Iraqi reconstruction. They also discussed Col. Qadhafi’s plans 
to dismantle Libya’s WMD programs, hoping Kim Jong Il would 
 follow suit. Koizumi reiterated his pledges when special envoy James 
Baker visited Tokyo in December. Cheney’s April 2004 talks with 
Koizumi in Tokyo confirmed that “they shared the understanding 
that stability in the relations between China and Taiwan was 
important.”28 Beijing worried that “less-than-benign” military allies 
were discussing this “internal Chinese matter.” Consultations were 
frequent—at a Bush-Koizumi meeting in Sea Island in June, 
between Kawaguchi and Powell in Jakarta in July, and Koizumi and 
Rice in Tokyo a week later. China-Japan-Taiwan-U.S. security, and 
trade, featured prominently. A 1996 agreement allowing U.S. and 
Japanese forces to share operational logistics was refined, improving 
interoperability.

Taiwan and North Korea remained flashpoints. On Taiwan, China 
sought U.S.-Japanese reiteration of their one-China policy, reduced 
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official contacts and no military exchanges with Taipei, and opposi-
tion to “Taiwan independence.” America and Japan wanted China to 
acknowledge Taiwan’s democratic evolution, and pursuit of unifica-
tion with a hearts-and-minds campaign. Beijing insisted Chen 
Shuibian had proved Chinese moderation was futile. On North Korea, 
America and Japan believed that Pyongyang’s weapons program and 
threatening behavior were destabilizing; they urged China to make 
North Korea abandon its nuclear program and other “disruptive” 
activities. Here, China insisted persuasion would be more effective 
than coercion. Japan and America claimed that their support since 
the 1970s had helped Beijing to build its power and influence; they 
expected China to become a “responsible international partner.” 
Beijing feared U.S. policy was designed to “contain” its “rise”; Japan’s 
increasingly assertive foreign and defense policies deepened Chinese 
insecurity. America acknowledged that it hedged against China’s 
future unpredictability but denied pursuing containment. Japan, 
meanwhile, had shed its wartime baggage, become more “normal,” 
and now sought a bigger role via the UN. China insisted Japan must 
reassure its former victims that its resurgence did not promise a mili-
tarist future.29 Fear and mistrust precluded a benign relationship, 
despite public politeness.

Japanese security perceptions, too, evolved. Koizumi’s advisers 
noted, “It is imperative that we try to prevent the emergence of new 
threats as early and far away from home as possible”; Japan must 
 “create a unified inter-agency decision-making and coordination 
mechanism” enabling it to work during crises.30 That demanded a 
more formal military, intelligence, and national security structure 
capable of initiating operations away from Japanese shores. Coalescing 
consensus demanded that Tokyo proclaim its right to individual and 
collective defense, redefine the SDF as military forces capable of 
 long-range operations, and delineate the prime minister’s emergency 
powers during crises.31 Japan’s apparent readiness to amend Article 9 
of the 1947 constitution delighted America but mortified China. 
Beijing dispatched Deputy Foreign Minister Wang Yi as ambassador 
to Tokyo, underscoring the importance of bilateral relations.

At mini-summits with Hu and Wen on the sidelines of APEC and 
ASEAN13 meetings, respectively, Koizumi “vowed to cherish and 
maintain the achievements made” in Japan-China cooperation. But 
both felt betrayed. In November, Japanese warships and aircraft 
chased an unidentified submarine from Japan’s territorial waters 
under suspicions that it was a PLAN vessel. Following Tokyo’s 
 persistent demand, Beijing apologized, acknowledging that a Han 
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submarine had “erroneously” entered Japanese waters. Japan’s deputy 
foreign minister told a European security meeting that Tokyo opposed 
the EU’s plans to lift its 1989 arms embargo on China, echoing U.S. 
concerns. Tokyo passed a National Defense Program Guideline 
(NDPG), aiming to “prevent any threats from reaching Japan” and 
“improve the international security environment,” implying an active 
defense policy. Ignoring Beijing’s protests, Tokyo granted a visa to 
Lee Teng-hui.32

In contrast, Japan-U.S. security collaboration intensified. At 212 
meetings in February and October 2005, the allies agreed on  common 
strategic objectives. The document “Transformation and Realignment 
for the Future” specified capabilities, roles, and missions of the two 
forces and relocation of U.S. units in Japan. The two allies urged 
“peaceful resolution of issues concerning the Taiwan Strait” and 
“transparency” in Chinese military affairs. It confirmed dovetailing 
of Japan’s NDPG and U.S. global defense posture review, and BMD 
cooperation. In May 2006, ministers finalized U.S. troop realign-
ment plans. Agreements were formalized in “Japan-U.S. Alliance of 
the New Century” issued at a Bush-Koizumi summit in June. Almost 
simultaneously, Koizumi initiated efforts to upgrade the JSDA to a 
ministry, making international peace operations a key activity. These 
changes and the 2005–09 Mid-Term Defense Program transformed 
the JSDF and the legal bases33 on which they operated. Sino-Japanese 
relations plunged.

Several tendencies converged violently in 2005. Koizumi’s annual 
trips to the Yasukuni Shrine were the most visible divergence between 
Japanese and Chinese nationalism. Tokyo’s refusal to cancel history 
textbooks denying war crimes, or to acknowledge organized rape of 
“comfort women,” disputes over the Diayutai/Senkaku islands, and 
hydrocarbon exploration in the East China Sea embittered Chinese 
opinion.34 Japan’s attempts to join the UNSC as a permanent mem-
ber may have been the last straw for many. In April, Chinese bloggers 
organized anti-Japan protests in nine cities, most violently in Shanghai. 
Japanese consulate buildings and shops were damaged, vigorous 
Japanese protests notwithstanding. Only when Beijing felt that the 
agitation was becoming risky was it brought under control. Relations 
hit their nadir. The parallel deepening of Sino-Japanese antagonism 
and U.S.-Japanese alliance proved mutually reinforcing. While 
Washington, the “great balancer,” was drawn elsewhere, confidence 
in Tokyo and Beijing outgrew their post–Cold War restraints, inten-
sifying the competition for regional preeminence. Only when Shinzo 
Abe, Koizumi’s successor, visited Hu in Beijing in late 2006, and 
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invited Wen to Tokyo, building a framework for pushing historical 
and other disputes to the margins, did passions cool.

The Eagle Rides the Elephant

Appearances notwithstanding, India remained closely aligned to U.S. 
containment policies toward China in the 1950s and 1960s. Their 
intelligence services backstopped a Tibetan rebellion against Beijing’s 
authority costing hundreds, possibly thousands, of lives.35 Nixon’s 
decision to “divide the communist bloc” by opening to China ended 
covert collaboration with India, but U.S. sci-tech assistance to India’s 
nuclear and space projects, begun in the 1950s and boosted after the 
1962 Sino-Indian war, continued. Agreements reached in 1974–77, 
1979, 1983, 1985, 1987, and 1997 transferred technology, trained 
scientists, expanded Delhi’s R&D capacity, and telescoped India’s 
developmental time, effort, and resources, generating self-sustaining 
momentum in key sectors.36 Politically, however, India’s search for 
autonomy required balancing between the superpowers, with a tilt 
toward Moscow as Washington aligned with Islamabad and, since 
1971, with Beijing. The Cold War’s end created fresh opportunities 
triggering an Indian reappraisal.

In January 1992, Prime Minister Narasimha Rao met President 
Bush on the sidelines of a UN summit in New York, agreeing on a 
security- and nonproliferation dialogue. Talks continued for two 
years before Rao visited Washington as Clinton’s guest. America 
 considered India’s ability to build ICBMs, such as those of Japan and 
Israel, nonthreatening.37 With Rao-Clinton talks preparing the 
ground, Defense Secretary Perry laid the foundation of U.S.-Indian 
strategic links. In January 1995, he signed the “Agreed Minute on 
Defense Relations” with his counterpart in Delhi stating that civilian 
and military leaders would periodically discuss strategic security and 
operational issues including military-to-military relations, transfer of 
defense technology, and coproduction. This accord specified no 
 project38 but made future progress possible. While pursuing indefi-
nite extension of the NPT, Perry noted that “the nuclear ambitions of 
India and Pakistan flow from a dynamic we are unlikely to influence 
in the near term.” Instead of seeking an “immediate rollback,” which 
was “unattainable,” America sought to “cap” their nuclear capabili-
ties. Perry stressed that while Pakistan was driven by fear of India’s 
conventional superiority and nuclear potential, India’s motivation was 
“to deter the Chinese military,” a threat Indians were “very  concerned 
about,”39 noting potential U.S.-Indian strategic convergence. He 
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pressed India—and Pakistan—to deepen military ties by being open 
about defense strategy, planning, programs, and budgets.

The talks led to the establishment of a Defense Policy Group 
(DPG) cochaired by the Indian defense secretary and his DoD 
 counterpart, an Executive Steering Group (ESG) cochaired by the 
Vice Chief of Army Staff, Deputy Chief of Naval Staff, and Vice Chief 
of Air Staff from India and designated U.S. commanders, a Joint 
Technical Group (JTG), and a Technical Advisory Group (TAG). In 
1995–97, these groups met at least annually, establishing a frame-
work for defense collaboration. The ESG initiated joint army, naval, 
and air exercises, visits by senior officers to each other’s units, and 
exchanging students and instructors at service academies. The TAG 
explored cooperation in aircraft technology, third-generation  antitank 
weapons, and test-site instrumentation and training. The JTG spon-
sored defense technical cooperation and policy discussions.

Hillary Clinton’s 1995 visit to India established a “personal” link 
with the White House. As the fiftieth anniversary of India’s 
 independence approached, excitement seized Washington. In early 
1997, Clinton ordered a review of relations with India and Pakistan. 
The House of Representatives designated August 15 “Indian 
Independence Day: A National Day of Celebration of Indian and 
American Democracy.” Clinton’s congratulatory message stressed 
India’s “most precious gift: freedom” for one-fifth of humanity, citing 
India as an “example to peoples everywhere striving for human 
 dignity and the right to determine their own future.” Hillary Clinton 
represented the president at Mother Teresa’s funeral in Calcutta in 
September 1997, renewing ties with India’s leaders. Prime Minister 
I.K. Gujral visited the White House, highlighting democratic India’s 
growing economic prowess. Despite differences over the NPT and 
draft CTBT, Gujral and Clinton agreed that shared representative 
and liberal-democratic traditions demanded the “start of a new 
friendship.”40 A state visit by Clinton in 1998 was planned.

This coincided with DoD-commissioned studies examining the 
prospects for U.S.-Indian collaboration against post–Cold War 
 uncertainties. One of these, aiming to prevent the emergence of a 
“global adversary” and reinforce U.S. military capability to counter 
competition, noted that India—a large military power with signifi-
cant domestic production and R&D capability in conventional, 
nuclear, and space arenas—was looking beyond its region and taking 
strategic interest in global affairs. It would, by 2025, be one of the 
five largest economies. More significantly, regional “power transitions” 
in South Asia would “bequeath India local hegemony while increasing 
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the intensity of Sino-Indian competition.”41 The study noted the 
 possibility of conflict among Asia-Pacific states, the “brittleness” of 
local forces, Asian reluctance to offer America bases, the need for U.S. 
combatants to cross vast territories, and Japan’s constitutional con-
straints. American forces faced major challenges. Pakistan, whose fate 
looked bleak, could not be counted on as an ally; India could. Another 
report stressed Indian anxiety over China’s military links to Pakistan, 
Iran, and Myanmar, the rise of Chinese naval and air power, and the 
emergence of “hegemonic, militarily assertive China”42—anxiety that 
Washington shared.

After the electoral victory of a Hindu-nationalist coalition under 
A.B. Vajpayee, Clinton sent Ambassador Bill Richardson with a letter 
for him expressing his “desire to advance shared interests and com-
mon objectives.” Richardson described America’s twenty-first- century 
vision in which the two states collaborated as “countries with global 
responsibilities.”43 Vajpayee responded positively, renewing the 
 invitation to Clinton to visit India. Weeks later, India shook the world 
with a series of nuclear tests described in Washington as a “colossal 
 intelligence failure.”44 DCI Tenet appointed Adm. David Jeremiah to 
investigate how it had come about. In fact, before taking power, 
Vajpayee’s BJP had pledged to refine India’s nuclear capability; his 
defense minister, George Fernandes, told an interviewer that China 
was India’s “enemy no.1.” Vajpayee’s letter to Clinton restated this 
view, explaining Delhi’s anxiety over China’s nuclear arsenal and 
Beijing’s help to Pakistan “to become a covert nuclear state.”45

Clinton now focused on preventing testing by Pakistan. Incentives 
and disincentives proffered to Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif failed; 
Pakistan conducted its own series of tests, hammering another nail 
into the nonproliferation regime’s coffin. Imposing sanctions on 
India and Pakistan, Washington organized meetings of the UNSC, 
Permanent Five (P5), and G-8 countries, condemning the tests. India 
rejected all criticism.46 Clinton’s June summit with Jiang Zemin 
included a statement on the tests. Delhi “categorically rejected” the 
right of “these two countries arrogating to themselves” responsibility 
for maintaining peace and stability in South Asia. By then, Strobe 
Talbott and Jaswant Singh had begun talks that would transform 
relations. Talbott insisted America had nothing against India and 
sanctions were legal requirements: “The United States has a very, very 
high regard for India.” Singh clarified Delhi’s position.47 Initially, 
they met monthly. As trust and confidence grew, the gaps lengthened 
but exchanges intensified. China featured in these as Singh pointed to 
potential threats and rivalry between Asia’s giants. By the time of the 
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third session, Talbott’s team included the Vice CJCS, and officials 
from State, DoD, NSC, and other agencies. Talbott, noting America’s 
“on-going strategic dialogue with China,” recommended Sino-Indian 
“candid exchanges” to show China that “democracy is not only 
 possible, but also necessary.”48

Talks focused on Delhi’s adherence to CTBT and FMCT, export 
controls, and restraint in development, flight-testing, and storage of 
nuclear-capable missiles and aircraft.49 Sanctions were partially lifted 
in late 1998. By the time of the eighth session in January 1999, with 
Singh now India’s foreign minister, nuclear concerns were sidelined as 
strategic collaboration took center stage.50 This progress paralleled 
Vajpayee’s “taking the bus” to Lahore to meet Sharif. They agreed on 
a mechanism to break the violent stalemate defining relations. Weeks 
later, Pakistani troops and militias appeared ensconced in bunkers 
atop Kargil mountains evacuated by wintering Indian troops, south 
of the Line of Control (LOC) dividing Kashmir. Surprised, India 
launched ground and aerial counterattacks and by late May, serious 
fighting spread along a 150 km front. Recapturing Pakistani posi-
tions, some at 17,000 feet, cost India much blood and treasure. 
Pakistani insistence that its troops were not involved lacked credence. 
As fighting intensified and Indian persistence began to tell, fears 
of Pakistani insecurity leading to a nuclear exchange exercised 
Washington. Analyses showed the detonation of a single 12 kt weapon 
over a major regional city would immediately cause over 500,000 
casualties, the eventual toll rising to 12 million.51 Military studies 
also pointed to American interest in “living with” nuclear-armed 
India and Pakistan, managing relations peacefully, and engaging the 
democratic market economy and potential major power—India.52 
Intense American diplomacy failed to end fighting, persuading 
Clinton to go public.

As the media were briefed in Washington, he called and wrote to 
Vajpayee and Sharif urging a Pakistani withdrawal and Indian 
restraint.53 By late June, with escalation increasingly likely, Sharif 
sought Clinton’s intervention. Clinton agreed to receive him on con-
dition that he would withdraw Pakistani forces to their pre-winter 
positions. Long, difficult sessions on July 4 led to Sharif’s reluctant 
acceptance. Clinton briefed Vajpayee, demonstrating both fairness 
and an ability to get things done. This proved to be a turning point, 
and not just in Indo-U.S. relations. Washington had sought Beijing’s 
help in persuading Islamabad to de-escalate; China “played a con-
structive role” in defusing the crisis.54 The threat of a nuclear exchange 
receded but the stress overwhelmed Pakistan, triggering within 
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months a coup by the Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Gen. Pervez 
Musharraf, and Sharif’s eventual exile. Clinton, outraged, told 
Vajpayee that they, as leaders of the two largest democracies, had “a 
special responsibility to demonstrate that democracy provides the best 
foundation not only for domestic prosperity and stability, but for 
cooperation and harmony among democratic nations.” He lifted 
more of the sanctions imposed on India. With NPT anxieties fading, 
America and India forged a “democratic front with a global vision.”

Pakistan caused India immediate security concerns but in the 
 longer term China remained the worry. The Sino-Indian Joint Working 
Group and Expert Group met following agreements signed in 1993 
and 1996, but “the core issue of boundary dispute” remained 
unsolved.55 Indian analyses of Chinese threats paralleled DoD’s. PLA 
tests of DF-31 and lab testing of DF-41 ICBMs, improved air- and 
sea-lift capacity, fire-power and mobility, and joint-service operations 
equally troubled Delhi and Washington. U.S.-Indian Security ties 
burgeoned in response. Jaswant Singh and Madeleine Albright met 
twice. Antiterrorism and extradition accords were signed. India’s 
COAS, General V.P. Malik, visited PACOM and DoD in November 
1999. Adm. Blair visited India in January 2000. In March, Clinton 
arrived on a five-day visit capping exchanges on security and eco-
nomic collaboration. Clinton and his hosts showered praise on each 
other, enunciating “a new dimension” in relations. Their joint state-
ment recalled the 1972 Nixon-Zhou Shanghai Communiqué although 
its tone was more effusive. It stressed “a common interest in and 
 complementary responsibility for ensuring regional and international 
security.” President Narayanan, toasting Clinton, noted, “In such a 
globalized world-society, there would be no place for hegemonistic 
controls or cut-throat competition.”56 Whether this was aimed at 
Beijing or Washington remained unclear.

As the Clinton presidency wound down, DoD-funded analyses 
urged building up India’s strength. Delhi, anxious over potential 
rivalry with China, sought “complete and permanent revitalization of 
the Indian economy” as the ideal antidote—with Washington playing 
“a special role.” This school urged relaxation of technology-transfer 
restrictions, recognition of India “as a great power both regionally 
and globally,” and sales of “the best American military technology, 
weapon systems, and doctrine and training.”57 In September 2000, 
Vajpayee was warmly received. He insisted India’s democratic system 
and economic strength made it a bastion of Asian peace and stability, 
a “natural ally” Washington could count on58 and could not dispense 
with, a view America shared. Occasionally stated was the underlying 
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assumption that “India could become a strategic counterweight to 
China” and a fulcrum of stability for the U.S.-led order.59 The Bush 
administration built on this foundation.

Days after the EP3-J8 collision, Jaswant Singh arrived in 
Washington. Discussions with Bush, Powell, Rice, and Rumsfeld 
laid the basis of a tacit alliance. India swiftly endorsed Bush’s BMD 
deployment plans. Deputy Secretary Armitage, and CJCS, Gen. 
Henry Shelton, visited Delhi, outlining a strategic partnership frame-
work. India established an Integrated Headquarters with enhanced 
powers in the MOD, a Strategic Forces Command, a tri-service 
 command in Andaman Islands near the Malacca Strait, a Defense 
Intelligence Agency, a National Defense University, and a Defense 
Procurement Board, mirroring DoD establishments with which to 
collaborate. India’s defense-technological prowess was showcased in 
2001: in January, the Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) technology 
 demonstrator took off and the 2000 km-range Agni II IRBM was 
tested for the second time. In February-March, the 250 mile-range 
Akash SAM was flight-tested. On March 1, India ordered 310 T-90 
tanks from Russia with technology-transfer clauses. In April, the 
Navy commissioned the locally built 24,612-tonne tanker Aditya. In 
June, an Indo-Russian joint venture tested the 280 km-range super-
sonic BrahMos cruise missile. In September, two coastal operations 
hovercraft were launched and Dhanush, a naval SRBM, was flight-
tested. Delhi was able, and willing, to play a muscular role.

The September 11, al-Qaeda strikes in America triggered move-
ment. Vajpayee, swiftly condemning the attacks, offered to help U.S. 
military deployments. Bush lifted most of the 1998 sanctions. In 
October, the number of Indian firms on America’s “Entity List” was 
reduced from 159 to 16; licensing policy for “nuclear and missile 
 control items” was changed from “denial” to case-by-case review. 
Vajpayee, visiting Washington in November, pledged “all help” in 
counterterrorism operations. The leaders, vowing to transform rela-
tions “in pursuit of their many common goals in Asia and beyond,” 
convened a High Technology Cooperation Group (HTCG) to “stim-
ulate bilateral high-technology commerce.” Collaboration was agreed 
on Afghanistan, counterterrorism, defense, a new strategic frame-
work, civilian nuclear systems, aerospace, intelligence, and economic 
development.60 In December, the DPG formalized U.S.-Indian 
“defense and security cooperation” in support of shared “strategic 
interests in Asia and beyond.”61 India’s help, via its Northern Alliance 
allies in Afghanistan, proved crucial to U.S. success in ousting the 
Taliban from Kabul and chasing the al-Qaeda into the Durand Line 
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highlands without deploying a large force or investing excessive blood 
or treasure.

2002 was a year of consolidation. Following a militant raid on the 
Indian parliament in December 2001, India massed forces along the 
Pakistani border, threatening punitive action. Pakistan took counter-
measures. As tension mounted, Washington intensified diplomacy, 
urging restraint. When this proved inadequate, Washington warned 
Americans not to visit the region unless absolutely necessary. As tour-
ism and investment faded, Delhi and Islamabad acknowledged the 
dangers of escalation. Meanwhile, Indian warships began escorting 
“high value American shipping” transiting the Malacca Strait when 
U.S. naval assets were committed elsewhere. Cooperation expanded 
to combined naval patrols in the Malacca Strait, a $100m sale of 
counter-battery radars reviving defense trade, combined Special 
Forces exercises, joint BMD workshop in Colorado Springs, and a 
General Security of Military Information Agreement allowing 
 technology transfers.62 Rumsfeld, visiting Delhi, confirmed the effec-
tiveness of U.S. diplomacy. Just before his arrival, India withdrew its 
fleet from near Pakistani waters. Both sides began reducing their 
combined deployment of a million men along the borders.

Rumsfeld and George Fernandes focused on strategic collabora-
tion. Delhi presented a substantial “wish-list” of U.S. hardware 
including P-3 maritime patrol aircraft, Patriot ABM, and electronic 
warfare systems. Indian interest in Israel’s Arrow ABM, built with 
U.S. aid, too, needed American blessings. The administration allo-
cated $5m for India in DoD’s FY2003 budget for financing surveil-
lance and counterterrorism gear to be deployed in Kashmir. Between 
May 2002 and September 2003, U.S. and Indian Special Forces exer-
cised in Northeast India and Ladakh near the Chinese border, Indian 
combat aircraft deployed to Alaska for exercises, and USAF pilots saw 
the Su-30MKI, the most sophisticated fighter in Chinese and Russian 
inventories. The two navies conducted complex Malabar exercises in 
the Arabian Sea with an American nuclear submarine; the Firefinder 
radars were delivered; officials held BMD talks; a Master Information 
Exchange Agreement facilitating defense R&D was signed.63 The 
U.S. National Security Strategy document issued in September gave 
high priority to developing Indo-U.S. relations.64 Military links 
would reflect the speed at which they did.

Some issues persisted, though. State Department questioned 
DoD’s enthusiasm for selling India the Arrow ABM, fearing it would 
undermine nonproliferations efforts. U.S. endorsement of an Israeli sale 
of the Phalcon airborne early warning system, a “force-multiplier” 
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whose sale to China Washington had barred—finalized during Prime 
Minister Sharon’s visit to India in September 2003—troubled some 
over regional military imbalances.65 Trade and India’s economic, 
investment, and financial regulations, especially when compared to 
China’s, raised questions.66 Still, Bush aimed to build a “global part-
nership” with India. Acknowledging resistance from “old habits and 
traditional perspectives on both sides,” Vajpayee stressed “the irrefut-
able logic” of Indo-U.S. solidarity.67 Powell announced progress 
toward achieving the “trinity” of high-technology trade, and civil 
nuclear- and space cooperation. He did not mention BMD, but 
 discussions on that, too, intensified.

In January 2004, Bush and Vajpayee simultaneously announced 
the Next Steps in Strategic Partnership (NSSP), identifying civilian 
nuclear technology and space programs, and high-technology trade 
as the focus of “implementing our shared vision.” They agreed to 
“expand our dialogue on missile defense” and amend relevant laws to 
ensure rapid progress.68 China’s PLA Daily reported the statements 
without comment. Shortly afterward, Jaswant Singh arrived in 
Washington to finalize implementation. Bush held detailed talks with 
him, stressing personal interest and commitment. In mid-February, 
USAF F-15s arrived in Gwalior, central India, for the latest Cope 
India exercises with IAF MiG-21s, MiG-29s, Mirage-2000s, and 
Su-30s. In simulated BVR combat, Su-30s “bested” F-15s, which 
may have relieved Indian—even Chinese—observers, anxious about 
this pitting of “Asia’s best fighters” against America’s in ostensibly 
counterterrorism exercises.69 IAF Jaguars flew to Alaska in July, 
 performing similarly.70 The two Special Forces trained together in the 
jungles of northeastern India in March. Washington increased fund-
ing for training Indian officers from $1m in 2003 to $1.25m. India 
purchased U.S. ordnance worth $200m on top of Special Forces gear 
worth $31m enabling joint operations. American regulations now 
required congressional clearance only for sales above $14m, putting 
India alongside Japan and South Korea. Possibly the most significant 
sale was of four dozen GE F404 jet engines to power India’s lan-
guishing LCA. Negotiations over P-3C Orions, around 50 C-130J 
transports, Perry-class frigates, and Sea Hawk helicopters would take 
longer.

One break in this flow was the BJP’s electoral defeat in May 2004 
and the appointment of a Congress-led government headed by 
Manmohan Singh. As finance minister, he had initiated economic 
liberalization in 1991. By now, however, defense relations had become 
so interwoven with policy that the militaries noticed no change. Singh 
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promised to spread the benefits of economic growth among India’s 
rural poor. In foreign policy, he pledged to “carry forward” peaceful 
resolution of the border dispute with China and diversify trade with 
it. He supported transforming Indo-U.S. relations and would build 
on his inheritance, focusing on high-technology transfers. As for 
India’s worldview, Singh echoed Vajpayee—the “supreme national 
interest” would dictate policy, and India would work to build “an 
equitable, multipolar world order, which takes into account the 
 legitimate aspirations of developing countries.”71 Foreign Minister 
Natwar Singh, a critic of America’s Iraq war, nonetheless stressed 
continuity, seeking U.S. help in space technology. Visiting American 
officials reiterated support for India’s high-technology objectives. 
Singh’s focus, though, was on domestic issues; diplomacy would 
concentrate on Pakistan and China.72 NSSP processes advanced 
smoothly. Washington lifted export bars from Indian Space Research 
Organization (ISRO), eased dual-technology licensing, and set up a 
joint implementation body.73 In September, Singh met Bush at the 
United Nations and announced the completion of NSSP’s Phase 1. 
Talks on Phase 2 began immediately.

Malabar naval exercises in October featured the first U.S. nuclear 
submarine in Indian waters joining an Aegis-equipped cruiser and a 
guided-missile frigate teaming up with Indian ships, aircraft, and a 
submarine. The exercises grew in complexity, with the two forces 
sharing expertise and building interoperability.74 Rumsfeld arrived in 
December to formalize Phase 2 agreements. His meetings with 
Manmohan Singh, counterpart Pranab Mukherjee, and Foreign 
Minister Natwar Singh were clouded by Indian unhappiness over 
U.S. decision to sell F-16 Falcons, P-3 Orions, and antitank missiles 
to Pakistan. India’s purchases from Russia, Israel, America, Britain, 
and France were building up significant capability,75 but U.S. aid to 
Pakistan still rankled. The tone improved after Bush’s reelection. 
Manmohan Singh wrote, “We must embark on a larger and more 
ambitious agenda for broader strategic cooperation, high technology, 
commerce and defense.”76 Bush agreed. Lessons from the Malabar 
maneuvers became apparent in December after a tsunami devastated 
coastal Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, India, and Maldives. America 
established a “core group” with Japan, Australia, and India to help 
survivors. Delhi deployed 32 ships, 21 helicopters, and 8 fixed-wing 
aircraft within 48 hours to deliver aid to distant shores. This impres-
sive performance and the Core Group’s efficacy hastened the coales-
cence of a new U.S.-led alignment. Delhi’s growing ties to Tokyo, 
Hanoi, Rangoon, and Singapore, and assertive navigation of the 
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Persian Gulf-Indian Ocean-Malacca Strait SLOC, aided strategic 
change.

In early 2005, Washington briefed Delhi on BMD developments. 
In March, newly appointed secretary of state, Condoleezza Rice, 
arrived to discuss cooperation. Both sides underplayed differences over 
F-16 sales to Pakistan and Delhi’s plans to import Iranian gas via a 
pipeline across Pakistan. These were minor issues compared to the fact 
that “China is a major factor, perhaps the major factor, in the changing 
face of Asia.”77 Rice told Manmohan Singh, “It is the policy of the 
United States to help India become a major world power in the 21st 
century.”78 America would offer advanced fighters, civilian nuclear 
technology, and fuel to India, effectively equating it to nuclear-weapon 
states. Bush invited Singh to discuss global and regional issues, India’s 
defense requirements, high-technology cooperation, command-and-
control “transformative systems,” early warning and missile defense, 
“even working towards US-India defense co-production.”79

The “truly historic” Indo-American partnership was outlined 
 during preparatory visits by officials.80 Rumsfeld received Mukherjee 
in June, signing a 10-year “Framework for Defense Relationship” 
more comprehensive than the Indo-Russian accord signed during 
President Putin’s visit to India in 2004. Increased interoperability, 
expanded defense trade, planned technology-transfers, and copro-
duction made India a U.S. ally in all but name.81 DoD officials noted 
that India would be purchasing U.S. arms worth $5bn as America 
helped this Asian democratic partner become a counterweight to 
China.82 The July summit formalized the completion of NSSP, 
launching a “global partnership” in democracy promotion, combating 
terrorism “relentlessly,” revitalizing economic dialogue, collaborating 
in energy security and environmental protection, nonproliferation, 
high-technology, and space. The core of strategic partnership was a 
U.S. offer of advanced nuclear technology on condition that India 
separated its civilian and military nuclear facilities, placed the former 
under IAEA safeguards, formalized its nuclear-testing moratorium, 
secured all nuclear materials and technology, and aided U.S. efforts to 
end fissile material production. Bush would get Congress to amend 
relevant laws and urge the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) to lift 
restrictions on NPT nonsignatory India.83 These controversial moves 
would transform relations. Neither partner admitted that this excep-
tion to the NPT regime would undermine it.

Naval cooperation widened. In September 2005, the Malabar 
maneuvers brought U.S. and Indian aircraft carriers, embarked air-
craft and escorts together for the first time. Sea-Harriers from INS 
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Viraat engaged Super Hornets from the USS Nimitz, testing each 
other’s operational envelopes. Submarines, surface ships, fixed-wing 
aircraft, and helicopters exchanged crews and roles. As Delhi pre-
pared to receive the refitted Russian carrier Admiral Gorshkov, DoD 
began training Indian pilots at American academies. The partners 
signed a Science and Technology Cooperation Agreement, pledging 
to “conduct active collaborative research”84 in basic sciences, space, 
energy, nanotechnology, health, and IT. Congressional ratification of 
the nuclear deal took time and U.S. officials repeatedly testified to its 
strategic advantages. Nicholas Burns, lead American negotiator, said, 
“I don’t want to oversell it, but it is possible, within the next five years 
or so, for India to be one of the US’s most important strategic 
partners.”85 Some dissonance emerged, though. India’s national 
security adviser insisted Delhi was building cooperative relations with 
all “key players”; relations with America reflected shared values, but 
were not driven by rivalry with China, despite much “international 
debate” to that effect.86 India’s foreign minister insisted that the 
UNSC must reflect the twenty-first-century world, bringing democ-
racy to that body by including India, Japan, Brazil, and South Africa, 
tacitly criticizing the P-5’s status quo orientation.87

Natwar Singh did, however, meet up with Russia’s Sergei Lavrov 
and China’s Li Zhaoxing in New York following their first trilateral 
session in Vladivostok in June when they decided to pursue shared 
economic and security interests. They discussed common perspec-
tives on North Korean and Iranian nuclear programs, UN reform, 
energy concerns, and other international issues. Singh was welcomed 
to the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) as an observer—
another collective forum. India’s admission to the SCO led to plans 
for a series of Indo-Russian military maneuvers. Their special forces 
would work together in western India while naval units, including a 
Russian Akula submarine, churn the waters of the Bay of Bengal. 
Later, there would be another breakthrough as Indian and Chinese 
navies trained together. The formative grouping gave its members an 
additional string to their diplomatic bow, expanding their room for 
maneuver within a system still redefining itself.

At home, Manmohan Singh’s communist allies questioned the 
purpose and value of growing U.S.-Indian military ties. When the 
two air forces deployed combat aircraft to Kalaikunda, an airbase in 
communist-ruled West Bengal for the November 2005 Cope India 
exercises, the state government mobilized protests. Manmohan Singh 
gave the go-ahead and USAF F-16s and E-3 AWACS engaged IAF 
SU-30MKIs, MiG-29s, and MiG-27s close to the Chinese border. 
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Strategic relations were too important to be undermined by domestic 
politics. Major American defense firms attended the Delhi defense 
exhibition in January–February 2006, showing off their most 
advanced wares to likely customers. The “global partnership” was 
f ormalized when Bush arrived in Delhi in February. Among the 
agreed areas of collaboration were “Global Safety and Security,” and 
“Deepening Democracy and Meeting International Challenges.”88 
Delhi presented plans to separate its civilian and military nuclear 
facilities, placing the former under IAEA safeguards. Bush pledged to 
take the plans to Congress.89 In July, the House passed the agreement 
with some modifications; later, the Senate passed it with amendments. 
Singh told Bush he could not accept changes to the original accord 
while assuring the Indian parliament that he would reject any modi-
fications. Despite these hiccups the two leaders proceeded to build 
their strategic partnership.

Eastern Flux

Another partnership—forged by Boris Yeltsin and Bill Clinton—
experienced turbulence. Following the Soviet collapse, Russian elites 
presumed democratic Russia would not be treated as a vanquished 
power. While DoD, CIA, and DIA assessments no longer considered 
Russia an “enemy,” its strategic forces often counted as potential 
threats. The mismatch between Moscow’s expectations and experi-
ence forced an uneven evolution of U.S.-Russian relations. Moscow 
believed that the 1997 Russia-NATO Founding Act pledged NATO 
to consultative joint action in areas of common concern. In that 
 context, NATO’s 1999 campaign against Yugoslavia was a “clear 
breach.” Nonetheless, in November, at an Organisation for Security 
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) conference, Russia accepted 
extension of the 1990 Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty. 
Its entry into force depended on ratification by all signatories.

Russian bitterness faded as Bush and Putin established an early 
rapport. In September 2001, Putin swiftly condemned the al-Qaeda 
attacks, facilitated establishment of U.S. bases in Central Asia ignoring 
domestic opposition, encouraged cooperation between Washington 
and Russia’s friends—Afghanistan’s Northern Alliance, shared vital 
information, even allowing overflights by U.S. military aircraft.90 By 
November, he shut down a listening post in Cuba intercepting U.S. 
traffic. When Bush, ignoring Russian protests, terminated the ABM 
Treaty to launch a BMD program, Putin acquiesced. The 2002 
Strategic Offensive Reduction Treaty marked Putin’s acceptance of 
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Russia’s status as a junior partner in the U.S.-led system. In return, he 
expected America to respect Russia’s core interests—one being 
Russia’s “near abroad” remaining undisturbed.

By thwarting Russian interests, America built up mounting 
 grievances: “limitless” NATO expansion into the “Russian sphere,” 
retaining the Jackson-Vanik Amendment, “double standards” on 
Chechnya, supporting “anti-Russian” leaders on Russia’s borders, 
nonreciprocity in intelligence sharing, forcible separation of Kosovo 
from Serbia, and the invasion of Iraq. Russian aid to Saddam’s mili-
tary and industrial-commercial sectors had built linkages that Moscow 
sought to protect. Its emphasis on IAEA inspections and UNSC res-
olutions, as opposed to U.S.-led intervention, in the context of other 
grievances, opened the breach. A Moscow-Berlin-Paris alignment 
questioning the U.S.-U.K. front deepened divisions. Having to sit on 
the sidelines while an ally was invaded, defeated, and occupied was an 
unedifying experience. Then came Moldova. In October 2003, after 
six months of intense negotiations, Putin was about to sign an agree-
ment with Moldova’s President Vladimir Voronin ending a 12-year-
old stand-off over the enclave of Transdniestria. Voronin pulled out 
at the last minute, apparently under U.S. pressure.91 This marked a 
watershed in relations. It was not until a May 2007 visit to Moscow 
that Condoleezza Rice acknowledged that many Russians believed 
America made “an attempt” to hurt Russia in the post-Soviet years 
but insisted “there was absolutely no intention to disadvantage 
Russia.”92 Moscow disagreed.

U.S. sanctions against Russia’s Altay Research and Production 
Center in 2004 for exporting rocket motors to certain clients were 
considered an outrageous attempt to push Russia out of the high-
technology market. DoD’s planned redeployment of U.S. forces from 
German bases eastward to Russia’s “near-abroad” was an encroachment 
whatever assurances Rumsfeld offered his counterpart, Sergey Ivanov. 
The integration of Baltic States into NATO was seen as especially 
worrying. While no direct threats were perceived, an “asymmetric 
development” of U.S.-Russian interests was evident.93 Chinese ana-
lysts noted Russia’s calm response “because Russia certainly doesn’t 
believe the US military transfers target Russia.”94 However, Moscow 
announced a 28 percent increase in its 2005 defense budget, reorga-
nized its MOD and General Staff, intensified training exercises, 
expanded recruitment into high-technology military and space acad-
emies, and tested several missiles, including a new SLBM. Agreements 
were also signed with China and India for the sale of sophisticated 
ground, air, and sea systems.
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Worryingly for America, Putin appeared to be building a pincer 
with European and Sino-Russian wings opposing America’s Iraq 
campaign and global leadership. At the 2004 Russian-Franco-German 
summit in Sochi, Putin insisted America “would never have invaded 
Iraq, had the USSR existed.”95 U.S. concern deepened in November 
when Moscow challenged American interpretations of the 1999 CFE 
adaptation, rejecting linkages between withdrawal of its forces from 
Georgia and Moldova and the Treaty’s ratification. A number of 
Western signatories had not ratified the CFE; they also rejected 
Russian demand that Baltic States be included in the CFE’s purview. 
DoD, expressing hope of improving “relations with states like Russia 
and China,” nevertheless remained “alert to the possibility of renewed 
great power competition.”96 Congress was informed about Russia’s 
maintenance of credible nuclear deterrence and great-power status, its 
testing of new SLBMs and ICBMs, and its role as “an important 
 strategic and military partner for Beijing.”97 The first Sino-Russian 
military exercises in mid-2005, fruits of the Moscow-Beijing partner-
ship, included air, naval, amphibious, and ground operations.

The U.S.-Russian chill coincided with an assertion of the Kremlin’s 
domestic authority as media freedom, pluralist activities, and oligar-
chic autonomy were curbed. Abroad, Moscow challenged former 
allies who had joined NATO and the EU. Putin’s April 2005 Duma 
statement that the Soviet collapse was “the greatest geopolitical 
catastrophe of the century” marked a parting of the ways. This paral-
leled growing Russian economic confidence as high energy prices 
filled Moscow’s coffers allowing early debt repayments and reserve 
accumulation. Russia’s muscular “energy diplomacy” troubled coun-
tries reliant on its oil and gas, and their superpower patron. DoD 
assessed that Russia was unlikely to pose threats to America and its 
allies comparable to those from the Soviet Union, but hopes of 
 partnership evaporated. Washington would work with Moscow 
where interests converged—nuclear proliferation, terrorism, and 
 narcotics—but America was concerned “about the erosion of democ-
racy in Russia, the curtailment of NGOs and freedom of the press, 
the centralization of political power and limits on economic free-
dom.” Sales of “disruptive weapons technologies abroad” and threats 
to the “political and economic independence and territorial integrity 
of other states”98 also angered Washington. Acknowledging Russia’s 
historical-geopolitical status, America still warned, “Efforts to pre-
vent democratic development at home and abroad will hamper the 
development of Russia’s relations with the US, Europe, and its 
neighbors.”99
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DoD received advice that “Russia retains the capability to destroy 
the United States in 30 minutes or less.” Difficulties in maintaining 
large conventional forces had focused Moscow’s attention on its 
nuclear arsenal. Uncertainties afflicting Russian democracy demanded 
America reconsider its nuclear drawdown.100 In January 2007, DoD 
announced plans to establish a BMD system with 10 interceptor mis-
siles in Poland and tracking radars in the Czech Republic, ostensibly 
to stop Iranian nuclear-armed ballistic missiles targeting America or 
Europe. Having opposed this plan since June 2006, Moscow may 
have seen this as U.S. identification of Russia as a potential adversary. 
It led to dramatic outbursts. At a security conference in Munich, 
Putin said, “One state and, of course, first and foremost the United 
States, has overstepped its national borders in every way. This is visible 
in the economic, political, cultural and educational policies it imposes 
on other nations. Well, who likes this? Who is happy about this?”101 
He then walked over to U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates, waiting 
to deliver his own speech, and invited him to visit Moscow. Gates 
downplayed the import of Putin’s comments, but Moscow’s anger 
was no longer concealed.

Gates discussed the BMD issue with Putin, Deputy Prime Minister 
Ivanov, and Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov in April. This coin-
cided with the death of Boris Yeltsin who, as president, had invited 
then-DCI Gates to Moscow in 1992 to establish ties between U.S. 
and Russian intelligence services. Gates explained the limited, longer-
term, and Iran-focused nature of America’s BMD plans, offering 
partnership in development, intelligence sharing, collocating, and 
joint operations. Downplaying the probability of Iran deploying 
ICBMs in 10–15 years, his hosts rejected the offer. Russian CGS, 
Gen. Yuriy Baluyevskiy, insisted, “We will not participate in the 
 preparation of a system directed against Russia.”102 Gates tried to 
allay fears about U.S. plans to arm several Trident SLBMs with con-
ventional warheads; Moscow stressed the risk that the launch of such 
missiles could inadvertently trigger nuclear retaliation; Gates insisted 
conversion would go ahead. He also failed to address concerns that 
the CFE and the Treaty on Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range 
Missiles (INF) hurt Russian interests. Bush called Putin during the 
talks but got nowhere. Yeltsin’s passing symbolized the transition 
from a cooperative era to a more confrontational one.

Confirmation came in Putin’s annual address to the parliament. 
He explained why Russia should not “unilaterally” honor the CFE 
Treaty before NATO ratified it and Baltic States too implemented it: 
“The time has come for our partners to make their contribution to 
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the reduction of arms not in words but in deeds.” Putin sought OSCE 
involvement in discussing America’s BMD plans. He also questioned 
the motives of those who funded Russian NGOs in the name of 
democracy but pursued other goals: “In the colonial era, they talked 
about the colonizers’ so-called civilizing roles. Democratizing  slogans 
are used, but the goal is the same: to gain unilateral advantage.”103 
On Russia’s Victory Day anniversary, Putin told compatriots “new 
threats” similar to those from the Third Reich were emerging: “These 
new threats contain the same contempt for human life, the same 
 pretensions of world exclusivity and dictates.”104 Moscow assured 
Washington that Putin had not compared America to the Third Reich, 
but Rice told Congress she was “very concerned” about Kremlin 
 policies.105 Bush again called Putin but he, preparing to receive Rice 
for fresh talks, questioned America’s BMD plans: “This would result 
in the emergence of new military-political and military-strategic 
dividing lines on the continent with ensuing mistrust, suspiciousness, 
political and military confrontation.”106

Rice concentrated on clearing up BMD “misunderstandings” in 
“candid and friendly” talks with Putin and Foreign Minister Lavrov. 
U.S. ties with former Soviet states were “normal for the US, as a 
global power” just as it was normal for Russia to have relationships 
that “have to be based on the way normal states deal with one 
another.” In short, America would maintain close links to Russia’s 
neighbors just like the relations Moscow had with them. On BMD, 
she pledged to prove that this limited, medium-term project could 
not threaten Russia. Both sides agreed to lower the rhetorical 
 temperature and to set up regular meetings of foreign- and defense 
 ministers—the 212 formula—for consultations on difficult issues. 
However, nobody could “veto” U.S. security policy.107

Substantive differences remained unresolved. While Rice exchanged 
views with Russian leaders, her colleagues began talks with Polish 
officials on stationing 10 interceptor missiles in Poland, and Russia 
announced unusual steps toward another traditional ally that had 
moved into the American orbit. Moscow notified Delhi that Indian 
airliners would not be allowed into Russian airspace from mid-June 
when the current civil aviation agreement expired without an exten-
sion; Delhi retaliated. Eventually resolved, this episode reflected 
Moscow’s muscularity toward U.S. allies. America and Russia were 
pursuing apparently zero-sum interests. In the summer and autumn 
of 2007, Bush and Putin met several times, trying to revive some of 
the earlier warmth. Putin offered to share a Russian radar in 
Azerbaijan, suggesting other joint BMD projects that Bush described 
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as “interesting,” but insisted on implementing the Polish-Czech 
deployments nonetheless. Both leaders were nearing the end of term 
and relations appeared to be shaped by processes not entirely within 
their grasp. A new Cold War may not formally be in the offing, but 
perspectives darkened.

Arise, Responsible Stakeholders!

In Washington, DoD threat analyses, posture reviews, and  deployment 
plans looked very different from four years earlier. The GWOT and 
the conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan, which Washington conflated, 
dominated U.S. security discourse. China, now a potential peer-rival, 
only strove for “national unity, stability and sovereignty.” The PLA 
felt challenged by U.S. military and foreign policies—especially relat-
ing to Taiwan, Japan’s military reemergence, India’s growing clout, 
border and coastal defense problems, and the need to defend territo-
rial waters and airspace. America’s strengthening alliance with Japan 
and India deepened Chinese anxiety.108 In that context, the assertion 
in China’s December 2004 Defense White Paper, “We will never 
allow anyone to split Taiwan from China by whatever means,” was 
seen as defensive. Beijing told Washington it sought improved rela-
tions but issues of trust, regional competition, and Taiwan needed 
resolution.109 U.S. pressure on Europe against lifting its arms ban on 
China and Beijing’s enactment of an Anti-Secession Law—requiring 
the PLA to act against Taiwanese independence—and raising its 
defense budget to $30bn, compounded complexities.

While this was a fraction of U.S. outlays, DoD was told that in 
2025, China’s defense spending could rise to between $185bn and 
$403bn.110 Since the PLA would likely be regionally deployed, threats 
inherent in this level of investment would be substantial. The reorga-
nization of China’s CMC indicated a focus on modernization and 
force projection. Hu Jintao, succeeding Jiang Zemin as chairman, 
inducted the PLAN, PLAAF, and 2nd Artillery commanders, and 
the GAD director, in the CMC, raising the profile of offensive forces, 
and militarizing defense decisionmaking. PLA Chief of Staff Liang 
Guanglie invited Russia’s CGS, Gen. Yuriy Baluyevskiy, to finalize 
the details of first-ever Sino-Russian military exercises, a powerful 
demonstration of “strategic partnership.” Days later, Rice arrived in 
Beijing for her fifth encounter in three months with counterpart Li 
Zhaoxing. She showed interest in stabilizing relations by deepening 
accord and discussing differences “respectfully.” China agreed to 
 station U.S. customs officials in Shanghai and Shenzhen as part of the 
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CSI. This was important in the context of Washington’s difficulties 
in Iraq and Afghanistan, discord with Russia, and the need to refo-
cus diplomacy and wean the military from Cold War legacies. 
“Constructive cooperation” pledged by Bush and Hu in Santiago was 
being built. But Rice also urged Beijing to press Pyongyang to attend 
six-party talks, questioned China’s anti-secession law, and expressed 
concern over the PLA’s growing prowess.

As if to underscore the point, Beijing commissioned its first  modern 
3,500-ton marine patrol craft, Haixun-31, for its South China Sea 
trade-and-energy lifeline, announcing plans to build more capable 
craft, as Rice left. China’s emphasis on sea power was premised on a 
U.S.-dominated Hobbesian world demanding defensive capabilities, 
and China’s historical experience.111 “RMA with Chinese character-
istics” stressed by the PLA and a technological “breakout” predicted 
by U.S. analysts gathered pace. Diplomacy, too, flowered. Wen Jiabao 
told ministers at an Asia Cooperation Dialogue in Pakistan that 
China’s development depended on regional peace, stability, and 
 security; Beijing would not threaten conditions crucial to its prosperity. 
He was effusive in India where he and Manmohan Singh  celebrated 
the fifty-fifth anniversary of diplomatic relations stressing Panchsheel, 
five principles of peaceful coexistence. Their new “strategic partner-
ship for peace and stability” promised to boost trade and develop 
relations while border negotiations proceeded. But differences 
remained; India welcomed U.S. presence in Central Asia, China did 
not.112 In Washington, Bush and Rice received Tang Jiaxuan, final-
izing Bush-Hu summit details on the margins of sixtieth anniversary 
of the end of World War II in Russia in May, the UNGA in September, 
and at an APEC summit in November.

Military concerns marred diplomatic niceties. In March 2005, 
DoD confirmed the primacy of nuclear weapons in deterring, denying, 
and decisively defeating strategic adversaries, authorizing combatant 
commanders to initiate launch requests.113 At a conference of defense 
officials in June, Rumsfeld revealed that the forthcoming DoD report 
on China’s military power would conclude that Beijing’s “defense 
expenditures are much higher than Chinese officials have pub-
lished. . . . China’s is the third largest military budget in the world, and 
clearly the largest in Asia.” Anxious over Beijing’s power projection 
and technological capabilities, he asked, “Since no nation threatens 
China, one must wonder why this growing investment? Why these 
continuing large and expanding arms purchases? Why these continu-
ing robust deployments?”114 Beijing reposted—at $455.9bn, America’s 
defense budget was 17.8 times China’s and the PLA had to improve 
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troops’ living conditions. China hoped that during his first visit as 
defense secretary in October, Rumsfeld would find it posed no threats. 
PLA analysts believed DoD used the “China threat theory” to justify 
maintaining large forces, selling arms globally, “interfering in 
the Taiwan Strait” and getting Japan to “list China as the primary 
enemy.”115 Stressing differences between Japan’s and China’s national 
security traditions, Beijing emphasized “strategic opportunities” for 
Sino-U.S. relations.116 Washington’s politicization of an abortive bid 
by China’s energy firm CNOOC for Unocal, a US corporation, dis-
mayed Beijing. When the DoD report on China’s military power 
stressed Gen. Zhu Chenghu’s warning of nuclear attacks on U.S. 
 cities if America intervened in Taiwan, Beijing challenged its motives, 
assumptions, and conclusions.117 Visits by Rice, her deputy, Robert 
Zoellick, and PACOM commander, Adm. William Fallon, to China, 
and State Councilor Tang Jiaxuan to America, maintained diplomatic 
balance.

Beijing’s dilemma in defending autonomy and reassuring 
Washington118 emerged in its White Paper on “Arms Control.” U.S. 
analysts believed while America’s global primacy was assured, by 2025, 
outcomes of any regional confrontation would be uncertain.119 
Recognition of China’s dilemmas, and conditional amity, came in the 
first semi-annual “strategic dialogue” at which Zoellick and counter-
part Dai Bingguo explored energy security, terrorism, trade, develop-
ment, democracy, and human rights. A month later, Zoellick suggested 
that having profited enormously from the U.S.-led system, China 
defend it as “a responsible stakeholder.” China’s nonproliferation- and 
counterterrorism efforts helped, but its opaque military growth, energy 
acquisitions, and trade surplus raised questions. If China played by the 
rules, America would welcome it as a partner.120 Zoellick’s hint that the 
choice was Beijing’s struck a chord. Chinese leaders would from now 
on describe Beijing as a “responsible stakeholder.”

Washington’s multilateralist shift was confirmed by the CNO, 
Adm. Michael Mullen, who told 49 counterparts at a sea-power sym-
posium at the Naval War College that future challenges on the world’s 
oceans would need a 1,000-ship fleet from partner navies. International 
cooperation was a prominent theme in America’s Maritime Security 
Strategy.121 Rumsfeld’s October visit to China proved less positive. 
While finalizing Bush’s November itinerary and agreeing on expanded 
military contacts, he stressed the anxiety PLA opacity caused. Even 
the Pentagon press corps saw U.S.-China-Japan tensions parallel 
growing U.S. ties to India, Vietnam, and Mongolia, “countries that 
were really estranged a while ago.”122 Hu let Rumsfeld make an 
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unprecedented visit to the 2nd Artillery headquarters, but not the 
national command center in the Western Hills. “It tells something 
about them,” Rumsfeld reposted. Like Rice, he came to China after 
visiting Japan and South Korea, and then left for Mongolia, a route 
Bush himself took in November, first making waves in Kyoto.

There, Bush praised Japan’s liberal-democratic, pluralist, and 
 market economic practices, its alliance with America, its benevolence 
and support for U.S. campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan, holding 
Japan up as a model for China.123 In Beijing, he focused on aspects of 
“a complex relationship”—trade imbalance, currency exchange rates, 
intellectual property rights, market access, and energy competition. 
He praised China’s role in the six-party talks, but suggested that 
Beijing respect the devout, negotiate with the Dalai Lama and Chen 
Shuibian, and honor its pledges. He stressed the need “to consistently 
remind our Chinese friends that structural reform is really what the 
US government is talking about.” He told his hosts China’s military 
growth worried him; U.S. forces would maintain balance in the 
region as they had done for decades.124 This perspective did not 
endear Washington to Beijing; neither did warnings that lifting of the 
EU arms embargo on China would “raise a major obstacle to future 
US defense cooperation with Europe.”125 This coincided with 
America’s delivery of two of four Kidd-class destroyers to Taiwan, 
live-fire training for Taiwan’s F-16 pilots in America, and Russia’s 
transfer of the first of 100 AL-31FN engines to power China’s J-10 
fighters. DoD was warned that China’s burgeoning defense R&D 
and production, and foreign acquisitions, were delivering tools to 
threaten U.S. interests “throughout the Western Pacific and Southeast 
Asia.” As U.S. redeployment of air, marine, and naval forces into the 
Pacific, especially to Guam and Hawaii,126 surged apace, Beijing 
 confirmed “streamlining . . . realignment and reform” had given the 
PLA “sturdy and steady” capabilities.

DoD was advised that American firepower would not dissuade 
Beijing from pursuing key goals—stability, reunification, rapid 
growth, and comprehensive national power. Taiwan’s centrality in 
Chinese priorities meant Beijing would challenge U.S. assumption of 
military domination in any confrontation involving all three.127 
America countered with efforts at strategic superiority. In early 2006, 
STRATCOM opened its new underground Global Operational 
Center for its Global Strike mission, enabling commanders to launch 
intercontinental strikes within minutes. The Navy began building 96 
conventional warheads for 24 Trident D5 missiles; two such D5s 
would be deployed alongside nuclear-armed missiles on each of the 
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12 SSBNs by 2008.128 Washington left little doubt about Beijing’s 
place in DoD calculations. Among “the major and emerging powers, 
China has the greatest potential to compete militarily” and “field 
disruptive military technologies that . . . could offset traditional US 
military advantages.”129 Although Bush did not specify China—or 
Russia—in his National Security Strategy, his emphasis on promoting 
democracy, “ending tyranny and advancing freedom” as national 
security goals,130 and pointed criticism, angered Beijing. However, 
China noted new U.S. emphases on allies, friends, and international 
organs as a benefit of the Iraq War. Despite repeated U.S. urging that 
China become a “responsible stakeholder,”131 and Chinese pledges of 
“peaceful development,” trade frictions and NASA’s refusal to coop-
erate with Chinese counterparts underscored discord.132 Against that 
backdrop, Washington announced that Bush would host Hu Jintao in 
April.

Beijing’s optimistic preview of the summit was leavened with 
 recognition of American “hedging” against an unpredictable China.133 
Differences over whether the visit was “state” or “official,” and hic-
cups during Hu’s White House reception, did not mar the summit’s 
positive note. Bush broke protocol at the White House lunch to sit 
with Hu and continue discussions. Hu insisted that Beijing, focused 
on “peaceful development,” supported the system it had gained so 
much from; China would remain a status quo power and not challenge 
America. He sought trust, understanding, and deeper engagement. 
Taiwan remained an issue—Bush mentioned the three communiqués 
and the TRA, Hu only the former—but even there, both agreed on 
maintaining the status quo. Emphasis on economic and commercial 
ties suggested the focus shifting from the military to more immediate 
concerns. The summit appeared to mark, however tentatively, mutual 
acceptance of changing positions in a dynamic milieu while maintaining 
“balance,” a “hedge-and-engage” formulation.134

For DoD, hedging was key to managing fluidity. As Hu arrived at 
the White House, details of the concentration of U.S. forces into the 
Pacific emerged—the largest joint exercises planned in decades, 
 doubling CVBG deployments to four, building closer alliances with 
Japan, Australia, and India, readying Guam for basing strategic 
bombers while bringing Marines from Okinawa, developing long-
range bombers and space-based “Global Strike” capabilities for 
 hitting Asian targets, linking U.S. forces via a new high-technology 
network “dramatically increasing” joint combat capability, build-
ing military Mandarin language proficiency, redeploying I Corps 
Headquarters from Washington state to Japan, moving 1st Special 
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Forces Group to Japan, building up army and USAF strength in 
Alaska, developing rapidly air-portable army combat vehicles, and 
deploying TMD and NMD systems.135 Part of plans devised since 
2001, these moves would ensure America’s military domination for 
decades.

The summit changed atmospherics. NASA Director Michael 
Griffin, accepting an invitation from the China National Space 
Administration (CNSA), said he would discuss collaboration in 
Beijing. In May, Adm. Fallon met Defense Minister Cao Gangchuan, 
Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing, and Deputy CGS Ge Zhenfeng in 
Beijing, and toured several PLA bases. Implementing Bush-Hu 
 military accords, Fallon invited CGS Liang Guanglie to a regional 
military commanders’ conference in Kuala Lumpur, urged that U.S. 
and Chinese strategic nuclear force commanders exchange visits, and 
invited PLA officers to observe the Valiant Shield exercise, the largest 
since 1975, near Guam in June. This was the first such invitation to 
the PLA. A highlight of Fallon’s visit came when he, an aviator, sat 
smiling in the cockpit of China’s new FB-7 fighter-bomber.

While Washington sought to “shape the choices of countries at a 
strategic crossroads,” DoD shared congressional skepticism. Senior 
legislators challenged Zoellick’s “responsible stakeholder” line; DoD’s 
annual report on China’s military power built on fears expressed in 
the QDR.136 Dramatic expansion of the PLA’s armory and capabili-
ties, opacity of intent, and nontransparent budgets challenged 
America’s freedom of action beyond Taiwan. China’s “access denial 
capabilities” and precision-strike weapons posed “credible threats to 
modern militaries operating in the region.” Beijing, accusing DoD of 
a “Cold War mindset,” denied any malign intent,137 and launched a 
15-year plan to develop “world-class expertise” in high-technology 
arms, space industry, aviation, marine engineering, nuclear energy, 
and IT for civilian and military applications.

Defense Consultative Talks between Assistant Secretary Peter 
Rodman and Assistant CGS, Gen. Zhang Qinsheng, cleared some 
air. Chinese observers led by a rear admiral monitored 28 U.S. naval 
vessels including three carrier task groups, nearly 300 aircraft, and 
22,000 personnel carrying out Exercise Valiant Shield in June. It was 
an impressive display of U.S. capability in the region despite commit-
ments elsewhere. Many of the exercising units would take up station 
in the Western Pacific after the maneuvers. Parallel to this show of 
strength, Washington barred the use of 16,000 Lenovo computers 
supplied to government offices for any classified activities on security 
grounds. Still, U.S. officials stressed “constructive engagement”138 
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with China including possible exchange of missile-launch informa-
tion. While differences dogged U.S.-China relations, ties with Japan, 
Australia, India, and South Korea were further deepened with 
Washington encouraging links among its partners.139 Beijing noted 
Rumsfeld’s visit to Vietnam, reinforcing tentative defense links, and 
decision to deploy a battalion of PAC-3 Patriot ABM to Okinawa. 
Nonetheless, Gen. Guo Boxiong, China’s most senior soldier, visited 
Rumsfeld in July, agreeing to participate in regional security 
 discussions in Hawaii and Singapore, and naval exercises. He inspected 
the carrier Ronald Reagan and military facilities; his visit hinted at 
restoration of pre-2001 military contacts.

Warriors Return

On August 31, 2006, Bush issued a new space policy emphasizing a 
determination to maintain autonomy of military options in space. This 
statement of intent to control space, couched in peaceable  language, 
denied potential adversaries similar benefits.140 The policy proclaimed 
America’s right to extraterrestrial dominion while decrying arms races 
in space. Since 2002, Washington had thwarted Sino-Russian efforts 
at the United Nations to enact a Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer 
Space (PAROS) treaty. Now, there could be no PAROS. In September, 
Washington noted U.S. satellites overflying China being hit with 
“high-power lasers” causing temporary impairment. In October, 
Beijing issued its own space plans, focusing on nonmilitary projects. 
Satellite programs and lunar and other missions revealed the scale of 
China’s ambition.141 Then, in late October, as the Kitty Hawk strike 
group deployed near Okinawa, a PLAN attack submarine surfaced five 
miles from the carrier proving its ability to approach undetected within 
torpedo range. The disclosure embarrassingly coincided with the first 
visit to China by Adm. Gary Roughead, commander, U.S. Pacific 
Fleet. Beijing showed no remorse.

The U.S. Navy may have been more sensitive to geopolitical 
dynamics than others. At a Current Strategies Forum at the Naval 
War College in June 2006, Adm. Mullen noted that unlike recent 
focus on sea control, strategy “must recognize that the economic tide 
of all nations rises not when the seas are controlled by one, but rather 
when they are made safe and free for all.” Ensuring freedom of sea 
lanes—global commons—was the goal. To that end, America would 
establish lily-pad-like Global Fleet Stations (GFS), affording political 
freedom and operational flexibility. But the task was too big even for 
America. Only a “1,000-ship navy” uniting partners could meet the 
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twenty-first-century maritime challenges. That was Mullen’s strategic 
objective.142 Roughead’s visit explored the possibility of recruiting 
Beijing to this vision. In September, a PLAN destroyer and an oiler 
visited Honolulu and San Diego, conducting the first USN-PLAN 
exercises. In November, marines and sailors aboard a U.S. destroyer 
and an LPD joined PLAN colleagues in another SAREX near 
Zhanjiang, enabling the two groups to study each other’s hardware, 
procedures, and techniques, and make collaboration feasible.

However, strategic mistrust stood in the way. It generated self-
serving circularity as U.S. intelligence and conservative think tanks 
played up China’s “threat” potential, encouraging American military 
action, which persuaded Beijing to take countermeasures which, in 
turn, led to further U.S. action. U.S. “exaggeration” of China’s stra-
tegic nuclear arsenal was one instance. DoD reports regularly noted 
that China’s new missiles were mobile, allegedly posing greater threat, 
ignoring the fact that a majority of Chinese missiles had always been 
mobile and targeted accordingly by DoD. Scientific estimates sug-
gested that a Chinese attack on 20 American cities with 20 ICBMs 
would cause 40m casualties, blanketing much of North America in 
radioactive fallout.143 A U.S. first strike on China’s 20 ICBM silos 
would inflict 11m casualties with similar radioactive outcome. Mutual 
deterrence would be easy to achieve. Unlike America and the Soviet 
Union, China was moving very slowly in modernizing its nuclear 
forces, and was unlikely to go beyond credible deterrence. Washington 
and Beijing needed to cooperate in reducing threat  perceptions and 
maintain stability.

Beijing’s view of the international security environment was less 
anxious than in recent years. It expected progress in addressing “the 
serious imbalances” in power alignments. “The major international 
forces compete with and hold each other in check,” but they also 
cooperate and coordinate, and “draw on each others’ strength.”144 
China would modernize its military in keeping with scientific- 
technological developments and the changing strategic environment, 
but only to secure its own defense: “Security issues related to energy, 
resources, finance, information and international shipping routes are 
mounting.” The PLA launched a three-stage program to build net-
worked forces capable of winning modern wars by 2050, three decades 
after China became a “well-off society in an all-round way.” So, only 
defense of the homeland ground, air, and maritime spaces until 
 mid-century. By then, China would be a different country.

America’s security discourse partially resonated with this view. A 
Defense Science Board task force reviewing U.S. nuclear stockpiles, 
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production complex, management systems, and transformation of 
“the nuclear enterprise” reported that a possible confrontation with 
Russia—not China—was the most important reason for retaining a 
robust nuclear deterrent: “Russia retains the capability to destroy the 
US in 30 minutes or less.”145 Moscow’s emphasis on nuclear war-
fighting capability, its difficult democratic transition, and foreign 
policy differences with Washington warranted close attention. China 
too merited watching; given tensions over Taiwan, it was “prudent to 
take China’s nuclear capabilities seriously.” However, China was men-
tioned along with North Korea and Iran as potential challenges. 
Russia posed a different category of threat.



Epilogue

One key question for the US, Japan, and all of Asia is: how will 
China use its newfound capabilities and resources as it matures as 
an economic and military power?1

—Armitage-Nye Report

China’s military modernization, with sustained double-digit 
growth in its defense budget for over a decade and continued 
upgradation of its nuclear and missile assets, development of 
infrastructure in the India-China border areas and its growing 
defense links with some of India’s neighbors continue to be 
 monitored closely. . . . We have also taken note of the recent 
 destruction by China of one of its own satellites.2

—Indian MOD

China’s leaders have yet to explain adequately the purposes or 
desired end-states of the PLA’s expanding military capabilities. 
China’s actions in certain areas increasingly appear inconsistent 
with its declaratory policies. Actual Chinese defense expenditures 
remain far above officially disclosed figures. This lack of 
 transparency in China’s military affairs will naturally and 
understandably prompt international responses that hedge against 
the unknown.3

—DoD

China, a regional power with tremendous political and economic 
influence, has been continuously boosting its defense spending 
and modernizing its military forces . . . There are also concerns 
about the lack of transparency regarding China’s military 
 capabilities.4

—Japanese MOD

The pace and scope of (China’s) military modernization, particu-
larly the development of new and disruptive capabilities . . . could 
create misunderstandings and instability. . . . Trilateral  cooperation 
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between Australia, Japan and the US will be increasingly 
 important in this context.5

—Australian DoD

Hedge, and Engage!

Trends begun in 1996 and formalized in 2001—U.S. engagement of 
China while hedging against China becoming a peer-rival, America 
cultivating regional allies in a “neo-containment” enterprise, both 
Washington and Beijing devoting ever-larger shares of national wealth 
to the military as a key strategic tool—reached culmination in 
2007–08. Parallel military-diplomatic strands saw blocs coalescing, 
building the potential for future contention. Following revelations of 
China’s new Type-093 SSN being commissioned and Type-094 SSBN 
being launched, Beijing began 2007 by introducing the J-10, an 
 aircraft comparable to the U.S. F-16 and, then, on January 11, mount-
ing a direct-ascent ASAT strike on an old satellite without notice or 
explanation. DoD had been reporting Beijing’s ASAT endeavors for 
years; still, this demonstration of the PLA’s threat to military use of 
space caused both anger and anxiety. American visitors—CJCS Gen. 
Peter Pace in March, commander PACOM, Adm. Timothy Keating, 
in May, Secretary Gates in November—asked what China’s intent 
was. Beijing’s assurances that this was a “scientific experiment with 
no military import” and that China remained committed to non-
militarization of space convinced few critics.6

Still, high-level meetings allowed candid exchanges. PLAN 
Commander Wu Shingli and CMC Vice Chairman Guo Boxiong in 
turn visited and hosted U.S. commanders, stressing interest in deep-
ening military ties. PLA intelligence Chief Zhang Qinsheng met Pace 
and Gates in Singapore in June, pledging greater transparency and 
accepting U.S. requests for a military hotline.7 DoD critique was dis-
creet but others were forthright. Vice President Cheney, visiting 
Australia, praised Beijing’s role in securing Pyongyang’s agreement to 
seal its nuclear reactor and allow IAEA inspections in exchange for 
fuel-oil. “Other actions by the Chinese government send a different 
message,” Cheney noted. “Last month’s anti-satellite test, China’s 
continued fast-paced military buildup are less constructive and are 
not consistent with China’s stated goal of a peaceful rise.”8 Other 
officials warned of Beijing’s “deliberate effort . . . to mask the nature of 
Chinese military capabilities.” This is why “we must plan and prepare 
for the worst. It is an area of intense concern and we’re giving it due 
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attention from the highest levels.”9 In contrast, Beijing calmly equated 
the two actors. Responding to Pace’s ASAT worries, Guo said America 
and China were “great powers with responsibilities to safeguard world 
peace and stability.”10 Two months later he similarly refuted Keating’s 
ASAT concerns. Keating’s visit triggered controversy when it became 
known that he had offered to help China build aircraft carriers while 
noting that it would be a complex and expensive undertaking.11 
Equally troubling for America was Adm. Wu’s suggestion that 
PACOM take care of eastern Pacific while PLAN guarded the west. 
Keating refused to cede control of any part of the ocean. This was not 
surprising; that Wu broached a division of maritime labor was.

While military diplomacy cushioned the dichotomy between 
American anxiety and Chinese confidence, Washington’s second 
 strategic prong rapidly advanced. In March, America’s closest regional 
allies, Japan and Australia, signed a defense pact during Prime 
Minister John Howard’s visit to Tokyo, creating a triangular alliance 
framework. In April, U.S. and Indian navies moved their annual 
Malabar maneuvers from the Arabian Sea to the South China Sea, 
with Japanese warships joining up in a dramatic expansion of naval 
collaboration in waters close to China in another triangular link-up. 
These exercises were so successful that plans were laid to expand the 
scale, inviting other regional powers in an encore. In May, ministers 
from India, Japan, Australia, and America, meeting in Manila, 
launched a Quadrilateral Initiative, dubbed the Quad. This was the 
culmination of a process begun in the wake of the December 2004 
“core group” leading post-tsunami relief operations with their naval 
assets operating as a cohesive fleet. In a 2002 address to the Diet, 
Bush had asked Japan to initiate building an Asia-Pacific “democratic 
front.” In 2006, Japan’s future premier, Shinzo Abe, published a 
book in which he adopted this theme as his own. Abe’s initiative 
finalized the Quad.

This “value-based” democratic coalition was founded on strong 
bilateral ties between America and the other three members. The new 
element was the rapid development of security ties among Japan, 
Australia, and India parallel to a deepening of their bilateral alliance 
with America. Japan and India formalized a “strategic and global 
partnership” during Manmohan Singh’s December 2006 visit to 
Tokyo.12 The partnership specified strong “political, defense and 
security cooperation.” Three months later, Howard and Abe signed 
their accord. In April, Tokyo hosted talks among U.S., Japanese, and 
Australian defense officials on BMD collaboration, linking up exist-
ing U.S.-Japanese and U.S.-Australian ABM mechanisms. The three 
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allies would jointly develop the SM-3 ship-borne system. India was 
not to be left behind. The final string to this bow was tied in July 
when Brendan Nelson, Australia’s defense minister—fresh from a trip 
to Beijing where he assured his hosts that Australia and its Quad 
 partners only sought peace and friendship—arrived in Delhi and 
 formalized defense cooperation with his Indian counterpart, 
A.K. Antony. Shinzo Abe and Defense Minister Yuriko Koike fol-
lowed Nelson to Delhi to reinforce ties. Abe described his vision of an 
“expanded Asia” combining countries on the shores of the Pacific 
and Indian Oceans to India’s legislators. “By Japan and India coming 
together in this way, this broader Asia will evolve into an immense 
network spanning the entirety of the Pacific Ocean, incorporating 
the USA and Australia.” Now, the Quad’s diplomatic-political super-
structure was underpinned by a fine mesh of bilateral and multilateral 
security and defense agreements. Reinforcing ideological unity were 
shared security concerns, especially vis-à-vis China, reflected in 
 surprisingly similar terms in reports issued by the four military estab-
lishments in 2007.13 What Chinese commentators described as the 
“Asian NATO,” was born.14 The Quad’s emergence may have poten-
tially been the decade’s most significant strategic development.

The pace of pieces falling into place picked up in the summer of 
2007. Australia and America launched their Joint Combined Training 
Capability facility in Queensland, deploying 27,000 personnel from 
the two forces to try out interoperability in their annual “Talisman 
Saber” exercise. Manmohan Singh signed a defense cooperation 
accord with his Vietnamese counterpart, Ngyuen Tan Dung, during 
the latter’s visit to Delhi. India began building another network of 
roads, airstrips, and bridges near its disputed Himalayan border to 
“match” Chinese activities across the “Line of Actual Control.” U.S. 
marines started training with Indian troops in sub-Himalayan for-
ests. America offered to sell its F-35 Joint Strike Fighter to India as 
the two governments announced the “final” text of their nuclear 
cooperation agreement—although Delhi later denied this. While Abe 
toured India, Gen. Pace told U.S. troops in Japan that he constantly 
monitored China. “If you look at Chinese military power and you 
look at ours, you get pretty comfortable, pretty quickly,” he said. 
“Chinese capacity is increasing, our capacity is increasing, and the 
overall delta between their capacity and ours remains huge in our 
favor.”15

Beijing’s concern became clear in its diplomatic demarches to all 
four capitals on the Quad’s launch, asking what the group’s objectives 
were. The responses, conciliatory and emollient, assured Beijing that 
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the group aimed at boosting regional peace and security through 
cooperation and amity; it targeted no country. As with China’s 
response on its ASAT test, this was not reassuring. On the margins of 
the G-8 summit in Germany, Hu Jintao asked Manmohan Singh 
what the Quad’s security parameters were; Singh told him there were 
none! The military in the four countries made no secret of their 
 anxieties over China’s growing capabilities. Adm. Mike Mullen, testi-
fying as the future CJCS, echoed Quad views. He noted that China 
had “the greatest potential to compete militarily with the US and 
field disruptive military technologies that could, over time, offset 
 traditional US military advantages.” His recommendation? “We do 
not want to overreact but at the same time, we must not under-react. 
Our strategy seeks to encourage China to make the right strategic 
choices for its people, while we hedge against other possibilities.”16 
This  perspective informed the Quad’s collective approach to China.

Meanwhile, U.S.-Russian disputes over America’s Euro-BMD 
plans and U.S.-Chinese rows over allegedly substandard Chinese 
goods ranging from toys to toothpaste triggered overt responses to 
muscular assertions of U.S. interest. Under the SCO rubric, Chinese 
and Russian forces—with token Special Forces teams from other 
member states—conducted a series of complex exercises in Xinjiang 
and the Ural Mountains. As the six SCO presidents formally ended 
“Peace Mission 2007” after their summit in Bishkek, Putin announced 
the resumption of Russia’s strategic bomber missions, suspended in 
1992. British and U.S. fighters were soon intercepting and turning 
back “Bear” bombers near Scotland and Guam while BMD talks 
among America, Russia, and Azerbaijan sputtered on. Denying any 
warlike intent, Putin ordered strategic rocket forces to prepare for 
defensive action while asserting that a revived Russia would no longer 
tolerate challenges to its core interests. Just before his United Russia 
party won a controversial landslide victory in parliamentary elections 
in November, and Putin indicated plans to retain a central role after 
standing down as president, he suspended participation in the CFE 
Treaty. Days later, Moscow announced a resumption of its Atlantic 
and Mediterranean naval patrols. Chinese commentary, critical of 
America’s “domineering” stance, was understanding of Moscow’s 
position.

While “Peace Mission 2007” put Russian and Chinese forces 
through their paces, Quad defense leaders arrived in Delhi to work out 
the details of “Malabar-07-2,” the first display of the group’s military 
muscle. In the biggest such gathering in the Indian Ocean, an Indian 
and two U.S. carriers, two dozen other ships, a nuclear-powered 
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 submarine, over 150 aircraft and 20,000 personnel from U.S., Indian, 
Japanese, Australian, and Singaporean navies conducted the spectrum 
of operations in the Bay of Bengal for six days in September. All five 
senior commanders insisted they were building interoperability for 
action against terrorists, pirates, and WMD proliferators and had no 
strategic designs against anyone;17 but the firepower and technol-
ogy brought to bear against imaginary enemies challenged their 
 choreographed protestations. As the composite fleet tested itself, John 
Howard hosted George Bush and Shinzo Abe at their first-ever 
 trilateral summit in Sydney. Talks focused on how to deepen strategic 
relations with India. The putative blocs appeared to be preparing for 
uncertain—possibly unhappy—times.

A Fluid Future

As the Bush era drew to a close, Richard Armitage and Joseph Nye 
issued their second paper on U.S.-Japan relations. It recommended 
strengthening Japan’s capacity and will to assert itself internationally 
as a key U.S. ally and a global player, boosting U.S. security ties to 
other regional allies to erect a democratic network across Asia-Pacific, 
and engaging China to encourage tendencies supportive of U.S. inter-
ests while preparing for less benign contingencies. Given Washington’s 
proclivities, the paper reinforced existing trends. America had 
 identified Okinawa, Guam, and Singapore as key operational hubs, 
redeployed two-thirds of its expeditionary resources to the Pacific, 
and fashioned the Quad as a democratic diplomatic-military coali-
tion. Rotating deployments of F-22 fighters to Japan, and F-16s to 
South Korea, concentration of submarine, surface, and air-combat 
units to Guam, and replacing the carrier Kitty Hawk, homeported at 
Yukosuka in Japan, with a nuclear-powered successor, revealed the 
cutting edge of a major buildup. The U.S. Navy’s use of a reconfig-
ured SM-3 ABM missile to shoot down a defunct intelligence-gathering 
satellite just over a year after China’s January 2007 ASAT operation 
both demonstrated America’s ability to respond in kind to the PLA’s 
asymmetric capabilities and indirectly replied to a Sino-Russian draft 
treaty on the proposed prevention of militarization of space. The 
hegemon, intolerant of competition, would fight to maintain its 
 position.

Beijing, having devoted significant resources to military modern-
ization since the mid-1990s, demonstrated a capacity to surprise and 
disappoint. Rapid expansion of the PLAN and PLAAF inventories 
especially during Bush’s second term showed what PLA reforms had 
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achieved. By mid-2007, Chinese air forces comprised around 2,325 
air-defense, multi-role, ground-attack fighters and bombers. With 
around 450 transport and 90 surveillance/reconnaissance aircraft, 
PLA air forces comprised a powerful armada with 700 aircraft capable 
of operating over Taiwan without refueling.18 China’s naval modern-
ization was even more striking.19 PLAN’s North, East, and South Sea 
Fleets commanded 72 destroyers and frigates, 58 submarines, around 
50 amphibious-lift ships, and 40 missile patrol-craft.20 In 2007, there 
was much commentary by Chinese analysts on the need for PLAN to 
build aircraft carriers although confirmation of such a decision 
remained ambiguous. Nonetheless, Adm. Keating’s controversial 
offer of help to Adm. Wu Shingli highlighted U.S. awareness of 
Chinese thinking. America and its allies acknowledged Beijing’s 
 anxiety to secure Chinese national economic, commercial, and mari-
time interests driving PLAN’s expansion.21 In that context, Hu 
Jintao’s articulation of SLOC-dependent China’s “Malacca dilemma” 
sounded reasonable. China was anxious to prevent its energy and 
commercial lifeline being choked off by adversaries but robust action, 
however defensive, threatened to incite negative reactions. The Quad’s 
promotion of the “string of pearls” theme—Beijing’s alleged building 
of naval facilities in Bangladesh, Burma, Pakistan, and elsewhere—
cast China’s maritime activities in a threatening light. The Quad 
appeared torn between appreciating the challenges facing China’s 
emergence as a trading nation dependent on secure SLOC for com-
merce and energy supplies, and feeling threatened by Beijing’s efforts 
to protect these. This ambivalence was the Bush administration’s 
 legacy on U.S.-China relations.

The fortunes of America’s partners proved mixed. In Japan, Shinzo 
Abe’s twin-track—reviving a modus vivendi with China while build-
ing Japan’s military-diplomatic stature—suffered a dramatic turn as 
the LDP lost control over the Diet’s Upper House in July 2007 polls. 
Ichiro Ozawa’s Minshuto party vowed to block renewal of Japan’s 
antiterrorism law authorizing the refueling of U.S.-led coalition ves-
sels in the Arabian Sea. Faced with rapidly declining popular support, 
ministerial scandals and health concerns, Abe abruptly resigned in 
September, throwing Japanese politics and diplomacy into confusion. 
His successor, Yasuo Fukuda, moderated Tokyo’s nationalist focus, 
promising to work toward achieving reconciliation with China. A Bush-
Fukuda summit in November aimed at strengthening the strained alli-
ance, but domestic constraints drained its energy. Fukuda’s efforts to 
resume refueling OEF coalition vessels were temporarily blocked 
by Ozawa’s refusal to endorse an extension. Both Fukuda and Ozawa 
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met China’s leaders in Beijing, inviting Hu to Tokyo. Differences over 
energy- and territorial disputes in the East China Sea notwithstand-
ing, an apparent Japanese consensus on a conciliatory stance toward 
China stood in sharp contrast to the polarization over support for 
U.S. strategy. Whether this dichotomy would impact on the essential 
import of the U.S.-Japan alliance remained a key question for the 
region’s strategic future.

India, with strong economic performance and growing military 
capabilities, expanded its influence across the Indian Ocean littoral 
and beyond. Its listening posts on Madagascar, airbase in Central 
Asia, plans to invest $40bn in arms procurement over the next decade, 
strategic influence in Burma, Iran, and Afghanistan, and diplomatic 
activism transformed Delhi into a player on the global stage. The 
linchpin of its “strategic partnership” with America, the nuclear 
cooperation agreement, however, proved contentious. Manmohan 
Singh’s coalition government, dependent on parliamentary support of 
left-wing parties, faced temporary setbacks over that accord, the 
expanded Malabar exercises, and India’s deepening integration into 
America’s global strategy these developments represented.

Domestic divergences notwithstanding, Delhi pursued policies 
designed to expand its systemic autonomy. Indian leaders engaged in 
summitry with U.S., Russian, and Chinese counterparts, building 
variations of “strategic partnerships” with all. This included modest 
military exercises with Chinese and Russian forces in parallel to the 
much bigger Quad ones. Delhi’s pursuit of relations with Iran and 
Israel, Burma and Vietnam, as well as with great- and lesser powers 
hinted at an agenda of its own. The assertiveness of its security policy 
and the confidence of its elite, belying domestic political fragility, 
suggested that Delhi believed it was close to achieving its right place 
at the world’s top table.

India’s flexible approach to the “Eurasian heartland” raised poten-
tial questions about its not-so-tacit alliance with America. Russian 
leaders saw Delhi as a “balancer” that encouraged the development of 
a multipolar systemic architecture, more in concert with Moscow 
and Beijing than with Washington.22 Russia’s ambivalence toward 
China and Japan complicated the picture. In energy terms—a crucial 
 leverage—Moscow appeared to play for the affections of both Beijing 
and Tokyo, alternately sounding favorable to one over the other in 
assuring long-term delivery. In strategic cooperation, Russian ambiv-
alence was even more pronounced. Complex, long-distance collabo-
ration between Chinese and Russian militaries suggested a political 
consensus over concerted action and interoperability. But the reality 
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was more complex. Russia remained the preeminent supplier of military 
hardware to China and India—whose security perspectives differed. 
Moscow raised the price of key items being delivered to Delhi, rene-
gotiating, for instance, the cost of refurbishing the carrier, Admiral 
Gorshkov. But in transferring technology, Russia sold its most advanced 
weaponry to India, not to China.23 Still, the pitch of Moscow’s anti-
U.S. vituperation rose as Putin’s presidency neared its end.

China-India relations, too, demonstrated a degree of dynamism. 
While the long-standing border dispute showed little sign of being 
resolved, despite intermittent high-level talks, Beijing acknowledged 
Sikkim’s incorporation into India and even issued a visa to an aca-
demic from Arunachal Pradesh, another disputed state under Delhi’s 
control. Perhaps more significantly, China changed its stance toward 
the U.S.-Indian nuclear cooperation agreement. After months of 
muted objection to this “challenge to the NPT regime,” Beijing 
received the leader of India’s ruling Congress party, Sonia Gandhi, in 
late 2007, and following detailed discussions, withdrew its objections 
to the “123 agreement.”

John Howard’s Australia, the other Quad member, a steadfast 
“deputy sheriff” to Bush’s America, pursued a clearly defined security 
policy. Deepening Quad ties, Howard announced plans to export 
uranium to India following the U.S.-India nuclear agreement. This 
was a major shift from the established position barring such trade 
with non-NPT signatories. At the same time, Defense Minister 
Nelson assured Beijing that Canberra was a reliable partner. Australia-
China trade burgeoned while Canberra strengthened its defense ties 
to Quad allies. However, Howard lost the 2007 polls. His Labor 
Party successor, Kevin Rudd, maintained the alliance with America, 
but took a more nuanced stance toward China. Soon after taking 
office, Rudd called Premier Wen Jiabao, offering his Mandarin-
speaking good offices as a bridge between China and the West. In 
short, the Quad’s military capacity was evident but the political will 
directing that capacity looked fickle. Meanwhile, Russian assertions 
forced America to retain greater military capability in Europe than 
planned.

As the mismatch between America’s military prowess and its moral 
authority, driven by the consequences of and reaction to Bush 
 administration’s muscular policy in the greater Middle East and 
 elsewhere, widened, the balance of opinion marked a subtle shift. 
Even DoD-funded analyses began noting China’s growing capacity 
to target U.S. vulnerabilities. Most China-watchers recommended that 
America maintain its military—technological edge; many also  suggested 
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a change in policy—to hedge less and engage more—as the most 
effective way to integrate China into the U.S.-led security system and 
guide its evolution in directions consonant with America’s strategic 
interests.24 U.S. policy, however, remained ambivalent, possibly reflect-
ing a mix of intellectual laziness and genuine misunderstanding. 
Senior officials criticized Taiwanese attempts to seek UN membership 
and to hold a referendum on the subject despite sharp Chinese 
 warnings. Beijing praised this “sensible stance” but was perplexed by 
DoD’s planned sales of 12 P-3C ASW aircraft and 144 SM-2 missiles 
worth billions of dollars25 to Taiwan from Washington’s 2001 arms 
package. Continuing its military-diplomacy with growing vigor, 
China dispatched its destroyers and oilers to exercise with warships 
from Australia, New Zealand, Britain, and Spain. In late 2007, a 
PLAN destroyer even visited Tokyo! However, a planned return visit 
by an Aegis-equipped Japanese destroyer was canceled, reportedly 
under U.S. pressure triggered by fears of possible breach of security.

Evidence of the incendiary potential of apparently innocuous 
 incidents arrived in late 2007 when the first family hosted the Dalai 
Lama at the White House before the god-king received the congres-
sional gold medal, to Chinese outrage. When, a few days later, the 
Kitty Hawk Strike Group sought a Thanksgiving port-call in Hong 
Kong, permission was denied. Although Beijing later relented, the 
strike group refused to return and, citing stormy weather, sailed to 
Japan through the Taiwan Strait, eliciting even more agitated Chinese 
protests. Senior PLA and DoD officials, holding a DCT session in 
Washington, managed to restore calm, but the escalatory risks were 
not lost on anyone.

As the Bush era climaxed, Washington’s robust stance toward 
Beijing looked only partially effective. Using a shrewd combination of 
soft and not-so-soft power, China has unthreateningly expanded the 
boundaries of its autonomy. Subordinate-systemic uncertainties 
 notwithstanding, this would likely continue. Evidence of this trend 
arrived on the last day of negotiations at the UN Climate Conference 
in Bali, in December. When India—with Chinese and Pakistani 
 support—demanded mitigation assistance and clean-energy technology 
transfers from the developed to the developing world, America 
rejected it, to unprecedented derision from other delegates. After the 
EU sided with India, and smaller countries asked the United States to 
either provide leadership or “get out of the way,” America conceded. 
The death of deference to the preeminent power laid down a marker. 
The peak of the power hierarchy looked more fluid than before. 
Joseph Nye’s observation that after Beltway rhetoric had crossed its 
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febrile peaks, Washington often oscillated back to sensible moderation 
vis-à-vis Beijing looked increasingly prophetic.

What of the future, then? If the past is any guide, America’s 
 systemic dominance could persist for decades, simply because the 
bases of its mutually reinforcing economic, military, scientific, and 
diplomatic mettle—despite recent erosion—remain insuperable. Even 
its democratizing zeal retains powerful attraction among reformists 
and victims of repression. No single power or coalition appears  capable 
of rolling back U.S. imperium. However, no effective barrier to the 
accretion of Chinese power beckons either. Given America’s unassail-
able position at the top of the hierarchy and the almost inevitable 
growth of Chinese capability, a time will come—probably in 
 2030–50—when their fungible in-theater power will match up. The 
cooption-competition mix at the time will determine whether they 
can work out a modus vivendi or not. Decisions taken by the occu-
pants of the White House and Zhongnanhai over the next few years, 
and the  support they garner from Moscow, Tokyo, and Delhi, will 
shape that mix. The world waits.
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